
 

City and Borough of Wrangell 

2024-04-09 Borough Assembly Meeting  

AGENDA  

 
 

 

 

Tuesday, April 09, 2024  Location: Borough Assembly Chambers 

6:00 PM   
 

1.  CALL TO ORDER 

    a. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE led by Assembly Member Ottesen 

    b. ROLL CALL 

2.  CEREMONIAL MATTERS - None. 

a. SEAPA Presentation - Steve Prysunka 

3.  PERSONS TO BE HEARD 

a. CORRESPONDENCE - Don Pickett (Re: Harbor Insurance) 

4.  AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA 

5.  CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

6.  CONSENT AGENDA 

   MOTION ONLY: Move to Approve the Consent Agenda, as submitted. 

a. Minutes from the March 26, 2024 Regular Assembly Meeting 

b. Acceptance of FY 2023 Audit 

c. Renewal of Wrangell IGA Liquor Store Application (License #108) 

7.  BOROUGH MANAGER'S REPORT 

a. Library Report 

b. Nolan Center Report 

8.  BOROUGH CLERK’S REPORT 

a. Borough Clerk's Report 

9.  MAYOR AND ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

10.  MAYOR AND ASSEMBLY APPOINTMENTS 

a. Appointment to fill open seats on various City Boards 

11.  PUBLIC HEARING 

a. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1850 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE OLD WRANGELL MEDICAL CENTER AND REAL 
PROPERTY AS DESCRIBED AS LOT A, BLOCK 54 OF THE W.M.C. REPLAT, PARCEL 02-031-351, 
ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE JOHNSON, DBA WRANGELL HERITAGE HOUSE DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, AND TO APPLY WMC 16.12.012 – DISPOSITION OF REAL PROPERTY FOR ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES FOR A FIXED AMOUNT OF $200,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DEMOLISHING THE OLD WRANGELL MEDICAL CENTER 

 
b. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1851 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 

ALASKA, APPROVING A LONG-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, INC., 
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IDENTIFIED AS LOTS 7 AND USS3000, OF THE USS 3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT 
DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO PLAT 29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING TWO SHOPS 
FOR EQUIPMENT AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

c. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1852 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, APPROVING A SHORT-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, 
IDENTIFIED AS A PORTION OF LOT PSS, OF THE USS3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT 
DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO PLAT 29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF USING THE EXISTING SHOP 
FOR PARTS STORAGE AND WORKING ON REPAIRS TO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 

12.  UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

a. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1853 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE SALE OF BOROUGH OWNED REAL PROPERTY 
WITHIN WRANGELL TOWNSITE (LOTS 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 AND 9), OF SUBDIVISION PLAT BLOCK 54, 
ACCORDING TO PLAT NO. 68-81, ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE JOHNSON 

13.  NEW BUSINESS 

a. ORDINANCE No. 1054 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
ADDING SECTION 1.20.045 TITLED “DISPOSITION”, ADDING SECTION 1.20.046 TITLED PAYMENT 
OF FINE WITHOUT COURT APPEARANCE AND AMENDING SECTION 1.20.050, MINOR OFFENSE 
FINE SCHEDULE, IN THE WRANGELL MUNICIPAL CODE 

b. ORDINANCE No. 1055 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
AMENDING SEVERAL SECTIONS IN CHAPTER 15.12 – ELECTRICITY, IN THE WRANGELL 
MUNICIPAL CODE 

c. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1854 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, COMMITTING $243,750 FROM PORT & HARBOR FUND UNRESTRICTED FUND BALANCE 
TO THE SHOEMAKER BOAT LAUNCH RAMP REPLACEMENT PROJECT FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
SERVING AS A 25% MATCH TO THE ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME RECREATIONAL 
BOATING ACCESS PROGRAM FUNDED THROUGH THE DINGELL-JOHNSON ACT 

d. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1857 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR THE NEW PERMANENT JOB DESCRIPTION OF THE SENIOR PROJECT 
MANAGER 

e. Approval of the Collective Bargaining Agreement with the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers (IBEW) 1547 

f. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1855 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR SEVERAL AMENDEMENTS TO UNION JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND 
AMENDING THE UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE 

g. RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1856 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR SEVERAL AMENDEMENTS TO NON-UNION JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND 
AMENDING THE NON-UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE 
DATE 

14.  ATTORNEY’S FILE – Available for Assembly review in the Borough Clerk’s office 

15.  EXECUTIVE SESSION 

a. EXECUTIVE SESSION: Discussion on the Proposed Borough Manager’s Contract 

b. Approval to hire Mason Villarma as the new Borough Manager and to approve the Borough 
Manager’s Contract, as presented   (may or may not be considered) 

c. (Possible) Executive Session: Discussion on the Proposed IBEW Collective Bargaining Agreement  

16.  ADJOURNMENT 
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From: Don Pickett
To: Wrangell Harbor
Subject: Issues that came up at your last meeting.
Date: Friday, March 22, 2024 1:56:57 PM

Good afternoon........................I understand at your last harbor
meeting there was discussion about rent increases, about boat insurance, and about the harbor buying 
overall insurance versus the boat owners.  I want to say that if you own a car you carry insurance, if you 
own a house you have insurance, and if you own a boat you need to carry insurance.  Liability is a must to 
carry.  When a boat sinks
in the harbor,  someone will pay thousands of dollars to remove it and correct the environmental hazards 
of a fuel spill.  I believe you have already experienced this with a sinking on the south end of Heritage 
Harbour.  As you know there are many boats in the harbor that cook, have operating appliances, heaters, 
etc etc.  If they can not afford insurance they will not be able to pay for the damage they do to the docks, 
to their neighbor's boat,  or to remove it and do the proper cleanup when it sinks.

I can remember in the past when I renewed my annual rent I was required to furnish a copy of my 
insurance.  It should always be a policy to rent a slip the boat owner would need  to furnish a copy of their 
insurance and your office needs to verify that the liability portion of the policy is in an amount that will 
satisfy most issues of damage to the docks, to the neighboring boats, and to recover the boat when it sinks.  
I rent 50 buildings to many different types of businesses.  They not only have to furnish me with a 
certificate of insurance from their insurance company but I also must be named
"additional insured" .  That is the only way you can go against their policy to reimburse you for damages 
they cause for any reason.  I really hope my neighboring boats carry a good amount of liability insurance 
if their boat fire ruins my boat.

In my past years we owned a cabin in the Sierra' Mountains.  A cabin 200' away from ours started on fire 
and before it was extinguished it burnt the cabins on both sides of it at 100% loss.  A couple years later the 
cabin next to ours burnt down and it caused fire damage to the side of our cabin that his insurance paid for 
the reconstruction.

In closing I recommend you bring in an insurance broker for this discussion.  Maybe the harbor needs to 
carry a  liability policy to make up for those boat owners who do not have insurance.  And maybe the 
rental rate for those uninsured boats will be an amount high enough to reimburse the Harbor for this cost. I 
would also ask Juneau, Sitka, and Petersburg harbors what their policy is.  My understanding is you now 
have all slips  fully rented and you have a waiting list... Excellent!  If you lose some boats that can't afford 
insurance hopefully you will have others on the waitlist to fill those spots.  I know you can not require 
transit folks to meet this issue but their rental rate can help pay for your overall harbor liability policy too.

I am open to discuss this matter if anyone wants to call me.

PS:  I just remembered I furnished a copy of my insurance policy when

I got pulled out to the dry dock.

THANK YOU for all your hard work!!!

Don Pickett
559/298.5852 wk
559/907.1109 cell
donpickett328@gmail.com
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Minutes of Regular Assembly Meeting  
Held on March 26, 2024 

 
Mayor Patricia Gilbert called the Regular Assembly meeting to order at 6:00 p.m., March 26, 2024, 
in the Borough Assembly Chambers. Community Member, Leighetta DeBord led the pledge of 
allegiance.  

PRESENT – GILBERT, POWELL, DEBORD, MORRISON, DALRYMPLE (BY PHONE), AND ROBBINS 
(BY PHONE) 

ABSENT – OTTESEN 

Interim Borough Manager Villarma and Clerk Lane were also present.  

CEREMONIAL MATTERS - None. 

PERSONS TO BE HEARD  

Ken Hoyt spoke about an upcoming event this Friday to celebrate paddling and canoeing and 

invited the Assembly and community to the event. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE AGENDA - None. 

CONFLICT OF INTEREST - None. 

CONSENT AGENDA 

6a Minutes from the March 12, 2024, Regular Assembly Meeting 

6b Minutes from the March 19, 2024, Special Assembly Meeting 

6c Final plat approval of the Pavlina-Villarma Replat, a replat of a portion of Lots 12 and 13, 
Block 12, within the Wrangell Townsite, according to USS1119 and a portion of Lot 14, 
Block 12 within Wrangell Townsite according to Plat 86-5 creating Lots 12A and 13A, zoned 
Single Family Residential, owned, and requested by Dennis Pavlina and Carmen Villarma 

6d CORRESPONDENCE - School Board minutes from the January 15, 2024, Regular Meeting 

M/S: Morrison/Powell to approve the Consent Agenda, as submitted. Motion approved by 
polled vote.  

BOROUGH MANAGER'S REPORT 

The Infrastructure Report / Update from Capital Facilities Director Al-Haddad was given. 

The Accounts Receivable Aging Report for Feb 2024 was provided. 

Harbormaster Miller’s Report was provided. 

Interim Borough Manager Villarma provided his report. 

BOROUGH CLERK’S REPORT 

Clerk Lane provided her report. 
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MAYOR AND ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Morrison asked what the plan was for the Senior Center; stated that she had been contacted 

about this issue.  

Villarma stated that the Senior Center does need some major maintenance; an option would be 

the community center; need to explore all options.   

MAYOR AND ASSEMBLY APPOINTMENTS - None. 

PUBLIC HEARING 

11a ORDINANCE No. 1052 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, AMENDING SECTION 5.14.025, ANNUAL REVIEW AND APPROVAL OF FEE AND RATE 
SCHEDULE REQUIRED, IN THE WRANGELL MUNICIPAL CODE 

Gilbert called the Public Hearing to order and asked for an administrative report.  

Villarma stated that this Ordinance would change the date in which the Fee and Rate Schedule 
would come to the Assembly for annual review and approval. 

Gilbert asked if there was anyone who wanted to speak on this item. 

Hearing none, Gilbert closed the Public Hearing and asked for a motion.  

M/S: Powell/Morrison to approve Ordinance No. 1052. Motion approved by polled vote. 

11b ORDINANCE No. 1053 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, AMENDING SECTIONS 16.08.030 – APPLICATIONS, 16.10.030 – APPLICATIONS, AND 
16.12.040 – SALE OF REAL PROPERTY OR TIDELANDS, AND ESTABLISHING A NEW PROCESS FOR 
THESE RATES AND FEES IN THE WRANGELL MUNICIPAL CODE BY ADDING THE FEES TO THE 
ESTABLISHED FEE AND RATE SCHEDULE 

Gilbert called the Public Hearing to order and asked for an administrative report.  

Villarma stated that this Ordinance would remove the application fees for leasing borough owned 
tidelands and real property and add them to the combined fee and rate schedule; would also add 
a provision in the code that states that there would be an application fee for purchasing borough 
owned tidelands or real property.  

Gilbert asked if there was anyone who wanted to speak on this item. 

Hearing none, Gilbert closed the Public Hearing and asked for a motion.  

M/S: Morrison/Powell to approve Ordinance No. 1053. Motion approved by polled vote. 

11c RESOLUTION No. 03-24-1848 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 
WRANGELL, ALASKA, APPROVING THE AMENDED FEE AND RATE SCHEDULE FOR PERMITS AND 
APPLICATIONS 

Gilbert called the Public Hearing to order and asked for an administrative report.  

Villarma stated that this Resolution would state the application fees for leasing borough owned 
tidelands and real property and for purchasing borough owned tidelands and real property.  

Gilbert asked if there was anyone who wanted to speak on this item. 
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Hearing none, Gilbert closed the Public Hearing and asked for a motion.  

M/S: Powell/DeBord to approve Resolution No. 03-24-1848. Motion approved by polled vote. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS – None. 

NEW BUSINESS 

13a RESOLUTION No. 03-26-1849 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 
WRANGELL, ALASKA, AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF THE GENSET ONAN OLD WRANGELL 
MEDICAL CENTER GENERATOR IN CONFORMANCE WITH WRANGELL MUNICIPAL CODE 
SECTION 5.10.061, DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS PROPERTY, AND THE SURPLUS ADMIN POLICIES & 
PROCEDURES 

M/S: Powell/Morrison to approve Resolution No. 03-26-1849.  

M/S: Powell/Morrison to amend the Resolution to have the starting bid start at $5,000 from 
$15,000. Amendment approved by polled vote. 

Main motion, as amended, approved by polled vote. 

ATTORNEY’S FILE – Available for Assembly review in the Borough Clerk’s office 

EXECUTIVE SESSION – None. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:00 p.m. 

 
 
        _____________________________________________ 
        Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 
 
ATTEST: ____________________________________  
                  Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 
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Acceptance of FY 2023 Audit 
 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Finance Director / Borough 
Manager 
 
Tammy Stromberg, Controller 
 

 FY 23:  FY 24:  FY25:  
  

 Amount Budgeted:  

   $ 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXXXXXX 

  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. FY 2023 Audit 
 

This item is being considered under the Consent Agenda. Matters listed under the consent agenda 
are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one motion and vote. There will be no separate 
discussion on these items. If the Mayor, and Assembly Member, the Manager or Clerk requests 
discussion and/or consideration on an item under the Consent Agenda, that item will be removed 
from the Consent Agenda and will be considered under Unfinished Business.  

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION (Consent Agenda Item): 
None. Acceptance of audit only.  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
The FY 2023 audit was officially filed on April 1st, 2024. This is the earliest the audit has filed since 
2017. Findings were reduced from 8 findings in 2021 and 4 findings in 2022, to just 2 findings 
related to the absence of a qualified second reviewer (i.e., Borough Controller). These findings will 
be remediated in FY2024. 
 
Please the audit report attached to this item. A presentation will be provided by BDO at a later date. 
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The report accompanying these financial statements was issued by  
BDO USA, P.C., a Virginia professional corporation, and the U.S. member of  
BDO International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee. 

City and Borough of Wrangell, 
Alaska

Basic Financial Statements, Required 
Supplementary Information, 
Supplementary Information and Single 
Audit Reports 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Basic Financial Statements, Required Supplementary Information, 
Supplementary Information 

and Single Audit Reports 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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Tel:  907-278-8878 
Fax:  907-278-5779 
www.bdo.com 

3601 C Street, Suite 600 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

BDO USA, P.C., a Virginia professional corporation, is the U.S. member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the 
international BDO network of independent member firms. 

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms. 
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Independent Auditor's Report 

Honorable Mayor and Borough Assembly 
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements 

Opinions 

We have audited the financial statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, 
the discretely presented component unit, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund 
information of the City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska (the Borough), as of and for the year ended 
June 30, 2023, and the related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the 
Borough’s basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. 

In our opinion, based on our audit and the report of the other auditors, the accompanying financial 
statements present fairly, in all material respects, the respective financial position of the governmental 
activities, the business-type activities, the discretely presented component unit, each major fund, and 
the aggregate remaining fund information of the Borough, as of June 30, 2023, and the respective 
changes in financial position and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America. 

We did not audit the financial statements of Wrangell Public Schools (the “School District”), a discretely 
presented component unit, as of June 30, 2023. Those statements were audited by other auditors 
whose report has been furnished to us, and our opinion, insofar as it relates to the amounts included 
for the School District, is based solely on the report of the other auditors.  

Basis for Opinions 

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States 
of America (GAAS) and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government Auditing 
Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial 
Statements section of our report. We are required to be independent of the Borough, and to meet our 
other ethical responsibilities, in accordance with the relevant ethical requirements relating to our 
audit. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 
basis for our audit opinions. 
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Responsibilities of Management for the Financial Statements 
 
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in 
accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America, and for the 
design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair 
presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud 
or error.  
 
In preparing the financial statements, management is required to evaluate whether there are 
conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, that raise substantial doubt about the Borough’s 
ability to continue as a going concern for twelve months beyond the financial statement date, 
including any currently known information that may raise substantial doubt shortly thereafter. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report 
that includes our opinions. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not absolute 
assurance and therefore is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with GAAS and 
Government Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. The risk of 
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, 
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of 
internal control. Misstatements are considered material if there is a substantial likelihood that, 
individually or in the aggregate, they would influence the judgment made by a reasonable user based 
on the financial statements. 
 
In performing an audit in accordance with GAAS and Government Auditing Standards, we: 
 

• Exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. 
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 

fraud or error, and design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks. Such procedures 
include examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial 
statements. 

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit 
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the Borough’s internal control. Accordingly, no such opinion is 
expressed.  

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant 
accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluate the overall presentation of the 
financial statements. 

• Conclude whether, in our judgment, there are conditions or events, considered in the aggregate, 
that raise substantial doubt about the Borough’s ability to continue as a going concern for a 
reasonable period of time.  

 
We are required to communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, 
the planned scope and timing of the audit, significant audit findings, and certain internal control-
related matters that we identified during the audit. 
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Required Supplementary Information  
 
Accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America require that the budgetary 
comparison information and the schedules of the Borough’s information on the net pension and OPEB 
liability and asset and Borough contributions to the pension and OPEB plans, be presented to 
supplement the basic financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and, 
although not a part of the basic financial statements, is required by the Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of financial reporting for placing the basic 
financial statements in an appropriate operational, economic, or historical context. We have applied 
certain limited procedures to the required supplementary information in accordance with auditing 
standards generally accepted in the United States of America, which consisted of inquiries of 
management about the methods of preparing the information and comparing the information for 
consistency with management’s responses to our inquiries, the basic financial statements, and other 
knowledge we obtained during our audit of the basic financial statements. We do not express an opinion 
or provide any assurance on the information because the limited procedures do not provide us with 
sufficient evidence to express an opinion or provide any assurance. 
 
Management has omitted the management’s discussion and analysis that accounting principles 
generally accepted in the United States of America require to be presented to supplement the basic 
financial statements. Such missing information, although not a part of the basic financial statement, is 
required by the Governmental Accounting Standards Board who considers it to be an essential part of 
financial reporting for placing the basic financial statement in an appropriate operational, economic, 
or historical context. Our opinion on the basic financial statements is not affected by this missing 
information. 
 
Supplementary Information  
 
Our audit for the year ended June 30, 2023 was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the 
financial statements that collectively comprise the Borough’s basic financial statements. The 
accompanying combining and individual fund financial statements and schedules, and Schedule of 
Expenditures of Federal Awards, as required by Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 
200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal 
Awards for the year ended June 30, 2023, are presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not 
a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management 
and were derived from and relate directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to 
prepare the basic financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures 
applied in the audit of the basic financial statements for the year ended June 30, 2023 and certain 
additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying 
accounting and other records used to prepare the basic financial statements or to the basic financial 
statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards 
generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the combining and individual fund 
financial statements and schedules, and the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards are fairly 
stated, in all material respects, in relation to the basic financial statements as a whole for the year 
ended June 30, 2023. 
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We also previously audited, in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America, the basic financial statements of the Borough as of and for the year ended June 30, 
2022 (not presented herein), and have issued our report thereon dated July 18, 2023, which contained 
unmodified opinions on the respective financial statements of the governmental activities, the 
business-type activities, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information. The 
individual fund financial statements and schedules for the year ended June 30, 2022 are presented for 
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements.  Such 
information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the 
underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the 2022 financial statements. The 
information was subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the 2022 basic financial 
statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information 
directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare those financial statements or 
to those financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing 
standards generally accepted in the United States of America.  In our opinion, the individual fund 
financial statements and schedules are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic 
financial statements as a whole for the year ended June 30, 2022. 
 
Other Reporting Required by Government Auditing Standards 
 
In accordance with Government Auditing Standards, we have also issued our report dated April 1, 2024 
on our consideration of the Borough’s internal control over financial reporting and on our tests of its 
compliance with certain provisions of laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements and other 
matters.  The purpose of that report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control 
over financial reporting and compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion 
on the effectiveness of the Borough’s internal control over financial reporting or on compliance.  That 
report is an integral part of an audit performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in 
considering the Borough’s internal control over financial reporting and compliance. 
 

 
 
Anchorage, Alaska  
April 1, 2024 
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Exhibit A-1

Component Unit

Govern- Business- Wrangell

mental type Public
June 30, 2023 Activities Activities Total Schools

Assets and Deferred Outflows of 
  Resources

Assets
Cash and investments  $  25,494,726  $    9,696,950  $   35,191,676  $       2,415,646 
Receivables, net of allowance 
  for doubtful accounts:
    Property and sales taxes           917,215 - 917,215 - 
    Accounts           232,236           773,934 1,006,170 323,113 
    Grants and shared revenues        1,470,109           124,364 1,594,473 - 
    Leases        1,195,643 - 1,195,643 - 
    Accrued interest           143,955 43 143,998 - 
Internal balances           346,500          (346,500) -                         - 
Prepaid items 483 - 483 172,517 
Inventories 62,068           243,837 305,905 25,518 
Restricted cash and investments        3,529,850        1,308,408         4,838,258 - 
Net other postemployment
    benefits asset        1,746,434           813,402         2,559,836           1,373,054 
Capital assets:
    Land, land improvements and 
      construction in progress        5,155,936        3,729,312         8,885,248 - 
    Other capital assets, 
      net of depreciation      27,443,380      39,680,430       67,123,810 85,145 

Total Assets      67,738,535      56,024,180     123,762,715           4,394,993 

Deferred Outflows of Resources
Related to pensions           605,834           282,166            888,000 579,070 
Related to other
  postemployment benefits           184,463 85,914            270,377 - 

Total Deferred Outflows
  of Resources           790,297           368,080         1,158,377 579,070 

Total Assets and Deferred 
  Outflows of Resources  $  68,528,832  $   56,392,260  $  124,921,092  $       4,974,063 

Primary Government

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Statement of Net Position
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Exhibit A-1, continued

Component Unit
Govern- Business- Wrangell
mental type Public

June 30, 2023 Activities Activities Total Schools

Liabilities, Deferred Inflows
  of Resources, and Net Position

Liabilities
Accounts payable                          419,677$       317,372$       737,049$         168,529$           
Accrued payroll and related liabilities -                   -                   -                     149,232            
Customer utility deposits -                   122,909         122,909           -                       
Accrued interest payable 12,917           1,167            14,084             -                       
Unearned revenue 240,403         1,447,568      1,687,971        35,625              
Noncurrent liabilities:
   Due within one year:
      Accrued leave 309,272         135,983         445,255           -                       
      Bonds 95,000           -                   95,000             -                       
      Loans -                   14,366           14,366             -                       
   Due in more than one year:
      Bonds, including unamortized premium 3,434,850      -                   3,434,850        -                       
      USDA Rural Development loan -                   78,653           78,653             -                       
      ADEC loans -                   248,774         248,774           -                       
      Net pension liability 4,305,641      2,005,349      6,310,990        2,648,596          

Total Liabilities 8,817,760      4,372,141      13,189,901      3,001,982          

Deferred Inflows of Resources
Related to leases 1,143,663      -                   1,143,663        -                       
Related to other 
  postemployment benefits 168,633         78,540           247,173           162,418            

Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 1,312,296      78,540           1,390,836        162,418            

Total Liabilities and Deferred 
  Inflows of Resources 10,130,056    4,450,681      14,580,737      3,164,400          

Net Position
Net investment in capital assets 32,599,316    43,067,949    75,667,265      85,145              
Restricted 12,148,218    -                   12,148,218      -                       
Unrestricted 13,651,242    8,873,630      22,524,872      1,724,518          

Total Net Position 58,398,776    51,941,579    110,340,355     1,809,663          

Total Liabilities, Deferred Inflows 
of Resources, and Net Position 68,528,832$   56,392,260$   124,921,092$   4,974,063$        

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Statement of Net Position, continued

Primary Government

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit A-2

Fees,
Fines & Operating Capital Component Unit
Charges Grants & Grants & Govern- Business- Wrangell

for Contri- Contri- mental type Public
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Expenses Services butions butions Activities Activities Total Schools

Functions
Primary Government
  Governmental activities:
    General government 1,460,423$   79,368$      310,161$      -$               (1,070,894)$   -$                  (1,070,894)$     
    Public safety 1,917,506     126,762      641,865        -                (1,148,879)     -                    (1,148,879)       
    Public works 2,000,133     323,266      (23,667)        -                (1,700,534)     -                    (1,700,534)       
    Parks and recreation 612,029        80,820        (1,236)          657,306      124,861         -                    124,861           
    Community services 1,777,629     288,376      317,562        134,865      (1,036,826)     -                    (1,036,826)       
    Education 1,927,217     -                1,093,907     -                (833,310)        -                    (833,310)          
  Interest 58,556          -                -                  -                (58,556)          -                    (58,556)           

  Total governmental 
    activities 9,753,493     898,592      2,338,592     792,171      (5,724,138)     -                    (5,724,138)       

  Business-type activities:
    Electric utility 4,252,840     4,598,932   84,843         -                -                   430,935         430,935           
    Water utility 938,438        902,631      504,867        157,057      -                   626,117         626,117           
    Sanitation utility 813,106        897,288      300,203        -                -                   384,385         384,385           
    Port 3,274,824     1,744,643   201,304        -                -                   (1,328,877)     (1,328,877)       
    Sewer utility 580,293        695,592      3,707           253,126      -                   372,132         372,132           

  Total business-type
    activities 9,859,501     8,839,086   1,094,924     410,183      -                   484,692         484,692           

Total Primary 
Government 19,612,994$ 9,737,678$ 3,433,516$   1,202,354$ (5,724,138)     484,692         (5,239,446)       

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Primary Government

Program Revenues

Statement of Activities

Changes in Net Position
Net (Expense) Revenue and
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Exhibit A-2, continued 

Fees,
Fines & Operating Capital Component Unit
Charges Grants & Grants & Govern- Business- Wrangell

for Contri- Contri- mental type Public
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Expenses Services butions butions Activities Activities Total Schools

Component Unit
Wrangell Public Schools 4,431,561$   3,553$        865,405$      34,317$      (3,528,286)$     

General Revenues
  Taxes:
    Property taxes 1,692,193$    -$                  1,692,193$      -                      
    Sales taxes 4,051,189      -                    4,051,189        -                      
    Payments in lieu of taxes 493,042         -                    493,042           -                      
    Other taxes 101,757         -                    101,757           -                      
  Contributions from primary government -                   -                    -                     1,617,629        
  Grants and entitlements not   
    restricted to a specific purpose 434,471         -                    434,471           3,303,572        
  E-rate -                   -                    -                     153,624           
  Investment income 1,326,268      610                1,326,878        19,803             
  Other 170,389         -                    170,389           41,689             
Transfers 673,000         (673,000)        -                     -                      

Total General Revenues and Transfers 8,942,309      (672,390)        8,269,919        5,136,317        

Change in Net Position 3,218,171      (187,698)        3,030,473        1,608,031        

Net Position, beginning 55,180,605    52,129,277     107,309,882    201,632           

                                            Net Position, ending 58,398,776$   51,941,579$   110,340,355$   1,809,663$       

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Primary Government

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
Statement of Activities, continued

Net (Expense) Revenue and
Program Revenues Changes in Net Position
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Exhibit B-1 

Secure
 Permanent Rural Parks and Total

Fund Schools Recreation Govern-
Special Special Special Nonmajor mental

June 30, 2023 General Revenue Revenue Revenue Funds Funds

Assets
Cash and investments 7,856,611$     9,461,814$   1,608,324$   966,332$      5,601,645$    25,494,726$   
Restricted cash and investments 3,529,850      -                  -                  -                  -                   3,529,850      
Receivables, net of allowance for 
  doubtful accounts:
    Property and sales taxes 743,719         -                  -                  -                  173,496        917,215         
    Accounts 99,328           14,484         -                  -                  118,424        232,236         
    Grants 670,143         -                  277,717        522,249        -                   1,470,109      
    Leases 1,036,310      159,333        -                  -                  -                   1,195,643      
    Accrued interest 143,861         94                -                  -                  -                   143,955         
Interfund loan receivable 346,500         -                  -                  -                  -                   346,500         
Prepaid items 483                -                  -                  -                  -                   483                
Inventory -                    -                  -                  -                  62,068          62,068           

Total Assets 14,426,805$   9,635,725$   1,886,041$   1,488,581$   5,955,633$    33,392,785$   

Liabilities, Deferred Inflows
  of Resources, and Fund Balances

Liabilities
  Accounts payable 275,641$        -$                38,609$        54,384$        51,043$        419,677$       
  Unearned revenue 81,513           -                  -                  148,540        10,350          240,403         

Total Liabilities 357,154         -                  38,609         202,924        61,393          660,080         

Deferred Inflows of Resources
  Delinquent property taxes 48,083           -                  -                  -                  -                   48,083           
  Related to land sales -                    -                  -                  -                  6,258            6,258             
  Related to leases 1,000,620      143,043        -                  -                  -                   1,143,663      

Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 1,048,703      143,043        -                  -                  6,258            1,198,004      

Total Liabilities and Deferred
 Inflows of Resources        1,405,857      143,043        38,609         202,924        67,651          1,858,084      

Fund Balances
  Nonspendable 346,983         -                  -                  -                  62,068          409,051         
  Restricted 3,529,850      9,492,682     1,847,432     -                  808,104        15,678,068    
  Committed -                    -                  -                  1,285,657     2,217,665     3,503,322      
  Assigned -                    -                  -                  -                  2,800,145     2,800,145      
  Unassigned 9,144,115      -                  -                  -                  -                   9,144,115      

Total Fund Balances 13,020,948     9,492,682     1,847,432     1,285,657     5,887,982     31,534,701    

Total Liabilities, Deferred Inflows 
   of Resources, and Fund Balances 14,426,805$   9,635,725$   1,886,041$   1,488,581$   5,955,633$    33,392,785$   

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Balance Sheet
Governmental Funds

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Major Funds
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Exhibit B-2

Total fund balances for governmental funds 31,534,701$    

Total net position reported for governmental activities in the
   Statement of Net Position is different because:

      Capital assets used in governmental activities are not financial
         resources and therefore are not reported in the funds.  These
         assets, net of accumulated depreciation consist of:
            Land and land improvements 3,650,856$   
            Construction in progress 1,505,080     
            Infrastructure 23,541,405   
            Buildings 48,623,687   
            Improvements other than buildings 6,834,181     
            Machinery and equipment 5,526,868     
            Accumulated depreciation (57,082,761)  
      Total capital assets 32,599,316      

      Other postemployment benefits (OPEB) plans have been funded in excess of
          the required contributions. These assets are not financial resources and therefore 
          are not reported in the funds.
            Net OPEB asset 1,746,434       

      Other long-term assets are not available to pay for current 
         period expenditures and therefore are deferred in the funds. 
         These assets consist of delinquent property taxes receivable
         and deferred land sales. 54,341            

      Long-term liabilities, including accrued leave and net pension liability
         are not due and payable in the current period and therefore are 
         not reported as fund liabilities.  These liabilities consist of:

            Accrued leave (309,272)       
            Bonds, including unamortized premium (3,529,850)    
            Net pension liability (4,305,641)    

Accrued interest payable (12,917)         
      Total long-term liabilities (8,157,680)      

      Deferred outflows and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions and other 
         postemployment benefits are applicable to future periods, and therefore are not 
         reported in the funds.
            Deferred outflows of resources related to pensions 605,834        
            Deferred outflows of resources related to OPEB 184,463        
            Deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB (168,633)       
      Total deferred pension and OPEB items 621,664          

Total Net Position of Governmental Activities 58,398,776$    

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Reconciliation of Governmental Funds Balance Sheet
to Statement of Net Position

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

June 30, 2023
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Exhibit B-3 

Secure
 Permanent Rural Parks and Total

Fund Schools Recreation Govern-
Special Special Special Nonmajor mental

Year Ended June 30, 2023 General Revenue Revenue Revenue Funds Funds

Revenues
   Taxes 5,512,363$   -$              -$              -$              904,291$    6,416,654$   
   Intergovernmental 1,432,488     -                1,091,177   662,551      273,910      3,460,126    
   Charges for services 167,835        -                -                65,076        132,914      365,825       
   Sales and leases 104,309        28,246        -                -                -                132,555       
   Investment income 678,730        568,305      -                76,098        3,135         1,326,268    
   Land sales and improvements -                  170,389      -                -                315,078      485,467       
   Fines and forfeitures 14,668          -                -                -                -                14,668         

   Other 19,522          -                -                15,744        296,490      331,756       

Total Revenues 7,929,915     766,940      1,091,177   819,469      1,925,818   12,533,319   

Expenditures
   Current:
      General government 1,783,835     -                -                -                254,680      2,038,515    
      Public safety 2,232,682     -                -                -                -                2,232,682    
      Public works 1,512,712     -                -                -                -                1,512,712    
      Parks and recreation -                  -                -                659,642      -                659,642       
      Community services 783,835        -                -                -                747,479      1,531,314    
      Education -                  -                876,259      -                741,489      1,617,748    
   Debt service:
      Interest -                  -                -                -                45,639        45,639         
   Capital outlay -                  -                593,113      745,654      76,267        1,415,034    

Total Expenditures 6,313,064     -                1,469,372   1,405,296   1,865,554   11,053,286   

Excess of Revenues Over (Under)
  Expenditures 1,616,851     766,940      (378,195)     (585,827)     60,264        1,480,033    

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
   Transfers in -                  -                -                443,885      2,495,643   2,939,528    
   Transfers out (2,231,175)    -                (35,353)      -                -                (2,266,528)   
   Proceeds from bonds issued 3,100,000     -                -                -                -                3,100,000    
   Premium on bonds issued 429,850        -                -                -                -                429,850       

Net Other Financing Sources (Uses) 1,298,675     -                (35,353)      443,885      2,495,643   4,202,850    

Net Change in Fund Balances 2,915,526     766,940      (413,548)     (141,942)     2,555,907   5,682,883    

Fund Balances, beginning 10,105,422   8,725,742   2,260,980   1,427,599   3,332,075   25,851,818   

Fund Balances, ending 13,020,948$  9,492,682$ 1,847,432$ 1,285,657$ 5,887,982$ 31,534,701$ 

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Governmental Funds

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Major Funds
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Exhibit B-4

Net change in fund balances - total governmental funds 5,682,883$  

The change in net position reported for governmental activities in the 
   Statement of Activities is different because:

    Governmental funds report capital outlays as expenditures.  However on 
      the Statement of Activities, depreciation expense is recognized to allocate
      the cost of these items over their estimated useful lives.  This is the amount 
      by which depreciation ($1,673,117) exceeded capital outlays ($1,642,500). (30,617)        

    Revenues in the Statement of Activities that do not provide current financial
      resources are not reported as revenues in the funds.  
          Increase in other long-term receivables (75,343)        

    The issuance of bonds provides current financial resources in governmental 
      funds.  Also, governmental funds report the effect of bond premiums when
      the debt is first issued, whereas this amount is deferred and amortized in the
      Statement of Activities.  This is the change in bond-related transactions:  
          Proceeds from issuance of bonds (3,100,000)$ 
          Proceeds from bond premium (429,850)      
          Accrued interest expense (12,917)        

(3,542,767)   
    Some expenses reported in the Statement of Activities do not require the use of 
      current financial resources and, therefore, are not reported as expenditures
      in governmental funds.  
          Increase in accrued leave (41,194)$      
          Decrease in net pension liability and related accounts 776,457       
          Increase in net OPEB asset and related accounts 448,752       

1,184,015    

Change in Net Position of Governmental Activities 3,218,171$  

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

Reconciliation of Change in Fund Balances of Governmental Funds
to Statement of Activities

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Year Ended June 30, 2023
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Exhibit C-1
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Enterprise Funds

Statement of Net Position

Major Funds Nonmajor Fund Total
Electric Water Sanitation Sewer Enterprise

June 30, 2023 Utility Utility Utility Port Utility Funds

Assets and Deferred Outflows of Resources

Current Assets
Cash and investments                 3,193,193$    972,212$        744,693$       3,507,023$     1,279,829$     9,696,950$     

Receivables, net of allowance for doubtful accounts:
Accounts 516,606         46,378           37,400          136,580          36,970           773,934         
Grants -                   124,364         -                   -                    -                    124,364         
Accrued interest -                   5                   -                   32                  6                   43                  

Inventories                                     243,837         -                    -                   -                    -                    243,837         

Total Current Assets 3,953,636      1,142,959       782,093         3,643,635       1,316,805       10,839,128     

Noncurrent Assets
   Restricted cash and investments -                   616,500         -                   691,908          -                    1,308,408       

Net other postemployment benefits asset 298,594         103,732         95,425          230,922          84,729           813,402         
Capital assets, net                     1,579,326      5,362,657       815,741         33,296,486     2,355,532       43,409,742     

Total Noncurrent Assets 1,877,920      6,082,889       911,166         34,219,316     2,440,261       45,531,552     

Total Assets 5,831,556      7,225,848       1,693,259      37,862,951     3,757,066       56,370,680     

Deferred Outflows of Resources
Related to pensions 103,581         35,984           33,103          80,106            29,392           282,166         
Related to other postemployment benefits 31,538          10,957           10,079          24,391            8,949             85,914           

Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 135,119         46,941           43,182          104,497          38,341           368,080         

Total Assets and Deferred Outflows of Resources 5,966,675$    7,272,789$     1,736,441$    37,967,448$    3,795,407$     56,738,760$   
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Exhibit C-1, continued

Major Funds Nonmajor Fund Total
Electric Water Sanitation Sewer Enterprise

June 30, 2023 Utility Utility Utility Port Utility Funds

Liabilities, Deferred Inflows of Resources, and Net Position

Current Liabilities
Accounts payable                              15,682$         185,543$         21,447$          57,236$           37,464$            317,372$          

Customer utility deposits                     109,005         13,904            -                    -                     -                      122,909            
Accrued interest payable                 -                    1,138              -                    -                     29                    1,167               
Unearned revenue                              39,689           626,279          9,795              763,986           7,819               1,447,568         
Accrued leave 32,755           28,367            19,780            39,234             15,847              135,983            
Current portion of interfund loan -                    38,500            -                    -                     -                      38,500              
Current portion of loans -                    12,618            -                    -                     1,748               14,366              

Total Current Liabilities              197,131         906,349          51,022            860,456           62,907              2,077,865         
 
Long-term Liabilities, net of current portion

USDA Rural Development loan -                    -                     -                    -                     78,653              78,653              
ADEC loans -                    248,774          -                    -                     -                      248,774            
Interfund loan -                    308,000          -                    -                     -                      308,000            
Net pension liability 736,151         255,742          235,259          569,311           208,886            2,005,349         

Total Long-term Liabilities            736,151         812,516          235,259          569,311           287,539            2,640,776         

Total Liabilities      933,282         1,718,865       286,281          1,429,767        350,446            4,718,641         

Deferred Inflows of Resources
Related to other postemployment benefits 28,832           10,016            9,214              22,297             8,181               78,540              

Net Position
Net investment in capital assets 1,579,326      5,101,265       815,741          33,296,486      2,275,131         43,067,949       
Unrestricted 3,425,235      442,643          625,205          3,218,898        1,161,649         8,873,630         

Total Net Position 5,004,561      5,543,908       1,440,946       36,515,384      3,436,780         51,941,579       

Total Liabilities, Deferred Inflows of Resources, and Net Position 5,966,675$     7,272,789$      1,736,441$     37,967,448$     3,795,407$       56,738,760$     

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Enterprise Funds
Statement of Net Position, continued
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Exhibit C-2 
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Enterprise Funds
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position

Major Funds Nonmajor Fund Total 
Electric Water Sanitation Sewer Enterprise

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Utility Utility Utility Port Utility Funds

Operating Revenues
  Charges for services                               $       4,514,535  $           868,285  $          897,288  $     1,744,643  $       692,230  $    8,716,981 

Operating Expenses
Personnel services              707,264              329,127              275,246            620,536           159,442        2,091,615 
Commodities           3,179,162              231,992                66,867            184,652           172,930        3,835,603 
Contractual services              115,388                19,394              327,125            252,578             94,221           808,706 

Intergovernmental               13,929                  1,137                24,899             13,966               6,290             60,221 
Depreciation              237,097              356,081              118,969         2,203,092           145,872        3,061,111 

Total Operating Expenses           4,252,840              937,731              813,106         3,274,824           578,755        9,857,256 

Income (Loss) from Operations                                  261,695               (69,446)                84,182       (1,530,181)           113,475       (1,140,275)

Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
  Investment income                                                     -                     131                         -                      1                  478                  610 
  Interest expense                        -                   (707)                         -                      -             (1,538)             (2,245)
  Other grant revenue                        -              500,328              296,027             71,587                      -           867,942 
  State PERS relief               84,843                  4,539                  4,176             10,106               3,707           107,371 
  State fisheries business tax                        -                         -                         -            119,611                      -           119,611 
  Other revenues               84,397                34,346                         -                      -               3,362           122,105 

Net Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)              169,240              538,637              300,203            201,305               6,009        1,215,394 

Income (Loss) Before Transfers and Capital Contributions              430,935              469,191              384,385       (1,328,876)           119,484             75,119 

  Transfers out              (90,000)             (278,000)                         -                      -          (305,000)          (673,000)
  Capital contributions                        -              157,057                         -                      -           253,126           410,183 

Change in Net Position              340,935              348,248              384,385       (1,328,876)             67,610          (187,698)

Net Position, beginning           4,663,626           5,195,660           1,056,561       37,844,260        3,369,170      52,129,277 

Net Position, ending  $       5,004,561  $        5,543,908  $       1,440,946  $   36,515,384  $    3,436,780  $   51,941,579 

See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
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Exhibit C-3 

Major Funds Nonmajor Fund Total 
                                                          Electric Water Sanitation Sewer Enterprise
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Utility Utility Utility Port Utility Funds

Cash Flows from (for) Operating Activities
    Receipts from customers and users 4,285,852$       927,622$         602,503$     1,829,641$       687,493$         8,333,111$       
    Payments for interfund services used (13,929)            (1,137)             (24,899)        (13,966)            (6,290)             (60,221)            
    Payments to suppliers (3,529,857)       (131,525)         (400,570)      (492,201)          (271,257)          (4,825,410)        
    Payments to employees (895,683)          (311,534)         (293,213)      (694,683)          (248,020)          (2,443,133)        

Net cash flows from (for) operating activities (153,617)          483,426           (116,179)      628,791            161,926           1,004,347         

Cash Flows from (for) Noncapital Financing Activities
    State fish taxes received                               -                      -                     -                 119,611            -                     119,611            
    Operating grants -                      1,065,312        296,027       151,815            -                     1,513,154         
    Transfers out (90,000)            (278,000)         -                 -                      (305,000)          (673,000)           

Net cash flows from (for) noncapital financing activities (90,000)            787,312           296,027       271,426            (305,000)          959,765            

Cash Flows for Capital and 
  Related Financing Activities
    Purchase of property, plant and equipment             (114,693)          (1,278,480)      (308,958)      (163,697)          (268,929)          (2,134,757)        
    Capital contributions received -                      157,057           -                 -                      253,126           410,183            
    Principal paid on interfund loans -                      (38,500)           -                 (20,728)            -                     (59,228)            
    Principal payments on long-term debt                 -                      (12,432)           -                 -                      (3,352)             (15,784)            
    Interest payments on long-term debt                       -                      (707)                -                 -                      (1,538)             (2,245)              

Net cash flows for capital
  and related financing activities         (114,693)          (1,173,062)      (308,958)      (184,425)          (20,693)            (1,801,831)        

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
  Investment income received                             -                      131                 -                 1                     479                 611                  

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash 
  and Investments  (358,310)          97,807            (129,110)      715,793            (163,288)          162,892            

Cash and Investments, beginning 3,551,503         1,490,905        873,803       3,483,138         1,443,117        10,842,466       

Cash and Investments, ending 3,193,193$       1,588,712$      744,693$     4,198,931$       1,279,829$      11,005,358$     

Reconciliation of Cash and Investments 
  to Statement of Net Position
    Cash and investments 3,193,193$       972,212$         744,693$     3,507,023$       1,279,829$      9,696,950$       
    Restricted cash and investments -                      616,500           -                 691,908            -                     1,308,408         

Total Cash and Investments 3,193,193$       1,588,712$      744,693$     4,198,931$       1,279,829$      11,005,358$     

Enterprise Funds

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Statement of Cash Flows
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Exhibit C-3, continued
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Enterprise Funds
Statement of Cash Flows, continued

Nonmajor
Major Funds Fund Total 

                                                          Electric Water Sanitation Sewer Enterprise
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Utility Utility Utility Port Utility Funds

Reconciliation of Income (Loss) from Operations to Net Cash
  Flows from (for) Operating Activities
 Income (loss) from operations                                    261,695$      (69,446)$     84,182$        (1,530,181)$   113,475$       (1,140,275)$   
  Adjustments to reconcile income (loss) from operations to net
    cash flows from (for) operating activities:
        Depreciation                                      237,097        356,081      118,969        2,203,092      145,872        3,061,111      
        Noncash expense - PERS relief 84,843          4,539          4,176            10,106           3,707            107,371         
        Miscellaneous nonoperating revenues 84,397          34,346        -                  -                   3,362            122,105         
       (Increase) decrease in assets:
          Accounts receivable, net                           (216,858)       25,530        26,542          49,020           13,900          (101,866)        
          Inventories (70,995)        -                -                  -                   -                  (70,995)          
          Net other postemployment benefits asset 195,970        (13,360)       12,909          51,096           64,939          311,554         
       (Increase) decrease in deferred outflows of resources:
          Related to pensions 3,349           (16,445)       (9,680)          (19,131)          2,968            (38,939)          
          Related to other postemployment benefits (11,459)        (7,288)        (5,681)          (12,941)          (2,873)          (40,242)          
        Increase (decrease) in liabilities:
          Accounts payable                                (164,312)       119,861      (6,578)          (54,971)          (4,106)          (110,106)        
          Accrued leave (1,448)          8,172          4,097            3,459             (3,773)          10,507           
          Unearned revenue (103,745)       -                (321,327)       35,978           (20,281)         (409,375)        

 Interest payable -                  (3,298)        -                  -                   (1,718)          (5,016)           
          Customer utility deposits                       7,523           2,759          -                  -                   -                  10,282           
          Net pension liability 49,495          130,269      84,847          177,755         1,086            443,452         
        Increase (decrease) in deferred inflows of resources:
          Related to pensions (273,823)       (50,036)       (59,981)         (156,144)        (82,866)         (622,850)        
          Related to other postemployment benefits (235,346)       (38,258)       (48,654)         (128,347)        (71,766)         (522,371)        

Net Cash Flows from (for) Operating Activities (153,617)$     483,426$    (116,179)$     628,791$        161,926$       1,004,347$     

                             See accompanying notes to basic financial statements.
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

Notes to Basic Financial Statements  
Year Ended June 30, 2023 

19 

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Reporting Entity 

The City of Wrangell (City) was incorporated in 1903 as a home rule municipality under the laws of the 
State of Alaska.  It operated as a home rule city until May 30, 2008, at which time it was incorporated 
and certified as a unified home rule borough by the State of Alaska.  On May 30, 2008, the City and 
Borough of Wrangell (the Borough) was created and the City of Wrangell was dissolved.  The City and 
Borough of Wrangell immediately succeeded to all rights, powers, duties, assets, and liabilities of the 
former City of Wrangell.   

The Borough operates under an assembly-manager form of government and performs municipal duties 
allowed by Alaska statutes and as directed by its residents. 

As required by generally accepted accounting principles, these financial statements present City and 
Borough of Wrangell (the primary government) and its component unit.  The component unit discussed 
below is included in the Borough's reporting entity because of the significance of its operational or 
financial relationship with the Borough. 

The component unit column in the basic financial statements includes the financial data of the 
Borough's component unit.  It is discretely presented in a separate column to emphasize that it is a 
legally separate organization from the Borough. 

Wrangell Public Schools 

Wrangell Public Schools is responsible for elementary and secondary education within the Borough. 
The voters elect the members of the School Board; however, the School District is fiscally dependent 
upon the Borough because the Borough Assembly approves the total annual budget of the School 
District, levies the necessary taxes and approves the issuance of bonds for School construction. 

Complete financial statements of the component unit can be obtained from their administrative office 
at the address below: 

Wrangell Public Schools
P.O. Box 2319
Wrangell, AK  99929 

The remainder of this page intentionally left blank. 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 
 

Notes to Basic Financial Statements 
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The accounting policies of the Borough conform to accounting principles generally accepted in the 
United States of America as applicable to governments. The following is a summary of the more 
significant policies: 
 
Government-Wide and Fund Financial Statements 
 
The government-wide financial statements (i.e., the statement of net position and the statement of 
activities) report information on all of the activities of the Borough and its component unit.  In general, 
the effect of interfund activity has been removed from these statements to minimize the double-
counting of internal activities.  Governmental activities, which normally are supported by taxes and 
intergovernmental revenues, are reported separately from business-type activities, which rely 
primarily on fees and charges to external parties.    
 
The statement of activities demonstrates the degree to which the direct expenses of a given function 
or segment are offset by program revenues.  Direct expenses are those that are clearly identifiable 
with a specific function or segment.  Program revenues include 1) fees, fines and charges to customers 
or applicants who purchase, use, or directly benefit from goods, services, or privileges provided by a 
given function or segment and 2) grants and contributions that are restricted to meeting the operational 
or capital requirements of a particular function or segment.  Taxes and other items not properly 
included among program revenues are reported instead as general revenues. 
 
Separate financial statements are provided for governmental funds and proprietary funds.  Major 
individual governmental funds and major individual enterprise funds are reported as separate columns 
in the fund financial statements.  
 
Measurement Focus, Basis of Accounting, and Financial Statement Presentation 
 
The government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements are reported using the economic 
resources measurement focus and the accrual basis of accounting.  Revenues are recorded when earned 
and expenses are recorded when a liability is incurred, regardless of the timing of the related cash 
flows.  Property taxes are recognized as revenues in the year for which they are levied.  Grants and 
similar items are recognized as revenue as soon as all eligibility requirements imposed by the provider 
have been met.  
 
Governmental fund financial statements are reported using the current financial resources 
measurement focus and the modified accrual basis of accounting.  Revenues are recognized as soon as 
they are both measurable and available.  Revenues are considered to be available when they are 
collectible within the current period or soon enough thereafter to pay liabilities of the current period.  
For this purpose, the Borough generally considers all revenues except reimbursement grants to be 
available if they are collected within 60 days after year end.  Reimbursement grants are considered 
available if they are collected within one year of the end of the current fiscal period.  Expenditures 
generally are recorded when a liability is incurred, as under accrual accounting.  However, debt service 
expenditures, as well as expenditures related to compensated absences, pension benefits, and other 
postemployment benefits are recorded only when due. 
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Property and sales taxes, intergovernmental revenues, charges for services, sales and leases, and 
investment income associated with the current fiscal period are all considered to be susceptible to 
accrual and so have been recognized as revenues of the current fiscal period.  Only the portion of 
special assessments receivable due within the current fiscal period is considered to be susceptible to 
accrual as revenue in the current period.  All other revenue items are considered to be measurable and 
available only when received by the government. 
 
The Borough reports the following major funds based on the required quantitative calculations: 
 

Major governmental funds: 
 

The General Fund is the government’s primary operating fund.  It accounts for all financial 
resources of the general government, except those required to be reported in another fund. 
 

The Permanent Fund Special Revenue Fund accounts for monies set aside to help provide future 
economic stability to the citizens of Wrangell. 

 

The Secure Rural Schools Special Revenue Fund accounts for the funding received from U.S. 
Department of Agriculture through the Schools and Roads – Grants to States program, which is 
used to fund local public education and maintain streets and roads.  
 

The Parks and Recreation Special Revenue Fund accounts for the operation and maintenance 
of the swimming pool, recreational activities, and parks. 

 
Major proprietary funds: 

  
The Electric Utility Enterprise Fund is used to account for the operations of the electric utility. 
 

The Water Utility Enterprise Fund is used to account for the operations of the Borough water 
system. 

 

The Sanitation Utility Enterprise Fund is used to account for the operations of the sanitation 
utility. 
 

The Port Enterprise Fund is used to account for the operations of the municipal dock, boat 
harbors, and travel lift. 

 

As a general rule the effect of interfund activity has been eliminated from the government-wide 
financial statements.  Exceptions to this general rule are allocated administration fees and charges 
between the enterprise funds and the various other funds and departments.  Elimination of these 
charges would distort the direct costs and program revenues reported for the various functions 
concerned. Amounts reported as program revenues include 1) charges to customers or applicants for 
goods, services, or privileges provided, 2) operating grants and contributions, and 3) capital grants and 
contributions.  Internally dedicated resources are reported as general revenues rather than as program 
revenues.  In addition, general revenues include all taxes, investment income, and State and federal 
entitlement revenues. 
 
Proprietary funds distinguish operating revenues and expenses from nonoperating items.  Operating 
revenues and expenses generally result from providing services and producing and delivering goods in 
connection with a proprietary fund’s principal ongoing operations.  The principal operating revenues 
of the Enterprise Funds are charges to customers for sales and services.  Operating expenses for the 
Enterprise Funds include the costs of sales and services, administrative expenses and depreciation on 
capital assets.  All revenues and expenses not meeting this definition are reported as nonoperating 
revenues and expenses. 
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Central Treasury 
 
A central treasury is used to account for cash from most funds of the Borough to maximize interest 
income.  Investments are stated at fair value.  Investment earnings are allocated to most funds based 
on their respective cash balances.  The School District maintains separate cash accounts from the 
Borough. 
 
Cash and Cash Equivalents 
 
For purposes of the statements of cash flows, the proprietary funds consider all cash accounts to be 
cash and cash equivalents.  The central treasury, which holds cash and investments, is used essentially 
as a cash management pool by each fund. 
 
Inventories 
 
Inventories are valued at cost in governmental funds and at the lower of cost or market in the 
proprietary funds.  Cost is determined by the first-in, first-out method.  The cost is recorded as an 
expenditure or expense at the time individual inventory items are consumed. 
 
Prepaid Items 
 
Certain payments to vendors reflect costs applicable to future accounting periods and are recorded 
as prepaid items. These prepaid assets do not reflect current available resources; thus, an 
equivalent portion of fund balance in classified is nonspendable in the governmental fund financial 
statements. Prepaid items are recorded as expenditure/expenses when consumed rather than when 
purchased.  
 
Receivables and Payables 
 
Activity between funds that are representative of lending/borrowing arrangements outstanding at the 
end of the year are referred to as either “due to/from other funds” (i.e., the current portion of 
interfund loans) or “advances to/from other funds” (i.e., the noncurrent portion of interfund loans).  
All other outstanding balances between funds are reported as “due to/from other funds.”  Any residual 
balances outstanding between the governmental activities and business-type activities are reported in 
the government-wide financial statements as “internal balances.” 
 
Grants and Other Intergovernmental Revenues 
 
In applying the measurable and available concepts to grants and intergovernmental revenues, the legal 
and contractual requirements of the numerous individual programs are used as guidance.  There are, 
however, essentially two types of these revenues. In one, monies must be expended on the specific 
purpose or project before any amounts are considered “earned”; therefore, revenues are recognized 
based upon expenditures recorded.  In the other, monies are virtually unrestricted as to purpose of 
expenditure and are usually revocable only for failure to comply with prescribed compliance 
requirements. These resources are reflected as revenues at the time of receipt or earlier if the 
measurable and available criteria are met. 
 
Property Taxes 
 
Property taxes are assessed on real property on January 1 of each year. Mill rates are established 
annually by Borough ordinance. Taxes are levied on July 1 of each year and are due in two equal 
installments on August 15 and December 15. Property taxes are recorded as revenue when measurable 
and available. Borough statutes call for annual foreclosures on property for delinquent taxes. 
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Leases - Lessor 
 
The Borough has leased to third-parties multiple nonfinancial assets. The Borough recognizes a lease 
receivable and a deferred inflow of resources in both the government-wide and governmental fund 
financial statements where applicable. 
 
At the commencement of the lease, the Borough initially measures the lease receivable at the 
present value of payments expected to be received during the lease term. Subsequently, the lease 
receivable is reduced by the principal portion of lease payments received. The deferred inflow of 
resources is initially measured as the initial amount of the lease receivable, adjusted for lease 
payments received at or before the lease commencement date. Subsequently, the deferred inflow 
of resources is recognized as revenue over the life of the lease term. 
 
Key estimates and judgments include how the Borough determines (1) the discount rate it uses to 
discount the expected lease receipts to present value, (2) lease term, and (3) lease receipts. The 
Borough uses its estimated incremental borrowing rate as the discount rate for leases. The lease 
term includes the noncancellable period of the lease. Lease receipts included in the measurement 
of the lease receivable is composed of fixed payments from the lessee. The Borough monitors 
changes in circumstances that would require a remeasurement of its lease and will remeasure the 
lease receivable and deferred inflows of resources if certain changes occur that are expected to 
significantly affect the amount of the lease receivable. 
 
Interfund Transactions 
 
During the course of normal operations, the Borough has numerous transactions between funds, 
including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide services, construct assets, and service 
debt. The accompanying financial statements generally reflect such transactions as transfers.  
Operating subsidies are also recorded as transfers.   
 
Capital Assets 
 
Capital assets, which include property, plant, and equipment, are reported in the applicable 
governmental or business-type activities columns in the government-wide financial statements.  
Infrastructure assets (e.g. roads, sidewalks, etc.) were capitalized and included in capital assets for 
the first time during 2006.  Capital assets are defined by the Borough as assets with an initial, individual 
cost of more than $5,000 and an estimated useful life in excess of one year.  Such assets are recorded 
at historical cost or estimated historical cost if purchased or constructed.  Donated capital assets are 
recorded at acquisition value at the date of donation. Acquisition value is the price that would be paid 
to acquire an asset with equivalent service potential in an orderly market transaction at the acquisition 
date. 
 
The costs of normal maintenance and repairs that do not add to the value of the asset or materially 
extend the useful life of the asset are not capitalized.  
 
Property, plant, and equipment of the Borough is depreciated using the straight-line method over the 
following estimated useful lives: 
 
   
Infrastructure  50 years 
Buildings  20-40 years 
Improvements other than buildings  20-50 years 
Machinery and equipment  3-8 years 
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Deferred Outflows of Resources  
 
A deferred outflow of resources is an item that will result in a future decrease or consumption of 
equity. In the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements, deferred outflows are 
comprised entirely of pension and other postemployment benefits related transactions. 
 
Long-term Liabilities 
 
In the government-wide and the proprietary fund financial statements, long-term debt and other long-
term obligations are reported as liabilities in the applicable governmental activities, business-type 
activities, or proprietary fund type statement of net position. Bond premiums and discounts are 
deferred and amortized over the life of the bonds using the effective interest rate method.  
 
Compensated Absences 
 
The Borough allows employees to accumulate earned but unused vacation and sick leave 
benefits.  All vacation pay is accrued when incurred in the government-wide and proprietary fund 
financial statements.  A liability for these amounts is reported in the governmental fund financial 
statements only if they have matured (e.g., the employee has terminated employment).  Because 
the Borough does not have a policy to pay unpaid accumulated sick leave upon termination, there 
is typically no liability for unpaid accumulated sick leave.  One exception is that any employees who 
have accumulated sick leave in excess of 480 hours as of fiscal year end must make an election the 
following month to either convert the excess over 480 hours to vacation leave or convert half of the 
excess to vacation leave and cash out the other half.  A liability for unpaid sick leave is therefore 
reported which represents only this excess over 480 hours that some employees have accumulated 
as of June 30. 
 
Deferred Inflows of Resources  
 
A deferred inflow of resources is an item that will result in a future increase or acquisition of equity.  
In the governmental funds, deferred inflows are reported in connection with receivables for revenues 
that are not considered to be available to liquidate liabilities of the current period and taxes collected 
in advance of their levy date.  
 
In the government-wide and proprietary fund financial statements, deferred inflows are reported in 
connection with certain other postemployment benefits related transactions and leases.  Those items 
deferred under modified accrual in the governmental funds as “unavailable for taxes and land sales” 
are reversed to revenue at the full-accrual level.   
 
Pensions and Other Postemployment Benefits  
 
Substantially all employees of the Borough participate in the Public Employees' Retirement System 
(PERS) administered by the State of Alaska. 
 
For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, net OPEB asset and liability, deferred outflows 
of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions and OPEB, and other 
postemployment benefits expense and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net 
position of the Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS) and additions to/from PERS’s fiduciary 
net position have been determined on the same basis as they are reported by PERS. For this purpose, 
benefit payments (including refunds of employee contributions) are recognized when due and 
payable in accordance with the benefit terms. Investments are reported at fair value. 
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Fund Balances 
 
In the fund financial statements, governmental funds report aggregate amounts for five 
classifications of fund balances based on the constraints imposed on the use of these resources: 
 
Nonspendable fund balance - This classification includes amounts that cannot be spent because they 
are either (a) not in spendable form—prepaid items or inventories; or (b) legally or contractually 
required to be maintained intact.  
 
Restricted fund balance – This classification reflects the constraints imposed on resources either (a) 
externally by creditors, grantors, contributors, or laws or regulations of other governments; or (b) 
imposed by law through constitutional provisions or enabling legislation.  
 
Committed fund balance – These amounts can only be used for specific purposes pursuant to 
constraints imposed by formal ordinances of the Borough Assembly. Those committed amounts 
cannot be used for any other purpose unless the Borough Assembly removes the specified use by 
taking the same type of action imposing the commitment. This classification also includes 
contractual obligations to the extent that existing resources in the fund have been specifically 
committed for use in satisfying those contractual requirements.  
 
Assigned fund balance – This classification reflects the amounts constrained by the Borough’s 
“intent” to be used for specific purposes but are neither restricted nor committed. The Borough 
Assembly and Borough Manager have the authority to assign amounts to be used for specific 
purposes. Assigned fund balances include all remaining amounts (except negative balances) that are 
reported in governmental funds, other than the General Fund, that are not classified as 
nonspendable and are neither restricted nor committed.  
 
Unassigned fund balance – This fund balance is the residual classification for the General Fund. It is 
also used to report negative fund balances in other governmental funds.  
 
As previously mentioned, sometimes the Borough will fund outlays for a particular purpose from 
both restricted and unrestricted resources (the total of committed, assigned, and unassigned fund 
balance). In order to calculate the amounts to report as restricted, committed, assigned, and 
unassigned fund balance in the governmental fund financial statements, a flow assumption must be 
made about the order in which the resources are considered to be applied. When both restricted 
and unrestricted resources are available for use, it is the Borough’s policy to use externally 
restricted resources first, then unrestricted resources - committed, assigned, and unassigned - in 
order as needed. 
 
Encumbrances 
 
Encumbrance accounting, under which purchase orders, contracts and other commitments for 
expenditures are recorded in order to reserve that portion of the applicable appropriation, is employed 
as an extension of formal budgetary integration in the General Fund and Special Revenue Funds.  Any 
encumbrances outstanding at year end are reported as appropriate constraints of fund balances if they 
meet the definitions and criteria as outlined above. 
 
Unearned Grant Revenue 
 
Amounts received from grantor agencies, which are restricted as to use and have not been expended 
for the intended use are shown as unearned revenue. 
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Comparative Data 
 
Comparative data for the prior year have been presented in some of the accompanying individual 
financial statements in order to provide an understanding of changes in the Borough's financial position 
and operations. Certain amounts in the prior year data have been reclassified to conform to the current 
year’s presentation. 
 
2. Stewardship, Compliance and Accountability 
 
Budgetary Accounting 
 
An operating budget is adopted each fiscal year for the General Fund and most Special Revenue Funds 
on the same modified accrual basis used to reflect actual revenues and expenditures.  Appropriations 
for these funds lapse at year end to the extent that they have not been expended or encumbered.  
Budgetary control is exercised at the department level.  The Borough Manager is authorized to transfer 
budget amounts between line items within any department; however, any supplemental appropriations 
that amend the total expenditures of any department or fund require Assembly approval.  The budgeted 
financial statements presented in this report reflect the final budget authorization, including Assembly 
amendments made during the year. 
 
Excess of Expenditures over Appropriations 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2023, expenditures exceeded appropriations in the General Fund for the 
following functions: General Government by $374,138. 

 
3. Cash and Investments 
 
The City and Borough of Wrangell utilizes a central treasury that is available for use by all funds.  Each 
fund's portion of the central treasury is displayed on the balance sheet as "cash and investments" or in 
the case of “negative cash,” is included in "due to other funds." The Borough also restricts cash for 
unearned revenue in the Port and Water Utility Enterprise Funds, and the General Fund. In 2020, the 
Borough received a grant from the State of Alaska for the Meyers Chuck Harbor project. However, 
the funds were used on the Shoemaker Harbor instead. As a result, the Borough has restricted cash 
in the amount of $691,908 in the Port Enterprise fund for use on the Meyers Chuck Harbor project. 
The Borough also restricted cash in the amount of $616,500 for a federal advance grant in the Water 
Utility Enterprise Fund for the reservoir bypass project and restricted cash in the amount of 
$3,529,850 in the General Fund for unspent bond proceeds remaining at year end June 30, 2023. 
 
Reconciliation of Deposit and Investment Balances 
 
The following is a reconciliation of the Borough’s deposit and investment balances to the financial 
statements as of June 30, 2023. 

 

Pooled Cash
and 

Investments

Permanent 
Fund Special 

Revenue 
Fund Totals 

  
Bank deposits $ 422,047 $ 535,976 $ 958,023 
Investments 30,146,073 8,925,838 39,071,911 
  
Total Cash and Investments $ 30,568,120 $ 9,461,814 $ 40,029,934 
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Government-
wide 

Statement of 
Net Position

  
Cash and investments $ 35,191,676 
Restricted cash and investments 4,838,258 
  
Total Cash and Investments $ 40,029,934 
 
Investment Policy 
 
The Borough's general investment policy authorizes investments in: 
 

1. Treasury bonds, bills, notes or other general obligation evidence of indebtedness of the United 
States or an agency or instrumentality of the United States, or of the State of Alaska, or of 
other states of the United States, or of this Borough, of other cities of the State, and of boroughs 
of this State; 

2. Fully insured or fully collateralized certificates of deposit, savings deposits, and other interest-
bearing deposit accounts in member banks insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC) or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC); and/or 

3. Repurchase agreements where the general checking balance at the end of each business day is 
used to buy a security from the bank and held overnight. 

 
The Borough’s Permanent Fund investment policy authorizes investments according to the following 
guidelines: 
 

1. Fund level investment guidelines. The fund will use low cost, efficient investment vehicles, 
such as index mutual funds and/or ETFs. The fund will achieve its objective via long-term, 
unlevered investments. The fund is prohibited from engaging in short sales and margin 
transactions. 

 
2. Product level investment guidelines. The Borough Assembly will take a conservative posture on 

derivative securities in order to maintain a risk averse nature. Since it is anticipated that new 
derivative products will be created each year, it is not the intention of the Borough policy to 
list specific derivatives that are prohibited from investment; rather, it will form a general policy 
on derivatives. The Borough Assembly recognizes that derivatives may be utilized within 
products as a portfolio management tool. All derivative exposure must be fully collateralized. 
Direct leverage or borrowing for the purpose of magnifying returns is prohibited. 

 
Investments may be placed with or through member banks insured by the FDIC or FSLIC and broker 
dealers that are members of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), members of the Securities Investor 
Protection Corporation (SIPC) and registered broker dealers in Alaska. 
 
Interest Rate Risk 
 
Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will adversely affect the fair value of 
an investment.  Generally, the longer the maturity of an investment, the greater the sensitivity of its 
fair value to changes in market interest rates. 
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Custodial Credit Risk 
 
Custodial credit risk for deposits is the risk that, in the event of a bank failure, the government’s 
deposits may not be returned to it. Custodial credit risk for investments is the risk that, in the event 
of the failure of the counterparty, the government will not be able to recover the value of its 
investments or collateral securities that are in the possession of an outside party. To limit its 
exposure to custodial credit risk, Borough policy requires that all deposits and investments be fully 
insured or collateralized. As of June 30, 2023, the Borough had balances of $708,023 not covered 
by FDIC insurance or a third-party collateralization agreement. 
 
Fair Value Measurement 
 
The Borough categorizes its fair value measurements within the fair value hierarchy established by 
generally accepted accounting principles. The hierarchy is based on the valuation inputs used to 
measure the fair value of the asset. Level 1 inputs are quoted prices in active markets for identical 
assets; Level 2 inputs are significant other observable inputs; Level 3 inputs are significant unobservable 
inputs. 
 
Investment maturities in general investments at June 30, 2023 are as follows: 
 

 
  Investment Maturities 

(In Years) 
 

Investment Type Amount 
Less

 Than 1 1-5 6-10
More 

than 10 
 
Money market funds $ 14,066,313 $ 14,066,313 $ - $ - $ -
Certificates of deposit 4,267,730 735,021 3,532,709 - -
U.S. Treasuries  2,256,178 - 2,256,178 - -
Corporate bonds 7,568,114 489,090 7,079,024 - -
U.S. agencies 651,573 17,636 633,937 - -
Municipal bonds 49,796 49,796 - - -
  
Total subject to interest rate risk 28,859,704 $ 15,357,856 $ 13,501,848 $ - $ -
Domestic equity funds 476,906 
U.S. fixed income funds 289,952 
International fixed income funds 64,392 
International equity funds 128,851 
Infrastructure funds 64,603 
Real estate funds 38,992 
Domestic fixed income 3,219 
Fixed Income 64,605 
Alternative funds 116,189 
Commodities funds 38,660 
  
Total General Investments $ 30,146,073 
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General investments are classified in the fair value hierarchy as follows at June 30, 2023: 
 
Investment Type Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Fair Value
   
Certificates of deposit $ - $ 4,267,730 $ - $ 4,267,730
U.S. treasuries 2,256,178 - - 2,256,178
U.S. agencies - 651,573 - 651,573
Municipal bonds - 49,796 - 49,796
U.S. fixed income funds 289,952 - - 289,952
International fixed income funds 64,392 - - 64,392
Domestic equity funds 476,906 - - 476,906
International equity funds 128,851 - - 128,851
Infrastructure funds 64,603 - - 64,603
Real estate funds 38,992 - - 38,992
Domestic fixed income 3,219 - - 3,219
Fixed income 64,605 - - 64,605
Corporate bonds - 7,568,114 - 7,568,114
Alternative funds 116,189 - - 116,189
Commodities funds 38,660 - - 38,660
  
Total Investments at Fair Value $ 3,542,547 $ 12,537,213 $ - 16,079,760
  
Investments at amortized cost -     
  Money market funds 14,066,313
  
Total General Investments $ 30,146,073

 
The Borough has investments in money market funds that are not held at fair value, but instead are 
recorded at amortized cost, as of June 30, 2023.  
 
Credit Risk 
 
The Borough’s general investments in U.S. Treasuries were rated Aaa by Moody’s. The Borough’s U.S 
Agencies were rated as follows by Moody’s: $451,731 rated Aaa; $107,128 rated Aa1; $48,764 rated 
Aa2; $43,950 rated Aa3. The Borough’s investments in municipal bonds were rated as Aaa by Moody’s. 
The Borough’s investments in certificates of deposits, U.S. fixed income funds, domestic fixed income, 
fixed income, and international fixed income funds were unrated. 

 
Concentration of Credit Risk 
 
Concentration of credit risk is the risk of loss attributed to the magnitude of an entity’s investment 
in a single issuer. GASB Statement No. 40 requires disclosure when the amount invested in a single 
issuer exceeds 5 percent or more of total investments. Investments issued or explicitly guaranteed 
by the U.S. government, as well as mutual funds and other pooled investments, are exempted from 
this requirement. 
 
At June 30, 2023, the Borough did not have any amounts invested with a single issuer in excess of 5 
percent of total investments. 
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Investment maturities in Permanent Fund Special Revenue Fund investments at June 30, 2023 are as 
follows: 
 
 Investment Maturities (in Years) 

Investment Type Fair Value Less Than 1 1-5 6-10
More 

Than 10 
 

Money market funds $ 31,443 $ 31,443 $ - $ - $ -
 

Total subject to interest rate risk 31,443 $ 31,443 $ - $ - $ -
  

Domestic equity funds 3,297,488
U.S. fixed income funds 2,004,824
International fixed income funds 445,231
International equity funds 890,917
Infrastructure funds 446,689
Real estate funds 269,606
Domestic fixed income 22,255
Fixed income 446,700
Alternative funds 803,373
Commodities funds 267,312
  
Total Permanent Fund Investments $ 8,925,838
 
In addition to the investments disclosed above, the Permanent Fund Special Revenue Fund holds 
$535,973 in cash. When combined with the investment held in the Permanent Fund Special Revenue 
Fund at fair value, the total balance of cash and investments is $9,461,814. 
 
Fair Value Measurement 
 
Permanent Fund investments are classified in the fair value hierarchy as follows at June 30, 2023: 
 
Investment Type Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Fair Value
   

U.S. fixed income funds $ 2,004,824 $ - $ - $ 2,004,824
International fixed income funds 445,231 - - 445,231
Domestic equity funds 3,297,488 - - 3,297,488
International equity funds 890,917 - - 890,917
Infrastructure funds 446,689 - - 446,689
Real estate funds 269,606 - - 269,606
Domestic fixed income 22,255 - - 22,255
Fixed income 446,700 - - 446,700
Alternative funds 803,373 - - 803,373
Commodities funds 267,312 - - 267,312
 

Total Investments at Fair Value $ 8,894,395 $ - $ - 8,894,395
   

Investments at amortized cost –   
Money market funds   31,443

   

Total Permanent Fund Investments   $ 8,925,838
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Credit Risk 
 
The Borough’s Permanent Fund investments in U.S. fixed income funds and international fixed income 
funds were unrated.  
 
4. Accounts Receivable and Valuation Allowances 
 
The Borough maintains accounts receivable balances of which a portion is reserved as an allowance for 
doubtful receivables. At June 30, 2023, receivables for the Borough’s individual major funds and 
nonmajor funds in the aggregate, including applicable allowances for uncollectible accounts, were as 
follows: 
 

 Major Governmental Funds 

June 30, 2023 
General 

Fund
Permanent

Fund

Secure
Rural

Schools
Parks and 

Recreation

Nonmajor 
Governmental 

Funds

Total 
Governmental 

Funds 
  
Property taxes $ 49,736 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 49,736 
Sales taxes 693,983 - - - 173,496 867,479 
Accounts 99,398 14,484 - - 118,424 232,306 
Grants 670,143 - 277,717 522,249 - 1,470,109 
Leases 1,036,310 159,333 - - - 1,195,643 
Interest 143,861 94 - - - 143,955 
  
Total receivables 2,693,431 173,911 277,717 522,249 291,920  3,959,228 
Less allowance for 
doubtful accounts (70) -

 
-  - - (70) 

  
Net Receivables $ 2,693,361 $ 173,911 $ 277,717 $ 522,249 $ 291,920 $ 3,959,158
 

 Major Enterprise Funds 

 Nonmajor 
Enterprise 

Fund Total 
Enterprise 

FundsJune 30, 2023 
Electric 

Utility
Water
Utility

Sanitation
Utility Port

Sewer
Utility

 
Grants $ - $ 124,364 $ - $ - $ - $ 124,364
Accounts 530,338 46,378 37,400 170,838 36,970 821,924
Accrued interest -  5 - 32 6 43
 
Total receivables 530,338 170,747 37,400  170,870 36,976 946,331
Less allowance for 
doubtful accounts (13,732) - - (34,258) - (47,990)

 
Net Receivables $ 516,606 $ 170,747 $ 37,400 $ 136,612 $ 36,976 $ 898,341
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5. Leases Receivable 
 
During the current year, the Borough, as lessor, entered into several multiple-year lease agreements 
to third parties for various nonfinancial assets. The lengths of the lease terms vary, and the Borough 
used their incremental borrowing rate of 6% when there was no stated interest rate in the lease 
contracts. The Borough received payments totaling $159,039 for the fiscal year ended June 30, 
2023. The Borough recognized $124,263 in lease revenue and $62,419 in interest revenue for the 
fiscal year ended June 30, 2023. As of June 30, 2023, the Borough’s receivable for lease payments 
was $1,195,643. The Borough recognized a deferred inflow of resources associated with the leases 
of $1,143,663 on June 30, 2023, that will be recognized as revenue over the remainder of the lease 
terms. 
 
6. Capital Assets 
 
Capital asset activity for the year ended June 30, 2023 was as follows: 
 

Governmental Activities 

Balance
 July 1,

 2022

Additions and
Reclass-

ifications

Deletions and 
Reclass-

ifications

Balance 
June 30, 

2023 
  

Capital assets not being 
depreciated:  

Land and land improvements $ 3,650,856 $ - $ - $ 3,650,856 
 Construction in progress 145,500 1,359,580 - 1,505,080
   

Total capital assets not being 
depreciated 3,796,356 1,359,580 - 5,155,936 

  

Capital assets being depreciated:  
Infrastructure 23,450,938 90,467 23,541,405 
Buildings 48,623,687 - - 48,623,687 
Improvements other than 

buildings 6,723,298 110,883 - 6,834,181 
Machinery and equipment 5,445,298 81,570 - 5,526,868 

   

Total capital assets being 
depreciated 84,243,221 282,920 - 84,526,141 

   

Less accumulated depreciation for:   
Infrastructure 6,140,957 608,359 - 6,749,316 
Buildings 40,166,859 688,219 - 40,855,078 
Improvements other than 

buildings 5,030,658 208,662 - 5,239,320 
Machinery and equipment 4,071,170 167,877 - 4,239,047 

   

Total accumulated depreciation 55,409,644 1,673,117 - 57,082,761 
   

Total capital assets being 
depreciated, net 28,833,577 (1,390,197) - 27,443,380 

    
Governmental Activities Capital 

Assets, net $ 32,629,933 $ (30,617) $ - $ 32,599,316 
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Business-type Activities 

Balance
 July 1,

2022

Additions and
Reclass-

ifications

Deletions and 
Reclass-

ifications

Balance 
June 30, 

2023 
  
Capital assets not being 

depreciated:  
Land and land improvements $ 959,233 $ - $ - $ 959,233 
Construction in progress 1,088,457 1,681,622 - 2,770,079 

    
Total capital assets not being 

depreciated 2,047,690 1,681,622 - 3,729,312  
    
Capital assets being depreciated:    

Buildings 9,372,469 142,017 - 9,514,486 
Improvements other than 

buildings 91,205,438 15,090 (24,159) 91,196,369 
Machinery and equipment 5,929,423 296,028 24,159 6,249,610 

    
Total capital assets being 

depreciated 106,507,330 453,135 - 106,960,465 
    
Less accumulated depreciation for:    

Buildings 8,315,498 188,075 - 8,503,573 
Improvements other than 

buildings 50,877,423 2,614,716 - 53,492,139 
Machinery and equipment 5,026,003 258,320 - 5,284,323 

    
Total accumulated depreciation 64,218,924 3,061,111 - 67,280,035 
    
Total capital assets being 

depreciated, net 42,288,406 (2,607,976) - 39,680,430 
    
Business-type Activity Capital 

Assets, net $ 44,336,096 $ (926,354)  $ - $ 43,409,742 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The remainder of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Depreciation expense was charged to the functions as follows for the year ended June 30, 2023: 
 
Governmental Activities  

General government $ 11,485 
Public safety 163,409 
Public works 826,236 
Parks and recreation 45,688 
Community services 316,830 
Education 309,469 
      

Total Depreciation Expense – Governmental Activities $ 1,673,117 
  

Business-type Activities  
Electric utility $ 237,097 
Water utility 356,081 
Sanitation utility 118,969 
Port 2,203,092 
Sewer utility 145,872 

  

Total Depreciation Expense – Business-type Activities $ 3,061,111 
 
7. Interfund Balances and Transfers 
 

A schedule of interfund balances and transfers for the year ended June 30, 2023, follows: 
 
 

Interfund Loans  
   Due to General Fund from:  
      Water Enterprise Fund for long-term capital advances $ 346,500 
 

Transfers  
   From General Fund to:  
      Parks and Recreation Special Revenue Fund for capital costs $ 443,885 
      Nonmajor governmental funds to cover operating costs 254,166 
      Nonmajor governmental funds for capital costs 1,533,124 
  

   Total transfers from the General Fund 2,231,175 
  

   From Secure Schools Special Revenue Fund to:  
      Nonmajor governmental funds to cover debt service costs 35,353 
  

   From Electric Utility Enterprise Fund to: 
      Nonmajor governmental funds to cover capital costs 90,000 
  

   From Water Utility Enterprise Fund to: 
      Nonmajor governmental funds to cover capital costs 278,000 
  

   From nonmajor enterprise fund to: 
      Nonmajor governmental funds to cover capital costs 305,000 
  

Total Transfers to Other Funds $ 2,939,528 
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8. Long-term Liabilities 
 
The following is a summary of long-term liability transactions of the Borough for the year ended June 
30, 2023:   

Governmental Activities 

Balance
July 1,

2022 Additions Retired

Balance 
June 30, 

2023
Due Within 

One Year
 
$3,100,000 General Obligation

bonds due in semi-annual
installments of $95,000 to
$240,000 through 2042, plus
interest at 5% $ - $ 3,100,000 $ - $ 3,100,000 $ 95,000

Unamortized premium on bonds - 429,850 - 429,850 -
 
GO bonds, including premium - 3,529,850 - 3,529,850 95,000
 
 Accrued leave  268,078 248,878 207,684 309,272 309,272
 Net pension liability 3,601,027 704,614 - 4,305,641 -
 
Total Governmental Activities $ 3,869,105 $ 4,483,342 $ 207,684 $ 8,144,763 $ 404,272

 
Other long-term liabilities related to governmental activities, such as accrued leave, are generally 
liquidated by the General Fund. 
 
On February 15, 2023 the Borough issued general obligation bonds to finance major renovations of the 
schools and other related capital improvements. The bonds were issued in the amount of $3,100,000 
and at a premium of $429,850. Interest rate is 5% and payment are made semiannually. During the year 
ended June 30, 2023, no principal payments were made and interest payments were made in the 
amount of $45,639. 
 
Annual debt service requirements to maturity for the bonds as follows: 
 
Governmental Activities   

Year Ending June 30, Principal Interest Total 
  
2024 $  95,000 $ 152,625 $ 247,625 
2025 95,000 147,875 242,875 
2026 100,000 143,000 243,000 
2027 105,000 137,875 242,875 
2028 115,000 132,375 247,375 
2029-2033 660,000 568,250 1,228,250 
2034-2038 845,000 380,625 1,225,625 
2039-2042 1,085,000 141,375 1,226,375 
  
 $ 3,100,000 $ 1,804,000 $ 4,904,000 
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Business-type Activities 

Balance
July 1,

2022 Additions Retired

Balance 
June 30, 

2023

Due 
Within 

One Year 
  

Loans Payable from Direct 
Borrowings:  
  
$91,000 USDA Sewer loan due in 

semi-annual installments of
$1,623 including interest at
1.875% through 2057 $ 83,753 $ - $ 3,352 $ 80,401 $ 1,748 

  
$57,251 ADEC Water Utility loan

due in annual installments of
$2,667 to $3,334, including
interest of 1.5% through 2038 47,114 - 2,628 44,486 2,667 

  
$542,249 ADEC Water Utility loan

due in annual installments of
$10,101 to $13,207, including
interest of 1.5% through 2041 226,710 - 9,804 216,906 9,951 

   
Total direct borrowings 357,577 - 15,784 341,793 14,366 

   
Accrued leave  125,476 97,269 86,762 135,983 135,983 
Net pension liability 1,561,897 443,452 - 2,005,349 - 

  
Total Business-type Activities $ 2,044,950 $ 540,721 $ 102,546 $2,483,125 $ 150,349 
 
Annual debt service requirements to maturity for the loans payable from direct borrowings, follow: 
 
Business-type Activities Loans Payable from Direct Borrowings  

Year Ending June 30, Principal Interest Total 
  
2024 $ 14,366 $ 3,289 $ 17,655 
2025 14,588 5,198 19,786 
2026 14,813 4,973 19,786 
2027 15,043 4,744 19,787 
2028 15,275 4,511 19,786 
2029-2033 79,996 18,933 98,929 
2034-2038 86,383 12,548 98,931 
2039-2043 62,898 6,153 69,051 
2044-2048 13,173 3,057 16,230 
2049-2053  14,461 1,769 16,230 
2054-2058 10,797 405 11,202 
  
 $ 341,793 $ 65,580 $ 407,373 
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9. Net Position 
 

In the Statement of Net Position, net position is reported in the following categories: 
 

 Governmental
Activities

Business-type 
Activities Total

 

Net investment in capital assets $ 32,599,316 $ 43,067,949 $ 75,667,265
 

Restricted: 
  Schools 808,104 - 808,104
  Economic stability 9,492,682 - 9,492,682
  Schools and roads 1,847,432 - 1,847,432
 

Total restricted 12,148,218 - 12,148,218
 

Unrestricted 13,651,242 8,873,630 22,524,872
 

Total Net Position $ 58,398,776 $ 51,941,579 $ 110,340,355

 
10. Fund Balances 
 

Fund balances, reported in the Borough’s individual major funds and nonmajor funds in the 
aggregate on the governmental funds balance sheet are subject to the following constraints at June 
30, 2023:    

 Major Governmental Funds 

 General

Permanent
Fund

Special
Revenue

Secure Rural
Schools
Special 

Revenue

Parks and 
Recreation

Special 
Revenue

Nonmajor 
Funds Totals 

  

Nonspendable:  
Interfund loans $ 346,500 $ - $ - $ - $ - $ 346,500 
Prepaid items 483 - - - - 483 
Inventory - - - - 62,068 62,068 

  

Total nonspendable 346,983 - - - 62,068 409,051 
  

Restricted: -  
Unspent bond 
   proceeds 3,529,850 - - - - 3,529,850 
Economic stability - 9,492,682 - - - 9,492,682 
Schools and roads - - 1,847,432 - - 1,847,432 
Schools - - - - 808,104 808,104 
  

Total restricted 3,529,850 9,492,682 1,847,432 - 808,104 15,678,068 
  

Committed:  
Community services - - - - 469,793 469,793 
Schools and roads - - - 1,285,657 - 1,285,657 
Land development - - - - 1,747,872 1,747,872 
  

Total committed - - - 1,285,657 2,217,665 3,503,322
  

Assigned - Projects - - - - 2,800,145 2,800,145 
  

Unassigned 9,144,115 - - - - 9,144,115 
 

Total Fund Balances $ 13,020,948 $ 9,492,682 $ 1,847,432 $ 1,285,657 $ 5,887,982 $ 31,534,701 
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11. Municipal Landfill Closure and Post-closure Liability 
 
On January 15, 1998, the Borough entered into an agreement with a company to transport and dispose 
of municipal solid waste.  State and federal laws and regulations require the Borough to place a final 
cover on its landfill site when it stops accepting waste and to perform certain maintenance and 
monitoring functions at the site for 30 years after closure. 
 
The Borough has been successful in obtaining grants to assist with closing the landfill and the closure 
was completed at the end of fiscal year 2012.  Management believes that the ongoing monitoring costs 
will be minimal; therefore, no liability has been reflected in these financial statements. 

 
12. Restrictions of Sales Tax Revenues 
 
According to section 5.08.070 of the Wrangell Municipal Code, 20% of the total amount of sales tax 
collected shall be used for any of the following purposes: (1) to pay principal and interest for any bond 
indebtedness relating to education and health of the Borough; and (2) to fund the Wrangell Public 
School District, and improve or maintain school facilities. 
 
The remaining 80% of the total amount of sales tax collected shall be used for any General Fund purpose 
for which moneys of the Borough may be disbursed for any purpose. 

 
13. School Support 
 
The Borough provided $1,617,748 in National Forest Receipts funding and sales tax to the School District 
for the year ended June 30, 2023.  Support provided to the School District does not include debt service 
payments on school facilities or capital expenditures.  

 
14. Pension and Other Postemployment Benefits Plans 
 
(a) Defined Benefit (DB) Pension Plan 
 
General Information About the Plan 
 
The Borough participates in the Alaska Public Employees’ Retirement System (PERS). PERS is a cost-
sharing multiple-employer plan which covers eligible State and local government employees, other 
than teachers. The Plan was established and is administered by the State of Alaska Department of 
Administration. Benefit and contribution provisions are established by State law and may be 
amended only by the State Legislature.  
 
The Plan is included in an annual comprehensive financial report that includes financial statements 
and other required supplemental information. That report is available via the internet at 
https://drb.alaska.gov/docs/reports/#pers. Actuarial valuation reports, audited financial 
statements, and other detailed plan information are also available on this website. 
 
The Plan provides for retirement, death and disability, and postemployment healthcare benefits. 
There are three tiers of employees, based on entry date. For all tiers within the Defined Benefit 
(DB) plan, full retirement benefits are generally calculated using a formula comprised of a multiplier 
times the average monthly salary (AMS) times the number of years of service. The multiplier is 
increased at longevity milestone markers for most employees. Peace/Fire employees accrue 
benefits at an accelerated rate. The tiers within the Plan establish differing criteria regarding 
normal retirement age, early retirement age, and the criteria for calculation of AMS, COLA 
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adjustments, and other postemployment benefits (OPEB). A complete benefit comparison chart is 
available at the website noted above. 
 
The PERS DB Plan was closed to new entrants effective July 1, 2006. New employees hired after 
that date participate in the PERS Defined Contribution (DC) Plan described later in these notes.  
 
Historical Context and Special Funding Situation 
 
In April 2008, the Alaska Legislature passed legislation converting the previously existing PERS plan 
from a DB agent-multiple-employer plan to a DB cost-sharing plan with an effective date of July 1, 
2008. In connection with this conversion, the State of Alaska passed additional legislation which 
statutorily capped the employer contribution rate, established a state funded “on-behalf” 
contribution (subject to funding availability), and required that employer contributions be 
calculated against all PERS eligible wages, including wages paid to participants of the PERS Tier IV 
defined contribution plan described later in these notes. The Alaska Legislature has the power and 
authority to change the aforementioned statute through the legislative process. 
 
Alaska Statute 39.35.280 requires the State of Alaska to contribute to the Plan an amount such that, 
when combined with the employer contribution, is sufficient to pay the Plan’s past service liability 
contribution rate as adopted by the Alaska Retirement Management Board (ARM Board). As such, 
the Plan is considered to be in a special funding situation as defined by GASB, and management has 
recorded all pension related liabilities, deferred inflows/outflows of resources, and disclosures on 
this basis.  
 
The Borough recorded the related on-behalf contributions as revenue and expense or expenditures 
as prescribed by GAAP, pursuant to the relevant basis of accounting based on fund type. 
 
Employee Contribution Rates 
 
Regular employees are required to contribute 6.75% of their annual covered salary.  Police officers 
and firefighters are required to contribute 7.50% of their annual covered salary.   
 
Employer and Other Contribution Rates 
 
There are several contribution rates associated with the pension contributions and related 
liabilities. These amounts are calculated on an annual basis. 
 
Employer Effective Rate: This is the contractual employer pay-in rate. Under current legislation, 
the amount calculated for the statutory employer effective contribution rate is 22% on eligible 
wages. This 22% rate is calculated on all PERS participating wages, including those wages 
attributable to employees in the DC plan. Contributions derived from the DC employee payroll is 
referred to as the Defined Benefit Unfunded Liability or DBUL contribution. 
 
ARM Board Adopted Rate: This is the rate formally adopted by the Alaska Retirement Management 
Board. This rate is actuarially determined and used to calculate annual Plan funding requirements, 
without regard to the statutory rate cap or the GASB accounting rate. Effective July 1, 2015, the 
Legislature requires the ARM Board to adopt employer contribution rates for past service liabilities 
using a level percent of pay method over a closed 25-year term which ends in 2039. This change 
results in lower ARM Board Rates than previously adopted. 
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State Contribution Rate:  This is the rate paid in by the State as an on-behalf payment under the 
current statute. The statute requires the State to contribute, based on funding availability, an on-
behalf amount equal to the difference between the ARM Board Rate and the Employer Effective 
Rate. In the governmental fund financial statements, on-behalf contribution amounts have been 
recognized as additional revenues and expenditures. In the proprietary funds and government-wide 
financial statements, the on-behalf amounts reflect revenue and expense only during the 
measurement period in which the Plan recognizes the payments, resulting in a significant timing 
difference between the cash transfers and revenue and expense recognition.  
 
Contribution rates for the year ended June 30, 2023 were determined in the June 30, 2021 actuarial 
valuations. The Borough’s contribution rates for the 2023 fiscal year were as follows: 
 

 
ARM Board 

Adopted Rate

State
Contribution

Rate 
  
Defined benefit plans:   
   Pension 18.38% 2.79% 
   Postemployment healthcare (ARHCT) -% -% 
Defined contribution - Pension 6.41% -% 
 
Total Contribution Rates 24.79% 2.79% 
 
Alaska Statue 39.35.255(a) capped the employer rate at 22% with the State of Alaska making a 
nonemployer contribution for the difference between actuarially required contribution and the cap. 
For the fiscal year, the employer rate is 22.00% for pension and 0.00% for ARHCT. The contribution 
requirements for the Borough are established and may be amended by the ARMB. Additionally, there 
is a Defined Benefit Unfunded Liability (DBUL) amount levied against the DCR Plan payroll. The DBUL 
amount is computed as the difference between (a) amount calculated for the statutory employer 
contribution rate of 22.00% on eligible salary less (b) total of the employer contribution for (1) 
defined contribution employer matching amount, (2) major medical, (3) occupational death and 
disability, and (4) health reimbursement arrangement. The difference is deposited based on an 
actuarial allocation into the defined benefit plan’s pension and healthcare funds. 
 
In 2023, the Borough was credited with the following contributions to the pension plan:   
 

 

Measurement Period
July 1, 2021

to
June 30, 2022

Borough Fiscal Year
July 1, 2022

 to
 June 30, 2023

 
Employer contributions (including DBUL) $ 587,192 $ 707,567
Nonemployer contributions (on-behalf) 305,408 112,525
 
Total Contributions $ 892,600 $ 820,092
 
In addition, employee contributions to the Plan totaled $94,078 during the Borough’s fiscal year. 
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Pension Liabilities, Pension Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows 
of Resources Related to Pensions  
 
At June 30, 2023, the Borough reported a liability for its proportionate share of the net pension 
liability (NPL) that reflected a reduction for State pension support provided to the Borough. The 
amount recognized by the Borough for its proportional share, the related State proportion, and the 
total portion of the net pension liability that was associated with the Borough were as follows: 
 
 
Borough proportionate share of NPL $ 6,310,990
State’s proportionate share of NPL associated with the Borough 1,745,376
 
Total Net Pension Liability $ 8,056,366
 
The total pension liability for the June 30, 2022 measurement date was determined by an actuarial 
valuation as of June 30, 2021 rolled forward to June 30, 2022 to calculate the net pension liability 
as of that date. The Borough’s proportion of the net pension liability was based on a projection of 
the Borough’s long-term share of contributions to the pension plan relative to the projected 
contributions of all participating entities, including the State, actuarially determined. At the June 
30, 2022 measurement date, the Borough’s proportion was 0.12382 percent, which was a decrease 
of (0.01692) from its proportion measured as of June 30, 2021. 
 
For the year ended June 30, 2023, the Borough recognized pension expense of $635,796 and on-
behalf revenue of $114,017 for support provided by the State. At June 30, 2023, the Borough 
reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions from 
the following sources: 

 

Deferred 
Outflows

 of Resources

Deferred
 Inflows

 of Resources 
   
Net difference between projected and actual earnings  
  on pension plan investments $ 180,433 $ - 
Borough contributions subsequent to the measurement date 707,567 - 
  
Total Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred Inflows  
  of Resources Related to Pensions $ 888,000 $ - 
 
The $707,567 reported as deferred outflows of resources related to pensions resulting from 
contributions subsequent to the measurement date will be recognized as a reduction in the net 
pension liability in the year ending June 30, 2024. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of 
resources and deferred inflows of resources related to pensions will be recognized in pension 
expense as follows: 
 
Year Ending June 30,  
   
2024  $ (21,451) 
2025  (54,983) 
2026  (131,993) 
2027  388,860 
  

Total Amortization  $ 180,433 
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Actuarial Assumptions  
 

The total pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2021, using the 
actuarial assumptions listed below, applied to all periods included in the measurement and rolled 
forward to the measurement date of June 30, 2022: 
 
 

Actuarial cost method Entry Age Normal 
 

Amortization method Unfunded Accrued Actuarial Liability, level percent of pay basis 
 

Inflation 2.50% per year 
 

Salary increases For peace officers/firefighters, increases range from 8.50% to 3.85% based
on service. For all others, increases range from 6.75% to 2.85% based on
service. 
 

Allocation methodology Amounts for the June 30, 2022 measurement date were allocated to
employers based on the ratio of the present value of projected future
contributions for each employer to the total present value of projected
future contributions for the Plan for the fiscal years 2023 to 2039. The
liability is expected to go to zero at 2039. 
 

Investment rate  
  of return  

7.25%, net of pension plan investment expenses. This is based on an
average inflation rate of 2.50% and a real rate of return of 4.75%. 
 

Mortality 
  Peace officer/ 
  firefighter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  All others 

Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 Safety 
Employee table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. Deaths are assumed to result from
occupational causes 70% of the time. Post-commencement mortality rates 
for healthy retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Safety Retiree table,
amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational 
improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates for disabled retirees
were based on the Pub-2010 Safety Disabled Retiree table, amount-
weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-
commencement mortality rates for beneficiaries were based on the Pub-
2010 Contingent Survivor table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-
2021 generational improvement. These rates are applied only after the
death of the original member.  
 

Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 General 
Employee table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. Deaths are assumed to result from
occupational causes 35% of the time. Post-commencement mortality rates
for healthy retirees were based on 98% of male and 106% of female rates
of the Pub-2010 General Retiree table, amount-weighted, and projected 
with MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality 
rates for disabled retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Non-Safety 
Disabled Retiree table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates for
beneficiaries were based on 102% of male and 108% of female rates of the
Pub-2010 Contingent Survivor table, amount-weighted, and projected 
with MP-2021 generational improvement. These rates are applied only
after the death of the original member.  
 

Other See the experience study report dated July 15, 2022. 
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The total pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2021, rolled 
forward to the measurement date of June 30, 2022 and adjusted to reflect updated assumptions. 
The updated demographic and economic assumptions were adopted by the Board in June 2022 based 
on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2021. The 
new assumptions were adopted to better reflect expected future experience and are effective June 
30, 2022. 
 
Long-Term Expected Rate of Return 
 
The long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was determined using a building-
block method in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return (expected 
returns, net of pension plan investment expense and inflation) are developed for each major asset 
class. These ranges are combined to produce the long-term expected rate of return by weighting 
the expected future real rates of return by the target asset allocation percentage and by adding 
expected inflation. Best estimates of arithmetic rates of return, excluding the inflation component 
of 2.88%, for each major asset class included in the pension plan’s target asset allocation as of June 
30, 2022 are summarized in the following table: 
 

Asset Class Target Allocation Range
Long-Term Expected 
Real Rate of Return

 

   
Domestic equity 27% +/- 6% 6.51 % 
Global equity (non-U.S.) 18% +/- 4% 5.70 % 
Aggregate bonds 21% +/- 10% 0.31 % 
Opportunistic 6% +/- 4% - % 
Real assets 14% +/- 7% 3.71 % 
Private equity 14% +/- 6% 9.61 % 
Cash equivalents -% -% (0.50) % 
 
Discount Rate 
 
The discount rate used to measure the total pension liability was 7.25%. The discount rate used 
changed from the prior measurement date. The projection of cash flows used to determine the 
discount rate assumed that employer and State contributions will continue to follow the current 
funding policy, which meets State statutes. Based on those assumptions, the pension plan's fiduciary 
net position was projected to be available to make all projected future benefit payments of current 
plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected rate of return on pension plan investments was 
applied to all periods of projected benefit payments to determine the total pension liability.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The remainder of this page intentionally left blank. 
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Sensitivity of the Net Pension Liability to Changes in the Discount Rate 
 
The following presents the Borough’s proportionate share of the net pension liability calculated 
using the discount rate of 7.25%, as well as what the Borough’s proportionate share of the net 
pension liability would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is one percentage-point 
lower or one percentage-point higher than the current rate: 
 

 
Proportional

Share
1% Decrease

(6.25%) 

Current 
Discount 

Rate (7.25%) 
1% Increase 

(8.25%) 
   

Borough’s proportionate 
share of the net pension 

liability 0.12382%  $ 8,495,947 $ 6,310,990 $ 4,468,618 
 
Pension Plan Fiduciary Net Position  
 
Detailed information about the pension plan’s fiduciary net position is available in the separately 
issued PERS financial report.  
 
(b) Defined Contribution (DC) Pension Plan 
 
Employees hired after July 1, 2006 participate in PERS Tier IV, a DC plan. This Plan is administered by 
the State of Alaska, Department of Administration in conjunction with the DB plan noted above. Benefit 
and contribution provisions are established by State law and may be amended only by the State 
Legislature. The Alaska Retirement Management Board may also amend contribution requirements. 
Included in the Plan are individual pension accounts, a retiree medical insurance plan and a separate 
Health Reimbursement Arrangement account that will help retired members pay medical premiums 
and other eligible medical expenses not covered by the medical plan. This Plan is included in the annual 
comprehensive financial report for PERS, and at the following website, as noted above. 
https://drb.alaska.gov/docs/reports/#pers.  
 
Contributions to the DC plan consist solely of employer and employee contributions with no special 
funding or other nonemployer contributions. In addition, actual remittances to the PERS system require 
that the Borough contribute at 22%. After deducting the DC plan contributions (and related OPEB 
contributions), the remaining remittance (the DBUL) is deposited into the DB plan as noted earlier. 
 
Benefit Terms 
 
Employees are immediately vested in their own contributions and vest 25% with two years of service, 
plus an additional 25% per year thereafter for full vesting at five years of service. Nonvested employer 
contributions are forfeited upon termination of employment from the Plan. Such forfeitures were 
applied in the year ended June 30, 2023 to cover a portion of the Borough’s employer match 
contributions. For the year ended June 30, 2023, forfeitures reduced pension expense by $12,832. 
 
Employee Contribution Rate 
 
Employees are required to contribute 8% of their annual covered salary.  This amount goes directly to 
the individual’s account. 
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Employer Contribution Rate 
 

For the year ended June 30, 2023, the Borough was required to contribute 5% of covered salary into 
the Plan.  
 
The Borough and employee contributions to PERS for pensions for the year ended June 30, 2023 were 
$138,937 and $222,298, respectively. The Borough contribution amount was recognized as pension 
expense/expenditures.  
 
(c) Defined Benefit OPEB Plans 

 

As part of its participation in PERS, the Borough participates in the following cost-sharing multiple-
employer defined benefit OPEB plans: Alaska Retiree Healthcare Trust (ARHCT), Retiree Medical 
Plan (RMP) and Occupational Death and Disability Plan (ODD).  
 
The ARHCT, a healthcare trust fund, provides major medical coverage to retirees of the DB plan. 
The ARHCT is self-funded and self-insured. The ARHCT was closed to all new members effective July 
1, 2006. Benefits vary by Tier level. The RMP provides major medical coverage to retirees of the 
PERS DC Plan (Tier IV). The RMP is self-insured. Members are not eligible to use the Plan until they 
have at least 10 years of service and are Medicare age eligible. The ODD provides death benefits for 
beneficiaries of plan participants and long-term disability benefits to all active members within 
PERS. The Plans are administered by the State of Alaska, Department of Administration. The OPEB 
plans are included in the annual comprehensive financial report for PERS, at the following website 
https://drb.alaska.gov/docs/reports/#pers. 
 
Employer Contribution Rate 
 
Employer contribution rates are actuarily determined and adopted by and may be amended by the 
Board. Employees do not contribute.  
 
Employer contribution rates for the year ended June 30, 2023 were as follows: 
 
 Other Peace/Fire 
  
Alaska Retiree Healthcare Trust -% -% 
Retiree Medical Plan 1.10% 1.10% 
Occupational Death and Disability 0.30% 0.68% 
  
Total Contribution Rates 1.40% 1.78% 
 
In 2023, the Borough was credited with the following contributions to the OPEB plans:  
 

 

Measurement Period
July 1, 2021

to
June 30, 2022

Borough Fiscal 
Year

 July 1, 2022
 to

 June 30, 2023
  
Employer contributions – ARHCT $ 94,116 $ - 
Employer contributions - RMP 24,436 30,566 
Employer contributions - ODD 9,290 6,697 
   
Total Contributions $ 127,842 $ 37,263 
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OPEB Liabilities, OPEB Asset, OPEB Expense, and Deferred Outflows of Resources and Deferred 
Inflows of Resources Related to OPEB Plans  
 
At June 30, 2023, the Borough reported an asset for its proportionate share of the net OPEB asset 
(NOA) that reflected a reduction for State OPEB support provided to the Borough. The amount 
recognized by the Borough for its proportional share, the related State proportion, and the total 
were as follows: 
 
   
Borough’s proportionate share of NOA – ARHCT  $ 2,420,354 
Borough’s proportionate share of NOA - RMP  58,584 
Borough’s proportionate share of NOA – ODD   80,898 
      
Total Borough’s Proportionate Share of Net OPEB Asset  $ 2,559,836 
      
State’s proportionate share of the ARHCT NOA associated with the 

Borough   691,816 
   
Total Net OPEB Asset  $ 3,251,652 
 
The total OPEB liability for the June 30, 2022 measurement date was determined by an actuarial 
valuation as of June 30, 2021 rolled forward to June 30, 2022 and adjusted to reflect updated 
assumptions to calculate the net OPEB assets as of that date. The Borough’s proportion of the net 
OPEB assets was based on a projection of the Borough’s long-term share of contributions to the 
OPEB plans relative to the projected contributions of all participating entities, actuarially 
determined.  
 

 

June 30, 2021
Measurement

Date Employer
Proportion 

June 30, 2022 
Measurement 

Date Employer 
Proportion Change 

     
Borough’s proportionate share of 
the net OPEB assets:    

ARHCT 0.14131%   0.12301%   (0.01830)% 
RMP 0.12211% 0.16869% 0.04658 % 
ODD  0.13788% 0.18454% 0.04666 % 

 
For the year ended June 30, 2023, the Borough recognized OPEB expense (benefit) of $(835,488). 
Of this amount, $(235,005) was recorded as on-behalf revenue and expense for support provided by 
the ARHCT plan. OPEB expense (benefit) and on-behalf revenue is listed by plan in the table below: 
 

Plan 
OPEB Expense

/benefit) On-behalf Revenue 
  

ARHCT $ (883,867) $ (235,005) 
RMP 43,885 - 
ODD 4,494 - 
   
Total $ (835,488) $ (235,005)  
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At June 30, 2023, the Borough reported deferred outflows of resources and deferred inflows of 
resources related to OPEB plans from the following sources: 
 
Deferred Outflows of Resources ARHCT RMP ODD Total
      
Difference between expected and actual  
  experience $ - $ 2,903 $ - $ 2,903 
Changes in assumptions - 11,343 - 11,343 
Difference between projected and actual  
  investment earnings 137,315 8,356 2,740 148,411 
Changes in proportion and differences 
  between Borough contributions and  
  proportionate share of contributions 59,960 4,668 5,829 70,457 
Borough contributions subsequent to the  
  measurement date - 30,566 6,697 37,263 
     
Total Deferred Outflows of Resources 

Related to OPEB Plans $ 197,275 $ 57,836 $ 15,266 $ 270,377 
 
Deferred Inflows of Resources ARHCT RMP ODD Total
      
Difference between expected and actual  
  experience $ (17,131

 
) $ (2,302

 
) $ (26,539) $ (45,972) 

Changes in assumptions (111,073) (70,245) (515) (181,833) 
Changes in proportion and differences 
  between Borough contributions and  
  proportionate share of contributions -

 
 
 (3,583

 
) (15,785

 
) (19,368

 
) 

     
Total Deferred Inflows of Resources 

Related to OPEB Plans $ (128,204) $ (76,130) $ (42,839) $ (247,173) 
 
Amounts reported as deferred outflows of resources related to OPEB plans resulting from Borough 
contributions subsequent to the measurement date will be recognized as an increase in the net 
OPEB assets in the year ending June 30, 2024. Other amounts reported as deferred outflows of 
resources and deferred inflows of resources related to OPEB will be recognized in OPEB expense as 
follows: 
 
Year Ending June 30, ARHCT RMP ODD Total
      
2024 $ (91,306) $ (8,171) $ (6,680) $ (106,157) 
2025  (48,156) (8,579) (6,817) (63,552) 
2026  (108,485) (9,869) (7,252) (125,606) 
2027    317,018 1,550 (3,652) 314,916 
2028 - (10,532) (4,523) (15,055) 
Thereafter - (13,259) (5,346) (18,605) 
    
Total Amortization $ 69,071 $ (48,860) $ (34,270) $ (14,059) 
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Actuarial Assumptions 
 
The total OPEB liability for each plan for the measurement period ended June 30, 2022 was 
determined by actuarial valuations as of June 30, 2021, using the following actuarial assumptions, 
applied to all periods included in the measurement, and rolled forward to the measurement date 
of June 30, 2022: 
 
  

Actuarial cost method Entry Age Normal 
 

Amortization method Unfunded Accrued Actuarial Liability, level percent of pay basis 
 

Inflation 2.50% per year 
 

Salary increases For peace officers/firefighters, increases range from 8.50% to
3.85% based on service. For all others, increases range from 6.75%
to 2.85% based on service. 
 

Allocation methodology Amounts for the June 30, 2022 measurement date were allocated
to employers based on the ratio of the present value of projected
future contributions for each employer to the total present value
of projected future contributions to the Plan for fiscal years 2023
to 2039. 
 

Investment rate of return 7.25%, net of postemployment healthcare plan investment
expenses. This is based on an average inflation rate of 2.50% and
a real rate of return of 4.75%. 
 

Healthcare cost trend rates  
  (ARHCT and RMP Plans)  

Pre-65 medical: 7.0% grading down to 4.5% 
Post-65 medical: 5.5% grading down to 4.5% 
Prescription drug: 7.5% grading down to 4.5% 
Rx/EGWP: 7.5% grading down to 4.5% 
Initial trend rates are from FY 2023 
Ultimate trend rates reached in FY 2050  
 

Mortality  
  Peace officer/firefighter 
  (ARHCT and RMP Plans) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (ODD Plan) 
 
 
 
 

Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 
Safety Employee table, headcount-weighted, and projected with
MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement 
mortality rates for healthy retirees were based on the Pub-2010 
Safety Retiree table, headcount-weighted, and projected with MP-
2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality
rates for disabled retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Safety 
Disabled Retiree table, headcount-weighted, and projected with
MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement 
mortality rates for beneficiaries were based on the Pub-2010 
Contingent Survivor table, headcount-weighted, and projected 
with MP-2021 generational improvement. These rates are applied
only after the death of the original member.  
 
Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 
Safety Employee table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-
2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality
rates for healthy retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Safety 
Retiree table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
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  All others 
  (ARHCT and RMP Plans) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (ODD Plan) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (ARHCT and ODD Plans) 
 
 

generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates
for disabled retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Safety Disabled 
Retiree table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021
generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates
for beneficiaries were based on the Pub-2010 Contingent Survivor 
table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. These rates are applied only after the
death of the original member.  
 
Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 
General Employee table, headcount-weighted, and projected with
MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement 
mortality rates for healthy retirees were based on 101% of male
and 110% of female rates of the Pub-2010 General Retiree table,
headcount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational 
improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates for disabled
retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Non-Safety Disabled Retiree 
table, headcount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates
for beneficiaries were based on 101% of male and 108% of female
rates of the Pub-2010 Contingent Survivor table, headcount-
weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational improvement.
These rates are applied only after the death of the original
member.  
 
Pre-commencement mortality rates were based on the Pub-2010 
General Employee table, amount-weighted, and projected with
MP-2021 generational improvement. Post-commencement 
mortality rates for healthy retirees were based on 98% of male and
106% of female rates of the Pub-2010 General Retiree table,
amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational 
improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates for disabled 
retirees were based on the Pub-2010 Non-Safety Disabled Retiree 
table, amount-weighted, and projected with MP-2021 
generational improvement. Post-commencement mortality rates
for beneficiaries were based on 102% of male and 108% of female
rates of the Pub-2010 Contingent Survivor table, amount-
weighted, and projected with MP-2021 generational improvement.
These rates are applied only after the death of the original
member.  
 
Deaths are assumed to result from occupational causes 35% of the
time. 
 

Participation (ARHCT) 100% of system paid members and their spouses are assumed to
elect the healthcare benefits paid as soon as they are eligible. 
20% of nonsystem paid members and their spouses are assumed to 
elect the healthcare benefits as soon as they are eligible. 
 

Other See the experience study report dated July 15, 2022. 
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The total OPEB liability for each plan was determined by actuarial valuations as of June 30, 2021, 
rolled forward to the measurement date of June 30, 2022 and adjusted to reflect updated 
assumptions. The updated demographic and economic assumptions were adopted by the Board in 
June 2022 based on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period from July 1, 2017 to 
June 30, 2021. The new assumptions were adopted to better reflect expected future experience 
and are effective June 30, 2022. The actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2021 actuarial 
valuation are the same as those used in the June 30, 2020 valuation with the following exceptions: 
 

1. Per capita claims costs were updated to reflect recent experience. 
2. The amount included in the Normal Cost for administrative expenses was updated to reflect 

the most recent two years of actual administrative expenses paid for postretirement 
healthcare plan assets. 

 
Long-Term Expected Rate of Return 
 
The long-term expected rate of return on OPEB plan investments for each plan was determined 
using a building-block method in which best-estimate ranges of expected future real rates of return 
(expected returns, net of postretirement healthcare plan investment expense and inflation) are 
developed for each major asset class. These ranges are combined to produce the long-term expected 
rate of return by weighting the expected future real rates of return by the target asset allocation 
percentage and by adding expected inflation. The best estimates of arithmetic rates of return, 
excluding the inflation component of 2.88% for each major asset class included in the OPEB plan’s 
target asset allocation as of June 30, 2022 are summarized in the following table: 
 

Asset Class Target Allocation Range
Long-Term Expected 
Real Rate of Return

 

   
Domestic equity 27% +/- 6% 6.51 % 
Global equity (non-U.S.) 18% +/- 4% 5.70 % 
Aggregate bonds 21% +/- 10% 0.31 % 
Opportunistic 6% +/- 4% - % 
Real assets 14% +/- 7% 3.71 % 
Private equity 14% +/- 6% 9.61 % 
Cash equivalents -% -% (0.50) % 
 
Discount Rate 
 
The discount rate used to measure the total OPEB liability for each plan as of June 30, 2022 was 
7.25%. The discount rate used changed from the prior measurement date. The projection of cash 
flows used to determine the discount rate assumed that employer and State contributions will 
continue to follow the current funding policy which meets State statutes. Based on those 
assumptions, the fiduciary net position for each plan was projected to be available to make all 
projected future benefit payments of current plan members. Therefore, the long-term expected 
rate of return on OPEB plan investments was applied to all periods of projected benefit payments 
to determine the total OPEB liability for each plan.  
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Sensitivity of the Net OPEB Assets to Changes in the Discount Rate 
 
The following presents the Borough’s proportionate share of the net OPEB asset calculated using 
the discount rate of 7.25%, as well as what the Borough’s proportionate share of the respective 
plan’s net OPEB asset (liability) would be if it were calculated using a discount rate that is one 
percentage point lower or one percentage point higher than the current rate: 
 

 
Proportional 

Share 
1% Decrease 

(6.25%) 

Current 
Discount 

Rate (7.25%) 
1% Increase 

(8.25%) 
   
Borough’s proportionate share of 

the net OPEB asset (liability):  
ARHCT 0.12301 % $ 1,438,038 $ 2,420,354 $ 3,244,110 
RMP 0.16869 % $ (10,776) $ 58,584 $ 111,477 
ODD 0.18454 % $ 76,205 $ 80,898 $ 84,568 

 
Sensitivity of the Net OPEB Assets to Changes in the Healthcare Cost Trend Rates 
 
The following presents the Borough’s proportionate share of the net OPEB asset calculated using 
the healthcare cost trend rates as summarized in the 2021 actuarial valuation reports as well as 
what the Borough’s proportionate share of the respective plan’s net OPEB asset (liability) would be 
if it were calculated using healthcare cost trend rates that are one percentage point lower or one 
percentage point higher than the current healthcare cost trend rates: 
 

 
Proportional 

Share 1% Decrease 

Current 
Healthcare 
Cost Trend 

Rate  1% Increase  
   
Borough’s proportionate share of 

the net OPEB asset (liability):  
ARHCT 0.12301 % $ 3,341,015 $ 2,420,354 $ 1,320,902 
RMP 0.16869 % $ 118,741 $ 58,584 $ (22,442) 
ODD 0.18454 % $ n/a $ n/a $ n/a 

 
OPEB Plan Fiduciary Net Position  
 
Detailed information about each OPEB plan’s fiduciary net position is available in the separately 
issued PERS financial report.  
 
(d) Defined Contribution OPEB Plans 
 
PERS DC Pension Plan participants (PERS Tier IV) also participate in the Health Reimbursement 
Arrangement Plan (HRA Plan). The HRA Plan allows for medical care expense to be reimbursed from 
individual savings accounts established for eligible persons. The HRA Plan became effective July 1, 
2006 at which time contributions by employers began. 
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Contribution Rate 
 
AS 39.30.370 establishes this contribution amount as “three percent of the average annual employee 
compensation of all employees of all employers in the plan”.  As of July 1, 2022, for actual remittance, 
this amount is calculated as a flat rate for each full-time or part-time employee per pay period and 
approximates $2,237 per year for each full-time employee, and $1.43 per hour for part-time 
employees. 
 
Annual Postemployment Healthcare Cost 
 
In fiscal year 2023, the Borough contributed $93,145 in DC OPEB costs. This amount has been 
recognized as expense/expenditures. 

 
15. Risk Management 
 
The Borough faces a considerable number of risks of loss, including (a) damage to and loss of   property 
and contents, (b) employee torts, (c) professional liability; i.e., errors and omissions, (d) environmental 
damage, (e) workers' compensation; i.e., employee injuries, and (f) medical insurance costs of 
employees.  Commercial policies, transferring the risk of loss, except for relatively small deductible 
amounts, are purchased for employee medical costs.  The Borough is a member of Alaska Public Entity 
Insurance (APEI), a governmental insurance pool.  APEI provides insurance coverage for property and 
contents damage, torts, general and automobile liability, public officials and employees’ liability, law 
enforcement professional liability and workers’ compensation. The Borough has no coverage for 
potential losses from environmental damages.  APEI is a public entity risk pool organized to share risks 
among its members.  The Association's bylaws provide for the assessment of supplemental contributions 
from members in the event that losses and expenses for any coverage year exceed the annual 
contributions and income earned on such contributions for the year.  Such supplemental contributions 
shall be based upon each member's annual deposit contribution in comparison to the aggregate annual 
deposit contributions of all members.  The Association made no supplemental assessments during the 
year ended June 30, 2023. Coverage limits and the deductibles on the policies have stayed relatively 
constant for the last several years. 

 
16. Contingencies 
 
Grants 
 
Amounts received or receivable from grantor agencies are subject to audit and adjustment by the 
grantor agencies, principally the federal and State governments.  Any disallowed claims, including 
amounts already collected, would become a liability. 

 
17. Subsequent Events 
 
In preparing these financial statements, the Borough has evaluated all other events and transactions 
for potential recognition or disclosure through April 1, 2024, the date the financial statements were 
issued. 
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18. Related Party Transactions 
 
In the normal course of business, the Borough may contract for goods or services from vendors whose 
shareholders, officers, or employees may also be associated with the Borough as an official, 
assembly member, or employee. The Borough made payments to Southeast Alaska Power Agency for 
power purchases during 2023 which were in aggregate $2,814,040. 
 
19. New Accounting Pronouncements 
 
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) has issued several new accounting standards 
with upcoming implementation dates (effective dates are adjusted for the issuance of GASB 
Statement No. 95 - Postponement of the Effective Dates of Certain Authoritative Guidance). The 
following new accounting standards were implemented by the Borough for 2023 reporting: 
 
GASB Statement No. 91 – Conduit Debt Obligations – Effective for year-end June 30, 2023. This 
Statement provides a single method of reporting conduit debt obligations by issuers and eliminates 
diversity in practice associated with commitments extended by issuers, arrangements associated 
with conduit debt obligations, and related note disclosures. This Statement clarifies the definition 
of a conduit debt obligation and establishes standards for related accounting and financial reporting. 
The Borough evaluated the impacts of GASB Statement 91 and determined there to be no impacts 
to the Borough’s financial statements for the current fiscal year. 
 
GASB Statement No. 94 – Public-Private and Public-Public Partnerships and Availability Payment 
Arrangements – Effective for year-end June 30, 2023. The primary objective of this Statement is to 
improve financial reporting by addressing issues related to public-private and public-public 
partnership arrangements (PPPs), and also provide guidance for accounting and financial reporting 
for availability payment arrangements (APA). The Borough evaluated the impacts of GASB Statement 
94 and determined there to be no impacts to the Borough’s financial statements for the current 
fiscal year. 
 
GASB Statement No. 96 – Subscription-Based Information Technology Arrangements – Effective for 
year-end June 30, 2023. This Statement provides guidance on the accounting and financial reporting 
for subscription-based information technology arrangements (SBITAs) for government end users. 
This Statement, among other things, defines a SBITA, establishes that a SBITA results in a right-to-
use subscription asset (an intangible asset) and a corresponding subscription liability, provides 
capitalization criteria for outlays other than subscription payments, and requires note disclosures 
regarding a SBITA. The Borough evaluated the impacts of GASB Statement 96 and determined there 
to be no impacts to the Borough’s financial statements for the current fiscal year.  
 
GASB Statement No. 99 – Omnibus 2022 – Provisions of this Statement address requirements related 
to extension of the use of LIBOR, accounting for SNAP distributions, disclosures of nonmonetary 
transactions, pledges of future revenues by pledging governments, classification of certain 
provisions in Statement No. 34, as amended, and terminology updates related to Statement No. 53 
and Statement No. 63, which are effective upon issuance. The effective date for the provisions of 
this Statement related to leases, PPPs, and SBITAs are to be implemented for year-end June 30, 
2023. The effective date for the provisions of this Statement related to financial guarantees and 
the classification and reporting of derivative instruments within the scope of Statement No. 53, are 
to be implemented for year-end June 30, 2024. The Borough evaluated the impacts of GASB 
Statement 99 and determined there to be no impacts to the Borough’s financial statements for the 
current fiscal year. 
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The GASB has issued new accounting standards with upcoming implementation dates. Management 
has not fully evaluated the potential effects of these statements, and actual impacts have not yet 
been determined. The statements are as follows: 
 
GASB Statement No. 100 – Accounting Changes and Error Corrections – an amendment of GASB 
Statement No. 62 – Effective for year-end June 30, 2024. Earlier application is encouraged. The 
primary objective of this Statement is to enhance accounting and financial reporting requirements 
for accounting changes and error corrections to provide more understandable, reliable, relevant, 
consistent, and comparable information for making decisions or assessing accountability.  
GASB Statement No. 101 – Compensated Absences – Effective for year-end June 30, 2025. Earlier 
application is encouraged. The objective of this Statement is to better meet the information needs 
of financial statement users by updating the recognition and measurement guidance for 
compensated absences. That objective is achieved by aligning the recognition and measurement 
guidance under a unified model and by amending certain previously required disclosures.  
 
GASB Statement No. 102 – Certain Risk Disclosures – Effective for year-end June 30, 2025. Earlier 
application is encouraged. The objective of this Statement is to provide users of the government 
financial statements with essential information about risks related to a government’s vulnerabilities 
due to certain concentrations or constraints. The disclosures will provide users with timely 
information regarding certain concentrations or constraints and related events that have occurred 
or have begun to occur that make a government vulnerable to a substantial impact. 
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Exhibit D-1

General Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

Variance
Original Final with

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Budget Budget Actual  Final Budget

Revenues
  Taxes:
    Real property taxes 1,760,817$   1,780,087$   1,760,035$   (20,052)$       
    Property tax penalties and interest      11,144          20,000          10,631          (9,369)          
    Payments in lieu of taxes 507,616        505,000        493,042        (11,958)        
    Marijuana taxes 6,364           4,000           6,364           2,364           
    Sales taxes 3,005,000     3,308,000     3,242,291     (65,709)        

  Total taxes 5,290,941     5,617,087     5,512,363     (104,724)       

  Intergovernmental:
    State of Alaska:
      Jail contract 566,958        465,000        425,875        (39,125)        
      Community assistance 424,620        365,000        424,620        59,620          
      Library grants - 27,228 34,096          6,868           
      State PERS relief 200,000        160,000 66,118          (93,882)        
      Other grant revenue         22,000          63,906 232,659        168,753        

    Total State of Alaska 1,213,578     1,081,134     1,183,368     102,234        

    Federal government -
      ARPA grant revenue - General Fund portion 242,992        242,992        249,120        6,128           

  Total intergovernmental 1,456,570     1,324,126     1,432,488     108,362        

  Charges for services:
    Cemetery services 6,590           11,238          7,887           (3,351)          
    DMV services 100,000        70,000          109,085        39,085          
    Police services 1,638           3,000           2,212           (788)
    911 surcharge - 45,000 48,651          3,651           

  Total charges for services 108,228        129,238        167,835        38,597          

  Sales and leases:
    Court rental 62,400          62,400          61,231          (1,169)          
    Tideland leases 43,000          42,222          41,670          (552)
    Material sales 569 2,000           569 (1,431)          
    Cemetery plot sales 1,249           2,162           839 (1,323)          

  Total sales and leases 107,218        108,784        104,309        (4,475)          

  Fines and forfeitures 9,727           6,000           14,668          8,668           

  Investment income 301,801        78,520          678,730        600,210        

  Other revenues:
    Licenses and permits 2,405           1,800           2,469           669
    Copies 2,500           - 1,136 1,136           
    Donations 6,500           6,500           10,070 3,570           
    Miscellaneous 107,211        80,500          5,847 (74,653)        

  Total other revenues 118,616        88,800          19,522          (69,278)        

Total Revenues 7,393,101     7,352,555     7,929,915     577,360        

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit D-1, continued 

General Fund
 Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and

Changes in Fund Balance - Budget and Actual, continued

 Original Final Variance with
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Budget Budget Actual Final Budget

Expenditures
General government:

Administration 452,273$       463,793$       475,441$       (11,648)$         
Clerk and Assembly 243,565        227,434        275,541        (48,107)           
Finance 707,217        718,470        1,032,853     (314,383)         

Total general government                  1,403,055     1,409,697     1,783,835     (374,138)         

Public safety:
Fire 316,940        351,865        331,285        20,580            
Police 1,117,941     1,373,762     1,269,647     104,115          
Corrections and dispatch 448,789        422,747        485,361        (62,614)           
Building 153,310        323,164        146,389        176,775          

Total public safety                       2,036,980     2,471,538     2,232,682     238,856          

Public works:
General 511,343        536,949        464,914        72,035            
Garage 202,875        293,802        307,139        (13,337)           
Streets 441,571        483,986        481,977        2,009              
Capital facilities 174,791        252,325        258,682        (6,357)            

Total public works                        1,330,580     1,567,062     1,512,712     54,350            

Community services:
Cemetery 4,357            3,974            27,240          (23,266)           
Economic development and planning 211,387        170,859        250,019        (79,160)           
Community organization 50,000          50,000          50,000          -                     
Library 289,035        880,070        456,576        423,494          

Total community services                  554,779        1,104,903     783,835        321,068          

Total Expenditures 5,325,394     6,553,200     6,313,064     240,136          

Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures 2,067,707     799,355        1,616,851     817,496          

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
  Transfers in              -                   678,621        -                   (678,621)         
  Transfers out (1,884,653)    (2,207,270)    (2,231,175)    (23,905)           
  Proceeds from bonds issued -                   -                   3,100,000     3,100,000       
  Premium on bonds issued -                   -                   429,850        429,850          

Net Other Financing Sources (Uses) (1,884,653)    (1,528,649)    1,298,675     2,827,324       

Net Change in Fund Balance 183,054$       (729,294)$     2,915,526     3,644,820$     

Fund Balance, beginning 10,105,422    

Fund Balance, ending 13,020,948$  

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Exhibit D-2 

Original Variance
and Final with

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Budget Actual Budget

Revenues
Investment income 264,329$       568,305$     303,976$       

Lease revenue 35,880           28,246         (7,634)           

Land and lot sales -                    170,389       170,389        

Total Revenues 300,209         766,940       466,731        

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures 300,209         766,940       466,731        

Other Financing Uses - transfers out (250,000)        -                  250,000        

Net Change in Fund Balance 50,209$         766,940       716,731$       

Fund Balance, beginning 8,725,742    

Fund Balance, ending 9,492,682$  

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.

Permanent Fund Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual
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Exhibit D-3 

Secure Rural Schools Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

                                           Original Variance
                                           and Final with
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Budget Actual Budget

Revenues
  Intergovernmental - national forest receipts 1,571,998$    1,091,177$ (480,821)$    

Expenditures 
  Education - contributions to school district 876,140        876,259      (119)             
  Capital outlay 998,692        593,113      405,579       

Total Expenditures 1,874,832      1,469,372   405,460       

Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures (302,834)       (378,195)     (75,361)        

Other Financing Uses

  Transfers out -                   (35,353)      (35,353)        

Net Change in Fund Balance (302,834)$      (413,548)     (110,714)$    

Fund Balance, beginning 2,260,980   

Fund Balance, ending 1,847,432$ 

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Exhibit D-4 

                                             Original Variance
                                             and Final with
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Budget Actual Budget

Revenues
Intergovernmental:

State PERS relief 10,504$       5,245$         (5,259)$        
Other grant revenue 981,712       657,306       (324,406)      

Charges for services - user fees 77,600         65,076         (12,524)        
Investment income 50,000         76,098         26,098         
Other:

Donations and contributions 7,550           4,157           (3,393)          
Rental revenue 12,500         11,587         (913)             

Total Revenues 1,139,866    819,469       (320,397)      

Expenditures 
Parks and recreation:

Personnel services 415,302       354,633       60,669         
Commodities 174,300       126,852       47,448         
Contractual services 214,976       157,835       57,141         
Intergovernmental 26,400         20,322         6,078           

Capital outlay 2,213,291    745,654       1,467,637    

Total Expenditures 3,044,269    1,405,296    1,638,973    

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenditures (1,904,403)   (585,827)      1,318,576    

Other Financing Sources
Transfers in 1,904,403    443,885       (1,460,518)   

Net Change in Fund Balance -$                (141,942)      (141,942)$    

Fund Balance, beginning 1,427,599    

Fund Balance, ending 1,285,657$   

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Exhibit E-1

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

Borough's Proportion of the Net Pension Liability 0.12382% 0.14074% 0.11320% 0.10645% 0.11124% 0.10179% 0.12813% 0.12944% 0.09481%

Borough's Proportionate Share of

   the Net Pension Liability 6,310,990$  5,162,924$  6,680,252$  5,827,496$  5,527,598$  5,261,718$  7,161,690$  6,277,982$   4,421,796$  

State of Alaska Proportionate Share 

   of the Net Pension Liability 1,745,376    700,042       2,763,265    2,319,355    1,601,473    1,960,717    901,438       1,682,286     3,807,733    

Total Net Pension Liability 8,056,366$  5,862,966$  9,443,517$  8,146,851$  7,129,071$  7,222,435$  8,063,128$  7,960,268$   8,229,529$  

Borough's Covered Payroll 3,740,679$  3,638,702$  3,782,294$  3,516,156    3,289,940    3,185,949    3,146,642    3,219,425     3,598,834    

Borough's Proportionate Share of the

   Net Pension Liability as a Percentage of Payroll 168.71% 141.89% 176.62% 165.73% 168.02% 165.15% 227.60% 195.00% 122.87%

Plan Fiduciary Net Position as a Percentage 

   of the Total Pension Liability 67.97% 76.46% 61.61% 63.42% 65.19% 63.37% 59.55% 63.96% 62.37%

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

Contractually Required Contributions 707,567$     587,192$     552,368$     510,456$     508,139$     525,495$     537,369$     343,399$      340,908$     

Contributions Relative to the Contractually

   Required Contribution 707,567       587,192       552,368       510,456       508,139       525,495       537,369       343,399        340,908      

Contribution Deficiency (Excess) -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$                -$               

Borough's Covered Payroll 4,127,891$  3,740,679$  3,638,702$  3,782,294$  3,516,156$  3,289,940$  3,185,949$  3,146,642$   3,219,425$  

Contributions as a Percentage of Covered Payroll 17.14% 15.70% 15.18% 13.50% 14.45% 15.97% 16.87% 10.91% 10.59%

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Exhibit E-2

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Borough's Proportion of the Net OPEB Liability (Asset) 0.12301% 0.14131% 0.11312% 0.10664% 0.11123% 0.10186%
Borough's Proportionate Share of the 

  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (2,420,354)$  (3,625,053)$  (512,271)$     158,227$      1,141,549$   860,457$      

State of Alaska Proportionate Share of the 
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (691,816)       (474,726)       (212,422)       62,826          332,145        320,648        

Total Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (3,112,170)$  (4,099,779)$  (724,693)$     221,053$      1,473,694$   1,181,105$   

Borough's Covered Payroll 1,456,890$   1,529,297$   1,717,381$   2,228,533     2,085,158     3,185,949     
Borough's Proportionate Share of the
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) as a Percentage of Payroll -166.13% -237.04% -29.83% 7.10% 54.75% 27.01%
Plan Fiduciary Net Position as a Percentage 
  of the Total OPEB Liability (Asset) 128.51% 135.54% 106.15% 98.13% 88.12% 89.68%

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Contractually Required Contributions -$                 94,116$        118,568$      187,978$      165,982$      136,960$      

Contributions Relative to the Contractually 
  Required Contributions -                   94,116          118,568        187,978        165,982        136,960        

Contribution Deficiency (Excess) -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 

Borough's Covered Payroll 1,357,337$   1,456,889$   1,529,297$   1,717,381$   2,228,533$   2,085,158$   

Contributions as a Percentage of Covered Payroll 0.00% 6.46% 7.75% 10.95% 7.45% 6.57%

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Schedule of the Borough's Proportionate Share of the Net OPEB Liability (Asset)
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Exhibit E-3

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Borough's Proportion of the Net OPEB Liability (Asset) 0.16869% 0.12211% 0.15283% 0.13726% 0.10645% 0.10277%
Borough's Proportionate Share of the 

  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (58,584)$       (32,776)$       10,841$        32,838$        13,546$        5,359$          

State of Alaska Proportionate Share of the 
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   -                   

Total Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (58,584)$       (32,776)$       10,841$        32,838$        13,546$        5,359$          

Borough's Covered Payroll 2,283,789$   2,109,405$   2,064,913$   1,287,623$   1,204,782$   3,185,949$   
Borough's Proportionate Share of the
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) as a Percentage of Payroll -2.57% -1.55% 0.53% 2.55% 1.12% 0.17%
Plan Fiduciary Net Position as a Percentage 
  of the Total OPEB Liability (Asset) 120.08% 115.10% 0.00% 83.17% 88.71% 93.98%

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Contractually Required Contributions 30,566$        24,436$        26,766$        27,263$        16,108$        12,409$        

Contributions Relative to the Contractually 
  Required Contributions 30,566          24,436          26,766          27,263          16,108          12,409          

Contribution Deficiency (Excess) -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 

Borough's Covered Payroll 2,770,554$   2,283,789$   2,109,405$   2,064,913$   1,287,623$   1,204,782$   

Contributions as a Percentage of Covered Payroll 1.10% 1.07% 1.27% 1.32% 1.25% 1.03%

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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Exhibit E-4

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Borough's Proportion of the Net OPEB Liability (Asset) 0.18454% 0.13788% 0.17568% 0.14984% 0.10645% 0.10277%
Borough's Proportionate Share of the 

  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (80,898)$       (60,768)$       (47,890)$       (36,328)$       (20,674)$       (14,582)$       

State of Alaska Proportionate Share of the 
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  -                  

Total Net OPEB Liability (Asset) (80,898)$       (60,768)$       (47,890)$       (36,328)$       (20,674)$       (14,582)$       

Borough's Covered Payroll 2,283,789$   2,109,405$   2,064,913$   1,287,623$   1,204,782$   3,185,949$   
Borough's Proportionate Share of the
  Net OPEB Liability (Asset) as a Percentage of Payroll -3.54% -2.88% -2.32% -2.82% -1.72% -0.46%
Plan Fiduciary Net Position as a Percentage 
  of the Total OPEB Liability (Asset) 348.80% 374.22% 283.80% 297.43% 270.62% 212.97%

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Contractually Required Contributions 6,697$          9,290$          4,801$          7,705$          6,118$          2,473$          

Contributions Relative to the Contractually 
  Required Contributions 6,697            9,290            4,801            7,705            6,118            2,473            

Contribution Deficiency (Excess) -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 -$                 

Borough's Covered Payroll 2,770,554$   2,283,789$   2,109,405$   2,064,913$   1,287,623$   1,204,782$   

Contributions as a Percentage of Covered Payroll 0.24% 0.41% 0.23% 0.37% 0.17% 0.21%

See accompanying notes to Required Supplementary Information.
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ODD

Schedule of the Borough's Contributions

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Public Employees' Retirement System - ODD OPEB Plan
Schedule of the Borough's Proportionate Share of the Net OPEB Liability (Asset)
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1. Budgetary Comparison Schedules 
 

The budgetary comparison schedules are presented on the modified accrual basis of accounting. 

 
2. Public Employees’ Retirement System Pension Plan  

 
Schedule of the Borough’s Proportionate Share of the Net Pension Liability 

 
This table is presented based on the Plan measurement date.  For June 30, 2023, the Plan 
measurement date is June 30, 2022. 
 
Changes in Assumptions: 
 
The total pension liability was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2021, rolled 
forward to the measurement date of June 30, 2022 and adjusted to reflect updated assumptions. 
The updated demographic and economic assumptions were adopted by the Board in June 2022 
based on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2021. 
The new assumptions were adopted to better reflect expected future experience and are effective 
June 30, 2022. 

 
In 2022, the discount rate was lowered from 7.38% to 7.25%. 
 
Amounts reported reflect a change in assumptions between 2016 and 2017 in the method of 
allocating the net pension liability from actual contributions to present value of projected future 
contributions. 
 
GASB requires ten years of information be presented. However, until a full ten years of information 
is available, the Borough will present only those years for which information is available. 

 
Schedule of the Borough’s Contributions 

 
This table is based on the Borough’s contributions for each fiscal year presented.  These 
contributions have been reported as a deferred outflow of resources on the Statement of Net 
Position. 
 
GASB requires ten years of information be presented. However, until a full ten years of information 
is available, the Borough will present only those years for which information is available. 
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3. Public Employees’ Retirement System OPEB Plans 
 
Schedule of the Borough’s Proportionate Share of the Net OPEB Asset and Liability 

 
This table is presented based on the Plan measurement date.  For June 30, 2023, the Plan 
measurement date is June 30, 2022. 
 
Changes in Assumptions: 
 
The total OPEB liability for each plan was determined by actuarial valuations as of June 30, 2021, 
rolled forward to the measurement date of June 30, 2022 and adjusted to reflect updated 
assumptions. The updated demographic and economic assumptions were adopted by the Board in 
June 2022 based on the results of an actuarial experience study for the period from July 1, 2017 
to June 30, 2021. The new assumptions were adopted to better reflect expected future experience 
and are effective June 30, 2022.  The actuarial assumptions used in the June 30, 2021 actuarial 
valuation are the same as those used in the June 30, 2020 valuation with the following exceptions: 
 

1. Per capita claims costs were updated to reflect recent experience. 
2. The amount included in the Normal Cost for administrative expenses was updated to 

reflect the most recent two years of actual administrative expenses paid for 
postretirement healthcare plan assets. 

 
In 2022, the discount rate was lowered from 7.38% to 7.25%. 
 
In 2019, an Employer Group Waiver Plan (EGWP) was implemented effective January 1, 2019. This 
arrangement replaced the Retiree Drug Subsidy (RDS) under Medicare Part D and resulted in largest 
projected subsidies to offset the cost of prescription drug coverage. 
 
GASB requires ten years of information be presented. However, until a full 10 years of information 
is available, the Borough will present only those years for which information is available. 

 
Schedule of the Borough’s Contributions 

 
This table is based on the Borough’s contributions for each fiscal year presented.  These 
contributions have been reported as a deferred outflow of resources on the Statement of Net 
Position. 
 
GASB requires ten years of information be presented. However, until a full ten years of information 
is available, the Borough will present only those years for which information is available. 
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Exhibit F-1
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Governmental Funds
Schedule of Expenditures

Secure
Rural Parks and

Schools Recreation
Special Special Nonmajor

Year Ended June 30, 2023 General Revenue Revenue Funds Total

Expenditures
Personnel services 4,270,559$   -$  354,633$    256,060$     4,881,252$   
Commodities 677,965        - 126,852 258,754       1,063,571     
Contractual service 1,538,982     - 157,835 440,522       2,137,339     
Intergovernmental (174,442)      - 20,322 26,728        (127,392)       
Department specific expenditures - 876,259 - 761,584 1,637,843     
Debt service interest - - - 45,639        45,639         
Capital outlay - 593,113 745,654      76,267        1,415,034     

Total Expenditures 6,313,064$   1,469,372$   1,405,296$ 1,865,554$  11,053,286$ 
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Exhibit G-1

Total
Nonmajor

                                               WPSD Residential Industrial Govern-
Transient Nolan Local Construc- Construc- Mill Property Misc- mental

June 30, 2023 Tax Center Contributions tion tion Development ellaneous Funds

Assets
Cash and investments 477,397$     108,277$       634,608$        2,498,015$  455,229$      1,298,901$         129,218$      5,601,645$   
Receivables:

Sales taxes -                 -                   173,496          -                 -                   -                         -                   173,496        
Accounts 8,976          109,190         -                     -                 -                  -                         258               118,424        

Inventory -                 62,068          -                     -                 -                   -                         -                   62,068          

Total Assets 486,373$     279,535$       808,104$        2,498,015$  455,229$      1,298,901$         129,476$      5,955,633$   

Liabilities, Deferred Inflows of Resources, 
  and Fund Balances

Liabilities
Accounts payable 16,580$       29,379$         -$                   5,084$         -$                 -$                       -$                 51,043$        
Unearned revenue -                 10,350          -                     -                 -                   -                         -                   10,350          

Total Liabilities          16,580         39,729          -                     5,084          -                   -                         -                   61,393          

Deferred Inflows of Resources
   Related to land sales -                 -                   -                     -                 6,258            -                         -                   6,258            

Fund Balances
Nonspendable - inventory -                 62,068          -                     -                 -                   -                         -                   62,068          
Restricted- schools -                 -                   808,104          -                 -                   -                         -                   808,104        
Committed:

Community services 469,793       -                   -                     -                 -                   -                         -                   469,793        
Land development -                 -                   -                     -                 448,971        1,298,901           -                   1,747,872     

 Assigned:
Projects -                 177,738         -                     2,492,931    -                   -                         129,476        2,800,145     

Total Fund Balances 469,793       239,806         808,104          2,492,931    448,971        1,298,901           129,476        5,887,982     

Total Liabilities, Deferred Inflows of Resources, 

  and Fund Balances 486,373$     279,535$       808,104$        2,498,015$  455,229$      1,298,901$         129,476$      5,955,633$   

Combining Balance Sheet

Capital Project Funds

Nonmajor Governmental Funds

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Special Revenue Funds
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Exhibit G-2 
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Nonmajor Governmental Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances

Total
                                           WPSD Debt Residential Industrial Nonmajor
                                           Transient Nolan COVID-19 Local Service Construc- Construc- Mill Property Misc- Governmental

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Tax Center Response Contributions Fund tion tion Development ellaneous Funds

Revenues
  Taxes                                    95,393$   -$            -$           808,898$      -$         -$               -$            -$                -$            904,291$       
  Intergovernmental 2,591       158,909   109,680   -                  2,730    -                -             -                  -             273,910         
  Charges for services                     -             132,914   -             -                  -           -                -             -                  -             132,914         
  Investment income -             549          -             -                  -           -                2,586       -                  -             3,135            
  Land sales and improvements -             -             -             -                  -           315,078      -             -                  -             315,078         
  Other                        -             292,001   -             -                  -           -                4,489       -                  -             296,490         

Total Revenues 97,984     584,373   109,680   808,898        2,730    315,078      7,075       -                  -             1,925,818      

Expenditures
  General government -             -             5,372      7,783           -           214,839      20,452     6,234           -             254,680         
  Community services                       80,692     666,787   -             -                  -           -                -             -                  -             747,479         

  Education -             -             -             741,489        -           -                -             -                  -             741,489         
  Debt service- interest -             -             -             -                  45,639   -                -             -                  -             45,639           
  Capital outlay 49,380     -             -             -                  -           -                -             25,000         1,887       76,267           

Total Expenditures 130,072   666,787   5,372      749,272        45,639   214,839      20,452     31,234         1,887       1,865,554      

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenditures (32,088)    (82,414)    104,308   59,626          (42,909) 100,239      (13,377)    (31,234)        (1,887)     60,264           

Other Financing Sources
  Transfers in -             197,260   33,887    23,020          35,353   2,206,123   -             -                  -             2,495,643      

Net Change in Fund Balances (32,088)    114,846   138,195   82,646          (7,556)   2,306,362   (13,377)    (31,234)        (1,887)     2,555,907      

Fund Balances (Deficit), beginning 501,881   124,960   (138,195) 725,458        7,556    186,569      462,348   1,330,135     131,363   3,332,075      

Fund Balances, ending 469,793$ 239,806$ -$           808,104$      -$         2,492,931$ 448,971$ 1,298,901$   129,476$ 5,887,982$    

Special Revenue Funds Capital Project Funds
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Special Revenue Funds 
 
Transient Tax 
This fund accounts for transient occupancy tax revenue, which is used to develop and implement a 
visitor industry program. 
 
Parks and Recreation 
This fund accounts for the operations and maintenance of the swimming pool recreational activities 
and parks. 
 
Nolan Center 
This fund accounts for the operating activities of the museum, civic center, Nolan center and theater.  
 
Permanent Fund 
This fund accounts for monies set aside to help provide future economic stability to the citizens of 
Wrangell. 
 
Secure Rural Schools 
This fund is established to provide for the receipt and subsequent use of National Forest Receipt 
monies. 
 
WPSD Local Contributions 
This fund is used to account for the portion of sales tax revenue that is designated for the Wrangell 
Public School District. 
 
COVID-19 Response 
This fund is used to account for the Borough’s financial resources received and expended related to 
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. 
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Exhibit H-1 

Transient Tax Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

Years Ended June 30, 2022

Variance
with

Budget Actual Budget Actual

Revenues
Transient and excise taxes 112,000$   95,393$    (16,607)$   119,921$    
Advertising and promotion - - - 125 
Intergovernmental 8,000         2,591        (5,409)      6,127         

Total Revenues 120,000     97,984      (22,016)     126,173     

Expenditures
Community services:

Commodities 9,420         2,229        7,191        3,542         
Contractual services 75,405       78,463      (3,058)      34,825       
Capital outlay 100,000     49,380      50,620      - 

Total Expenditures 184,825     130,072    54,753      38,367       

Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures (64,825)      (32,088)     32,737      87,806       

Other Financing Uses
Transfers out (112,000)    - 112,000 (24,000)      

Net Change in Fund Balance (176,825)$  (32,088)     144,737$  63,806       

Fund Balance, beginning 501,881    438,075     

Fund Balance, ending 469,793$   501,881$    

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

2023
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Exhibit H-2
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Parks and Recreation Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

Years Ended June 30, 2023 2022

                                             Actual Variance

                                             Swimming Recreational Walker Interfund with
Budget Pool Parks Activity Foundation Eliminations Total Budget Actual

Revenues
Intergovernmental:

State PERS relief 10,504$         5,245$           -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  5,245$           (5,259)$          13,227$         
Other grant revenue 981,712         -                   -                   -                   657,306         -                   657,306         (324,406)        122,906         

Charges for services - user fees 77,600           51,189           1,570             12,317           -                   -                   65,076           (12,524)          69,238           
Investment income (loss) 50,000           76,098           -                   -                   -                   -                   76,098           26,098           (161,278)        
Other:

Donations and contributions 7,550             4,137             20                 -                   -                   -                   4,157             (3,393)           5,230             
Rental revenue 12,500           2,751             5,090             3,746             -                   -                   11,587           (913)              9,865             

Total Revenues 1,139,866      139,420         6,680             16,063           657,306         -                   819,469         (320,397)        59,188           

Expenditures 
Parks and recreation:

Personnel services 415,302         240,129         16,054           98,450           -                   -                   354,633         60,669           357,836         
Commodities 174,300         92,099           28,149           6,604             -                   -                   126,852         47,448           306,826         
Contractual services 214,976         139,715         8,046             10,074           -                   -                   157,835         57,141           176,286         
Intergovernmental 26,400           20,322           -                   -                   -                   -                   20,322           6,078             -                   
Capital outlay 2,213,291      14,694           23,857           -                   707,103         -                   745,654         1,467,637      -                   

Total Expenditures 3,044,269      506,959         76,106           115,128         707,103         -                   1,405,296      1,638,973      840,948         

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenditures (1,904,403)     (367,539)        (69,426)          (99,065)          (49,797)          -                   (585,827)        1,318,576      (781,760)        

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in 1,904,403      1,554,684      390,315         577,622         159,649         (2,238,385)     443,885         (1,460,518)     763,253         
Transfers out -                   (2,238,385)     -                   -                   -                   2,238,385      -                   -                   (10,104)          

Net Other Financing Sources (Uses) 1,904,403      (683,701)        390,315         577,622         159,649         -                   443,885         (1,460,518)     753,149         

Net Change in Fund Balance -$                  (1,051,240)$   320,889$        478,557$        109,852$        -$                  (141,942)        (141,942)$      (28,611)          

Fund Balance, beginning 1,427,599      1,456,210      

Fund Balance, ending 1,285,657$     1,427,599$     
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Exhibit H-3 

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

Years Ended June 30, 2022

Actual Variance
Nolan Civic Interfund with

Budget Center Museum Center Theater Other Eliminations Total Budget Actual

Revenues
Intergovernmental:

State PERS relief 6,000$          4,044$           -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  -$                  4,044$           (1,956)$          5,996$           
Other grant revenue 320,000        20,000           -                    -                    -                    134,865         -                    154,865         (165,135)        2,195             

Charges for services:

Admissions 70,000          -                    27,390           -                    19,744           -                    -                    47,134           (22,866)          5,084             
Concessions 115,000        -                    56,070           -                    29,710           -                    -                    85,780           (29,220)          33,375           

Investment income 85,000          549                -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    549                (84,451)          521                
Other:

Donations and contributions 2,000           250,000         4,350             -                    -                    -                    -                    254,350         252,350         -                    
Rental revenue 13,000          -                    -                    36,697           -                    -                    -                    36,697           23,697           2,947             
Miscellaneous 550              -                    -                    954                -                    -                    -                    954                404                -                    

Total Revenues 611,550        274,593         87,810           37,651           49,454           134,865         -                    584,373         (27,177)          50,118           

Expenditures 
Community services:

Personnel services 243,823        5,243             101,591         117,678         26,176           -                    -                    250,688         (6,865)           147,889         
Commodities 787,500        57,357           30,490           4,876             11,728           144,291         -                    248,742         538,758         46,187           
Contractual services 121,375        118,642         1,892             -                    -                    -                    -                    120,534         841                174,108         
Intergovernmental 49,929          26,728           -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    26,728           23,201           -                    
Capital outlay -                  -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    
Department specific expenditures 18,000          -                    -                    -                    20,095           -                    -                    20,095           (2,095)           19,696           

Total Expenditures 1,220,627     207,970         133,973         122,554         57,999           144,291         -                    666,787         553,840         387,880         

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures (609,077)       66,623           (46,163)          (84,903)          (8,545)           (9,426)           -                    (82,414)          526,663         (190,912)        

Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in 609,077        199,470         -                    -                    -                    -                    (2,210)           197,260         (411,817)        266,519         
Transfers out -                  (2,210)           -                    -                    -                    -                    2,210             -                    -                    -                    

Net Other Financing Sources (Uses) 609,077        197,260         -                    -                    -                    -                    -                    197,260         (411,817)        266,519         

Net Change in Fund Balance -$                 114,846         114,846$       75,607           

Fund Balance, beginning 124,960         49,353           

Fund Balance, ending 239,806$       124,960$       

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

2023

Nolan Center Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in
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Exhibit H-4

Years Ended June 30, 2022

                                           Variance
                                           with

Budget Actual Budget Actual

Revenues
Investment income (loss) 264,329$   568,305$     303,976$     (905,482)$   
Lease revenue 35,880      28,246         (7,634)         10,980        
Land and lot sales -               170,389       170,389       -                 

Total Revenues 300,209    766,940       466,731       (894,502)     

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures 300,209    766,940       466,731       (894,502)     

Other Financing Uses
Transfers out (250,000)   -                  250,000       -                 

Net Change in Fund Balance 50,209$    766,940       716,731$     (894,502)     

Fund Balance, beginning 8,725,742    9,620,244   

Fund Balance, ending 9,492,682$  8,725,742$ 

Permanent Fund Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

2023
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Exhibit H-5

Years Ended June 30, 2022

                                           Variance
                                           with

Budget Actual Budget Actual

Revenues
  Intergovernmental - national forest receipts 1,571,998$  1,091,177$   (480,821)$    1,171,312$ 

Expenditures 
  Education - contributions to school district 876,140       876,259       (119)            1,303,068   
  Capital outlay 998,692       593,113       405,579       40,449        

Total Expenditures 1,874,832    1,469,372    405,460       1,343,517   

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures (302,834)      (378,195)      (75,361)        (172,205)     

Other Financing Uses

  Transfers out -                  (35,353)        (35,353)        -                 

Net Change in Fund Balance (302,834)$    (413,548)      (110,714)$    (172,205)     

Fund Balance, beginning 2,260,980    2,433,185   

Fund Balance, ending 1,847,432$   2,260,980$ 

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Secure Rural Schools Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

2023
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Exhibit H-6 

Years Ended June 30, 2022

                                           Variance
                                           with

Budget Actual Budget Actual

Revenues
Sales taxes -$                808,898$     808,898$     725,458$    

Expenditures 
General government - commodities -                 7,783           (7,783)         -                 
Education - contributions to school district 741,489       741,489       -                  -                 

Total Expenditures 741,489       749,272       (7,783)         -                 

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures (741,489)      59,626         801,115       -                 

Other Financing Sources

Transfers in 662,000       23,020         (638,980)      -                 

Net Change in Fund Balance (79,489)$      82,646         162,135$     725,458      

Fund Balance, beginning 725,458       -                 

Fund Balance, ending 808,104$     725,458$    

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

WPSD Local Contributions Special Revenue Fund
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in

Fund Balance - Budget and Actual

2023
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Debt Service Fund 

The Debt Service Fund accounts for the accumulation of monies for payments of various general 
obligation bonds.  Servicing of this debt requires various annual and semi-annual payments of principal 
and interest.  Financing is provided by transfers, determined annually by budget, from other funds, 
and by the State of Alaska debt reimbursement program. 
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Exhibit I-1 

Years Ended June 30, 2022

 Variance
  with

Budget Actual Budget Actual

Revenues
  Intergovernmental - State of Alaska                      -$               2,730$     2,730$        -$               

Expenditures
  Debt service- Interest -                45,639     (45,639)      -                

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures -                (42,909)    (42,909)      -                

Other Financing Sources
  Transfers in -                35,353     35,353        -                

Net Change in Fund Balance -$               (7,556)     (7,556)$      -                

  Fund Balance, beginning 7,556       7,556         

  Fund Balance, ending -$            7,556$        

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Changes in Fund Balance - Budget and Actual
Schedule of Revenues, Expenditures and

Debt Service Fund

2023
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Capital Project Funds 
 
Residential Construction 
This fund accounts for residential water, sewer, and street projects, which are financed by revenues 
derived from sales of residential property. 
 
Industrial Construction 
This fund accounts for industrial water, sewer, and street projects, which are financed by revenues 
derived from sales of industrial property. 
 
Mill Property Development 
This fund accounts for the funding and interest earnings associated with a U.S. Department of 
Agriculture grant for the purpose of economic assistance within the Borough. 
 
Miscellaneous Capital Projects 
This fund was established to account for various capital projects and equipment purchases.  It is funded 
primarily by grants and operating transfers from other funds.
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Exhibit J-1 

Capital Project Funds
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and

Changes in Fund Balances

Residential Industrial
Construc- Construc- Mill Property Misc-

Year Ended June 30, 2023 tion tion Development ellaneous Totals

Revenues
  Land sales and improvements 315,078$     -$ -$  -$  315,078$     
  Investment income        - 2,586 - - 2,586           
  Miscellaneous reimbursement - 4,489 - - 4,489           

Total Revenues 315,078       7,075          - - 322,153       

Expenditures
General government -

contractual services 214,839       20,452        6,234           - 241,525 
Capital outlay - - 25,000         1,887           26,887 

Total Expenditures 214,839       20,452        31,234         1,887           268,412       

Excess of Revenues 
  Over (Under) Expenditures 100,239       (13,377)       (31,234)        (1,887)         53,741         

Other Financing Sources
  Transfers in 2,206,123    - - - 2,206,123    

Net Change in Fund Balances 2,306,362    (13,377)       (31,234)        (1,887)         2,259,864    

Fund Balances, beginning 186,569       462,348      1,330,135    131,363       2,110,415    

Fund Balances, ending 2,492,931$   448,971$     1,298,901$  129,476$     4,370,279$  

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Enterprise Funds 

Electric Utility 
This fund accounts for the electric utility revenues and the associated costs of generation, distribution, 
and administration. 

Water Utility 
This fund accounts for the activities associated with operating the Borough water systems. 

Sanitation Utility 
This fund accounts for user fees for refuse collection and landfill operations for the residents of the 
Borough. 

Port 
This fund accounts for the activities of the municipal dock and boat harbors. 

Sewer Utility 
This fund accounts for the activities associated with operating the Borough's sewer system. 
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Exhibit K-1

                                           General
                                           and Interfund

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Administrative Generation Distribution Eliminations Total

Operating Revenues
Residential                                 1,937,560$    -$                 -$                -$                 1,937,560$   
Commercial                                2,452,516      -                  -                  -                   2,452,516     
Fuel surcharge 99,203           -                  -                  -                   99,203          
Labor charges 300               -                  -                  -                   300              
Other                        24,956           -                  -                  -                   24,956          

Total Operating Revenues 4,514,535      -                  -                  -                   4,514,535     

Operating Expenses
Personnel services 170,468         57,379          479,417       -                   707,264        
Commodities 9,451             3,135,951     33,760         -                   3,179,162     
Contractual service 55,071           60,059          258              -                   115,388        
Intergovernmental -                    -                  13,929         -                   13,929          
Depreciation -                    237,097        -                  -                   237,097        

Total Operating Expenses 234,990         3,490,486     527,364       -                   4,252,840     

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenses 4,279,545      (3,490,486)    (527,364)      -                   261,695        

Nonoperating Revenues
State PERS relief 84,843           -                  -                  -                   84,843          
Late fees 19,095           -                  -                  -                   19,095          
Material sales                              6,312             -                  -                  -                   6,312            
Equipment and pole rental          58,990           -                  -                  -                   58,990          

Net Nonoperating Revenues 169,240         -                  -                  -                   169,240        

Transfer in 98,717           -                  -                  (98,717)         -                   
Transfer out (188,717)        -                  -                  98,717          (90,000)         

Change in Net Position 4,358,785$    (3,490,486)$  (527,364)$    -$                 340,935        

Net Position, beginning 4,663,626     

Net Position, ending 5,004,561$   

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Electric Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses 
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Exhibit K-2 

Electric Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2023

General and Administrative
  Salaries                                          160,502$        
  Employee benefits                               (169,926)         
  Allocated overhead - finance                          97,072            
  Allocated salaries - public works 82,820            
  Materials and supplies                            9,130              
  Repairs and maintenance                           321                
  Professional services                             1,135              
  Travel and training 735                
  Insurance                                         45,666            
  Telephone                                         7,535              

Total General and Administrative 234,990          

Generation  
  Salaries                                          33,125            
  Overtime salaries                                 3,756              
  Employee benefits 18,214            
  Allocated salaries - public works 2,284              
  Materials and supplies              5,575              
  Repairs and maintenance                           6,562              
  Gas and oil                                    303,878          
  Diesel fuel                                       5,896              
  Travel and training                           2,203              
  Insurance                                         11,119            
  Utilities                                         185                
  O.S.H.A. requirements 46,552            
  Tyee hydro power purchases                        2,814,040       

Total Generation                    3,253,389       

Distribution
  Salaries                                          286,416          
  Overtime salaries                                 16,776            
  Employee benefits                               176,225          
  Materials and supplies                            21,789            
  Repairs and maintenance                           4,763              
  Professional services                             258                
  Transformers              7,208              
  Allocated vehicle charges - garage 13,929            

Total Distribution       527,364          

Depreciation 237,097          

Total Operating Expenses                 4,252,840$     

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit K-3
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Water Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses 

                                           General
                                           and

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Administrative Treatment Distribution Total

Operating Revenues
Water sales                                       868,285$       -$                -$                  868,285$         

Operating Expenses
Personnel services 35,904           232,957       60,266           329,127          
Commodities -                    216,542       15,450           231,992          
Contractual service 8,047             11,347         -                   19,394            
Intergovernmental -                    1,137           -                   1,137              
Depreciation -                    356,081       -                   356,081          

Total Operating Expenses 43,951           818,064       75,716           937,731          

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenses 824,334         (818,064)      (75,716)         (69,446)           

Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Investment income          131               -                  -                   131                 
Interest expense                                  (707)              -                  -                   (707)                
Other grant revenue 500,328         -                  -                   500,328          
State PERS relief 4,539             -                  -                   4,539              
Material sales                            81                 -                  81                   
Other revenue 34,265           -                  -                   34,265            

Net Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses) 538,637         -                  -                   538,637          

Capital contributions 157,057         -                  -                   157,057          
Transfer out (278,000)        -                  -                   (278,000)         

Change in Net Position 1,242,028$    (818,064)$     (75,716)$        348,248          

Net Position, beginning 5,195,660        

Net Position, ending 5,543,908$      
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Exhibit K-4 

Water Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2023

General and Administrative
  Allocated overhead - finance                                  35,904$        
  Insurance                8,047            

Total General and Administrative 43,951          

Treatment
  Salaries 102,891        
  Overtime salaries 25,323          
  Employee benefits            84,716          
  Allocated salaries - public works                                     20,026          
  Materials and supplies                              51,103          
  Repairs and maintenance                             26,064          
  Professional services                               6,865            
  Travel and training 431               
  Telephone 4,052            
  Allocated vehicle charges - garage                                  1,137            
  Chlorination - electricity 139,375        

Total Treatment 461,983        

Distribution
  Salaries 624               
  Employee benefits            428               
  Allocated salaries - public works                                     59,213          
  Repairs and maintenance                             15,451          

Total Distribution 75,716          

Depreciation 356,081        

Total Operating Expenses 937,731$       

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit K-5
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Sanitation Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses 

                                           General
                                           and

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Administrative Collection Landfill Total

Operating Revenues
User fees 845,707$       -$                  51,581$       897,288$         

Operating Expenses
Personnel services 35,904           113,380         125,962       275,246          
Commodities -                    45,465           21,402         66,867            
Contractual service 12,212           -                    314,913       327,125          
Intergovernmental -                    22,442           2,457           24,899            
Depreciation -                    -                    118,969       118,969          

Total Operating Expenses 48,116           181,287         583,703       813,106          

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenses 797,591         (181,287)        (532,122)      84,182            

Nonoperating Revenues
Other grant revenue                             296,027         -                    -                  296,027          
State PERS relief 4,176             -                    -                  4,176              

Net Nonoperating Revenues 300,203         -                    -                  300,203          

Change in Net Position 1,097,794$    (181,287)$      (532,122)$     384,385          

Net Position, beginning 1,056,561        

Net Position, ending 1,440,946$      
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Exhibit K-6 

Sanitation Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2023

General and Administrative
  Allocated overhead - finance                          35,904$         
  Insurance                                         12,212           

Total General and Administrative 48,116           

Collection
  Salaries                                          78,383           
  Overtime salaries                                 1,438            
  Employee benefits 33,560           
  Materials and supplies                            14,187           
  Repairs and maintenance 31,277           
  Allocated vehicle charges - garage             22,442           

Total Collection 181,287         

Landfill
  Salaries                                          74,817           
  Overtime salaries 2,118            
  Employee benefits                                 49,026           
  Telephone                                         1,527            
  Utilities                                         4,468            
  Monitoring and testing 1,490            
  Disposal costs 284,569         
  Hazardous waste 22,860           
  Materials and supplies 11,047           
  Repairs and maintenance 3,391            
  Facilities repairs and maintenance 6,964            
  Allocated vehicle charges - garage 2,457            

Total Landfill       464,734         

Depreciation 118,969         

Total Operating Expenses                 813,106$       

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit K-7
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Port Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses 

                                           General Small
                                           and Boat Municipal Travel Interfund
Year Ended June 30, 2023 Administrative Harbor Dock Lift Eliminations Total

Operating Revenues
Municipal Dock -$                 -$               319,173$  -$                -$              319,173$      
Small Boat Harbor -                  808,852      -              -                 -                808,852        
Travel lift -                  -                 -              616,618       -                616,618        

Total Operating Revenues -                  808,852      319,173    616,618       -                1,744,643     

Operating Expenses
Personnel services 207,887        228,890      24,486      159,273       -                620,536        
Commodities 20,472          81,163        30,409      52,608         -                184,652        
Contractual service 81,351          87,640        40,334      43,253         -                252,578        
Intergovernmental -                  13,966        -              -                 -                13,966          
Depreciation -                  940,874      911,924    350,294       -                2,203,092     

Total Operating Expenses 309,710        1,352,533    1,007,153 605,428       -                3,274,824     

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenses (309,710)       (543,681)     (687,980)   11,190         -                (1,530,181)    

Nonoperating Revenues
Investment income      1                  -                 -              -                 -                1                  

   Other grant revenue 71,587          -                 -              -                 -                71,587          
State PERS relief 10,106          -                 -              -                 -                10,106          
State fisheries business tax -                  119,611      -              -                 -                119,611        

Net Nonoperating Revenues 81,694          119,611      -              -                 -                201,305        

Transfer in -                  2,112,631    1,032,901 2,076,900    (5,222,432) -                  
Transfer out (5,222,432)    -                 -              -                 5,222,432   -                  

Change in Net Position (5,450,448)$  1,688,561$  344,921$  2,088,090$  -$              (1,328,876)    

Net Position, beginning 37,844,260   

Net Position, ending 36,515,384$  
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Exhibit K-8 

Port Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2023

General and Administrative

  Salaries                                            162,018$        

  Overtime salaries                                   885                

  Employee benefits                                   6,896             

  Allocated overhead - finance                                  38,088            

  Materials and supplies 4,772             

  Repairs and maintenance 13,024            

  Gas and oil 105                

  Facilities repairs and maintenance 2,572             

  Professional services 5,902             

  Travel and training 6,613             

  Telephone 10,093            

  Insurance 49,168            

  Publications 9,574             

Total General and Administrative 309,710          

Small Boat Harbor

  Salaries                                            146,979          

  Overtime salaries                                   5,825             

  Employee benefits                                   76,085            

  Materials and supplies 10,708            

  Repairs and maintenance 16,170            

  Diesel fuel 810                

  Facilities repairs and maintenance 48,474            

  Professional services 2,940             

  Travel and training 494                

  Bad debt                               34,893            

  Utilities                                           40,116            

  Allocated vehicle charges - garage 13,966            

  Disposal Costs 9,196             

  Miscellaneous expense 5,003             

Total Small Boat Harbor 411,659          

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit K-8, continued 

Port Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses, continued

Year Ended June 30, 2023

Municipal Dock

  Salaries                                            16,067$          

  Overtime salaries                                   3,168             

  Employee benefits                                   5,251             

  Materials and supplies                              2,772             

  Repairs and maintenance 218                

  Facilities repairs and maintenance 27,418            

  Professional services 32,463            

  Insurance 5,289             

  Utilities                                           2,583             

Total Municipal Dock              95,229            

Travel Lift

  Salaries                                            109,127          

  Overtime salaries                                   5,488             

  Employee benefits                                   44,659            

  Materials and supplies                              3,449             

  Repairs and maintenance 27,363            

  Diesel fuel 9,862             

  Facilities repairs and maintenance 11,933            

  Professional services 655                

  Travel and training 300                

  Insurance 20,303            

  Utilities                      14,175            

  Disposal Costs 7,820             

Total Travel Lift 255,134          

Depreciation 2,203,092       

Total Operating Expenses                 3,274,824$     

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit K-9
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Sewer Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Revenues and Expenses 

                                           General
                                           and

Year Ended June 30, 2023 Administrative Treatment Collection Total

Operating Revenue
Sewer Charges 692,230$         -$                  -$                692,230$         

Operating Expenses
Personnel services 35,904             112,924         10,614         159,442          
Commodities -                     15,827           157,103       172,930          
Contractual service 8,108              86,113           -                  94,221            
Intergovernmental -                     6,290             -                  6,290              
Depreciation -                     145,872         -                  145,872          

Total Operating Expenses 44,012             367,026         167,717       578,755          

Excess of Revenues Over
  (Under) Expenses 648,218           (367,026)        (167,717)      113,475          

Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses)
Investment income      478                 -                    -                  478                 
State PERS relief 3,707              -                    -                  3,707              
Interest on bonds (1,538)             -                    -                  (1,538)             
Other revenue 3,362              -                    -                  3,362              

Net Nonoperating Revenues (Expenses) 6,009              -                    -                  6,009              

Capital contributions 253,126           -                    -                  253,126          
Transfer out (305,000)          -                    -                  (305,000)         

Change in Net Position 602,353$         (367,026)$      (167,717)$     67,610            

Net Position, beginning 3,369,170        

Net Position, ending 3,436,780$      
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Exhibit K-10  

Sewer Utility Enterprise Fund
Schedule of Operating Expenses

Year Ended June 30, 2023

General and Administrative
  Allocated overhead - finance                          35,904$          
  Insurance                                         8,108             

Total General and Administrative 44,012            

Treatment
  Salaries                                          121,695          
  Overtime salaries                                 5,241             
  Employee benefits (14,012)          
  Materials and supplies                            14,218            
  Facilities repairs and maintenance 1,609             
  Professional services 17,554            
  Travel and training 542                
  Telephone                                         6,760             
  Utilities                                         61,257            
  Allocated vehicle charges - garage             6,290             

Total Treatment 221,154          

Collection 
  Salaries                                          119                
  Overtime salaries 119                
  Allocated salaries - public works 10,185            
  Employee benefits                                 192                
  Materials and supplies 7,995             
  System repairs and maintenance 149,107          

Total Collection 167,717          

Depreciation 145,872          

Total Operating Expenses                 578,755$        

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska
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Exhibit L-1

                                      Federal Pass-Through Provided
                                      Assistance Entity to  Total 

Federal Grantor/Pass-Through Grantor/ Listing  Identifying  Subre -  Federal 
Program or Cluster Title Number Number cipients  Expenditures 

Department of Agriculture
  Passed through State of Alaska Department of Commerce, 
    Community, and Economic Development -

Forest Service Schools and Roads Cluster - 
School and Roads - Grants to States - 

National Forest Receipts 10.665 None -$                 1,152,719$       

School and Roads - Grants to States - 
Birdfest 10.665 None -                   2,591               

          Total Forest Service Schools and Road Cluster -                   1,155,310         

Department of Commerce
  Investments for Public Works and Economic
    Development Facilities 11.300 N/A -                   49,451             

Department of the Treasury
  Passed through State of Alaska Department of 
    Commerce, Community, and Economic Development:

ARPA-Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal
 Recovery Funds
  COVID-19 Coronavirus Local Fiscal Recovery Fund 21.027 AK0147 -                   256,524            

  ARPA Local Government Lost Revenue Relief 21.027 22-LGLR-40 -                   321,246            

  ARPA-Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds 21.027 None -                   485,984            

           Total Assistance Listing Number 21.027 -                   1,063,754         

Institute of Museum and Library Services
  Passed through Wrangell Cooperative Association - 
    Native American and Native Hawaiian
      Library Services - IMLS Library Grant 45.311 ARPNA-250541-OMLS-22 -                   14,040             
      Library Services - IMLS Library Grant 45.311 NG-01-13-0078-13 -                   9,978               

           Total Assistance Listing Number 45.311 -                   24,018             

Department of Homeland Security
  SHSP 2020 Homeland Security Grant Program 97.067 N/A -                   207,604            

Federal Highway Administration
  Federal Lands Access Program 20.224 N/A -                   85,639             

Federal Emergency Management
  Passed through State of Alaska Department of 
    Homeland Security:
     Disaster Grants - Public Assistance 97.036 DR-4533-AK -                   109,680            

Department of Housing and Urban Development
  Passed through State of Alaska Department of 
    Commerce, Community, and Economic Development:

Community Development Block Grants/State's Program 
  and Non-Entitlement Grants in Hawaii
    Wrangell Recreation Facility HVAC Upgrades 14.228 20-CDBG-02 -                   543,585            

  Wrangell High School and Middle School Fire
   Alarm System Replacement 14.228 21-CDBG-02 -                   283,297            

           Total Assistance Listing Number 14.228 -                   826,882            

Total Expenditures of Federal Awards -$                 3,522,338$       

Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards

City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska

Year Ended June 30, 2023

See accompanying notes to the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards.
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 
 

Notes to Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards  
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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1. Basis of Presentation 
 
The accompanying schedule of expenditures of federal awards (the “Schedule”) includes the federal 
award activity of City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska under programs of the federal government 
for the year ended June 30, 2023. The information in the Schedule is presented in accordance with 
the requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative 
Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance).  
Because the Schedule presents only a selected portion of the operations of City and Borough of 
Wrangell, Alaska, it is not intended to and does not present the financial position, changes in net 
position, or cash flows of City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska. 

 
2. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies 
 
Expenditures reported on the Schedule are reported on the modified accrual basis of accounting.  
Such expenditures are recognized following the cost principles contained in the Uniform Guidance, 
wherein certain types of expenditures are not allowable or are limited as to reimbursement.  
Negative amounts shown on the Schedule represent adjustments or credits made in the normal 
course of business to amounts reported as expenditures in prior years. 

 
3. Indirect Cost Rate 
 
The City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska has elected not to use the 10-percent de minimus indirect 
cost rate allowed under the Uniform Guidance.  

 
4. National Forest Receipts 
 
In accordance with the provisions of GASB Statement Number 33, National Forest Receipts are recorded 
directly to revenue and any unspent amounts are reported as restricted fund balance.  The unspent 
balance reported in the Secure Rural Schools Special Revenue Fund includes interest earnings as well 
as unspent grant proceeds.  At June 30, 2023, there were no unspent interest earnings and unspent 
grant funds were $1,847,432. 
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3601 C Street, Suite 600 
Anchorage, AK 99503 

Tel:  907-278-8878 
Fax:  907-278-5779 
www.bdo.com 

Independent Auditor's Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting and on 
Compliance and Other Matters Based on an Audit of Financial Statements 
Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing Standards  

Honorable Mayor and Borough Assembly 
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

We have audited, in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the United 
States of America and the standards applicable to financial audits contained in Government 
Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, the financial 
statements of the governmental activities, the business-type activities, the discretely presented 
component unit, each major fund, and the aggregate remaining fund information of City and 
Borough of Wrangell, Alaska (the Borough) as of and for the year ended June 30, 2023, and the 
related notes to the financial statements, which collectively comprise the Borough’s basic 
financial statements and have issued our report thereon dated April 1, 2024. Our report included 
a reference to other auditors who audited the financial statements of Wrangell Public Schools, as 
described in our report on the Borough’s financial statements. This report does not include the results 
of the other auditor’s testing of internal control over financial reporting or compliance and other 
matters that are reported separately by those auditors. 

Report on Internal Control Over Financial Reporting 

In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements, we considered the Borough’s 
internal control over financial reporting (internal control) as a basis for designing audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing our opinions on the 
financial statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Borough’s internal control.  Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Borough’s internal control. 

Our consideration of internal control was for the limited purpose described in the preceding 
paragraph and was not designed to identify all deficiencies in internal control that might be 
material weaknesses or significant deficiencies and therefore, material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies may exist that have not been identified. However, as described in the accompanying 
schedule of findings and questioned costs, we did identify certain deficiencies in internal control 
that we consider to be material weaknesses and significant deficiencies. 

A deficiency in internal control exists when the design or operation of a control does not allow 
management or employees, in the normal course of performing their assigned functions, to 
prevent, or detect and correct, misstatements on a timely basis. A material weakness is a 
deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control such that there is a reasonable 
possibility that a material misstatement of the entity’s financial statements will not be 
prevented, or detected and corrected on a timely basis. We consider the deficiency described in 
the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs as item 2023-002 to be a material 
weakness. 
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A significant deficiency is a deficiency or a combination of deficiencies in internal control that is 
less severe than a material weakness, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged 
with governance. We consider the deficiency described in the accompanying schedule of findings 
and questioned costs as item 2023-001 to be a significant deficiency. 
 
Report on Compliance and Other Matters 
 
As part of obtaining reasonable assurance about whether the Borough’s financial statements are 
free from material misstatement, we performed tests of its compliance with certain provisions of 
laws, regulations, contracts, and grant agreements, noncompliance with which could have a 
direct and material effect on the financial statements.  However, providing an opinion on 
compliance with those provisions was not an objective of our audit, and accordingly, we do not 
express such an opinion.  The results of our tests disclosed no instances of noncompliance or other 
matters that are required to be reported under Government Auditing Standards. 
 
City and Borough of Wrangell’s Response to Findings 
 
Government Auditing Standards requires the auditor to perform limited procedures on the 
Borough’s response to the findings identified in our audit and described in the accompanying 
schedule of findings and questioned costs. The Borough’s response was not subjected to the other 
auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and, accordingly, we express 
no opinion on the response. 
 
Purpose of this Report 
 
The purpose of this report is solely to describe the scope of our testing of internal control and 
compliance and the results of that testing, and not to provide an opinion on the effectiveness of 
the entity’s internal control or on compliance.  This report is an integral part of an audit 
performed in accordance with Government Auditing Standards in considering the entity’s internal 
control and compliance.  Accordingly, this communication is not suitable for any other purpose. 
 

 
 
Anchorage, Alaska 
April 1, 2024 
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Tel:  907-278-8878 
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Independent Auditor's Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program and 
Report on Internal Control Over Compliance Required by the Uniform Guidance  

 
Honorable Mayor and Borough Assembly 
City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 
 
Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program 
 
Opinion on Each Major Federal Program 
 
We have audited City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska’s (the Borough) compliance with the types 
of compliance requirements described in the OMB Compliance Supplement that could have a 
direct and material effect on each of the Borough’s major federal programs for the year ended 
June 30, 2023. The Borough’s major federal programs are identified in the summary of auditor’s 
results section of the accompanying schedule of findings and questioned costs.   
 
In our opinion, the Borough complied, in all material respects, with the compliance requirements 
referred to above that could have a direct and material effect on each of its major federal 
programs for the year ended June 30, 2023. 
 
Basis for Opinion on Each Major Federal Program 
 
We conducted our audit of compliance in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted 
in the United States of America (GAAS); the standards applicable to financial audits contained in 
Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller General of the United States; and the 
audit requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative 
Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance). 
Our responsibilities under those standards and the Uniform Guidance are further described in the 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of Compliance section of our report. 
 
We are required to be independent of the Borough and to meet our other ethical responsibilities, 
in accordance with relevant ethical requirements relating to our audit. We believe that the audit 
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion on 
compliance for each major federal program. Our audit does not provide a legal determination of 
the Borough’s compliance with the compliance requirements referred to above.  
 
Other Matter - Federal Expenditures Not Included in the Compliance Audit 
 
The Borough’s basic financial statements include the operations of the Wrangell Public Schools, 
a discretely presented component unit. Our audit of compliance, described in the “Opinion on 
Each Major Federal Program”, does not include the operations of Wrangell Public Schools because 
they engaged other auditors to perform an audit of compliance; however, they did not meet the 
threshold for an audit in accordance with the Uniform Guidance. 
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Responsibilities of Management for Compliance 
 
Management is responsible for compliance with the requirements referred to above and for the 
design, implementation, and maintenance of effective internal control over compliance with the 
requirements of laws, statutes, regulations, rules, and provisions of contracts or grant agreements 
applicable to the Borough’s federal programs. 
 
Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of Compliance 
 
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether material noncompliance with 
the compliance requirements referred to above occurred, whether due to fraud or error, and 
express an opinion on the Borough’s compliance based on our audit. Reasonable assurance is a 
high level of assurance but is not absolute assurance and therefore is not a guarantee that an 
audit conducted in accordance with GAAS, Government Auditing Standards, and the Uniform 
Guidance will always detect material noncompliance when it exists. The risk of not detecting 
material noncompliance resulting from fraud is higher than for that resulting from error, as fraud 
may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of 
internal control. Noncompliance with the compliance requirements referred to above is 
considered material, if there is a substantial likelihood that, individually or in the aggregate, it 
would influence the judgment made by a reasonable user of the report on compliance about the 
Borough’s compliance with the requirements of each major federal program as a whole. 
 
In performing an audit in accordance with GAAS, Government Auditing Standards, and the 
Uniform Guidance, we: 
 

 Exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. 
 Identify and assess the risks of material noncompliance, whether due to fraud or error, 

and design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks. Such procedures 
include examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the Borough’s compliance with the 
compliance requirements referred to above and performing such other procedures as we 
considered necessary in the circumstances. 

 Obtain an understanding of the Borough’s internal control over compliance relevant to the 
audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances and 
to test and report on internal control over compliance in accordance with the Uniform 
Guidance, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the 
Borough’s internal control over compliance. Accordingly, no such opinion is expressed. 

 
We are required to communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other 
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and any significant deficiencies and material 
weaknesses in internal control over compliance that we identified during the audit. 
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Report on Internal Control Over Compliance 
 
A deficiency in internal control over compliance exists when the design or operation of a control 
over compliance does not allow management or employees, in the normal course of performing 
their assigned functions, to prevent, or detect and correct, noncompliance with a type of 
compliance requirement of a federal program on a timely basis. A material weakness in internal 
control over compliance is a deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over 
compliance, such that there is a reasonable possibility that material noncompliance with a type 
of compliance requirement of a federal program will not be prevented, or detected and 
corrected, on a timely basis. A significant deficiency in internal control over compliance is a 
deficiency, or a combination of deficiencies, in internal control over compliance with a type of 
compliance requirement of a federal program that is less severe than a material weakness in 
internal control over compliance, yet important enough to merit attention by those charged with 
governance.  
 
Our consideration of internal control over compliance was for the limited purpose described in 
the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of Compliance section above and was not designed to 
identify all deficiencies in internal control over compliance that might be material weaknesses or 
significant deficiencies in internal control over compliance. Given these limitations, during our 
audit we did not identify any deficiencies in internal control over compliance that we consider to 
be material weaknesses, as defined above. However, material weaknesses or significant 
deficiencies may exist that were not identified. 
 
Our audit was not designed for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 
internal control over compliance. Accordingly, no such opinion is expressed. 
 
The purpose of this report on internal control over compliance is solely to describe the scope of 
our testing of internal control over compliance and the results of that testing based on the 
requirements of the Uniform Guidance. Accordingly, this report is not suitable for any other 
purpose. 
 

 
 
Anchorage, Alaska 
April 1, 2024 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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Section I - Summary of Auditor’s Results 

Financial Statements 

Type of report the auditor issued on whether the financial 
statements audited were prepared in accordance with GAAP: Unmodified 

Internal control over financial reporting: 
Material weakness(es) identified? X yes no 

Significant deficiency(ies) identified? X yes 
(none 
reported) 

Noncompliance material to financial statements noted? yes X no 

Federal Awards 

Internal control over major federal programs: 
Material weakness(es) identified? yes X no 

Significant deficiency(ies) identified? yes X 
(none 
reported) 

Type of auditor’s report issued on compliance for major 
  federal programs: Unmodified 

Any audit findings disclosed that are required to be reported  
  in accordance with 2 CFR 200.516(a)? yes X no 

Identification of major federal programs: 

Assistance Listing Number Name of Federal Program or Cluster 

14.228 
Community Development Block Grants / State’s Program and 
Non-Entitlement Grants in Hawaii 

21.027 Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds 
97.067 Homeland Security Grant Program 

Dollar threshold used to distinguish between a type A and 
  type B programs: $ 750,000

Auditee qualified as low-risk auditee? yes X no 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 
 

Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs, continued 
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Section II - Financial Statement Findings Required to be Reported in Accordance with 
Government Auditing Standards 

 
Finding 2023-001 General Ledger Reconciliation and External Financial Reporting – Internal 

Control Over Financial Reporting – Significant Deficiency 
 

Criteria Government Accounting Standards states management is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining effective internal control to help ensure that 
appropriate goals and objectives are met; using resources efficiently; 
economically, effectively, and equitably, and safeguarding resources; 
following laws and regulations; and ensuring that financial information is 
reliable and properly reported. Internal controls over financial reporting 
should allow management to prevent or detect and correct misstatements on 
a timely basis.  
 

Condition The Borough’s internal control over financial reporting did not prevent, or 
detect and correct, errors in certain account balances in a timely manner. 
Most of these items were identified by management but not fully reconciled. 
Adjustments were necessary in order to present the financial statements in 
accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). 
Specifically, adjustments were required to properly state pole rental 
revenue, grant revenue and receivables, and accounts payable. 
 

Cause The Borough was not fully staffed throughout the year. 
 

Effect or 
  Potential Effect 

Individual accounts were misstated, requiring entries to be made to correct 
year-end balances for proper reporting in accordance with GAAP. 
Misstatements may exist and go undetected in the general ledger and 
financial statements when reconciliations are not performed throughout the 
year. 
 

Recommendation The Borough should consider at least quarterly reconciliations of significant 
cycles, such as accounts payable and grants, to ensure year-end close 
processes can proceed in a timelier manner. 
 

Views of 
  Responsible 
  Officials 

Management concurs with the finding. Management will implement a monthly 
close process as well as a quarterly financial review process. This process will be 
used to identify and review complex financial statement accounts and formulate 
adjustments as required through-out the year to comply with U.S. GAAP. 
Adjusting journal entries will be reviewed for proper internal control. 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 
 

Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs, continued 
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Finding 2023-002 Journal Entry Review and Approval, and Support – Internal Control Over 
Financial Reporting – Material Weakness 
 

Criteria Government Accounting Standards states management is responsible for 
establishing and maintaining effective internal control to help ensure that 
appropriate goals and objectives are met; using resources efficiently, 
economically, effectively, and equitably, and safeguarding resources; 
following laws and regulations; and ensuring that financial information is 
reliable and properly reported. Internal controls over financial reporting 
should allow management to prevent or detect and correct misstatements on 
a timely basis.  
 

Condition The Borough’s internal controls over financial reporting did not ensure proper 
review and approval of manual journal entries throughout the year. Within 
the Borough’s IT environment, certain management personnel have 
administrative-level access. These conditions give rise to a heightened risk of 
management override with manual adjustments.  
 

Cause The Borough was not fully staffed throughout the year to allow for review of 
each manual journal. 
 

Effect or 
  Potential Effect 

Journal entries were identified as having been posted to the general ledger 
without proper review and approval or supporting documentation. 
Misstatements may exist and go undetected in the general ledger and 
financial statements. 
 

Recommendation The Borough should ensure every journal entry is reviewed and approved prior 
to posting, and should consider a sequential listing of manual entries be 
maintained to ensure this review is complete absent IT controls. 
 

Views of 
  Responsible 
  Officials 

Management concurs with the finding. Management will implement a journal 
entry creation and review process. Journal entries will have serial numbers and 
appropriate documentation will be attached to support the entry. Entries will be 
prepared by one accountant and reviewed by another accountant for errors and 
appropriateness. The create and review will be documented with a dated stamp 
or signature by the both the creator and the reviewer. 

 

  
 

Section III - Federal Award Findings and Questioned Costs 
 
No were no findings and questioned costs for federal awards (as defined in Section 2 CFR 200.516(a)
that are required to be reported.  
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL’S SINGLE AUDIT 
RESPONSES (UNAUDITED)  
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

 

Summary Schedule of Prior Audit Findings 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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CITY AND BOROUGH  
OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

       
 

             P.O. BOX 531                      (907)‐874‐2381 
             Wrangell, AK 99929   FAX (907)‐874‐3952    
    

Financial Statement Findings 
 

 
Finding 2022-001 General Ledger Reconciliation and External Financial Reporting – Internal 

Control Over Financial Reporting – Material Weakness 
 

Finding The Borough’s internal control over financial reporting did not prevent, or
detect and correct, errors in certain account balances. During our audit, we
identified adjustments that were necessary in order to present the financial
statements in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP). Specifically, adjustments were required to properly state opening net
position, cash, and fund balance. 
 

Status Finding partially resolved, see Finding 2023-001 (significant deficiency) 
  
Finding 2022-002 Journal Entry Review and Approval, and Support– Internal Control Over 

Financial Reporting – Material Weakness 
 

Finding The Borough’s internal controls over financial reporting do not ensure proper
review and approval of manual journal entries, or the retention of appropriate
supporting documentation. Furthermore, within the Borough’s IT environment 
there is a lack of appropriate segregation of duties restricting access for
management personnel. These conditions give rise to a heightened risk of
management override through the use of manual adjustments. 
 

Status Finding not resolved in 2023, see Finding 2023-002 
  
Finding 2022-003 Bank Reconciliation Review and Approval – Internal Control Over Financial

Reporting – Significant Deficiency 

Finding The Borough’s internal controls related to bank reconciliations were not
enforced throughout the period. Bank reconciliation testing identified multiple 
discrepancies between the bank reconciliation and the ending cash balance for 
fiscal year 2021 which resulted in significant adjustments to book cash. 
 

Status Finding considered resolved. 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

 

Summary Schedule of Prior Audit Findings, continued 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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CITY AND BOROUGH  
OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

       
 

             P.O. BOX 531                      (907)‐874‐2381 
             Wrangell, AK 99929   FAX (907)‐874‐3952    
    

Federal Award Findings 
 

 
Finding 2022-004 Deadline for Federal Single Audit – Noncompliance and Internal Control Over 

Compliance – Significant Deficiency 
 

Information on    
Federal Program 

10.665 Schools and Roads Grants to States 
21.027 Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds 
 

Finding The single audit report and Form SF-SAC were not submitted within nine
months of the fiscal year end. 
 

Status Finding considered resolved. 
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City and Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

Corrective Action Plan 
Year Ended June 30, 2023 
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CITY AND BOROUGH  
OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

   P.O. BOX 531                      (907)‐874‐2381 
   Wrangell, AK 99929   FAX (907)‐874‐3952  

Name of Contact Person: Mason F. Villarma 
Borough Manager 
mvillarma@wrangell.com  
907–874-2381 

Financial Statement Findings 

Finding 2023-001 – General Ledger Reconciliation and External Financial Reporting – Internal 
Control Over Financial Reporting – Significant Deficiency 

Corrective Action Plan 

At the transaction-level and at the fiscal year-end reporting stage, the Borough will implement 
specific procedure to ensure compliance with U.S. GAAP. Specifically, the Borough will perform an 
opening balance reconciliation to prior year-end balances whereby the Finance Director will ensure 
all proposed adjustments have been made and that the trial balance is at par with the external 
auditor’s records. A copy of this reconciliation will be submitted to the external auditors. 
Additionally, the Borough will ensure to close the prior year books and records preventing any 
potential back posting to the general ledger. The Borough Manager will sign off on the period close 
once performed by the Finance Director. 

Expected Completion Date: 
  Already implemented. 

Finding 2023-002 – Journal Entry Review and Approval, and Support – Internal Control Over 
Financial Reporting – Material Weakness 

Corrective Action Plan 

In order to create a stronger set of internal controls, the Borough will adopt a journal entry 
preparation and review process whereby the preparer of the entry stamps/signs and dates the entry 
made. Subsequently, the entry will be printed to PDF and reviewed by the Finance Director. The 
Finance Director will sign and date the journal entry “approved” and place it in the current fiscal 
year journal entry file. The Borough will verify proper segregation of duties has been followed 
throughout this process. Additionally, supporting documentation will be kept with each journal entry 
as justification of the change. 

Expected Completion Date: 
  Already implemented. 
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Department of Commerce, Community, 

and Economic Development 
 

ALCOHOL & MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE 
550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 

Anchorage, AK 99501 
Main: 907.269.0350

March 5, 2024 
 
From: Alcohol.licensing@alaska.gov ; amco.localgovernmentonly@alaska.gov   
 
Licensee: Wrangell Iga Inc 
DBA: Wrangell Liquor Store 
VIA email: Wrangelliga@outlook.com 
CC:  mdward58@icloud.com 
Local Government 1:  Wrangell (City and Borough) 
Local Government 2: 
Via Email:  clerk@wrangell.com                         
Community Council: n/a                         
Via Email:    

 
 
Re Package Store License #108 Combined Renewal Notice 
 

License Number: #108 
License Type:  Package Store 
Licensee: Wrangell Iga Inc 
Doing Business As: Wrangell Liquor Store 
Physical Address:  223 Brueger St 

 Wrangell AK 
Designated Licensee:  Caroline A. Bangs 
Phone Number:  907-314-0408 
Email Address: Wrangelliga@outlook.com 

 
☒ License Renewal Application                ☐ Endorsement Renewal Application 
 
 
Dear Licensee:  
 
Our staff has reviewed your application after receiving your application and required fees. Your renewal 
documents appear to be in order, and I have determined that your application is complete for purposes of 
AS 04.11.510, and AS 04.11.520. 
 
Your application is now considered complete and will be sent electronically to the local governing body(ies), 
your community council if your proposed premises is in Anchorage or certain locations in the Matanuska-
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Susitna Borough, and to any non-profit agencies who have requested notification of applications. The local 
governing body(ies) will have 60 days to protest the renewal of your license. 
 
Your application will be scheduled for the April 16th, 2024 board meeting for Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Board consideration. The address and call-in number for the meeting will be posted on our home page. The 
board will not grant or deny your application at the meeting unless your local government waives its right to 
protest per AS 04.11.480(a). 
 
Please feel free to contact us through the Alcohol.licensing@alaska.gov email address if you have any 
questions. 
 
 
 
 
Dear Local Government:  
 
We have received completed renewal applications for the above listed licenses within your jurisdiction. This 
is the notice required under AS 04.11.480. A local governing body may protest the issuance, renewal, 
relocation, or transfer to another person of a license with one or more endorsement, or issuance of an 
endorsement by sending the director and the applicant a protest and the reasons for the protest in a clear 
and concise statement within 60 days of the date of the notice of filing of the application. A protest 
received after the 60-day period may not be accepted by the board, and no event may a protest cause the 
board to reconsider an approved renewal, relocation, or transfer.  
 
To protest any application(s) referenced above, please submit your written protest for each within 60 days 
to AMCO and provide proof of service upon the applicant and proof that the applicant has had reasonable 
opportunity to defend the application before the meeting of the local governing body.  
If you have any questions, please email amco.localgovernmentonly@alaska.gov. 
 
 
 
 
Dear Community Council (Municipality of Anchorage and Mat-Su Borough only) 
 
 We have received a completed renewal application for the above listed license (see attached application 
documents) within your jurisdiction. This letter serves to provide written notice to the above referenced 
entities regarding the above application, as required under AS 04.11.310(b) and AS 04.11.525.  
 
Please contact the local governing body with jurisdiction over the proposed premises for information 
regarding review of this application.  Comments or objections you may have about the application should 
first be presented to the local governing body. 
If you have any questions, please email Alcohol.licensing@alaska.gov  
 
Sincerely, 

 
Joan M. Wilson, Director 
907-269-0350 
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3/5/24, 2:43 PM Workitem Process

https://accis.elicense365.com/process/workflow?WorkitemID=1270&WorkitemTypeID=1&WorkitemType=LIC# 1/2

Document reference ID : 1722

Licensing Application Summary

Application ID: 1722

Applicant Name: Wrangell Iga Inc.

License Type applied for: Package Store License(PSL)  (AS 04.09.230)

Application Status: In Review

Application Submitted On: 03/05/2024

Entity Information

Business Structure: Corporation

Alaska Entity Number (CBPL): 10086148

Entity Contact Information

Entity Address: PO Box 828, Wrangell, AK, USA

Ownership / Principal Party Details

Principal Parent Entity Principal Party Role %Ownership

Wrangell Iga Inc. Caroline A. Bangs Secretary,Treasurer 30

Wrangell Iga Inc. Travis A. Bangs Vice President 10

Wrangell Iga Inc. Michael Ward President

Premises Address

Nearest municipality, city, and/or borough: Wrangell

Country, State, Zip: AK, United States,

Basic Business information

Business/Trade Name: Wrangell Liquor Store

Local Government and Community Council Details

City/Municipality Wrangell (City and Borough of)
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3/5/24, 2:43 PM Workitem Process

https://accis.elicense365.com/process/workflow?WorkitemID=1270&WorkitemTypeID=1&WorkitemType=LIC# 2/2

Ninety Day Sign Requirements

Posted the 90 day sign: No

Public Notice Posting Attestation and Publishers Af�davit

Attestations

I certify that all proposed licensees (as defined in AS 04.11.260) and affiliates have been listed on this application.

I certify that I understand that providing a false statement on this form or any other form provided by AMCO is grounds for rejection or

denial of this application or revocation of any license issued.

I certify that all licensees, agents, and employees who sell or serve alcoholic beverages or check the identification of a patron will

complete an approved alcohol server education course, if required by AS 04.21.025, and, while selling or serving alcoholic beverages,

will carry or have available to show a current course card or a photocopy of the card certifying completion of approved alcohol server

education course, if required by 3 AAC 305.700.

I agree to provide all information required by the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board in support of this application.

I hereby certify that I am the person herein named and subscribing to this application and that I have read the complete application,

and I know the full content thereof. I declare that all of the information contained herein, and evidence or other documents submitted

are true and correct. I understand that any falsification or misrepresentation of any item or response in this application, or any

attachment, or documents to support this application, is sufficient grounds for denying or revoking a license/permit. I further

understand that it is a Class A misdemeanor under Alaska Statute 11.56.210 to falsify an application and commit the crime of

unsworn falsification.

I certify that all proposed licensees have been listed with Division of Corporation, Business, and Professional Licensing.

I certify that I and any individual identified in the business entity ownership section of this application, has or will read AS 04 and its

implementing regulations.

Signature

Electronic Signature not collected; application summited based on paper form.

Payment Info

Payment Type : Check Check Number: 100722545

Download
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Last month’s paper flower class was so
successful that we decided to host another one.
This time attendees could making either roses,
or hyacinths! This session had 22 participants.
See Caroline Allen with her beautiful creations. 

C I T Y  &  B O R O U G H  O F  W R A N G E L L
L I B R A R Y  R E P O R T

4 / 1 / 2 0 2 4

M E M O R A N D U M

T O :  H O N O R A B L E  M A Y O R  A N D  M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  

A S S E M B L Y  O F  C I T Y  A N D  B O R O U G H  O F  W R A N G E L L

C C :  M A S O N  V I L L A R M A ,  B O R O U G H  M A N A G E R

F R O M :  S A R A H  S C A M B L E R ,  L I B R A R Y  D I R E C T O R

S U B J E C T :  M O N T H L Y  L I B R A R Y  R E P O R T

D A T E :   4 / 9 / 2 0 2 4

P A P E R  F L O W E R S
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March 21 we were thrilled to
have Mrs. Aly Howell’s 2nd
grade class come to the library
and read about Dinosaurs with
us! 

March 27 from 6-7pm we held our first PJ story time
in several years. It was very well attended by 21
people. Kiddos showed up in their PJs and many
parents remarked that they were grateful to come in
the evening as they can’t make it to the Friday
morning sessions because they work.

At our March 8 session we had a
very special guest reader, Mark
Robinson from the Wrangell
Sentinel come and read for us. 39
people joined us for this session! 

Thank you Mark! 

S T O R Y  T I M E S

Story Time at the library is typically held on Fridays from 10 to 11 and runs
February – April and October – December. Our target age for this actvitiy is 0-5
years old. Children join us for stories, songs, crafts, and snacks (to go)! This
continues to be one of our most popular programs. This month we tried a few
different things!
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B O O K  C L U B

E - R A T E  F U N D I N G

Sincerely,

SARAH SCAMBLER
LIBRARY DIRECTOR

March’s book club pick was The Storied Life of A.J.
Fikry by Gabrielle Zeven. This is a novel about the
irascible owner of a bookstore who has recently
endured some tough years: his wife has died, his
bookstore is experiencing the worst sales in its
history, and his prized possession--a rare edition of
Poe poems--has been stolen. Over time, he has
given up on people, and even the books in his
store, instead of offering solace, are yet another
reminder of a world that is changing too rapidly.
Until a most unexpected occurrence gives him the
chance to make his life over and see things anew. 

We held a lively meeting at the library on March
16th from 2-3:30. Many were pleased with the
book, many found it lacking, but all agreed that
they enjoyed the discussion!

The library’s E-Rate funding was approved, and our contract with GCI was renewed
for FY25. This means we will have 70% of our internet costs reimbursed by the
Universal Services Administration Company (USAC) for next fiscal year. This
percentage is based on the number of children in our school district living below
the poverty level.
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Nolan Center  

MEMORANDUM 

 

TO: HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE 

ASSEMBLY OF CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

CC: MASON VILLARMA, BOROUGH MANAGER 

 
FROM: The Nolan Center  

 
SUBJECT: MONTHLY Nolan Center REPORT 

DATE: April 9th, 2024  

 

Late Winter/Early Spring Events   

The Nolan Center has been active the last few months of the Winter and into the early 

spring. In February we partnered with the Wrangell school District to host a Family 

Literacy Night which was open to all students in the district to participate in an “Night 

at the Museum” themed event focused on promoting literacy. Nolan Center staff plan 

to invite each class from the elementary school this spring to participate in a similar 

event. 

   

CITY  & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL  
Nolan Center REPORT 

Apr i l  9 t h  2024  
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The Nolan Center was happy to provide a space for a celebration honoring Elizabeth 

Petrovitch that was sponsored by The Alaska Native Sisterhood Camp and Tlingit & 

Haida. The event featured a zoom presentation streamed on our large theater screen, 

a community potlach and Native Dancers.     

March saw the Center host several notable events including the Stikine Sportsman 

Association annual Game dinner, and KSTK’s annual Art Auction Event. Both events were 

successful and enjoyed by participants.  

The Center was able to bring back several newer movies after the holidays, pausing 

recently due to events held at the center. This spring we will be bring up a steady 

stream of newer movie titles as well as free “retro” style movies.  

Upcoming events:  

Early April we will be hosting a gardening event to clean up the landscaping around the 

Center with the help from the Friends of the Museum. The hopeful plan for the summer 

will be to recruit some dedicated volunteers who will be willing “adopt a bed” and help 

with consistently maintenance throughout the summer for our grounds.  

The Nolan Center will serve as a Disaster Resource Center for FEMA during the second 

week in April. Providing assistance to people affected by the landslide in November. 

Representatives from FEMA will be available to help people apply for assistance and 

answer any questions pertaining from the disaster declaration.  

The Nolan Center will be hosting various activities during the Bird fest week/weekend 

as well as a community market on Saturday April 27th.  

 

M/V Chugach update  

In late winter, the CBW and USFS contacts in Juneau resumed conversations to discuss 

the current status of the project. Keri Hicks, the Regional Heritage Program Leader, 

provided the CBW with a copy of the recently signed lease between the CBW and USFS 

for the vessel site, which allowed USFS to apply funds to the project. However, to 

fully implement the original concept for the M/V Chugach exhibit, there are still 

aspects that need to be developed, and funding that needs to be raised. Recently, 

Borough Manager Mason Villarma submitted a formal request to our Wrangell USFS to 

uncover the M/V Chugach and make it accessible to visitors this summer. After the 
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season ends, the vessel will be recovered until a permanent covered area is 

constructed. 

  

Facilities/Maintenance 

The Facilities department has worked on several projects around the Nolan Center 

this winter/early spring. Duke has replaced approximately 40% of the light bulbs 

inside the museum with new LED replacement bulbs. Recently Duke has pressure 

washed the entire outside sidewalks and the Nolan Center Sign – the grounds look 

really nice! The plan for the outside grounds will be to hopefully obtain local flowers 

to plant outside the entrance to welcome visitors inside this summer.   

 

Sincerely, 

 
Jeanie Arnold 
Nolan Center Director 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

 
 

BOROUGH CLERK’S REPORT 
 
SUBMITTED BY:  Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 

 
 

 
 

Upcoming Meetings & Other Informational dates: 
 

Other City Boards/Commissions: 
 

  April 9 – WCVB mtg at Noon in the Assembly Chambers 

April 11 – WCVB mtg at Noon in the Assembly Chambers 

April 11 – Planning & Zoning mtg at 5:30pm in the Assembly Chambers 

 

Community Events: 

 

May 4 – Tax Free Day 
 

May 21 & 22 – State of Alaska Small Business Loan and Commercial Loan 

Presentation (see below) 

 

 Meetings and Other events of the Borough Assembly: 
 

Please see below for the list of upcoming meetings for the Assembly.  
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Upcoming 2024 Work Sessions (scheduled), Public Hearings 

(scheduled), Regular Assembly Meetings, and Other Meetings 

(scheduled) 

Date Time Purpose 

  

April 23 (WS – Fee and Rate Schedule) 6pm Regular Assembly Meeting 

May 13 (Monday) 5:30pm Board of Equalization Hearing 

May 14 (no work session scheduled) 6pm Regular Assembly Meeting 

May 16 (Thursday) 5:30pm Budget Work Session ONLY 

May 28 (no work session scheduled)  
(Mill Levy Adoption (tentative)) 

6pm Regular Assembly Meeting 

June 11 (WS - Thriving Communities – Mill Site) 6pm Regular Assembly Meeting 

June 25 (no work session scheduled) 
   (FY2025 Budget PH & Adoption - tentative) 

6pm Regular Assembly Meeting 

 

On this agenda is the Public Hearing for both the Long-Term and Short-Term Lease for Channel 

Construction, Inc. at the Mill Site property. Also under the Public Hearing section is the 

approval to sell the Old Wrangell Medical Center and real-property to Wayne Johnson. This 

item is under the public hearing section since the request is for economic development 

purposes.  

 

Alaska Small Business Loan and Commercial Fishing Loan 

Presentation.  

 

The State of Alaska, Division of Investments will be in Wrangell to 

meet with those who are interested in the programs they have to 

offer.  

Drake Peterson, Investments Loan Officer will be in the Wrangell 

Borough Assembly Chambers at City Hall (205 Brueger Street) on: 

Tuesday, May 21, 2024 from 9:00 am to 11:30 am and 2:00 pm - 4:00 

pm. 
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and  

Wednesday, May 22, 2024 from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm and 2:00 pm - 

4:00 pm 

Contact 1-800-478- LOAN or 907-465-2510 if you have questions.  
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

10 

 

Appointment to fill open seats on various City Boards 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

 
 
  

Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 
    
  
  

 

 
RECOMMENDATION  
Appointments are to be made by the Mayor, with the consent of the Assembly 
for the following vacancies: 
 

Board/Committee/Commission Letter of Interest Received from: 

  

Economic Development Board (until October 2025) 
 

1. NONE 
 

 
Wrangell Convention & Visitors Bureau – Until October 2024 

 
Wrangell Convention & Visitors Bureau – Until October 2025 

 

 
1. Kimberly Ottesen (Oct 2025) 

2. Grace Wintermyer (Oct 2024 
or 2025) 

 

 
Procedure - Mayor: “I will appoint ___________________ to fill the vacancy on the 
____________ until October ______. 
 
If there are seats that are left vacant (no letters received), the Borough Clerk will 
advertise for the vacancies. 
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Appointments to be filled by the Mayor with the consent of the assembly for the 
various seats. 
 

Recommended Action if not approved with the consent of the Assembly: 
 
Motion: Move to appoint ___________________ to fill the vacancy on the 
_____________________________________ for the term up until October ___________. 
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March 14, 2024

To whom it may concern: 

I am writing to express my interest in serving as a member on the Wrangell Convention and 
Visitors Bureau. Growing up in Wrangell and being an active participant in our community I am 
deeply committed to contributing to its growth and welfare. I firmly believe that my diverse 
background in tourism and passion for community engagement makes me a strong candidate for 
this role.  

Throughout my involvement in various community initiatives, I have developed strong 
communication and leadership skills that I believe will be a valuable asset. My experience in 
organizing events, collaborating with diverse groups, and advocating for community needs has 
equipped me with the ability to effectively represent the interests of our community.  

Becoming a member of the Wrangell Convention and Visitors Bureau, I am eager to work 
collaboratively with fellow members to reach goals, address the concerns and aspirations of our 
community. I am committed to fostering an inclusive environment where all voices are heard and 
respected. Moreover, I am particularly excited about the opportunity to contribute to initiatives 
aimed at enhancing our community and promoting local resources. I am confident that I can 
make meaningful contributions to the Wrangell Convention and Visitors Bureau.  

Thank you for your time and I look forward to discussing this opportunity further. 

Sincerely, 

Interested in the October 2025 term seat
for the Wrangell Convention & Visitors Bureau
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City and Borough of Wrangell 
Mayor and Assembly Members

To Whom it May Concern,

I am writing to request consideration for a seat on the Wrangell Convention and Visitor’s
Bureau. I have been a full-time resident of Wrangell for only 8 years but have a deep love for
this unique place and would like to offer my time in the ongoing efforts to see our island
community thrive. 

I have recently gained direct experience with visitor industry stakeholders such as the US
Forest Service, WCA, and many domestic and foreign cruise companies. As the manager of a
downtown retail shop I have seen the impact that events such as Bear Fest, the Stikine River
Birding Festival, conferences, and independent travelers have on the local economy. 

For over ten years I have worked as a freelance graphic designer doing logo/branding work,
social media content and website design. I have a great appreciation for the knowledge,
creativity, and passion necessary for effective marketing campaigns and I commend the
incredible work that the WCVB has done for Wrangell’s public image in the past few years.
This is truly a place worth celebrating and sharing. 

The highlight of my year is getting to share our community with our seasonal visitors- as a
manager, tour guide, or just a friendly face. My goal working with the WCVB would be to help
bring visitors to Wrangell as a destination of choice in Southeast, and ensure that the
memories and stories they carry with them are ones we are proud of. 

Thank you for your time,

Grace Wintermyer
info@alaskawaters.com
240-357-0616
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G R A C E  W I N T E R M Y E R  
2 4 0 - 3 5 7 - 0 6 1 6  |  

E D U C A T I O N  

E M P L O Y M E N T  H I S T O R Y  

 

Maintaining positive team dynamics 

Professional communication

Creating effective marketing materials

Problem solving and logistic management 

S K I L L S  

Bachelor of Science

Agriculture and Natural Resources
With minors in Studio Art, Sustainability 

and Environmental Studies 

Berea College, Kentucky. May 2014

P O  B O X  1 9 7 8

W R A N G E L L

A K  9 9 9 2 9  

AmeriCorps VISTA 
Mayor’s Office of Economic Development,
Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government
August 2015 – August 2016  

Initiated 87 new relationships with local agricultural
producers, created a database of local products available
for commercial markets, improved outreach materials
and managed data for a USDA grant-funded nutrition
incentive program. 

I N F O @ A L A S K A W A T E R S . C O M

Medical Assistant II  
Southeast Alaska Regional Health
Consortium   
April  2017- October 2023 

 Assisted medical providers in administering direct
patient care, followup care coordination, and became
the lead sterilization technician and state vaccination
program coordinator for Wrangell Medical Center. 

Tour Operations Manager, 
56° North Retail  Manager
Alaska Waters, Inc. 
April 2023- present 

      *Details of nine additional past employment positions available upon request

Management of employee schedules, coordination with
cruise ship representatives to market tour experiences
and handle logistics, marketing and social media content
creation, product purchasing and retail merchandising.  

R E F E R E N C E S

V i c t o r  H a r r i s o n  M D   
P e d i a t r i c  E n d o c r i n o l o g y  S p e c i a l i s t  
v h a r r i s o n @ s e a r h c . o r g

J i m  L e s l i e  S r .  
C o - F o u n d e r ,  V i c e  P r e s i d e n t ,  
A l a s k a  W a t e r s ,  I n c .  
j i m - l e s l i e @ a l a s k a w a t e r s . c o m  

(907)-305-0497

(808)-937-6011

R E C O G N I T I O N
 

Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society 

Certificate of Achievement from The Society of

Women Engineers 

The Crawford Prize in Conservation 

The Joe Van Pelt Agricultural Leadership Award

Named one of 30 Exceptional Craftspeople by

the American Craft Week National Committee 145
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

11 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1850 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE OLD WRANGELL MEDICAL CENTER AND REAL 
PROPERTY AS DESCRIBED AS LOT A, BLOCK 54 OF THE W.M.C. REPLAT, PARCEL 02-031-351, 
ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE JOHNSON, DBA WRANGELL HERITAGE HOUSE DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, AND TO APPLY WMC 16.12.012 – DISPOSITION OF REAL PROPERTY FOR ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES FOR A FIXED AMOUNT OF $200,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
DEMOLISHING THE OLD WRANGELL MEDICAL CENTER 
   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Resolution No. 04-24-1850  2. Purchase and Sales Agreement 3. Letter from K. 
Decker re: sale   4. Memos from Planning & Zoning and the Economic Development Board  5. Aerial 
Map of location   6. Plat Map of Area      

MAYOR PROCEDURE: Declare the Public Hearing open. The Mayor shall ask if there 
is any administrative report on the Public Hearing Item. Persons who signed up to 
talk on this item shall be called to the podium.  
 

Once all persons have been heard, declare the Public Hearing closed and entertain a 
motion.  
 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1850.  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 

As per WMC 16.12.012 – Disposition of real property for economic development purposes, it 
states that: 

In the exercise of the borough’s economic development powers, the assembly may determine, in its sole 

discretion, that it is in the best interest of the borough to dispose of borough-owned real property, 

including tidelands, or any interest therein, which interest has a value of $1,000,000 or less (as 

determined by the borough assessor or a qualified appraiser), without requests for proposals or sealed 

bid procedures and at less than fair market value. 

The staff strongly advocates for the sale of this property to Mr. Johnson, believing it to be the most 

beneficial course of action for the borough. Despite exhaustive efforts since October 2022 to sell the 

Wrangell medical center, including hiring a commercial realtor in the summer of 2023, no viable offers 

materialized. In November of the same year, Mr. Johnson expressed keen interest in acquiring the 

property. His extensive background in large-scale residential developments, combined with his intention 

to demolish the existing structure and build apartment buildings, aligns seamlessly with the borough's 

vision to optimize this centrally located parcel and enhance its tax revenue potential. 

 

Moreover, the borough lacks the financial means to undertake the demolition itself in a worst-case 

scenario, which makes Mr. Johnson's proposal all the more appealing. By selling to him, the borough 

stands to save on the substantial demolition costs, estimated at $2M, as well as ongoing maintenance 

expenses which have ranged from $85-120k annually. It's important to note that the borough does not 

assume any responsibility for the demolition and construction activities post-sale, as these processes are 

governed by existing codes and regulations. As required by WMC 16.12.012, both the Economic 

Development Board and Planning and Zoning Commission considered the proposal by Mr. Johnson. 

Below are their recommendations.  

 

The Economic Development Board and Planning & Zoning Commission both voted to recommend 

approval of Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to purchase Borough-owned real property identified as Lot 

A, Block 54, of the W.M.C replat subdivision, zoned Open-Space Public according to Plat 2018-6. 

 
On February 5th, 2024, the Economic Development Board reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to 

purchase Borough-owned real property known as the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital). 

 

On March 14th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request 

to purchase Borough-owned real property known as the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital). 

 

The following information related to sales for economic development purposes was provided to the 

Economic Development Board in a written agenda statement associated with the approval of this item. 

When Borough-owned property or tidelands are sold for less than fair market value, it is often under the 

notion that there is an economic benefit to the community and/or that the sale is in the best interest of 

the Borough. In determining the best interests of the Borough, the Economic Development Board and 

Assembly may consider any relevant factors, which may include: 

 

1. The desirability of the economic development project; 
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2. The actual or potential economic benefits to the borough, its economy and other businesses 

within the borough; 

 

3. The contribution of the proponent to the economic development project in terms of money, 

labor, innovation, expertise, experience and otherwise; 

 

4. The business needs of the proponent of the project in terms of integration into existing 

facilities and operations, stability in business planning, business commitments, and marketing; 

 

5. Actual or potential local employment due to the economic development project; 

 

6. Actual and potential enhancement of tax and other revenues to the borough related to the 

project; and 

 

7. Existing and reasonably foreseeable land use patterns and ownership. 

 

While there is a prospective housing development that Mr. Johnson ventures to accomplish, the current 

proposal solely reflects the purchase and sale agreement for the former Wrangell Medical Center for 

$200,000 (along with the six adjacent lots) subject to the terms and conditions summarized above. It is 

the interest of the Borough to sell the property as conveyed in the property’s real estate listing and 

marketed sale which was at the direction of the Assembly. 

 

Immediate benefits to the Borough include a reduction in annual utility and maintenance costs, as well 

as recuperation of lost labor that has been allocated to the facility's needs since its vacancy. Also, a sale 

to a private party constitutes an assessment to determine land values for property taxes to be paid by the 

new owner. Moreover, the sale of the property limits the planning and development burden assumed by 

the Borough as it would be responsible for continued outreach to source a buyer or new industry to 

repurpose the facility, all while incurring the maintenance and labor expenses to keep the facility in a 

state of good repair. 

 

As Mr. Johnson proceeds with his plan to demolish the building with the intent to build additional 

housing units on the property the benefit increases. The housing crisis known nationally affects Alaska, 

the region, and Wrangell specifically. It would be a significant economic benefit to the community if 

additional housing were to become available for purchase, which may open other housing options for 

residents or attract new residents. Retention of existing and attraction of new residents is an area of 

continued focus for the Borough. 

 

Final payment for the old Wrangell Medical Center will be made on or before May 30th, 2024. We will 

bring a resolution to the assembly to accept these funds. The funds are historically deposited into 

either the residential or industrial construction fund, unless otherwise provided by the Assembly.  
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

 

RESOLUTION NO: 04-24-1850 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

WRANGELL, ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE OLD 

WRANGELL MEDICAL CENTER AND REAL PROPERTY AS DESCRIBED 

AS LOT A, BLOCK 54 OF THE W.M.C. REPLAT, PARCEL 02-031-351, 

ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE JOHNSON, DBA WRANGELL 

HERITAGE HOUSE DEVELOPMENT, LLC, AND TO APPLY WMC 

16.12.012 – DISPOSITION OF REAL PROPERTY FOR ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES FOR A FIXED AMOUNT OF $200,000 FOR 

THE PURPOSE OF DEMOLISHING THE OLD WRANGELL MEDICAL 

CENTER 

 

WHEREAS, Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC, 

whose address is 5228 Forsyth Road, Macon, GA 31210, approached the borough with an 

offer to purchase the Old Wrangell Medical Center and Real Property as described as Lot 

A, Block 54 of the W.M.C Replat, Parcel 02-031-351, zoned Open Space; and  

 

WHEREAS, because the request to purchase is for Economic Development 

Purposes (WMC 16.12.012), the request must first go to the Planning & Zoning 

Commission and the Economic Development Board; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Economic Development Board provided a written memo from 

their meeting on March 5, 2024 in the affirmative to sell the borough-owned real property; 

and 

 

WHEREAS, the Planning & Zoning Commission provided a written memo from 

their meeting on March 14, 2024 in the affirmative to sell the borough-owned real property; 

and 

 

WHEREAS, the borough has determined that selling the above real property is in 

the best interest of the borough and follows the Wrangell Municipal Code requirements as 

per WMC 16.12.012; and 

 

WHEREAS, the purchase and sale agreement provides the terms and conditions of 

the sale; and 

 

WHEREAS, the borough assembly held a Public Hearing on April 9, 2024, to 

which all property owners within 300-feet of the proposed real property were notified of 

the Borough Assembly’s public hearing; and  

 

WHEREAS, the borough received no protests for the sale of said real property; and  
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WHEREAS, the borough and Mr. Johnson both agree to the sales price of $200,000 

for the Old Wrangell Medical Center and property; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Borough Assembly is approving the sale of the above described 

borough-owned real property through the provisions in WMC 16.12.012 to Wayne 

Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC and, for the amount of 

$200,000, plus advertising and recording fees. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY 

AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THAT: 

 

Section 1. The Assembly of the City & Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

authorizes the sale of the Borough–owned real property more particularly known as:  Lot 

A, Block 54 of the W.M.C Replat, Parcel 02-031-351, zoned Open Space to Wayne 

Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC., whose address is 5228 
Forsyth Road, Macon, GA 31210.   
 

Section 2. The Borough Mayor and Clerk are authorized to execute a quit claim 

deed to Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC, to convey the 

real property, when the full price of $200,000 is paid. 

 

Section 3.  The purchase and sales agreement (Exhibit A) is hereby attached 

and approved to this resolution. 

 

Section 4.  This resolution takes effect upon approval. 

 

 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY OF April, 2024. 

 

 

 

      CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

 

      _______________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: _________________________________ 

     Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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Kelley Decker

PO Box 2177

633 Reid St
Wrangell AK 99929

City and Borough of Wrangell

PO Box 531

Wrangell AK 99929

Honorable Assembly Members,

I am writing to you as a concerned citizen and not just a neighbor of the proposed sale of the old
Wrangell Medical Center and the adjacent 6 borough lots.

The price that has been historically set for the Wrangell Medical Center building and property was

850,000.00. My general feeling was that it was priced too high, especially considering the asbestos

problems with the property and the lack of maintenance throughout the years that has caused
considerable damage. Now, the price has dropped to 200,000.00 with the Contingency that the
borough owned 6 lots behind it become part of the package deal.

Has the borough even tried to advertise this property at the price of 200,000? l'm sure the sticker
shock of the 850,000 deterred many investors from even looking.

I have seen references that if the borough approves the sale to Mr. Johnson, the 6 additional lots will
be sold at fair market prices. I have also seen where that was not reported exactly that way.

Property is expensive in Wrangell, housing is even more expensive for rent or purchase. In

consideration of an outside investor, my hope is that the assembly will not just give away our
resources. I implore you to consider the fact that Mr. Johnson is in the business of making money.
He is not considering investing here out ot the kinclness of his heart and we should not be-giving
anything away in this scenario. I could see it if it were a group of locals with limited funding trying to

pull off this endeavor. Mr. Johnson is in the investment/banking industry, this proposed venture falls
in line with other things he has done to generate income.

The proposal that l've heard a couple versions of now, is to build a 2-3 story building, now more
recently a 6-story building with up to 48 condos. An investment of this nature, with keeping the sale
of a condo under $500,000.00 for each unit -per Mr. Johnson's assessment would mean a turnover
of over $20,000,000.00 for Mr. Johnson and any investment associates he brings to the table. He

plans to put a management company in place to manage the condominium association, which will
be outsourced, more than likely.

Letter from Kelley Decker re: WMC Sale
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Our community needs "reasonably priced housing'', both for renters and buyers. Selling 48 condo's
as well as the sales that are coming up at Alder Top will do nothing but continue to drive up the

property values for the rest of the community. The values are already on the verge of costing out
citizens that are not employed by the Muncipality, State, Searhc, TSA or those that don't receive a
subsidy to help with rent/mortgage/utility or food purchasing. Our children graduating high school
cannot currently find or afford to rent in this community. Our property taxes are increasing
drastically partially due to the amount of houses being bought and sold by Searhc employees that
sign contracts for a couple of years before turning the houses for a profit and leaving the state of
Alaska as well as purchases by retired couples that want to summer in Alaska.

Selling condominiums for somewhere under 500,000.00 each is not bringing affordable housing to
Wrangell, it is selling out to a big outside investor who stands to make a large profit on selling those

units.

Sitting on a viable piece of property that is costing the city is not in the best interest of our
community but giving it away isn't either. I am concerned that the borough is jumping too soon to
approve a plan for a developer that hasn't even solidified his plans yet. How are we going to mitigate
as a community, changes to his potential plan if there is no solid plan or agreement in the first

place? Are we even aware of whether he can legally dictate that parts of a building designated as
condominiums are to be purchased by families or not? ls it going to be a 2-3 story tall or 6 story tall
building? Why are we signing a purchase agreement and then after the fact holding public forums to
discuss it and have question ancl answer sessions? Any answer he provides will be interesting but
moot at that point since he will already have the keys to the property by that time.

If Mr. Johnson wants the 6 adjacent lots, he should pay the fair market price just like anyone else
would have to. He may be stuck paying property taxes for a while before the building is completed,
but it win be the condominium owners that will ultimately be paying the property taxes on the

properties, for the pretty price that he will be able to sell them.

These lots were not previously available to the public to purchase. I live right across the street from
these lots,I look at them from my living room window. I would have loved to purchase the wooded
forest across from me in the past, but the lots were not situated by the borough to be sold, they
were designated a green belt. That is a bit unfair that they were suddenly situated to sell but only
due to the potential sale of the Wrangell Medical Center, but then again now that property taxes
have gone up so drastically,I wouldn't be able to afford it anyway.

Please consider this very carefully, once you approve it, you cannot take it back.

Sincerely,

fgN:SNDevlo
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[Exhibits to Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement] 
{01468913} 

REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT 
 

THIS REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (the “Agreement”) is 
made and entered into effective as of the 23rd day of February 2024 (the “Effective Date”), by 
and between CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, whose address is PO Box 531, Wrangell, 
AK 99929 (collectively, “Seller”), and WRANGELL HERITAGE HOUSE DEVELOPMENT, 
LLC, an Geogia limited liability company, whose address is 5228 Forsyth Rd, Macon, GA 31210 
(“Buyer”). 
 

RECITALS 
 

WHEREAS, Seller owns certain property located in Wrangell, Alaska described in this 
Agreement;  

 
WHEREAS, Seller desires to sell to Buyer and Buyer desires to purchase from Seller the 

property owned by Seller on the terms and conditions mutually agreed to by the parties, as 
memorialized herein. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties agree as follows: 
 

Section 1. Sale of the Property.  Subject to and as provided by the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement, Seller agrees to sell to Buyer, and Buyer agrees to purchase from Seller, all of 
Seller’s rights, title and interest in and to the following-described real property and all 
improvements thereon and all rights and privileges appurtenant thereto (the  “Property”) hereto: 
 

LOT A, BLOCK 54, OF THE W.M.C. REPLAT, ACCORDING TO PLAT 2018-
6, ZONED OPEN SPACE (PARCEL # 02-031-351). 
 
Section 2. Purchase Price and Terms of Payment.  The purchase price for the Property 

(the “Purchase Price”) shall be Two Hundred Thousand and 00/100 Dollars ($200,000.00).  The 
Purchase Price shall be paid by Buyer at Closing, as follows: 

 

a. The Purchase Price shall be paid to Seller on the Closing Date, simultaneously 
with the delivery of the Conveyance Deed, by federal funds wire transfer of 
immediately available funds to an account at such bank or banks as shall be 
designated by Seller by notice to Buyer at least 10 Business Day[s] prior to 
the Closing Date.  

 Buyer expressly acknowledges that Buyer's obligations to pay the Purchase Price and 
otherwise consummate the transactions contemplated hereby are not in any way conditioned 
upon Buyer's ability to obtain financing of any type or nature whatsoever, whether by way of 
debt financing, equity investment, or otherwise. 

 
Section 3. [Reserved].  
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[Exhibits to Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement] 
{01468913} 

Section 4. Contingencies.   
 

(a) Buyer’s Contingencies. Buyer’s obligation to consummate the transactions 
contemplated by this Agreement and close on the purchase of the Property is contingent upon the 
satisfaction of the following contingencies: 

 
i. Title Review.  Buyer shall promptly order from Alaska Escrow and 

Title Insurance Agency, Inc. (the “Title Company”) a title examination report (the "Title 
Report") and survey update and shall cause a copy of the Title Report and updated survey to be 
delivered to Seller. No later than 5:00 PM Alaska time on the date that is twenty (20) Business 
Days after the date hereof (the "Title Report Objection Date"), Buyer shall furnish to Seller a 
writing (the "Title Report Objection Notice") specifying any exceptions to title to the Property 
set forth in the Title Report which are not Permitted Exceptions (each, a "Title Objection"). 
Buyer's failure to timely deliver the Title Report Objection Notice on the Title Report Objection 
Date shall constitute Buyer's irrevocable acceptance of the Title Report and Buyer shall be deemed 
to have unconditionally waived any right to object to any matters set forth therein. If, after giving 
the Title Report Objection Notice to Seller, Buyer receives a continuation report showing any 
exceptions to title to the Property which are not Permitted Exceptions, Buyer shall give written 
notice thereof to Seller no later than 5:00 PM Alaska time on the date that is ten (10) Business 
Days after the date Buyer receives such continuation report. If Buyer fails to give Seller such 
notice, Buyer shall be deemed to have unconditionally waived any additional matters as to which 
it fails to give such notice to Seller. Buyer hereby acknowledges and agrees that TIME IS OF 
THE ESSENCE with respect to all time periods relating to Buyer's obligations as set forth in this 
Article.  

ii.  Sale of Adjacent Lots. Buyer’s agreement and obligation to 
complete this purchase as set forth in this Agreement is contingent upon Seller and Buyer reaching 
a mutually agreeable understanding on the six adjacent properties (lots) which Buyer has requested 
to purchase in addition to the property described in this Agreement. This mutually agreeable 
understanding, once it is reached, shall be evidenced in writing signed by both parties to this 
Agreement. 

 
(b) Seller’s Contingencies. Seller’s obligation to consummate the transactions 

contemplated by this Agreement and close on the purchase of the Property is contingent upon the 
satisfaction of the following contingencies: 

 
 i. Borough Assembly Approval.  Before this Agreement may be 
executed and the transactions contemplated in this Agreement may be 
consummated, the City and Borough of Wrangell Assembly must formally approve 
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement in accordance with Wrangell 
Municipal Code and Alaska law. 

 
Section 5. Property Sold “AS IS, WHERE IS”.   
 
(a) As-Is, Where-Is. Except as expressly set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, 

Buyer is expressly purchasing the Property in its existing condition "AS-IS, WHERE-IS, AND 
WITH ALL FAULTS" with respect to all facts, circumstances, conditions, and defects, and Seller 
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[Exhibits to Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement] 
{01468913} 

has no obligation to determine or correct any such facts, circumstances, conditions, or defects or 
to compensate Buyer for same. Seller has specifically bargained for the assumption by Buyer of 
all responsibility to investigate the Property, Laws and Regulations, Rights, Facts, Leases, Service 
Contracts, Violations, Employees, and of all risk of adverse conditions and has structured the 
Purchase Price and other terms of this Agreement in consideration thereof. Buyer has undertaken 
all such investigations of the Property, Laws and Regulations, Rights, Facts, Leases, and 
Violations, as Buyer deems necessary or appropriate under the circumstances as to the status of 
the Property and based upon same, Buyer is and shall be relying strictly and solely upon such 
inspections and examinations and the advice and counsel of its own consultants, agents, legal 
counsel, and officers. Buyer is and shall be fully satisfied that the Purchase Price is fair and 
adequate consideration for the Property and, by reason of all the foregoing, Buyer assumes the full 
risk of any loss or damage occasioned by any fact, circumstance, condition, or defect pertaining to 
the Property.  

 
(b) No Warranty or Other Representation.  Except as expressly set forth in this 

Agreement to the contrary, Seller hereby disclaims all warranties of any kind or nature whatsoever 
(including, without limitation, warranties of habitability and fitness for particular purposes), 
whether expressed or implied including, without limitation warranties with respect to the Property. 
Except as is expressly set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer acknowledges that it is 
not relying upon any representation of any kind or nature made by Seller, or any of Seller’s 
officials, employees, or agents, with respect to the Property, and that, in fact, except as expressly 
set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, no such representations were made. To the extent 
required to be operative, the disclaimers and warranties contained herein are "conspicuous" 
disclaimers for purposes of any applicable law, rule, regulation, or order.  Seller makes no warranty 
or representation that any proposed development, construction, land use, or activity on the Property 
by Buyer or any other party or entity will be authorized or permitted by the City and Borough of 
Wrangell or any other governmental authority.   

 
(c) Environmental Laws; Hazardous Materials.  Seller makes no warranty with respect 

to the presence of Hazardous Materials on, above, or beneath the Property (or any parcel in 
proximity thereto) or in any water on or under the Property. The Closing hereunder shall be deemed 
to constitute an express waiver of Buyer's right to cause Seller to be joined in any action brought 
under any Environmental Laws.  Seller has disclosed to Buyer information and documentation 
related to the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation’s (“ADEC”) soil testing and 
other work at the Property related to a leak of diesel fuel discovered on the Property in 2016.  Buyer 
agrees that it has reviewed this information, has had an adequate opportunity to investigate the 
issue and the Property for the presence of Hazardous Materials.  Buyer agrees that it will be solely 
responsible for all ADEC requirements related to this issue.  

 
As used herein, the term "Hazardous Materials" shall mean: (a) those substances included 

within the definitions of any one or more of the terms "hazardous materials," "hazardous wastes," 
"hazardous substances," "industrial wastes," and "toxic pollutants," as such terms are defined under 
the Environmental Laws, or any of them; (b) petroleum and petroleum products, including, without 
limitation, crude oil and any fractions thereof; (c) natural gas, synthetic gas, and any mixtures 
thereof; (d) asbestos and or any material which contains any hydrated mineral silicate, including, 
without limitation, chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite, anthophylite, and/or actinolite, 
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whether friable or non-friable; (e) polychlorinated biphenyl ("PCBs") or PCB-containing materials 
or fluids; (f) radon; (g) any other hazardous or radioactive substance, material, pollutant, 
contaminant, or waste; and (h) any other substance with respect to which any Environmental Law 
or governmental authority requires environmental investigation, monitoring, or remediation. As 
used herein, the term "Environmental Laws" shall mean all federal, state, and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances, and regulations, now or hereafter in effect, in each case as amended or supplemented 
from time to time, including, without limitation, all applicable judicial or administrative orders, 
applicable consent decrees, and binding judgments relating to the regulation and protection of 
human health, safety, the environment, and natural resources (including, without limitation, 
ambient air, surface water, groundwater, wetlands, land surface or subsurface strata, wildlife, 
aquatic species and vegetation), including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, as amended (42 U.S.C. §§ 9601 et seq.), the 
Hazardous Material Transportation Act, as amended (49 U.S.C. §§ 5101 et seq.), the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, as amended (7 U.S.C. §§ 136 et seq.), the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. §§ 6901 et seq.), the Toxic Substances 
Control Act, as amended (15 U.S.C. §§ 2601 et seq.), the Clean Air Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 
§§ 7401 et seq.), the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33 U.S.C. §§ 1251 et seq), 
the Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. §§ 300f et seq.), any state or local counterpart 
or equivalent of any of the foregoing, and any federal, state, or local transfer of ownership 
notification or approval statutes. 

 
(d) Seller Release.  Buyer shall rely solely upon Buyer's own knowledge of the 

Property based on its investigation of the Property and its own inspection of the Property in 
determining the Property's physical condition and Buyer agrees that it shall, subject to the express 
warranties, representations, and conditions contained in this Agreement, assume the risk that 
adverse matters, including but not limited to, construction defects and adverse physical and 
environmental conditions, may not have been revealed by Buyer's investigations. Except as 
expressly set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, Buyer releases Seller, the Seller-Related 
Parties and their respective successors and assigns from and against any and all claims which 
Buyer or any party related to or affiliated with Buyer (each, a "Buyer-Related Party") has or may 
have arising from or related to any matter or thing related to or in connection with the Property 
except as expressly set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, including the documents and 
information referred to herein, the Leases, the Tenants, any construction defects, errors, or 
omissions in the design or construction and any environmental conditions and, except as expressly 
set forth in this Agreement to the contrary, neither Buyer nor any Buyer-Related Party shall look 
to Seller, the Seller-Related Parties, or their respective successors and assigns in connection with 
the foregoing for any redress or relief. This release shall be given full force and effect according 
to each of its express terms and provisions, including those relating to unknown and unsuspected 
claims, damages, and causes of action. To the extent required to be operative, the disclaimers and 
warranties contained herein are "conspicuous" disclaimers for purposes of any applicable law, rule, 
regulation, or order. 

 
(e) Property Taxes.  Buyer acknowledges that it will be responsible for the payment of 

property taxes for the Property pursuant to Wrangell Municipal Code and Alaska statutes.  If Buyer 
contends that the property is exempt from property taxes, Buyer agrees to make a payment in lieu 
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of taxes commensurate to the assessed value of the land and improvements thereon as assessed in 
the current tax year multiplied by the mill rate adopted by the Borough Assembly.  

 
(f) Survival.  The provisions of this Section 5 shall survive the Closing or the earlier 

termination of this Agreement and shall not be deemed to have merged into any of the documents 
executed or delivered at the Closing. 

 
Section 6. Limited Representations and Warranties of Seller.  As of the Effective Date, 

Seller hereby represents and warrants to Buyer as follows, each of which is being relied upon by 
Buyer, shall be deemed to be restated as of the Closing, and shall survive Closing and not merge 
into the deed or other documents to be delivered at Closing: 
 

(a) Ownership and Authority.  Seller owns the Property and has the full power, 
capacity and legal right to execute and deliver this Agreement and to sell the Property to Buyer, 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and subject to approval by the City and Borough of 
Wrangell Assembly as required by Wrangell Municipal Code and state law.  Seller will transfer 
the Property at Closing to Buyer free and clear of any liens and encumbrances, subject only to the 
Permitted Exceptions. 
 

(b) No Conflict.  The execution and delivery of this Agreement and the 
performance of Seller’s obligations under this Agreement are not prohibited by and will not breach 
any contractual covenant or restriction between Seller and any third party, nor create or cause to 
be created any mortgage, lien, encumbrance or charge on the Property, and, there are no existing 
purchase agreements, option agreements, contracts, leases, licenses, or use agreements, recorded 
or unrecorded, relating to the Property to which Seller is a party or by which Seller or the Property 
are bound. 
 

(c) Litigation.  There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or, to Seller’s 
knowledge, threatened by or against or affecting Seller or the Property which does or will affect 
the Property or Seller’s interest therein. 

 
Section 7. Limited Representations and Warranties of Buyer.  As of the Effective Date, 

Buyer hereby represents and warrants to Seller as follows, each of which is being relied upon by 
Seller, shall be deemed to be restated as of the Closing, and shall survive Closing and not merge 
into the deed or other documents to be delivered at Closing: 
 

(a) Authority.  Buyer has full power and authority to enter into and perform this 
Agreement in accordance with its terms. Buyer is a LLC validly formed and in good standing 
under the laws of the State of Georgia. Buyer is duly qualified to do business and is in good 
standing in the State of Alaska. All requisite action (corporate, trust, partnership, or otherwise) has 
been taken by Buyer in connection with this Agreement or shall have been taken on or prior to the 
Closing Date. Buyer's execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement have been duly 
authorized, and all required consents or approvals have been obtained. The individuals executing 
this Agreement on behalf of Buyer have the power and authority to bind Buyer to the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. 
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  (b) Enforceability.  This Agreement is a valid and binding obligation of 
Buyer, enforceable against Buyer in accordance with its terms, subject to applicable bankruptcy, 
insolvency, reorganization, or other similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors' rights 
generally. 

(c) No Conflict.  The execution and entry into this Agreement, the execution 
and delivery of the documents and instruments to be executed and delivered by Buyer on the 
Closing Date, and the performance by Buyer of Buyer’s duties and obligations under this 
Agreement and of all other acts necessary and appropriate for the full consummation of the 
purchase of the Property as contemplated herein, are consistent with all applicable contracts, 
agreements and other instruments to which Buyer is a party. 

 
(d) Litigation.  There are no actions, lawsuits, litigation, or proceedings pending 

or threatened in any court or before any governmental or regulatory agency that affect Buyer’s 
power or authority to enter into or perform this Agreement. 
 

Section 8. Time and Place for Closing.  The closing of the transaction contemplated 
by this Agreement (the “Closing”) will occur on or before May 30, 2024, or at such other date as 
agreed by the Parties in writing.  The actual date on which the Closing occurs is referred to as the 
“Closing Date.”   
 

Section 9. Deliveries at Closing.  All documents executed or delivered at the Closing 
will be in a form attached hereto, or as agreed to by the parties prior to Closing, consistent with 
this Agreement.  At Closing, 

 
(a) Seller will deliver or cause to be delivered to Buyer the following executed, 

certified and acknowledged by Seller, as appropriate: 
 

(i) A statutory warranty deed for recording in the Wrangell Recording 
District. 

 
(ii) All other documents reasonably requested by Buyer. 
 

(b) Buyer will deliver or cause to be delivered to Seller the following executed, 
certified and acknowledged by Buyer, as appropriate: 

  
(i) The Purchase Price.  

 
(ii) All other documents reasonably requested by Seller. 

 
Section 10. Closing Costs & Apportionments. 

 
  Buyer shall pay: (i) all document recording charges; (ii) the cost of a Title Insurance 
Policy; (iii) all costs associated with the requirements of Wrangell Municipal Code for the sale of 
Borough property, including but not limited to an appraisal of the Property, publishing public 
notices, and recording fees; (iv) all costs associated with any financing Buyer may obtain to 
consummate the Property’s acquisition; (v) the Title Company’s fees, (vi) all costs and expenses 
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related to the Buyer’s due diligence investigations; and (vii) all legal and professional fees and 
costs of attorneys and other consultants and agents retained by Buyer.  All fees shall be identified 
on the Settlement Statement prepared by the Title Company. 

 
This Section 10 shall survive the Closing or any termination of this Agreement and 

shall not be deemed to have merged into any of the documents executed or delivered at the 
Closing.  

 

 Section 11. Risk of Loss.  If prior to the Closing Date any portion of the Property shall 
be taken by condemnation or eminent domain or damaged or destroyed by fire or other casualty, 
neither party shall have the right to cancel this Agreement. Buyer shall purchase the Property in 
accordance with this Agreement, and the Purchase Price shall not be reduced; provided, 
however, that Seller's rights to any award resulting from such taking or any insurance proceeds 
resulting from such fire or other casualty (less any sums expended by Seller for repair or 
restoration through the Closing Date) shall be assigned by Seller to Buyer at the Closing. Buyer 
and Seller hereby irrevocably waive the provision of any statute that provides for a different 
outcome or treatment if the Property shall be taken or damaged or destroyed by fire of other 
casualty. 

 
Section 12. Defaults and Remedies. 

 
(a) Default by Seller.  If Seller breaches any of its representations or warranties 

or fails to perform any of the covenants or agreements contained herein which are to be performed 
by Seller and the Closing does not occur as provided herein (each, a “Seller Default”), the sole 
and exclusive remedy of the Buyer shall be to terminate this Agreement by notice to Seller, and 
the parties shall be released from further liability to each other hereunder, except for those 
obligations and liabilities that are expressly stated to survive termination.  Buyer shall have no 
right to specific performance or right to any damages other than as set forth herein. 
 

(b) Default by Buyer.  If Buyer breaches any of its representations or warranties 
or fails to perform any of the covenants or agreements contained herein which are to be performed 
by Buyer and the Closing does not occur as a result thereof (a “Buyer Default”), the sole and 
exclusive remedy of the Seller shall be to terminate this Agreement by notice to Buyer, and the 
parties shall be released from further liability to each other hereunder, except for those obligations 
and liabilities that are expressly stated to survive termination.  Seller shall have no right to specific 
performance or right to any damages other than as set forth herein. 

 
  This Agreement confers no present right, title, or interest in the Property to Buyer 
and Buyer agrees not to, and waives its right to, file a lis pendens or other similar notice against 
the Property. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if Seller terminates this Agreement pursuant to a right 
given to it hereunder and Buyer takes any action which interferes with Seller’s ability to sell, 
exchange, transfer, lease, dispose of, or finance the Property or take any other actions with respect 
thereto (including, without limitation, the filing of any lis pendens or other form of attachment 
against the Property), then Buyer shall be liable for all loss, cost, damage, liability, or expense 
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(including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees, court costs, and disbursements and 
consequential damages) incurred by Seller by reason of such action by Buyer. 
   
  (c) Survival.  The provisions of this Section 12 shall survive the termination of 
this Agreement and the Closing and shall not be deemed to have merged into any of the documents 
executed or delivered at the Closing. 

 
Section 13 Indemnification for Environmental Claims.  
 
 (a) Indemnified Obligations.  Buyer shall indemnify, defend, release, and hold 

harmless the Seller for, from, and against any and all Losses incurred by or asserted against Seller 
and directly or indirectly arising out of, or in any way relating to, one or more of any of the 
following (collectively, "Indemnified Obligations"): 

 

 (i) The presence of any Hazardous Materials, in, on, above, under, or 
migrating to or from the Property; 

 (ii)  Any past, present, or threatened release of Hazardous Materials in, on, 
above, under, or migrating to or from the Property; 

 (iii)  Any Remedial Work, whether voluntary or pursuant to court order or 
administrative directive.  "Remedial Work" means any activity, response, 
corrective action, site monitoring, auditing, sampling, testing, containment, 
abatement, cleaning, removal, restoration, or other work to clean up, detoxify, 
decontaminate, close, contain, abate, or otherwise remediate any Prohibited 
Activities or Conditions located in, on, under, above, or migrating from or onto 
the Property, including, without limitation, any post-remedial studies, monitoring, 
or testing, whether such actions shall be required by Environmental Laws, or by 
order of, or pursuant to agreements with, any Governmental Authority, or 
recommended by any environmental professional, certified industrial hygienist, or 
Person with similar qualifications; 

 (iv)  Any Prohibited Activities or Conditions by Buyer, an Affiliate of 
Buyer, or any tenant or other user of the Property.  "Prohibited Activities or 
Conditions" means the occurrence of any of the following activities or 
conditions: (a) the presence, use, generation, release, treatment, processing, 
storage, handling, or disposal of any Hazardous Materials on, about, from, upon, 
or under the Property; (b) the transportation of any Hazardous Materials to, from, 
or across the Property; (c) any Remedial Work at, on, or under the Property 
undertaken without Seller’s prior written consent; (d) any activity at the Property 
requiring an Environmental Permit or other written authorization from any 
Governmental Authority that is performed without Seller’s prior written consent; 
(e) any occurrence or condition in violation of, or noncompliance with, 
Environmental Laws, or the terms of any Environmental Permit; or (f) any 
activity on or emanating from the Property that, directly or indirectly, results in 
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the contamination of another property (wherever located) or which causes such 
other property to be in violation of Environmental Laws; 

 (v)  The imposition of any environmental lien encumbering the Property;   

 (vi)  Any acts of the Buyer in connection with the abatement, removal, 
disposal, or treatment (whether done directly or arranged through a third party), of 
Hazardous Materials, including, without limitation, any release occurring during 
such abatement, removal, disposal, or treatment; and 

 (vii)  Any judgment or liability arising out of, any claim, suit, action, or 
proceeding, whether judicial or administrative in nature, and any other expense in 
any way connected to or pertaining to the matters addressed in this section. 

  As used herein, "Losses" means any and all claims (including, without limitation, 
personal injury, wrongful death, damage to property or natural resources, strict liability, and 
punitive damages), obligations, expenses, fines, penalties, fees, judgments, awards, amounts paid 
in settlement, costs of Remediation (whether or not performed voluntarily), financial assurances 
(including, without limitation, bonds and other surety posted for completion of any 
Remediation), costs of administrative oversight, reasonable legal fees and disbursements, 
engineering fees, environmental consultant fees, investigation costs, (including, without 
limitation sampling, testing, and analysis of soil, water, air, and building materials), costs of 
defending any action, suit, claim, or proceeding (judicial, nonjudicial, or administrative), costs 
recoverable by any Governmental Authority, and all other liabilities incurred of whatever kind or 
nature. 

  (b) Waivers of Defense and Additional Waivers.  Buyer hereby irrevocably 
and unconditionally waives and relinquishes: 

 (i)  Any right to revoke the requirements of this Section 13, it being agreed 
that Section 13 is continuing and applies to all present and future Indemnified 
Obligations; 

 (ii)  Any defense related to a failure or delay by Seller to exercise any 
rights or remedies in Section 13; 

 (iii)  Any defense, setoff, or counterclaim (other than a defense of 
performance) related to the obligations in Section 13 that may at any time be 
available to, or be asserted by, Buyer; 

 (iv)  Any defense related to any change in the laws, including without 
limitation, Environmental Laws, after the Effective Date of this Agreement; 
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 (v)  Any defense related to any benefits of a statute of limitations or repose 
applicable to Buyers. 

  (c) Enforcement Costs.  Buyer agrees to pay, upon written demand from 
Seller, all costs incurred by Seller to collect any amounts payable under Section 13 or to enforce, 
protect, or defend its rights hereunder, in each case, without regard to whether any legal action or 
proceeding is commenced. Such amounts shall include, without limitation, reasonable fees for 
attorneys, paralegals, and other hired legal professionals, court fees, including, without 
limitation, pretrial, trial, and appellate proceedings, fees for discovery, expert witnesses, 
environmental specialists, and costs incurred in post-judgment collection efforts and any 
bankruptcy proceeding (collectively, "Enforcement Costs"). Enforcement Costs incurred by 
Seller shall be immediately due and payment on demand and shall bear interest at the applicable 
statutory rate from the date incurred if not paid in full within sixty (60) days of demand. 

  (d) Survival.  The provisions of this Section 13 shall survive the Closing and 
shall not be deemed to have merged into any of the documents executed or delivered at the 
Closing. 

 
Section 14. Notices.  Except to the extent otherwise expressly provided in this 

Agreement, any notice or communication which may be or is required to be given pursuant to the 
terms of this Agreement shall be in writing, and any such notice or communication will be deemed 
to have been given if and when delivered or mailed to any such party by commercial overnight 
courier, personal delivery, email, or certified mail, return receipt requested, addressed to such party 
at such party’s address as provided below or such other address as either party may designate by 
notice similarly sent.  Notice by mail is effective three (3) days after the date such notice is 
deposited in the mail.  Notice given by commercial overnight courier or personal delivery is 
effective upon receipt.  Notice given by email is effective upon confirmation of successful 
transmission by the transmitting machine. 
 

If to Seller: 
   
Borough Clerk 
City and Borough of Wrangell 
PO Box 531 
Wrangell, AK 99929  

 
If to Buyer:   

 
Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC 
5228 Forsyth Rd 
Macon, GA 31210 
Attn: Arthur Wayne Johnson 

 
Section 15. Assignment.  Neither this Agreement nor the rights or obligations of any 

party under this Agreement may be assigned by any party without the prior written consent of the 
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other party, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld, and any transfer or assignment in 
violation hereof shall be null and void and of no force or effect. 
 

Section 16. Further Assurances and Cooperation.  Each party shall from time to time 
take such actions and execute such additional instruments as may be reasonably necessary or 
convenient to implement and carry out the intent and purpose of this Agreement. 
 

Section 17. Counterparts and Electronic Signatures.  This Agreement may be executed 
in one or more counterparts, all of which together shall constitute one and the same agreement. A 
signed copy of this Agreement delivered by e-mail or other means of electronic transmission shall 
be deemed to have the same legal effect as delivery of an original signed copy of this Agreement. 
 

Section 18. No Recordation.  This Agreement shall not be recorded. 
 

Section 19. Time.  Time is of the essence under this Agreement.  In the event any 
deadline or contingency termination falls on a Saturday, Sunday or state or federal holiday, the 
deadline or contingency shall be extended to the first business day following the Saturday, Sunday 
or state or federal holiday. 
 

Section 20. No Brokers or Licensee Relationships.  The parties represent to each other 
that there are no brokers or licensees involved in this transaction and each party agrees to 
indemnify, defend and hold harmless the other party from claims of any person for brokerage or 
finder’s fees or commissions based upon any agreement or understanding alleged to have been 
made by any such person in connection with this Agreement. 
 

Section 21. Survival.  The terms, representations, conditions and provisions of this 
Agreement shall survive Closing and not merge into the deed or other documents to be delivered 
at Closing. 
 

Section 22. Miscellaneous.  All prior oral and written understandings are merged herein, 
and no provision hereof may be waived except in writing signed by the party to be charged with 
such waiver.  Any amendment to this Agreement must be executed in writing by both Buyer and 
Seller.  This Agreement shall not be construed more strongly against one party than the other.  The 
captions in this Agreement are for the convenience of the parties only and shall contain no 
independent significance.  This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Alaska.  
Each of the Parties irrevocably agrees that any legal action, suit, or proceeding arising out of or 
relating to this Agreement, brought by any Party or its successors or assigns, shall be brought and 
determined in the state courts for the State of Alaska, First Judicial District at Wrangell.  Both 
Buyer and Seller acknowledge that they have had the opportunity, if each party so desired, for the 
assistance of counsel in the preparation and review of this Agreement.  Nothing contained herein 
shall be construed or interpreted as creating a partnership, joint venture or similar relationship 
between the parties.  This Agreement does not create, and shall not be construed as creating, any 
rights enforceable by any person not a party to this Agreement. 
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[Signature Page Follows] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement effective as of the date first 
set forth above. 
 
SELLER:  CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
 
 

       
By: Mason Villarma 
Its: Interim Borough Manager 
 
 
       
By: Patricia Gilbert 
Its: Mayor 
 

 
 
BUYER: WRANGELL HERITAGE HOUSE 

DEVELOPMENT, LLC 
 

___________________________________ 
By: Arthur Wayne Johnson 
Its: Managing Member 
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Date:  March 18th, 2024  

 

To:  Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 

 Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 

 Assembly of the City and Borough of Wrangell 

 

From: Kate Thomas, Economic Development Director  

 

Subject: Request from Mr. Wayne Johnson to purchase Borough-owned real property identified as 

Lot A, Block 54, of the W.M.C replat subdivision, zoned Open-Space Public according to Plat 2018-

6. 

 

Attachments: 1.) Public Map of Property, 2.) PZ Staff report and meeting minutes available on 

“Borough Calendar” (website) 

 

 

On March 5th, 2024, the Economic Development Board reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to 

purchase Borough-owned real property known as the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital).  

  

On March 14th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to 

purchase Borough-owned real property known as the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital).  

  

Both the Economic Development Board and Planning and Zoning Commission voted to recommend 

approval of Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to purchase Borough-owned real property identified as Lot 

A, Block 54, of the W.M.C replat subdivision, zoned Open-Space Public according to Plat 2018-6. 

 

The following information related to sales for economic development purposes was provided to the 

Economic Development Board in a written agenda statement associated with the approval of this item. 

Additional information provided to the board can be viewed on the Borough’s website in the associated 

meeting packet.   

 

When Borough-owned property or tidelands are sold for less than fair market value, it is often under the 

notion that there is an economic benefit to the community and/or that the sale is in the best interest of 

the Borough. In determining the best interests of the Borough, the Economic Development Board and 

Assembly may consider any relevant factors, which may include: 

 

1. The desirability of the economic development project; 

2. The actual or potential economic benefits to the Borough, its economy, and other businesses 

within the Borough; 

CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

 

Economic Development Department 
  

PO Box 531, Wrangell, AK  99929 

Phone (907)-874-3902 
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3. The contribution of the proponent to the economic development project in terms of money, 

labor, innovation, expertise, experience and otherwise; 

4. The business needs of the proponent of the project in terms of integration into existing 

facilities and operations, stability in business planning, business commitments, and 

marketing; 

5. Actual or potential local employment due to the economic development project; 

6. Actual and potential enhancement of tax and other revenues to the Borough related to the 

project; and, 

7. Existing and reasonably foreseeable land use patterns and ownership. 

 

While there is a prospective housing development that Mr. Johnson ventures to accomplish, the current 

proposal solely reflects the purchase and sale agreement for the former Wrangell Medical Center for 

$200,000 (along with the six adjacent lots) subject to the terms and conditions summarized above. It is 

the interest of the Borough to sell the property as conveyed in the property’s real estate listing and 

marketed sale which was at the direction of the Assembly. 

 

Immediate benefits to the Borough include a reduction in annual utility and maintenance costs, as well 

as recuperation of lost labor that has been allocated to the facility's needs since its vacancy. Also, a sale 

to a private party constitutes an assessment to determine land values for property taxes to be paid by the 

new owner. Moreover, the sale of the property limits the planning and development burden assumed by 

the Borough as it would be responsible for continued outreach to source a buyer or new industry to 

repurpose the facility, all while incurring the maintenance and labor expenses to keep the facility in a 

state of good repair. 

 

As Mr. Johnson proceeds with his plan to demolish the building with the intent to build additional 

housing units on the property the benefit increases. The housing crisis known nationally affects Alaska, 

the region, and Wrangell specifically. It would be a significant economic benefit to the community if 

additional housing were to become available for purchase, which may open other housing options for 

residents or attract new residents. Retention of existing and attraction of new residents is an area of 

continued focus for the Borough. 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

11 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1851 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
APPROVING A LONG-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, INC., IDENTIFIED AS LOTS 7 
AND USS3000, OF THE USS 3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO PLAT 
29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING TWO SHOPS FOR EQUIPMENT AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION 
ACTIVITIES 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Resolution No. 04-24-1851 2. Proposed Lease Agreement 3. Lease Proposal 4. 
Port Commission Memo 5. P&Z Commission Memo 6. Mill property map and aerial image 7. 
Appraisal 

MAYOR PROCEDURE: Declare the Public Hearing open. The Mayor shall ask if there 
is any administrative report on the Public Hearing Item. Persons who signed up to 
talk on this item shall be called to the podium.  
 

Once all persons have been heard, declare the Public Hearing closed and entertain a 
motion.  
 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1851  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
 
In February 2024, Channel Construction Inc. (CCI) proposed long-term and short-term lease 
agreements with the Borough for sections of the 6-mile mill site. Their proposal included a request 
for an additional 6 acres of tidelands adjoining the 2 acres they currently lease for their scrap metal 
business, alongside a short-term lease for the old mechanics building after their previous location 
in Juneau collapsed under heavy snowfall. 
 
Following thorough review, the Port Commission recommended approval of both leases during 
their regular March 7th meeting, which was subsequently echoed by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission on March 14th. 
 
The long-term lease spans 5 years, with potential for 5 extensions, and entails an annual rent of 
$27,000 due by May 30th each year. The agreement delineates procedures for constructing 
buildings, outlines the Borough's entitlement to improvements upon lease termination, and ensures 
compliance with insurance standards verified by legal and insurance experts. Importantly, controls 
have been instituted to uphold Borough oversight and safeguard environmental assessments 
conducted with ADEC. 
 
Meanwhile, the short-term lease for the old mechanics building is set for one year initially, with 
subsequent month-to-month terms. Rent amounts to $400/month, payable on the first day of each 
month. Notably, the Borough assumes no liability for the building's condition, with CCI accepting all 
associated risks. 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

 

RESOLUTION NO: 04-24-1851 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 
WRANGELL, ALASKA, APPROVING A LONG-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO 
CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, INC., IDENTIFIED AS LOTS 7 AND USS3000, OF 
THE USS 3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT 
ACCORDING TO PLAT 29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONSTRUCTING TWO 
SHOPS FOR EQUIPMENT AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 

 

WHEREAS, Channel Construction, Inc. (CCI) established a short-term lease with 

the City and Borough of Wrangell (CBW) on February 7, 2023, to lease a two-acre portion 

of the Six-Mile-Deep Water Port facility; and  

 

WHEREAS, the purpose of the short-term lease was to store scrap metal and later 

transport those materials to another location for processing; and  

 

WHEREAS, there was one amendment to the lease on May 23, 2023, to allow CCI 

to process and recycle barges on the leased premises; and 

 

WHEREAS, that amended short-term lease is now on a month-to-month basis and 

will expire when the new requested lease is approved; and  

 

WHEREAS, CCI now desires to lease Lot 7 and USS3000 at the Six-Mile-Deep 

Water Port facility for 5 years; and  

 

WHEREAS, the requested lot size for this lease is approximately six-acres; and  

 

WHEREAS, the proposed use would be to utilize the area for storage of equipment, 

construct two 80’ x 40’ shop buildings, improve the highway access with crushed 

aggregate, improve the barge landing, and expand the rock fill; and 

 

WHEREAS, CCI would acquire an Army Corp permit, at their expense; and  

 

WHEREAS, the borough assembly desires to approve the Long-Term Tidelands 

Lease for Channel Construction, Inc. (CCI), identified as Lots 7 and USS3000, of the USS 

3534 Subdivision, Zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20, for the Purpose 

of storing equipment, constructing two 80’ x 40’ shop buildings, improving the highway 

access with crushed aggregate, improving the barge landing, and expanding the rock fill; 

and 

 

WHEREAS, the Long-Term Tidelands Lease shall be for 5 years and shall expire 

April 9th , 2029. 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY 

AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THAT: 

 

Section 1. Lease Rate. During the Lease Term, Lessee shall pay the Borough 
rent for the Premises in the amount of $27,000 per year, billed out annually and due at 
the start of each subsequent year of the term. Lessee shall pay all property taxes assessed 
against the leased Premises. The annual lease rental amount shall be subject to 
adjustment by the assembly on the fifth anniversary of the date of the lease and each 
anniversary date thereafter.  

 

Section 2.    Term of Lease. The Borough Assembly approves a 5-year lease 
term for the Tidelands Lease beginning on April 9th, 2024 and ending on April 9th, 2029.  

 
Section 3. All proceeds derived from the lease will be accepted under the 

permanent fund in accordance with the Wrangell Municipal Code. 
 

Section 4.  This resolution takes effect upon approval. 

 

 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY OF April, 2024. 

 

 

 

      CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

 

      _______________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: _________________________________ 

     Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLY 

  CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

FROM: Steve Miller 

                        Port Director 

   

SUBJECT: Channel construction request to extend lease for the property they are currently 

leasing for a time not to exceed 10 years and new proposed short-term lease of the 

shop. 

 

 

DATE:  March 8, 2024 

 

 
 
BACKGROUND: 

 
The Port Commission at their regular meeting of March 7th reviewed Channel Construction 
request for an extension of the current lease with the addition of a short-term lease of the 
Mechanics shop currently on the property at the 6-mile mill site. In October 2022 the port 
commission also approved the request for a short-term lease at the 6-mile mill site for 
Channel Construction to conduct the business of recycling.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 

The Port Commission voted unanimously to recommend to the Assembly to move forward with 

an extension of the lease not to exceed 10 years and to include a short-term lease of the mechanics’ 

shop. 

 

They believe the service Channel Construction provides is invaluable to the community of 

Wrangell. They also think that keeping the lease to no more than 10 years also gives the Borough 

flexibility for future plans for the 6 mile mill site.  
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Date:  March 18th, 2024  

 

To:  Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 

 Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 

 Assembly of the City and Borough of Wrangell 

 

From: Kate Thomas, Economic Development Director  

 

Subject: Request from Channel Construction to lease Borough-owned tidelands identified as Lot 7, of 

the USS 3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20; Lot USS3000, 

zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20; and a portion of Lot PSS, of the USS3534 

subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20. 

 

Attachments: 1.) Public Map of Property, 2.) Letter of Interest/Request, 3.) PZ Staff Report and 

minutes available on the “Borough Calendar” (website) 

 

 

On March 14th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Channel Construction’s request 

to purchase Borough-owned tidelands located at the Six-Mile-Deep Water Port, formally known as the 

Mill Property.  

  

The Planning and Zoning Commission voted to recommend approval of Channel Construction’s request 

to lease Borough-owned tidelands identified as Lot 7, of the USS 3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront 

Development according to Plat 29-20; Lot USS3000 zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 

29-20; and a portion of Lot PSS, of the USS3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development 

according to Plat 29-20 with the following conditions:  

 

1. The lease does not interfere with planning activities of the Port Infrastructure Development 

Program planning grant; and,  

2. The lease for Lot 7 of the USS3534 subdivision and Lot USS3000 has an initial five-year (5) 

term, providing the lessee with three (3) options to renew, with a maximum total term of 

twenty (20) years; and,   

3. The lease for Lot PSS has an initial one-year term, providing the lessee with an option to 

renew for an additional year; and,  

4. Provided either party shall have the right to terminate this lease upon providing written notice 

of the intent to terminate sixty (60) days before the date of termination. 

 

Although it is not reflected in the motion or an amendment thereof, Commissioners expressed concern 

and cautioned the Borough crediting the cost of improvements incurred by Channel Construction to the 

fees associated with their lease.  

CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

 

Economic Development Department 
  

PO Box 531, Wrangell, AK  99929 

Phone (907)-874-3902 
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Wrangell Sawmill Lease Proposal 

 

Proposal 1: 

Channel proposes a 5 to10-year lease on the Southern end of property as shown on the map to add 
to its current lease at the sawmill property, increasing the area from 2 acres to approximately 6 
acres. This additional area would mainly be utilized as a storage location for equipment. If the 
Borough agrees to allow Channel to operate on this part of the property, Channel will invest at its 
own expense in improvements to this part of the property, including the following: 

• Construction of two 80’x40’ shop buildings 
• Improving the highway access with crushed aggregate 
• Improving the barge landing and expanding the rock fill. Channel would acquire a CoE 

permit, at its own expense. 

As part of this proposal, Channel would request permission from the City and Borough of Wrangell 
to make these improvements and prior to this work occurring, an estimate would be submitted for 
its costs. Channel would ask that these improvements are credited towards a potential lease 
payment. 

Proposal 2: 

Channel proposes a short-term lease of the current shop building shown on the map along with 
additional space around the shop totaling approximately one acre for a minimum of one year, with 
an option to renew for a second year. Channel would make light improvements to the building to 
make it suitable for its use until a new shop building is constructed on the Southern side of the 
property. This shop building would be used as a temporary parts storage area and workspace for 
repairs to construction equipment. 

 

Respectfully, 
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Wrangell Sawmill Lease Proposal 

 

Proposal 1: 

Channel proposes a 5 to10-year lease on the Southern end of property as shown on the map to add 
to its current lease at the sawmill property, increasing the area from 2 acres to approximately 6 
acres. This additional area would mainly be utilized as a storage location for equipment. If the 
Borough agrees to allow Channel to operate on this part of the property, Channel will invest at its 
own expense in improvements to this part of the property, including the following: 

• Construction of two 80’x40’ shop buildings 
• Improving the highway access with crushed aggregate 
• Improving the barge landing and expanding the rock fill. Channel would acquire a CoE 

permit, at its own expense. 

As part of this proposal, Channel would request permission from the City and Borough of Wrangell 
to make these improvements and prior to this work occurring, an estimate would be submitted for 
its costs. Channel would ask that these improvements are credited towards a potential lease 
payment. 

Proposal 2: 

Channel proposes a short-term lease of the current shop building shown on the map along with 
additional space around the shop totaling approximately one acre for a minimum of one year, with 
an option to renew for a second year. Channel would make light improvements to the building to 
make it suitable for its use until a new shop building is constructed on the Southern side of the 
property. This shop building would be used as a temporary parts storage area and workspace for 
repairs to construction equipment. 

 

Respectfully, 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

11 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1852 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
APPROVING A SHORT-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, IDENTIFIED AS A PORTION 
OF LOT PSS, OF THE USS3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING TO PLAT 
29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF USING THE EXISTING SHOP FOR PARTS STORAGE AND WORKING ON REPAIRS 
TO CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Resolution No. 04-24-1852 2. Proposed Lease Agreement 3. Lease Proposal 4. 
Port Commission Memo 5. P&Z Commission Memo 6. Mill property map and aerial image 7. 
Appraisal 

MAYOR PROCEDURE: Declare the Public Hearing open. The Mayor shall ask if there 
is any administrative report on the Public Hearing Item. Persons who signed up to 
talk on this item shall be called to the podium.  
 

Once all persons have been heard, declare the Public Hearing closed and entertain a 
motion.  
 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1852.  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
WMC 16.08, outlines the process for leasing borough-owned tidelands.  
 
In February 2024, Channel Construction Inc. (CCI) proposed long-term and short-term lease 
agreements with the Borough for sections of the 6-mile mill site. Their proposal included a request 
for an additional 6 acres of tidelands adjoining the 2 acres they currently lease for their scrap metal 
business, alongside a short-term lease for the old mechanics building after their previous location 
in Juneau collapsed under heavy snowfall. 
 
Following thorough review, the Port Commission recommended approval of both leases during 
their regular March 7th meeting, which was subsequently echoed by the Planning and Zoning 
Commission on March 14th. 
 
The long-term lease spans 5 years, with potential for 5 extensions, and entails an annual rent of 
$27,000 due by May 30th each year. The agreement delineates procedures for constructing 
buildings, outlines the Borough's entitlement to improvements upon lease termination, and ensures 
compliance with insurance standards verified by legal and insurance experts. Importantly, controls 
have been instituted to uphold Borough oversight and safeguard environmental assessments 
conducted with ADEC. 
 
Meanwhile, the short-term lease for the old mechanics building is set for one year initially, with 
subsequent month-to-month terms. Rent amounts to $400/month, payable on the first day of each 
month. Notably, the Borough assumes no liability for the building's condition, with CCI accepting all 
associated risks. 
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RESOLUTION NO: 04-24-1852 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 
WRANGELL, ALASKA, APPROVING A SHORT-TERM TIDELANDS LEASE TO 
CHANNEL CONSTRUCTION, IDENTIFIED AS A PORTION OF LOT PSS, OF THE 
USS3534 SUBDIVISION, ZONED WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT ACCORDING 
TO PLAT 29-20, FOR THE PURPOSE OF USING THE EXISTING SHOP FOR 
PARTS STORAGE AND WORKING ON REPAIRS TO CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 

 

WHEREAS, Channel Construction, Inc. (CCI) established a short-term lease with 

the City and Borough of Wrangell (CBW) on February 7, 2023, to lease a two-acre portion 

of the Six-Mile-Deep Water Port facility; and  

 

WHEREAS, the purpose of the short-term lease was to store scrap metal and later 

transport those materials to another location for processing; and  

 

WHEREAS, there was one amendment to the lease on May 23, 2023, to allow CCI 

to process and recycle barges on the leased premises; and 

 

WHEREAS, that amended short-term lease is now on a month-to-month basis and 

will expire when the new requested lease is approved; and  

 

WHEREAS, CCI now desires to lease Lot PSS (approximately one-acre), zoned 

Waterfront Development, according to Plat 29-20, at the Six-Mile-Deep Water Port facility 

for one year; and  

 

WHEREAS, the proposed use would be to utilize the area for parts storage and 
working on repairs to construction equipment until the new constructed shops on the 
six-acre lot is constructed; and 

 

WHEREAS, the borough assembly desires to approve the Short-Term Tidelands 

Lease for Channel Construction, Inc. (CCI), identified as Lot PSS (approximately one-

acre), according to Plat 29-20, Zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20, for 

parts storage and working on repairs to construction equipment until the new 
constructed shops on the six-acre lot is constructed; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Short-Term Tidelands Lease shall be for one-year and shall expire 

April 9th, 2025 with lease hold over occurring on a month-to-month basis. 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY 

AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THAT: 
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Section 1. Lease Rate. During the Lease Term, Lessee shall pay the Borough 
rent for the Premises in the amount of $400 per month. 

 

Section 2.    Term of Lease. The Borough Assembly approves a 1-year lease 
term with hold over being on a month-to-month basis. The lease begins on April 9th, 2024 
and ends on April 9th, 2025.  

 
Section 3. All lease revenue will be accepted by the Permanent Fund in 

accordance with the Wrangell Municipal Code. 
 

Section 4.  This resolution takes effect upon approval. 

 

 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY OF April, 2024. 

 

 

 

      CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

 

      _______________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: _________________________________ 

     Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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Wrangell Sawmill Lease Proposal 

 

Proposal 1: 

Channel proposes a 5 to10-year lease on the Southern end of property as shown on the map to add 
to its current lease at the sawmill property, increasing the area from 2 acres to approximately 6 
acres. This additional area would mainly be utilized as a storage location for equipment. If the 
Borough agrees to allow Channel to operate on this part of the property, Channel will invest at its 
own expense in improvements to this part of the property, including the following: 

• Construction of two 80’x40’ shop buildings 
• Improving the highway access with crushed aggregate 
• Improving the barge landing and expanding the rock fill. Channel would acquire a CoE 

permit, at its own expense. 

As part of this proposal, Channel would request permission from the City and Borough of Wrangell 
to make these improvements and prior to this work occurring, an estimate would be submitted for 
its costs. Channel would ask that these improvements are credited towards a potential lease 
payment. 

Proposal 2: 

Channel proposes a short-term lease of the current shop building shown on the map along with 
additional space around the shop totaling approximately one acre for a minimum of one year, with 
an option to renew for a second year. Channel would make light improvements to the building to 
make it suitable for its use until a new shop building is constructed on the Southern side of the 
property. This shop building would be used as a temporary parts storage area and workspace for 
repairs to construction equipment. 

 

Respectfully, 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

TO:  HONORABLE MAYOR AND MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLY 

  CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

FROM: Steve Miller 

                        Port Director 

   

SUBJECT: Channel construction request to extend lease for the property they are currently 

leasing for a time not to exceed 10 years and new proposed short-term lease of the 

shop. 

 

 

DATE:  March 8, 2024 

 

 
 
BACKGROUND: 

 
The Port Commission at their regular meeting of March 7th reviewed Channel Construction 
request for an extension of the current lease with the addition of a short-term lease of the 
Mechanics shop currently on the property at the 6-mile mill site. In October 2022 the port 
commission also approved the request for a short-term lease at the 6-mile mill site for 
Channel Construction to conduct the business of recycling.  
 
RECOMMENDATION: 

 

The Port Commission voted unanimously to recommend to the Assembly to move forward with 

an extension of the lease not to exceed 10 years and to include a short-term lease of the mechanics’ 

shop. 

 

They believe the service Channel Construction provides is invaluable to the community of 

Wrangell. They also think that keeping the lease to no more than 10 years also gives the Borough 

flexibility for future plans for the 6 mile mill site.  
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Date:  March 18th, 2024  

 

To:  Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 

 Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 

 Assembly of the City and Borough of Wrangell 

 

From: Kate Thomas, Economic Development Director  

 

Subject: Request from Channel Construction to lease Borough-owned tidelands identified as Lot 7, of 

the USS 3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20; Lot USS3000, 

zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20; and a portion of Lot PSS, of the USS3534 

subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 29-20. 

 

Attachments: 1.) Public Map of Property, 2.) Letter of Interest/Request, 3.) PZ Staff Report and 

minutes available on the “Borough Calendar” (website) 

 

 

On March 14th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Channel Construction’s request 

to purchase Borough-owned tidelands located at the Six-Mile-Deep Water Port, formally known as the 

Mill Property.  

  

The Planning and Zoning Commission voted to recommend approval of Channel Construction’s request 

to lease Borough-owned tidelands identified as Lot 7, of the USS 3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront 

Development according to Plat 29-20; Lot USS3000 zoned Waterfront Development according to Plat 

29-20; and a portion of Lot PSS, of the USS3534 subdivision, zoned Waterfront Development 

according to Plat 29-20 with the following conditions:  

 

1. The lease does not interfere with planning activities of the Port Infrastructure Development 

Program planning grant; and,  

2. The lease for Lot 7 of the USS3534 subdivision and Lot USS3000 has an initial five-year (5) 

term, providing the lessee with three (3) options to renew, with a maximum total term of 

twenty (20) years; and,   

3. The lease for Lot PSS has an initial one-year term, providing the lessee with an option to 

renew for an additional year; and,  

4. Provided either party shall have the right to terminate this lease upon providing written notice 

of the intent to terminate sixty (60) days before the date of termination. 

 

Although it is not reflected in the motion or an amendment thereof, Commissioners expressed concern 

and cautioned the Borough crediting the cost of improvements incurred by Channel Construction to the 

fees associated with their lease.  

CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

 

Economic Development Department 
  

PO Box 531, Wrangell, AK  99929 

Phone (907)-874-3902 
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Wrangell Sawmill Lease Proposal 

 

Proposal 1: 

Channel proposes a 5 to10-year lease on the Southern end of property as shown on the map to add 
to its current lease at the sawmill property, increasing the area from 2 acres to approximately 6 
acres. This additional area would mainly be utilized as a storage location for equipment. If the 
Borough agrees to allow Channel to operate on this part of the property, Channel will invest at its 
own expense in improvements to this part of the property, including the following: 

• Construction of two 80’x40’ shop buildings 
• Improving the highway access with crushed aggregate 
• Improving the barge landing and expanding the rock fill. Channel would acquire a CoE 

permit, at its own expense. 

As part of this proposal, Channel would request permission from the City and Borough of Wrangell 
to make these improvements and prior to this work occurring, an estimate would be submitted for 
its costs. Channel would ask that these improvements are credited towards a potential lease 
payment. 

Proposal 2: 

Channel proposes a short-term lease of the current shop building shown on the map along with 
additional space around the shop totaling approximately one acre for a minimum of one year, with 
an option to renew for a second year. Channel would make light improvements to the building to 
make it suitable for its use until a new shop building is constructed on the Southern side of the 
property. This shop building would be used as a temporary parts storage area and workspace for 
repairs to construction equipment. 

 

Respectfully, 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

12 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1853 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE SALE OF BOROUGH OWNED REAL PROPERTY 
WITHIN WRANGELL TOWNSITE (LOTS 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 AND 9), OF SUBDIVISION PLAT BLOCK 54, 
ACCORDING TO PLAT NO. 68-81, ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE JOHNSON 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Resolution No. 04-24-1853  2. Appraisal    3. Request from Mr. Johnson   
4. Memo from Planning & Zoning  5. Aerial Map of location   6. Plat Map of Area 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1853.  

 
SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
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After the assembly’s approval to move forward with the sale of the six lots to Mr. 
Johnson, the appraisal was ordered, and the three-week public notice was 
published.  
 
The information below has not changed since the Public Hearing (March 12, 2024) 
As per WMC 16.12.040, the process for selling borough-owned real property is for the person 
making the request so do so in writing.  
 
Once they have submitted their request, the request is sent to Planning & Zoning for them to 
comment in favor or against the sale.  
 

On February 15th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request 

to purchase Borough owned real property. The requested lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 are adjacent to the 

property where the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital) currently exists.  

 

The Commission voted to recommend approval of Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to purchase Borough 
Owned Real Property within the Wrangell Townsite, Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, of the Subdivision Plat Block 
54, according to Plat No. 68-81, zoned Open Space with the condition that the Wrangell Medical Center 
(old hospital) property sale agreement.  
 

The next step is to schedule a public hearing and send that public hearing notice to property owners 
who are within 300 feet of the property. That requirement was met. The public hearing notice was 
placed in the local newspaper on February 28th and March 6th.  
 
If the Assembly approves moving forward with this sale, the Clerk will order the appraisals and 
publish the notice in the Sentinel at least three times for anyone wishing to protest the sale. 
 
If there are no protests, the Resolution to convey the lots will come to the assembly for approval 
(this item). If there are protests, the manager will add those protests to the agenda item for the 
assembly. 
 
All proceeds for the sale will be accepted by the residential construction fund as the property is 
being developed as a residential space by the prospective buyer. 
 
For the Assembly, here is the Wrangell Municipal Code Section for disposition of real property: 
 

16.12.040 Sale of real property or tidelands. 

A. Disposition of Borough-Owned Real Property and Borough-Owned Tidelands. When an application is 

filed for the purchase of borough-owned real property or borough-owned tidelands or any interest 

therein, the following steps shall take place: 

1. The person wishing to purchase the borough-owned real property or borough-owned 

tidelands shall submit a request in writing, to the borough clerk. The borough clerk shall submit 
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the application to the planning and zoning commission and if borough-owned tidelands, to the 

port commission for comments in favor or against the sale at their next commission meeting. 

The request shall state the purpose and proposed use of the requested borough-owned property 

or tidelands in detail including but not limited to maps and complete written narrative. 

2. After the report(s) have been received by the borough clerk from the planning and zoning 

commission or the port commission (if borough-owned tidelands), the borough clerk shall place 

the request for purchase on an upcoming regular borough assembly agenda, as a public hearing 

item, for the assembly to approve moving forward with the sale. All property owners within 300 

feet shall be notified by mail regarding the public hearing. 

3. If the assembly approves moving forward with the sale, the clerk shall notify the applicant of 

the costs associated with the sale which include but are not limited to the survey (if required), 

appraisal, all public notices, and recording fees. 

4. Once the applicant agrees to the costs associated with the sale, the clerk shall cause an 

appraisal of the interest to be disposed of to be made by a licensed appraiser, who shall submit a 

report, which will include his or her estimate of the market value of the interest. 

5. If the borough-owned property or borough-owned tidelands require a survey, the applicant 

shall be responsible for obtaining that survey. If a survey is required, the appraisal shall take 

place after the survey. Both the survey and the appraisal costs shall be the responsibility of the 

applicant. 

6. Once the appraisal report has submitted, if the subject interest has a value of $1,000,000 or 

less, the borough clerk will cause a notice of the proposed land or tidelands sale to be published 

for three consecutive weeks before final action of the borough assembly to approve or reject the 

sale, by resolution. The publication shall be published in the newspaper at least three times, with 

the final publication at least one week prior to the final action on the application. The notice shall 

identify the applicant and the location of the proposed sale. The notice shall state that anyone 

wishing to protest the sale must file a written protest with the borough clerk not later than a date 

identified in the notice. Such protest shall be in writing and shall state all reasons for the protest. 

Failure to timely protest as required by this subsection shall constitute a waiver of any right to 

purchase or use the location and shall waive any right to contest the awarding of the sale. 

7. No sooner than one week after the date set for receipt of protests, the borough manager shall 

submit to the borough assembly a report and recommendation on each timely protest received 

by the borough. Following the required public notice period for the sale of land or tidelands, the 

assembly shall approve or reject the sale by resolution. Any protests received and the final report 

from the borough manager shall be included in the agenda item for the assembly, along with the 

appraisal report. 

B. Terms. Upon final approval by the borough assembly by resolution, payment in full must be paid 

within 20 days in the form of a certified or cashier’s check, cash or by electronic funds transfer (EFT). 
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Payment due includes the appraised fair market value plus the survey cost, assessment, all public 

notices, and recording fees. 

C. Fund Disposition. All funds received from tidelands sales shall be deposited into the City and 

Borough of Wrangell’s permanent fund. 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

 

RESOLUTION NO: 04-24-1853 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

WRANGELL, ALASKA, APPROVING THE CONVEYANCE OF THE SALE 

OF BOROUGH OWNED REAL PROPERTY WITHIN WRANGELL 

TOWNSITE (LOTS 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 AND 9), OF SUBDIVISION PLAT BLOCK 54, 

ACCORDING TO PLAT NO. 68-81, ZONED OPEN SPACE, TO WAYNE 

JOHNSON 

 

WHEREAS, Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC, 

approached the borough with an offer to purchase Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9), of Subdivision 

Plat Block 54, According to Plat No. 68-81, Zoned Open Space; and  

 

WHEREAS, the borough assembly held a public hearing on the proposal to 

purchase Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, Block 54, on March 12, 2024; and  

 

WHEREAS, as per WMC 16.12.040, surrounding property owners within 300 
feet of the proposed lots were sent public hearing notices directly; and  

 

WHEREAS, at the March 12, 2024 meeting, the Assembly approved selling Lots 
2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, Block 54, to Mr. Johnson; and 
 

WHEREAS, an appraisal was completed on March 22, 2024 for Lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 

and 9, Block 54 and the total fair market value was determined to be $316,800; and 
 

WHEREAS, the Borough Assembly is approving the sale of the above described 
parcels to Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC, for the 
total amount of $316,800 plus the appraisal and associated fees.  
 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY 

AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THAT: 

 

Section 1. The Assembly of the City & Borough of Wrangell, Alaska 

authorizes the sale of the Borough–owned real property more particularly known as:  Lots 

2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, Block 54, zoned Open Space to Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage 

House Development, LLC.   

 

Section 2. The Borough Mayor and Clerk are authorized to execute a quit claim 

deed to Wayne Johnson, DBA Wrangell Heritage House Development, LLC, to convey the 

real property, when the full price of $316,800 is paid. 

 

Section 3. The consideration paid by Mr. Johnson shall be accepted by the 

residential construction fund. 
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Section 4.  This resolution takes effect upon approval. 

 

 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY OF April, 2024. 

 

 

 

      CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

 

      _______________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: _________________________________ 

     Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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Date:  February 21, 2024  

 

To:  Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 

 Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 

 Assembly of the City and Borough of Wrangell 

 

From: Kate Thomas, Economic Development Director  

 

Subject: Request from Mr. Wayne Johnson to purchase Borough Owned Real Property within the 

Wrangell Townsite, Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, of the Subdivision Plat Block 54, according to Plat No. 68-

81, zoned Open Space. 

 

Attachments: 1.) Public Map of Property 2.) Plat 68-81 

 

 

On February 15th, 2024, the Planning and Zoning Commission reviewed Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request 

to purchase Borough owned real property. The requested lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9 are adjacent to the 

property where the Wrangell Medical Center (old hospital) currently exists.  

  

The Commission voted to recommend approval of Mr. Wayne Johnson’s request to purchase Borough 

Owned Real Property within the Wrangell Townsite, Lot 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 9, of the Subdivision Plat 

Block 54, according to Plat No. 68-81, zoned Open Space with the condition that the Wrangell Medical 

Center (old hospital) property sale agreement between Mr. Wayne Johnson and the City and Borough 

of Wrangell is approved and executed. 

 

  

CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
INCORPORATED MAY 30, 2008 

 

Economic Development Department 
  

PO Box 531, Wrangell, AK  99929 

Phone (907)-874-3902 
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January 26, 2024

Arm: Kim I.are
Borough aerk
Gty8cBoronghofwrangell
205 Brueger Avenue
Wrangeu, Alaska 99929

Dear hds. I.are,

I an contacting you todayto express my interest in purchasing six parcels of undeveloped land from
the Gty and Borough of Wfangell. Please cousider this  letter as a forrml request to purehase the
following panels of land:

Parcel 02-030-252, Let 9, Plat 68-81
Parcel 02-030-250, Ilot 8, Plat 68-81
Parcel 02-031-357, Ilot 2, Plat 68-81
Parcel 02-031-359, Lot 3, Plat 68-81
Parcel 02-031-361, Lot 4, Plat 68-81
Paricel 02-031-363, Lot 5, Plat 68-81
*See attached Schedule A

As per WMC 16.12.040, it is necessary for me to outline mypurpose and the intended use of the land
I am requesting to purchase. The aforementioned parcels are adjacent to the Old Wrangell Medical
Center which I an simultaneously attempting to purchase. Myvision is to demolish the Old Wrangeu
Medical Center and utilize that land and these adjacent six parcels to develop housing units. with the
cunent housing crisis affecting Wrangeu and the rest of the State, I beheve this to be of great benefit
to the community of Wrangeu as  it will help offer a housing solution and aid in spurririg father
economic growth in the Borough. The Borough would also benefit from this transaction as it would
expand its tax base. It is nyunderstanding that the Borough has no plans to develop these properies,
and I believe such a transaction is mutually beneficial.

Please  feel free to  contact me  directly at  (404)  316-1365  regarding next steps.  I  sincerely hope you
consider this request to puehase.
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Schedule A -Request to Purchase
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

ORDINANCE No. 1054 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
ADDING SECTION 1.20.045 TITLED “DISPOSITION”, ADDING SECTION 1.20.046 TITLED PAYMENT 
OF FINE WITHOUT COURT APPEARANCE AND AMENDING SECTION 1.20.050, MINOR OFFENSE 
FINE SCHEDULE, IN THE WRANGELL MUNICIPAL CODE 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Tom Radke, Police Chief 
Nick Pearson, Police Sergeant 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. ORD 1054  2. AK Bulletin (information)  
 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve First Reading of Ordinance No. 1054 and move to a Second Reading with a Public 
Hearing to be held on April 23, 2024.  

 
SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
This ordinance is necessary to change the code to allow Wrangell to be a Non-Payee city.  

 

The Wrangell Police Department is currently facing a problem with entering and maintaining traffic-related 

records. The State of Alaska Court is no longer accepting paper documents, so all documents including traffic 
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citations must be e-filed. The Wrangell Police Department currently does not have the necessary equipment to 

enter the records efficiently.  All traffic citations issued by the Wrangell Police Department are currently 

handwritten and must be scanned individually and uploaded one at a time to file them with the court. 

Additionally, each citation must be manually entered into the Alaska Public Safety Information Network. The 

current method of handwriting citations is not only inefficient for police department staff, but also causes 

unnecessary delay to the public when compared to electronic citations.  

 

The Wrangell Police Department's proposed solution is to equip every patrol vehicle currently in use with tablets 

capable of running TraCS software, a scanner, a printer, and mounting hardware to secure the items inside the 

vehicles.  

 

This equipment will enable officers to quickly issue citations and print them, so they can return to service. The 

printed citations are easier to read than handwritten documents and will reduce errors in data entry. The tablets 

will also enable officers to upload the citations and 12-200 Motor Vehicle Collision reports, to the Alaska Court 

System via the internet without having to scan each document. 

 

To fund this project the Wrangell Police Department has applied for a grant through the State of Alaska Office of 

Highway Safety which will pay for eighty percent of the cost. The grant has been approved, however in order to 

proceed with the project the borough must sign a memorandum of understanding with the State of Alaska court to 

become a non-payee city. 

 

Please see Alaska Court Administrative Bulletin 39 for information about the differences between payee and non-

payee cities.  
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

ORDINANCE NO. 1054 

 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH 

OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, ADDING SECTION 1.20.045 TITLED 

“DISPOSITION”, ADDING SECTION 1.20.046 TITLED PAYMENT OF 

FINE WITHOUT COURT APPEARANCE AND AMENDING SECTION 

1.20.050, MINOR OFFENSE FINE SCHEDULE, IN THE WRANGELL 

MUNICIPAL CODE 

 

[The changes to the existing code are shown as follows:  the words that are underlined are to be 

added and the words that are [bolded and in brackets are to be deleted.] 

 

 SEC. 1. Addition. Section 1.20.045 titled Disposition and Section 1.20.046 titled 

Payment of Fine Without Court Appearance is hereby added to the Wrangell Municipal Code as 

follows: 

Sections: 

1.20.010   Generally. 

1.20.020   Reserved.  

1.20.030   Aiding in an infraction.  

1.20.040   Surcharge.  

1.20.045   Disposition. 

1.20.046   Payment of Fine Without Court Appearance. 

1.20.050   Minor offense fine schedule. 

 

1.20.045  Disposition. 

 

A. All citations issued by the Wrangell police department shall be deposited with the district 

court, first judicial district at Wrangell. 

 

B. Citations issued by departments of the city, other than the Wrangell police department, 

shall be deposited with the Wrangell police department to be delivered to the district 

court, first judicial district at Wrangell when: 

 

a. The offense requires a mandatory court appearance; or 

b. The defendant requests arraignment or trial for optional court appearance 

offenses; or 

c. The borough requests a default judgment. 

 

C. Upon filing of such citation in the district court as aforesaid, the citation may, except as 

otherwise provided by law, be disposed of only by trial in the court or by other official 

action by a judge of the district court, by official action of a prosecutor or by payment of 

the applicable fine and surcharge as provided by this chapter. 
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D. The chief of police or their designee shall also maintain or cause to be maintained a 

record of all warrants, summons, and orders to show cause, and charges of failure to 

appear issued by the district court on violations for which citations have been issued, 

which are delivered to the police department for service, and of the final disposition of 

each. 

 

E. It is unlawful and official misconduct for any member of the police department or other 

officer or public employee to destroy, alter or deface a citation, or any copy thereof, or 

the records of the issuance, or the disposition of any citation, complaint, or a warrant, in a 

manner other than as authorized by this title. 

 

F. The chief of police or their designee shall require every police officer and enforcement 

agent to return a copy of every citation issued by the officer or agent to an alleged 

violator and all copies of every citation that have been spoiled or upon which any entry 

has been made and not issued to an alleged violator. The chief of police shall also 

maintain in connection with every citation issued by an officer or agent a record of the 

disposition of the charge. 

 

1.20.070 Payment of fine without court appearance. 

 

A. A person receiving a citation issued by the Wrangell police department for a violation for 

which a fine has been scheduled may, within 30 days from the date of the citation, mail 

or personally deliver to the court, the amount of the scheduled fine and surcharge 

indicated on the citation together with a copy of the citation for the violation signed by 

the person indicating the person’s waiver of court appearance, entry of a plea of no 

contest, and payment of the fine and surcharge. The receipt of the fine, surcharge, and the 

signed plea of no contest shall act as a judgment of conviction. The payment of the fine 

and surcharge shall be complete satisfaction for that particular offense, but will not bar 

subsequent actions to enjoin violations, to order compliance or to prosecute repeated 

violations. Disposition of any offense under this section may not occur unless the person 

cited for the offense pays the surcharge prescribed in AS 12.55.039 in addition to the 

scheduled fine amount. If no fine has been scheduled for an offense, the alleged violator 

shall appear in the district court on the date shown on the citation. 

 

B. A person receiving a citation issued by any department of the borough other than the 

Wrangell police department for a violation for which a fine has been scheduled may, 

within 30 days from the date of the citation, mail or personally deliver to the borough, the 

amount of the scheduled fine and surcharge indicated on the citation together with a copy 

of the citation for the violation signed by the person indicating the person’s waiver of 

court appearance, entry of a plea of no contest, and payment of the fine and surcharge. 

The receipt of the fine, surcharge, and the signed plea of no contest shall act as a 

judgment of conviction. The payment of the fine and surcharge shall be complete 

satisfaction for that particular offense, but will not bar subsequent actions to enjoin 

violations, to order compliance or to prosecute repeated violations. Disposition of any 

offense under this section may not occur unless the person cited for the offense pays the 

surcharge prescribed in AS 12.55.039 in addition to the scheduled fine amount. If no fine 

has been scheduled for an offense, the alleged violator shall appear in the district court on 

the date shown on the citation. 
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SEC. 2. Amendment. Section 1.20.050 titled Minor offense fine schedule is hereby 

amended in the Wrangell Municipal Code as follows: 

1.20.050 Minor offense fine schedule. 

 

In accordance with AS 29.25.070(a), citations for the following offenses may be disposed of as 

provided in AS 12.25.195 through 12.25.230, without a court appearance, upon payment of the 

fine amounts listed below plus the state surcharge required by AS 12.55.039 and 29.25.074. [Fines 

must be paid to the police department.] If an offense is not listed on a fine schedule, the 

defendant must appear in court to answer the charges. The Alaska Court System’s Rules of Minor 

Offense Procedure apply to all offenses listed below. Citations charging these offenses must meet 

the requirements of Minor Offense Rule 3. If a person charged with one of these offenses appears 

in court and is found guilty, the penalty imposed for the offense may not exceed the fine amount 

for that offense listed below. 

 

... 

 

 SEC. 3. Severability. If any provision of this ordinance, or any application thereof 

to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of this ordinance and the application 

to all other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 

 

 SEC.  4. Classification. This ordinance is of a permanent nature and shall be codified 

in the Wrangell Municipal Code.  

 

SEC.  5. Effective Date.  This ordinance shall be effective upon adoption.  

 

 PASSED IN FIRST READING:     , 2024 

 

 PASSED IN SECOND READING:     , 2024 

 

 

      ______________________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: ____________________________ 

  Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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ALASKA COURT SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR

ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN  NO. 39

(Revised September 8, 2022)

TO:      ALL HOLDERS OFADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN SETS:

All Justices
All Judges
Area Court Administrators
Clerk of the Appellate Courts
Rural Court Administrators

Senior Staff
Central Services
Judicial Services
APD Warrants

All Clerks of Court
All Magistrate Judges
Law Libraries at Anchorage,  Fairbanks & Juneau

SUBJECT:     Processing of Minor Offense Citations Issued by Municipal Peace Officers
or Other Persons Authorized by Law to Issue Citations

This administrative bulletin is promulgated to implement the provisions of AS 12.25.210(a)
and  Administrative  Rule  49  and  to  establish  procedures for the filing  of minor offense
citations by municipalities.

A.          DEFINITIONS

1.          Ivlinor offense. See definition in Minor offense Rule 2.

2.         Correctable offense.  An offense that may be dismissed if the defendant
shows a law enforcement agency proof of correction (for equipment defects)
or  proof  of  compliance  (for  driver's  license  and   insurance  offenses).t
Ordinarily,  correctable  offenses  are  listed  in  municipal  fine  schedules  or
state bail forfeiture schedules so the defendant has the option of mailing in
a fine amount instead of showing proof of compliance.  If the offense is listed
in such a schedule, the correctable offense is treated like an optional court
appearance offense.

3.          Fine  Schedule.     A  "fine  schedule"  is  a  municipal  ordinance  that  lists
offenses  that  can  be  disposed  of without  a  court  appearance.      A  fine
schedule includes the name and ordinance number of each offense, the fine
for  each  offense,  and  the  procedure  for  disposing  of  the  charges  by
submitting  a  "no  contest"  plea  along  with  payment  of  the  fine  and  any
applicable surcharge required by state statute.

Note:  Proof of compliance with driver's license and  insurance  requirements can  be made to the
court as well as to police agencies.   Minor Offense Rule 5(a)(4).
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Administrative Bulletin No.  39
Page 2 of 7

4. Mandatory  Court  Appearance  Offense.     An   offense  flg±  listed   in   a
municipal fine schedule or state bail forfeiture schedule.   The defendant is
required to appear in court to answer to the charge.2   Minor Offense Rule
6.

Municipality.    A  political  subdivision  incorporated  under  the  laws  of the
state that is a  home  rule  or general  law city,  a  home  rule or general  law
borough, or a unified municipality.   AS 01.10.060.

Optional Court Appearance Offense. An offense listed in a municipal fine
schedule or state bail forfeiture schedule.  The defendant may (a) plead no
contest and submit payment of the citation, (b) plead not guilty and request
a trial, or (c) request to appear for arraignment.   Minor Offense Rule 5.

Non-Payee  City.    A  municipality  that  files  all  citations  (mandatory  and
optional court appearance) with the court.

Payee  City.    Municipalities  in  which  citations for municipal  optional  court
appearance offenses are filed with  the municipality and  defendants send
their responses to the citation to the municipality.

a.         PAYEE CITIES

1.          Applicable    Municipalities.        This    section    applies    to    the   following
municipalities:

Anchorage
Cordova
Craig
Fairbanks
Juneau*
Kenai

Ketchikan*
Ketchikan Gateway Borough
Petersburg
Sitka
Wrangell

*Exceptions:

Effective   July   24,   2013,   all   citations   issued   by   the   Juneau   Police
Department are filed with the Juneau court and  processed as provided  in
Section  C of this  Bulletin.     Citations for fine schedule offenses issued  by
g!be[ Juneau departments or agencies will continue to be filed with the City
and Borough of Juneau.

Effective  October  5,  2022,  all  citations  issued  by  the  Ketchikan  Police
Department are filed with the Ketchikan court and processed as provided in
Section  C  of this  Bulletin.    Citations for fine schedule offenses  issued  by

2               However,  the defendant can avoid  appearing  in court for arraignment by submitting a "not guilty

plea.   Minor Offense Rule 6(a)(2).
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other City of Ketchikan departments will continue to be filed with the Cfty of
Ketchikan.

2.         Payee city citations That Must Be Filed with the Municipality

a.          Filing the citation.  If a citation charges an offense under a municipal
ordinance  that  is  listed  on  a  municipal  fine  schedule,  the  peace
officer  shall  deposit  the  original  or  a  copy  of the  citation  with  the
designated office in the municipality as required by AS 12.25.210(a).

b.          Records of convidion.   These municipalities must comply with AS
28.15.191(f),   which   requires   them   to   forward   records   of   fine
payments received after no contest pleas for traffic moving violations
to the Department of Administration (Division of Motor Vehicles).

c.          Default  Judgments  for  Failure  to  Respond.   These  municipalities
may request the court to enter a default judgment for defendants who
fail to respond to citations as follows:

(1)        The municipality must first send dofendants a l5|daywaming
notice required by Minor Offense Rule 9(a)(2).

(2)        To   request   default  judgment  for  defendants   who   fail   to
respond  to the waming  notice,  the municipality must file the
citation with the court together with a Request and Affidavit for
Default Judgment on court form TR-102M.

(3)        Requestsfordefaultjudgment must be filed within six months
of issuance of a citation.3

d.          Request for Entry of Judgment.4  A payee city may request the court
to enter a judgment for dofendants who:

(1)   submits  a   no  contest  plea   but  do   not  submit  payment  or
payment was not completed due to insufficient funds, or

(2)   makes a partial payment with or without submitting a plea of no
contest.

To request a judgment, the municipality must file the citation with the
court together with  a  Request and  Affidavit for Judgment on  court
form TR425.   The citation must be filed within  six months after the
citation was issued.

3               Minor offense Rule 9(a)(3).

4               Minor offense Rule 5.1.
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Citations That Must Be Filed with the Court

a.          The municipality (payee city) must file citations issued by a municipal
peace officer with the court as follows:

(1)        State offense.   Citations in which the plaintiff is the   state of
Alaska5 must be filed with the court within  10 days6 from the
date of issuance,  except as provided  in  Minor Offense  Rule
3(g)(3).7

(2)       Mandatory court Appearance.  Citations charging an offense
for which no scheduled fine amount has been established by
ordinance must be filed with the court within  10 days from the
date of issuance,  except as  provided  in  Minor Offense  Rule
3(g)(3).4

(3)        Optional  court Appearance  -Not  Guilty  plea.   aifatiionsfor
which the defendant has submitted a not guilty plea must be
filed on the next business day following receipt of the not guilty
plea.

(4)        Optional   Court   Appearance   -   Request   for   Arraignment.
Citations for which the defendant has submitted a request for
arraignment must be filed with the court by the next business
day following  receipt of the request.   The court will  send the
defendant a notice of hearing for the arraignment.

b.          For citations filed with  the court,  the  municipality does  not need  to
send  the  15-day warning  notice or request default judgment.   The
court will  send  defendants who fail  to  respond  the  15-day warning
notice  required  by  Minor  Offense  Rule  9(a)(2)  and  enter  default
I.udgment against any defendant who fails to respond to the warning
notice.

10% Processing Fee for Citations Filed With Court

Administrative Rule 49 authorizes the assessment of a processing fee only
for  "uncontested  municipal  citations  for which  a  fine  schedule  has  been
established by municipal ordinance. . ."

If a  municipal  officer charges a state offense that the  municipality has  not adopted  by reference,
the  plaintiff must the  State of Alaska.   Any fine  paid  must be deposited  into the  State's  General
Fund.  AS 22.15.250 and  .270.
AS  12.25.210(a).
Exception: Minor Offense Rule 3(g)(3) requires that proof of service be filed with the citation when
it is filed with the court. The requirement that citations be filed within  10 days of issuance does not
apply if the citation was served by a method listed in Minor Offense Rule 3(g)(2)(C) because it may
not be possible to submit proof of service within  10 days after the citation  is issued and served by
one of those methods (e.g. service by certified mail).
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For citations filed with the court,

a.          Until further notice, the court system will  charge a  100/o  processing
fee8 for:

(1)       fines paid to the court after a defendant pleads no contest to
an  optional  court appearance  offense  (including  correctable
offenses listed on fine or bail schedules), and

(2)        fines paid  to the court on a defaultjudgment for an  optional
court  appearance   offense   (including   correctable   offenses
listed on fine or bail schedules).

The processing fee equals  10°/o of the gross revenue collected  by
the  court  from  the  above  fines,  excluding  surcharges.   The  court
system will send the municipality a quarterly invoice for these fees.

b.         The court system will Eg! charge a processing fee for:

(1)       fines  paid  to  the  court  for  a  mandatory  court  appearance
offense, and

(2)       fines  paid  to the  court after a  defendant is found  guilty at a
trial.

5.         Procedure for Electing to Be a Non-Payee city

a.         A payee city that elects to become a non-payee city must notify the
Administrative  Director  in  writing  that  it  wishes  to  become  a  non-
payee city.  This request should be sent to:

Office of the Administrative Director
Alaska Court System
303 K Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 -2084
Fax: (907) 264-0881

b.         The   court   system   will    prepare   an   agreement   explaining   the
responsibilities    of   the    municipality    and    the    court    when    the
municipality becomes a non-payee city.

8              The  Administrative  Director or area  court  administrator may waive  this  fee  because  of services

provided to the court system  by the municipality.   The Administrative Director waived the  10% fee
for the Municipality of Anchorage (MOA) in exchange for the MOA paying for the costs incurred to
develop a data exchange for default judgments between the Municipality and the court.
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C.         NON-PAYEE CITIES

1.          Filing  the  Citation.   In  all  other  Alaska  municipalities,  all  minor  offense
citations must be filed with the court.9

2.          100/a Fee.

a.          Until further notice,  the court system will  charge a  loo/o  processing
fee for:

(1)       fines paid to the court after a defendant pleads no contest to
an  optional  court appearance  offense  (including  correctable
offenses listed on fine or bail schedules), and

(2)        fines paid  to the court on  a defaultjudgmentfor an  optional
court  appearance  offense   (including   correctable   offenses
listed on fine or bail schedules).

The  processing fee equals  10°/o  of the gross revenue collected  by
the  court from  the  above  fines,  excluding  surcharges.    The  court
system will send the municipality a quarterly invoice for these fees.

b.         The court system will Eg! charge a processing fee for:

(1)       fines  paid  to  the  court  for  a  mandatory  court  appearance
offense, and

(2)       fines  paid  to  the  court after a  defendant is found  guilty at a
trial.

3.         Records   of  Conviction.      The   court   system   will   forward   records   of
conviction for traffic moving violations to the Department of Administration,
Division of Motor Vehicles as required by AS 28.15.191 (a).

4.         Request to Become payee city.

a.         A non-payee city that elects to become a payee city must notify the
Administrative  Director  in  writing  that  it  is  choosing  to  become  a
payee city.    This notification should be sent to:

Office of the Administrative Director
Alaska Court System
303 K Street
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 -2084
Fax: (907) 264-0881

9               AS 12.25.210(a) provides that citations filed with the court must be filed within  10 days of issuance

except as provided in footnote 7.
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b.         The   court   system   will    prepare   an   agreement   explaining   the
responsibilities    of   the    municipality    and    the    court    when    the
municipality becomes a payee city.

Default  Judgments  for   Failure   to   Respond.      The   court  will   send
defendants  who  fail  to  respond  to  citations  the  15-day  warning   notice
required  by  Minor Offense  Rule  9(a)(2).   The  court will  also  enter default
judgment against any defendant who fails to respond to the warning notice.
Non-payee cities do not need to send the 15-day warning notice or request
default judgment.

D.         ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS

lf defendants do not pay their municipal fines voluntarily,  it is the responsibility of
the municipality to take the actions necessary to enforce payment.  The courts will
±g± engage in enforcement efforts on behalf of municipalities, unless authorized to
do so in writing by the area court administrator.

E.          ELECTRONIC   EXECUTION   ON   THE   PFD  TO  SATISFY  MINOR  OFFENSE
JUDGMENT

lf a payee or non-payee city wants court authorization to execute electronically on
a defendant's Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend to collect a fine, the municipality
must enter into an agreement with the court system as described in Administrative
Bulletin 43 and follow the required procedures.

Dated:     SeDtember8. 2022 /s/
Stacey Marz
Administrative Director

Original  bulletin  was  issued  December 30,1987;  amended July  1,  2003;  January  1,  2008;  April  1,  2011;
July 24, 2013; October 15, 2014;  November 1, 2016 and revised September 8, 2022.

The November 1, 2016,  revision includes:

•      changes in the Definitions section to reference Minor offense Rule 5(a)(4) and new Minoroffense
Rule 6(a)(2),

•      changes in section B(2)(d) concerning municipal requests forjudgments under new Minor offense
Rule 5.1,

•      addition of an "Exception" footnote #7  in section  B(3)(a)(1) explaining when the  10-day time limit
for filing  citations does pg! apply (that is,  citations issued  and  served  by any method  other than
personal service), and

•      corrections of some typographical errors.

The  September 8,  2022  revision  adds  Ketchikan  to  the  "Exceptions"  in  8  (1)  to  reflect that all  citations
issued by the Ketchikan Police Department are filed with the Ketchikan court effective October 5, 2022.
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

ORDINANCE No. 1055 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, 
AMENDING SEVERAL SECTIONS IN CHAPTER 15.12 – ELECTRICITY, IN THE WRANGELL 
MUNICIPAL CODE 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Dwight Yancey, Acting Electrical 
Superintendent 
 

 FY 20: $ FY 21:  FY22:  
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY22 $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

ATTACHMENTS:  
 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve First Reading of Ordinance No. 1055 and move to a Second Reading, to be 
held on April 23, 2024. 
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
Several sections in Chapter 15.12 (Electricity) need to be amended to either remove the fee or rate 
from the code and add it to the established fee and rate schedule or to remove or amend the 
language in the section.  
 
Here are the changes that are needed: 
 
15.12.060 Section B - This is currently on the electrical permit application but is not included in the rate and fee 
schedule. Needs to be removed from the Code and added to the established fee and rate schedule. Also, need 
to add the language that speaks to the requirements for adopting the resolution that sets the established fee 
and rate schedule. 
 
15.12.170 Section B - This is on the current rate and fee schedule as a "service change" and is billed at $270 not 
$150. Needs to be removed from the Code. Since the fee is already in the established fee and rate schedule, no 
amendment to the fee and rate schedule will be necessary. Also, need to add the language that speaks to the 
requirements for adopting the resolution that sets the established fee and rate schedule. 
 
15.12.172 - Needs to be removed from the Code and added to the established fee and rate schedule. Also, need 
to add the language that speaks to the requirements for adopting the resolution that sets the established fee 
and rate schedule. 
 
15.12.223 Section A - Needs to be removed from the Code. Since the fee is already in the established fee and 
rate schedule, no amendment to the fee and rate schedule will be necessary. Also, need to add the language 
that speaks to the requirements for adopting the resolution that sets the established fee and rate schedule. 
 
15.12.230 - After talking communicating with the harbormaster, this section needs to be removed.  
 
If the assembly approves the first reading of this ordinance, the fees and rates that need to be added to the 
established fee and rate schedule will be on the April 23rd Public Hearing fee and rate schedule.  
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

ORDINANCE NO. 1055 

 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH 

OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, AMENDING SEVERAL SECTIONS IN 

CHAPTER 15.12 – ELECTRICITY, IN THE WRANGELL MUNICIPAL 

CODE 

 

 SEC. 1. Amendment. The following Sections in Chapter 15.12 are amended in the 

Wrangell Municipal Code:  

 15.12.060 – Service entrance and connection – Terms of service; to remove from the 

Wrangell Municipal Code and add to the Fee and Rate Schedule.  

 15.12.170 – Service charges; to remove from the Wrangell Municipal Code and to add 

the Fee and Rate Schedule language. 

 15.12.172 – Customer service inspection; to remove from the Wrangell Municipal Code 

and add to the Fee and Rate Schedule. 

 15.12.190 - Fuel adjustment charge; to remove from the Wrangell Municipal Code and 

add to the Fee and Rate Schedule. 

 15.12.192 - Hydroelectrical wholesale power rate adjustment; to remove from the 

Wrangell Municipal Code. 

 15.12.223 – Electrical rate incentive; to remove from the Wrangell Municipal Code and 

to add the Fee and Rate Schedule language. 

 15.12.230 – Shore service for boats; to remove from the Wrangell Municipal Code. 

 

15.12.060 Service entrance and connection – Terms of service. 

B. The electric utility shall supply one meter per service connection. All additional meters will 

be installed [at a cost of $10.00 per meter] with the cost listed in the established fee and rate 

schedule. The electric utility will furnish, and the customer will be charged for any instrument 

transformers necessary for metering. All meters and instrument transformer cabinets will be 

sealed by the electric utility, and no such seal shall be tampered with or broken except by a 

representative of the electric utility. It shall be the responsibility of the customer to take all 

reasonable and proper precautions to prevent damage to electric utility property on his/her 

premises. The customer shall not permit any person, except as authorized by the electric utility, 

to make any connections, repairs and changes to electric utility property on his/her premises and 

in the event any defect therein is discovered, the customer shall notify the electric utility 

immediately. 

The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates.  

... 
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15.12.170 Service charges 

... 

B. When a customer requests a change in an existing service installation, the electric utility will 

disconnect the service so that the customer can make the necessary changes, and reconnect the 

service after the changes have been made and inspected. A disconnect/reconnect fee [of 

$150.00], established in the fee and rate schedule, will be charged. 

The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates. 

... 

15.12.172 Customer service inspection 

The electric utility will periodically test customer’s meters for accuracy and when necessary, in 

the opinion of the electric utility, will replace a customer’s meter. When a customer requests his 

meter be checked by the electric utility, a fee [of $30.00], established in the fee and rate 

schedule, will be charged to the customer if the meter is found to be accurate. 

The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates. 

15.12.190 Fuel adjustment charge 

A. In addition to the charges and rates set forth in the established fee and rate schedule [in this 

chapter], there shall be a fuel surcharge applied to the kilowatt hour sales of electrical energy 

whenever diesel fuel is used to generate electrical energy during the billing period immediately 

preceding the current billing period. 

The fuel surcharge rate shall be listed in the established fee and rate schedule. [calculated as set 

forth in subsection (B) of this section. 

B. R = (((G x P)/D) - T) x D 

    K 

For purposes of the above formula: 

R = Rate to be charged for the fuel surcharge portion of the monthly bill; 

G = Gallons of diesel used during the preceding billing period; 

P = Price per gallon based on latest fuel delivery during the billing period of diesel 

consumption; 

D = KWHs produced by diesel generation for the billing period; 

T = Cost per KWH that is paid to purchase power from Tyee (Four Dam Pool); 
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K = Total KWHs sold during the preceding billing period (including KWHs sold to the 

borough). 

C. The fuel surcharge rate shall be applied to KWHs sold. For example, if R under the 

above formula equals 0.053 per KWH, then the fuel surcharge would equal 5.3 cents for 

each KWH sold to the customer.]  

B. The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates. 

15.12.192 Hydroelectrical wholesale power rate adjustment. 

A. Applicability. An adjustment shall be made to each billing for kilowatt hours rendered under 

the established fee and rate schedules as defined in the established fee and rate schedule 

[Schedule A, Schedule B, Schedule C, and shore service for boats] to reflect increases or 

decreases in the wholesale power rate charged per kilowatt hour for the purchase of energy 

generated by the Lake Tyee Hydroelectric Project. The adjustment will be effective the first 

billing period following the date the wholesale power rate is set as provided in the long-term 

power sales agreement between the borough and the Southeast Alaska Power Authority, et al. 

The base wholesale power rate used to determine the adjustment is established by the Southeast 

Alaska Power Authority. 

B. Method of Calculation. The adjustment shall be calculated as follows: The actual energy 

charge per kilowatt hour will be adjusted to the nearest tenth of a cent to reflect changes in the 

base wholesale power rate. 

C. The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates. 

 

15.12.223 Electrical rate incentive 

... 

A. The incentive rate shall [be no less than $0.0856 per KWH]be listed on the established fee 

and rate schedule. 

... 

E. The assembly shall, by resolution, establish fees and rates for Wrangell Municipal Light and 

Power. A public hearing shall be required on the resolution that establishes such fees and rates. 

... 

15.12.230 Shore service for boats 
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[A. This section applies to any and all vessels, regardless of size, that are not serviced under 

WMC 15.12.200 or 15.12.210. 

B. This service is available to all locations where shore service facilities are provided by the 

borough. This is a combination rate for lighting and heating only. 

C. Only single-phase service, 110 volts will be furnished from controlled shore outlets 

limiting the demand to the billing demand. Shore outlets shall be under the exclusive 

control of the borough. All boats and vessels shall be charged a flat rate based on a 20-

ampere fuse as follows: 

20-amp fuse: $27.16 per month. 

D. Contracts shall be for not less than a monthly charge, payable in advance at the monthly 

rate.] 

 

SEC. 2. Severability. If any provision of this ordinance, or any application thereof 

to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the remainder of this ordinance and the application 

to all other persons or circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 

 

 SEC.  3. Classification. This ordinance is of a permanent nature and shall be codified 

in the Wrangell Municipal Code.  

 

SEC.  4. Effective Date.  This ordinance shall be effective upon adoption.  

 

 PASSED IN FIRST READING:     , 2024 

 

 PASSED IN SECOND READING:     , 2024 

 

 

      ______________________________________ 

      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST: ____________________________ 

  Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1854 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, COMMITTING $243,750 FROM PORT & HARBOR FUND UNRESTRICTED FUND BALANCE 
TO THE SHOEMAKER BOAT LAUNCH RAMP REPLACEMENT PROJECT FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
SERVING AS A 25% MATCH TO THE ALASKA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME RECREATIONAL 
BOATING ACCESS PROGRAM FUNDED THROUGH THE DINGELL-JOHNSON ACT 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 FY 25: $243,750     
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

     $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  74300 000 9999 00 74012 
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    
Shoemaker Harbor Boat Launch 
Replacement Project 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance   Estimated $3.2M 
  

Attachments: 1. Res no. 04-24-1854       

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1854. 
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
For decades, the Dingell-Johnson Act has served as a cornerstone for Alaskan Municipalities, 
facilitating expanded access to recreational boaters and anglers. The City and Borough of Wrangell 
has been a grateful recipient of this grant program on multiple occasions in the past, enabling the 
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realization of crucial projects such as the original Shoemaker Harbor Boat Launch, the Shoemaker 
Bathrooms, and the Heritage Harbor Boat Launch, all of which were partially funded through the 
ADF&G program. 
 
However, the Shoemaker Harbor Boat Launch, a vital infrastructure component, has surpassed its 
intended lifespan and is now in dire need of replacement. With an estimated project cost of 
$975,000, meeting this demand requires the Borough's commitment of $243,750 from the Port and 
Harbor fund balance to satisfy the 25% non-federal match requirement stipulated by ADF&G. 
Despite the Borough's commendable effort to allocate necessary funds, it's essential to acknowledge 
the broader financial context. Prior to this commitment, the Borough has an estimated cash position 
of $4.3M in Ports and Harbors. Yet, it's noteworthy that the initiation of the Meyer’s Chuck Float 
Replacement project will lead to an additional $1.1M decrease in reserves when construction 
commences, underscoring the importance of strategic financial planning and resource allocation. 
 
Staff recommends leveraging the recreational boater access program for this project and 
committing to the 25% match without hesitation. Furthermore, the Borough should pursue this 
grant each year as it is a viable resources that the Borough has had success in achieving funding for 
critical projects. 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
 

RESOLUTION NO.  04-24-1854 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 

ALASKA, COMMITTING $243,750 FROM PORT & HARBOR FUND UNRESTRICTED 

FUND BALANCE TO THE SHOEMAKER BOAT LAUNCH RAMP REPLACEMENT 

PROJECT FOR THE PURPOSE OF SERVING AS A 25% MATCH TO THE ALASKA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME RECREATIONAL BOATING ACCESS 

PROGRAM FUNDED THROUGH THE DINGELL-JOHNSON ACT 

  

WHEREAS, the Dingell Johnson Act has provided funding for Alaskan Municipalities 

to enhance recreational boater and angler access for decades; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the Borough has been the beneficiary of the ADF&G recreational access 

programs funded by the Dingell Johnson Act for projects such as the original Shoemaker 

Harbor Boat Launch, the Shoemaker Harbor Bathrooms, and the Heritage Harbor Boat 

Launch; and 

 

WHEREAS, Borough administration would like to pursue grant funding under this 

program in FY2025 for the purpose of replacing the Shoemkaer Harbor Boat Launch; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the Department of Fish and Game Recreational Boating Access Program, 

requires a 25% match that equates to $243,750; and  

 

 WHEREAS, in advance of the application for funding the Borough would like to 

commit $243,750 from the Port & Harbor Unrestricted Fund balance to serve as match for a 

successful grant application under the ADF&G recreational boater access program. 
 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, that: 

 

Section 1: The Borough hereby commits $243,750 of Port and Harbor unrestricted 

fund balance for the purpose of serving as a 25% match to the Alaska Department of Fish 

and Game Recreational Boating Access Program funded through the Dingell-Johnson Act.  

 

 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH 

OF WRANGELL, ALASKA this 9th DAY OF APRIL 2024. 

 
      CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
 
 
      _________________________________________ 
      Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 
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ATTEST:  __________________________________ 
      Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1857 OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, CREATING 
THE SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER JOB DESCRIPTION WITHIN THE CAPITAL FACILITIES 
DEPARTMENT AND AMENDING THE NON-UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required: $XXX Total 

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

 Fiscal Year (FY):  Amount: $ 
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY:               $  

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

  XXXXX XXX XXXX 

 Commission, Board or Committee  Account Name(s):  

Name(s)    Enter Text Here 

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure):  Attorney  

 Insurance   $XXX 
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Resolution No. 04-24-1857  2. Job Description  3. Non-union wage and grade 
table    

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1857.  

 
SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 
The Borough has 37 projects and over $45M in funded capital projects headed into FY 2025. 
Additionally, the Borough has over $80M in grant requests outstanding for further funding of 
existing capital projects on our Master CIP list. Currently, the Capital Projects department has a 
director and a construction manager. While meaningful progress has been made on projects over 
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the last fiscal cycle, the Borough believe adding a Senior Project Manager position will provide the 
following benefits: 
 

1) Redundancy- the position will create some redundancy, allowing for the Capital Projects 
Director to pass on projects in-play when on vacation or in the event the Director retires. 
 

2) Clearing the queue- Having one person seek funding, conducting planning activities, doing 
construction administration, performing oversight over construction, and ensuring proper 
compliance of state and federal awards for 37 different projects is not only unreasonable, it 
is inefficient. The vision is to have the Senior Project Manager have autonomy to manage 
“mid-size” projects that do not require the day-to-day attention of the Capital Projects 
Director. Employing a Senior Project Manager will allow the Borough to get more done and 
conduct operations in a more efficient and effective fashion. 

 
3) Opportunity cost – the Borough is at its limit in seeking further funding and taking on any 

new projects. Increasing the resources available to the Capital Project Director will allow 
for greater efficiencies allowing projects to get to the completion stage faster and therefore 
allowing the Borough to reset the cycle and pursue new funding and projects. The Wrangell 
Water Treatment Plant was quoted at $9M back in 2018. Now the Borough is spending 
$24M on a new Water Treatment Plant as the Borough lacked the staffing resources to get 
the project to the construction phase. A single salaried position added to the Capital Project 
Department will surely save hundreds of thousands if not millions in opportunity cost in 
the mid to long-run. 

 
The Senior Project Manager job description is attached to this item for review of the specific 
functions of the Senior Project Manager. The Senior Project Manager position is a mid-level 
professional position that is best fit at grade 28 of the existing non-union salaried wage and grade 
table. 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
 

RESOLUTION No.  04-24-1857 
 
A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 

WRANGELL, ALASKA CREATING THE SENIOR PROJECT 

MANAGER JOB DESCRIPTION WITHIN THE CAPITAL 

FACILITIES DEPARTMENT AND AMENDING THE NON-

UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE 

 
WHEREAS, the City and Borough of Wrangell has 37 projects and over $45M in funded 

capital projects heading into FY 2025, with over $80M in outstanding grant requests for further 
funding of existing capital projects on the Master CIP list; and 

 
WHEREAS, the Capital Projects department currently consists of a director and a 

construction manager, and while meaningful progress has been made on projects over the last 
fiscal cycle, the Borough believes that adding a Senior Project Manager position will provide 
significant benefits; and 

 
WHEREAS, the addition of a Senior Project Manager will create redundancy, allowing for 

the Capital Projects Director to delegate projects during absences or in the event of retirement; 
and 

 
WHEREAS, having one person responsible for seeking funding, conducting planning 

activities, overseeing construction, and ensuring compliance for 37 different projects is 
inefficient, and the vision is to have the Senior Project Manager manage "mid-size" projects that 
do not require daily attention from the Capital Projects Director; and 

 
WHEREAS, increasing resources available to the Capital Projects Director will allow for 

greater efficiencies, expedite project completion, and enable the Borough to pursue new funding 
and projects; and 

 
WHEREAS, Borough administration recommends creating the Senior Project Manager 

position to allow for greater productivity and to execute capital projects in an efficient and 
effective fashion. 

 
  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH 
OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, that: 
 
 Section 1. The attached Exhibit “A” includes the job description which describes the 
duties, responsibilities, and qualifications for the permanent position of Senior Project 
Manager. 
 
 Section 2. The attached Non-Union Wage & Grade table is amended to reflect the 
permanent full-time position of Senior Project Manager. 
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 Section 3. The job description for the Senior Project Manager will become effective 
immediately upon passage and approval of this resolution. 
 
 Section 4. The pay grade for the Senior Project Manager is hereby set at grade 28 of 
the Permanent, exempt, non-union wage and grade table. 
 
 PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF 
WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY OF APRIL 2024. 
 
       CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 
 
       

_________________________________ 
       Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 
 
 
 
ATTEST: _________________________________ 
      Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 
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Senior Project Manager  April 2024 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Senior Project Manager  Position Number:   

Department/Site: Capital Facilities FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Capital Facilities Director Salary Grade:  28 

 

Summary 
 

The Senior Project Manager is responsible for day-to-day project management of capital 

projects, either personally or through the management of contracted work, and is expected to 

exercise independent judgment, initiative, and professional skills and knowledge in the 

management of capital projects, building codes, and work with other Borough departments, 

assisting in special projects.  Works independently or cooperatively with others under the 

daily direction and supervision of the Capital Facilities Director.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Senior Project Manager position coordinates the scope, needs, and requirements for 

departmental projects with customers who may include citizens, outside agencies, other 

Borough departments, and other stakeholders.  The incumbent will ensure that projects are 

completed to the highest degree of quality with the available resources.  May be required to 

work extended hours, as determined by management or projects needs. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

This list is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY and is not a comprehensive listing of all functions and 

tasks performed by incumbents of this class. 

 

 Assists in the development of Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and Major 

Maintenance (MM) capital projects; develops and evaluates CIP/MM scope of work; 

assures that the development plans meet Borough, State and Federal compliance 

standards. 

 Evaluate CIP capital project requirements, Federal and State mandates, and resource 

availability; develop resource plans to meet design standards, project schedules, and 

construction codes. 

 Consult with design professionals, attorneys, builders, land owners and other 

Borough departments and outside agencies to ensure thorough project scope; analyze 

and recommend alternatives; analyze and review construction project plans for 

acceptability to achieve compliance. 

 Oversee contracted services work performed on capital projects or special projects to 

assure compliance with contract specifications; perform field inspections of various 

projects and document progress to project schedule; assure project activities are in 

compliance with project specifications and Borough policies. 

 Gather and analyze field data; develop and/or review cost estimates. 

 Assist design professional, contractors, and Borough asset managers regarding CIP 

capital project and solicitation scope, develop solicitations, contracts, and supporting 

documentation for review and approval. 

 Develop technical reports, drawings, and calculations as required; assemble data and 

generate status reports; assist with development of project budgets. 

 Communicate project goals and objectives and assure effective communications of 

project status. 
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Senior Project Manager  April 2024 

 Review contracts and proposals for accuracy, completeness, and compliance with 

project design and local policies and practice. 

 Monitor CIP/MM capital projects, plans, budgets; reviews special and recurring 

reports, budgets, payments, changes and contracts. 

 Work with the Capital Facilities Director to pursue and manage grants for assigned 

projects. 

 Develop contracts and proposals and ensures accuracy, completeness, and 

compliance with project design with Federal, State and Local policies and practices; 

prioritize projects to optimize funds spent on facilities and infrastructure. 

 Maintains and updates as-built records of all Borough facilities.  

 Performs Building Official duties as outlined in the Wrangell Municipal Code and 

other local, state and federal building and environmental codes, including plan 

review, issuing building permits and inspections.  

 Perform other related duties as assigned. 

 

Qualifications 

 

Knowledge 

 Borough organization and department operations, policies, and procedures. 

 Borough, State and Federal statutes, rules, codes, and regulations relating to 

construction and maintenance. 

 Engineering design principles and practices and proper methods and techniques of 

infrastructure construction projects. 

 Proper methods, materials, and standards for construction of various public works 

including building systems, streets, storm drain, water and sewer lines, curb, 

gutter and sidewalk, and similar public improvements. 

 Principles of public sector budgets, accounting, and contract management. 

 Capital improvement project management and public works construction concepts 

and methods. 

 Public works contract administration procedures, including the process of contract 

preparation, contractor selection, administration of contract change orders, 

disputes, claims, equal opportunity and closing of contracts. 

 Effective report writing requirements and techniques. 

 Principles and practices of effective supervision. 

 Accepted construction safety standards and regulations. 

 Personal computers, work processing, spreadsheets, project management software 

applications. 

 

Abilities & Skills 

 Interpreting, understanding, and applying Federal and State rules and regulations, 

and Borough policies and procedures. 

 Estimating capital project costs. 

 Prioritizing multiple tasks, projects, and demands. 

 Responding to inquiries from management, citizens, and regulatory agencies. 

 Read, interpret, and apply terms and requirements of pertinent specifications, 

laws, rules, and regulations. 

 Read, evaluate, and interpret complex construction drawings and technical 

reports. 

 Establish and maintain effective working relations with other Borough 

employees, citizens, contractors, architects, engineers, and representatives from 

other local, state, and Federal agencies. 
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Senior Project Manager  April 2024 

 Communicating professionally in a clear and concise manner, both orally and in 

writing, and effectively with customers, contractors, design professionals, outside 

agencies, and other employees of the organization. 

 Coordinate, prioritize, and integrate multiple projects in a cohesive and effective 

manner. 

 Ability to perform record keeping functions.  

 Developing and evaluating proposals for professional services and competitive 

bidding cost estimates. 

 Managing capital infrastructure projects and supervise field inspections. 

 Adapt to situations that are frequently not anticipated or planned for.   

 Work independently with minimal direct supervision. 

 

Physical Abilities 

 Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including the ability to 

bend, stoop, crawl, climb, and walk in confined areas.   

 Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, recognizing words and numbers 

and to drive and read and write. 

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

Education and Experience 

 Any combination of education, experience, and training that provides the best 

qualified candidates. A typical way to obtain the knowledge, skills, and abilities 

would be: 

 Six (6) years' experience in construction project management or construction 

engineering; OR a Bachelor's Degree in a relevant field plus two (2) years’ 

experience in construction project management or construction engineering; OR 

an equivalent combination of education and experience.   

 Demonstrated experience in a supervisory role.  

 Possession of the equivalent of a bachelor's degree from an accredited college or 

university with course work in construction management, engineering, or other 

field of study applicable to the responsibilities and requirements of this job/class 

is desirable. 

 

Licenses and Certificates 

 Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License or the ability to obtain one. 

 

Working Conditions 

 Work is performed in an office environment and at construction sites, including 

both indoor and outdoor sites. May be exposed to slippery surfaces, heavy 

equipment and machinery and inclement weather when conducting review of 

construction or project sites. 

 Will frequently work near moving machinery and mechanical parts. 

 Occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, 

hazardous and obnoxious working conditions, extreme heat, and risk of electrical 

shock.  

 The noise level in the work environment is usually moderated. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 

as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 

complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Permanent Non-exempt Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Hourly Compensation

old step

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8 15.56 15.88 16.18 16.48 16.79 17.10 17.44 17.78 18.11 18.46 18.81 19.17 19.54

9 16.25 16.55 16.86 17.19 17.53 17.86 18.20 18.54 18.89 19.27 19.64 20.02 20.40

10 16.98 17.32 17.67 18.02 18.38 18.75 19.12 19.51 19.89 20.29 20.69 21.11 21.54

11 17.72 18.07 18.45 18.81 19.18 19.57 19.97 20.36 20.77 21.18 21.61 22.05 22.48

12 18.45 18.80 19.16 19.54 19.91 20.29 20.67 21.09 21.49 21.90 22.33 22.75 23.19

13 19.30 19.66 20.04 20.42 20.81 21.22 21.63 22.05 22.46 22.91 23.36 23.80 24.26

14 20.16 20.55 20.95 21.36 21.77 22.18 22.62 23.06 23.49 23.94 24.41 24.88 25.35

15 21.10 21.53 21.95 22.39 22.84 23.29 23.76 24.24 24.72 25.22 25.72 26.24 26.76

16 22.04 22.45 22.90 23.34 23.78 24.24 24.73 25.20 25.68 26.18 26.69 27.21 27.74

17 23.07 23.50 23.95 24.42 24.90 25.38 25.86 26.38 26.89 27.41 27.95 28.49 29.04

18 24.13 24.61 25.07 25.55 26.04 26.56 27.07 27.59 28.14 28.68 29.25 29.82 30.40

21 27.50 28.05 28.59 29.14 29.71 30.30 30.88 31.48 32.10 32.71 33.34 34.00 34.67

23 29.70 30.29 30.87 31.47 32.09 32.70 33.36 34.00 34.66 35.34 36.03 36.74 37.45

25 32.19 32.81 33.47 34.11 34.77 35.47 36.15 36.87 37.59 38.33 39.08 39.85 40.63

26 33.52 34.17 34.83 35.52 36.21 36.92 37.64 38.38 39.13 39.89 40.67 41.47 42.28

8 Custodian 14 Dispatch/Corrections Officer 18 Administrative Assistant - Police

Corrections Sergeant

9 Library Assistant I 15 Public Works Administrative Assistant Firemedic/Trainer

MARKETING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR Accounting Generalist/Technician

12 DMV Assistant 17 Police Officer Recruit

Recreation Coordinator Accounting Clerk II 21 Police Officer Probationary

Library Assistant II

Nolan Center Attendant - Museum Collection 23 Police Officer

Nolan Center Coordinator

13 Accounting Clerk 25 Police Sergeant

Utility Accounts Clerk

Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 26 Police Lieutenant

Permanent, Salaried (Exempt) Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Monthly Compensation

old step 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

19 4,379.04    4,463.32    4,551.75    4,638.10    4,726.54    4,817.05    4,912.77    5,006.40    5,102.12    5,203.04    5,303.96    5,406.96     5,511.00     

22 4,950.22    5,048.02    5,146.86    5,247.78    5,348.70    5,453.78    5,559.90    5,666.02    5,779.42    5,891.79    6,007.27    6,123.79     6,246.27     

24 5,358.06    5,464.18    5,569.26    5,677.46    5,790.87    5,902.19    6,015.59    6,135.24    6,253.84    6,378.69    6,502.50    6,630.47     6,760.52     

25 5,579.67    5,687.87    5,801.27    5,913.63    6,027.04    6,147.72    6,266.33    6,391.18    6,516.03    6,643.99    6,773.00    6,907.22     7,042.47     

27 6,056.17    6,174.77    6,293.38    6,420.31    6,544.12    6,672.09    6,804.22    6,935.31    7,074.72    7,212.05    7,352.51    7,496.08     7,644.86     

28 6,458.64    6,587.16    6,714.66    6,849.30    6,981.90    7,119.60    7,259.34    7,402.14    7,548.00    7,695.90    7,847.88    8,001.90     8,158.98     

30 6,873.92    7,011.26    7,146.51    7,289.04    7,429.50    7,576.19    7,726.01    7,876.87    8,031.89    8,191.07    8,351.29    8,515.67     8,683.18     

31 7,148.59    7,292.16    7,432.62    7,580.35    7,727.05    7,878.95    8,035.01    8,192.11    8,353.37    8,518.80    8,685.26    8,855.88     9,030.67     

32 7,434.70    7,583.48    7,730.17    7,893.51    8,036.05    8,194.19    8,356.49    8,519.84    8,687.34    8,859.01    9,032.75    9,210.66     9,391.69     

33 7,732.25    7,886.23    8,039.17    8,199.39    8,357.53    8,521.92    8,690.46    8,860.05    9,034.83    9,213.78    9,393.77    9,578.96     9,767.28     

34 8,041.25    8,202.51    8,360.65    8,527.12    8,691.50    8,863.17    9,037.95    9,214.82    9,395.85    9,582.08    9,769.36    9,961.83     10,158.47   

35 8,362.74    8,530.24    8,694.62    8,868.37    9,039.00    9,217.94    9,400.01    9,583.12    9,772.48    9,965.99    10,160.55  10,360.30   10,564.22   

19 Civic Center Manager 28 30 Electrical Superintendent

Library Director Director of Public Works & Capital Projects

Port & Harbor Director

22  

24 Parks & Recreation Director 35 Police Chief

Fire Chief Deputy Borough Manager

Nolan Center Director

Construction and Facility Manager

Temporary/Part-time/Seasonal Employees

Hourly Compensation

Actual Temp Rates, Calendar Year 2023

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 12.00 12.33 12.66 12.99 13.32 13.65 13.98 14.31 14.64 14.97 15.30 15.63 16.00

8 15.00 15.50 16.00 16.50 17.00 17.50 18.00 18.50 19.00 19.50 20.00 20.50 21.00

9 18.00 18.33 18.66 18.99 19.32 19.65 19.98 20.31 20.64 20.97 21.30 21.63 22.00

10

7 Nolan Center Theater Temporary Worker

8 Aquatics & Recreation Temporary Worker

Election Worker

Library Technician

9 Election Chair and Co-Chair Person

Parks Maintenance Temporary Worker

Port & Harbor Maintenance Temporary Worker

Maintenance/Custodian Temporary Worker

10 Intern Postion

Resolution No . 04-24-1857

Economic Development 

Director

Fixed hourly rate of $20.00 per hour

Senior Project Manager
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

Approval of the Collective Bargaining Agreement with the International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers (IBEW) 1547 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

       
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

     

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

ATTACHMENTS: 1. Proposed IBEW Collective Bargaining Agreement 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve the Collective Bargaining Agreement with the International Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW), effective July 1, 2024, as presented.  
 

SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
Clerks Note: If the Assembly wishes to go into Executive Session to discuss this agreement before 
approving it, an Assembly Member may make a motion (after the motion to approve the agreement 
has been made) to “table the main motion until after the executive Session”.  
 
If this does occur, the main motion would then be “tabled” and then after the Executive Session, an 
assembly member would need to make a motion to “remove Item 13(   ) from the table to 
consider it”. That motion would need to be seconded and voted on before consideration.  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
The attached proposed Collective Bargaining Agreement is a result from the negotiations with the 
Union and City Negotiation Team.  
 
Key changes from the current CBA and the proposed CBA that would last from July 1, 2024 – June 
30, 2027 are as follows: 
 

 Each position’s grade on the Union Wage and Grade scale was evaluated for equity 
compared to “like” positions or those positions with similar duties and responsibilities. 

 The average wage increase across all positions was approximately 10%. 
 Annual step increases are no longer annual step increases but will now occur every other 

year. 
 There is a COLA of two (2) percent applied to the Wage and Grade scale each year 
 The Health Insurance contribution ratio was increased for employees going from 15% to 

20%. The Borough as the employer will now pay 80% of employee health benefits as 
opposed to 85%. 

 Vacation and Sick time will now be converted to Paid Time Off (PTO) with a total cap of 680 
hours. Vacation has a current cap of 520 hours and sick time has a cap of 480 hours. This 
reduces the overall compensated absence liability on the Borough’s books. 

 1 accrual day was reduced for each accrual level based on tenure. 
 Evaluations for all employees will happen uniformly on June 1st of each year. 
 Step increases will occur uniformly on July 1 of each year. 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1855 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR SEVERAL AMENDEMENTS TO UNION JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND 
AMENDING THE UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

       
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

     $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

Attachments: 1. Res no. 04-24-1855     2. Exhibit A – Job Descriptions (amended)   3. Exhibit B – 
Union Wage and Grade Table. 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1855. 
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 SUMMARY STATEMENT:  
With the approval of the IBEW Collective Bargaining Agreement, there are several job descriptions 
that require adjustments. They are as follows: 
 
 Harbor Maintenance/Security from Grade 13 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Sanitation Worker from Grade 14 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Maintenance Specialist I / Heavy Equipment Operator Trainee from Grade 14 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 WW/Water Treatment Plant Apprentice from Grade 15 to Grade 16 on the table. 

 Sanitation Operator from Grade 16 to Grade 17 on the table. 

 Marine Service Center Relief Operator from Grade 17 to Grade 18 on the table. 

 Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead from Grade 23 to Grade 19 on the table. 

 Port & Harbor Maintenance from Grade 17 to Grade 19 on the table. 

 Sanitation Lead from Grade 19 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Marine Service Center & Harbor Team Leader from Grade 19 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Maintenance Specialist III/Heavy Equipment Operator from Grade 20 to Grade 22 on the table. 

 Wastewater Treatment Leadman from Grade 23 to Grade 24 on the table. 

 Public Works Foreman from Grade 23 to Grade 25 on the table. 

 Water Treatment Operator Lead from Grade 25 to Grade 26 on the table. 

 Electrical Line Foreman from Grade 29 to Grade 28 on the table. 

 
The Union Wage & Grade Table will reflect these amendments along with the wage 
adjustments for all Union positions.  
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
 

RESOLUTION NO.  04-24-1855 
 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR 

SEVERAL AMENDEMENTS TO UNION JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

AND AMENDING THE UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE 

AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE DATE 

 WHEREAS, with the passage of the Collective Bargaining Agreement on April 9, 2024 the 

Union Wage and Grade Table has been modified; and 

 WHEREAS, the proposed Union Wage and Grade Table (Exhibit B) reflects several rate-of-

pay adjustments; and 

 WHEREAS, the proposed Job Descriptions (Exhibit A), reflects changes in the Grades in for 

several position; and 

 WHEREAS, the increases will be effective on July 1, 2024; and  

 WHEREAS, these changes affect the rate of pay that all Union employees are paid; and 

 WHEREAS, several job descriptions have been amended; and  

WHEREAS, the following job descriptions have been amended, as follows: 

Position Current Grade New Grade 

Harbor Maintenance/Security   13 15 

Sanitation Worker 14 15 

Maintenance Specialist I / Heavy Equipment Operator Trainee 14 15 

WW/Water Treatment Plant Apprentice 15 16 

Sanitation Operator 16 17 

Marine Service Center Relief Operator 17 18 

Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead 23 19 

Port & Harbor Maintenance 17 19 

Sanitation Lead 19 20 

Marine Service Center & Harbor Team Leader 19 20 

Maintenance Specialist III/Heavy Equipment Operator 20 22 

Wastewater Treatment Leadman 23 24 

Public Works Foreman 23 25 
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Water Treatment Operator Lead 25 26 

Electrical Line Foreman 29 28 

 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, that: 

Section 1: Effective Date. The Union Wage and Grade Table (Exhibit B) reflecting these changes 

are effective July 1, 2024. 

Section 2: Job Descriptions. The attached Exhibit “A” are the revised job descriptions which states 

the new wage grade for the following positions:  

 Harbor Maintenance/Security from Grade 13 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Sanitation Worker from Grade 14 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Maintenance Specialist I / Heavy Equipment Operator Trainee from Grade 14 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 WW/Water Treatment Plant Apprentice from Grade 15 to Grade 16 on the table. 

 Sanitation Operator from Grade 16 to Grade 17 on the table. 

 Marine Service Center Relief Operator from Grade 17 to Grade 18 on the table. 

 Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead from Grade 23 to Grade 19 on the table. 

 Port & Harbor Maintenance from Grade 17 to Grade 19 on the table. 

 Sanitation Lead from Grade 19 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Marine Service Center & Harbor Team Leader from Grade 19 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Maintenance Specialist III/Heavy Equipment Operator from Grade 20 to Grade 22 on the table. 

 Wastewater Treatment Leadman from Grade 23 to Grade 24 on the table. 

 Public Works Foreman from Grade 23 to Grade 25 on the table. 

 Water Treatment Operator Lead from Grade 25 to Grade 26 on the table. 

 Electrical Line Foreman from Grade 29 to Grade 28 on the table. 

 

Section 3: Wage & Grade Table. The attachment Exhibit “B” is the Union Wage and Grade Table, 

which repeals all previous Pay Plans for Union employees. 
 

PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & BOROUGH OF 

WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY APRIL 2024.      

 

___________________________________ 

Patricia Gilbert, Borough Mayor 

 

 

ATTEST:  __________________________________ 

      Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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Wage Scale, IBEW-represented positions, Effective July 1, 2024 through June 30, 2025

Grade Position Title 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

13  15 Harbor Maintenance/Security 21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

14  15 Sanitation Worker  21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

14  15 Maint Specialist I / Heavy Equip Operator Trainee 21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

15 Administrative Assistant-Harbors 21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

15 Custodian - Light Maintenance 21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

15 Parks Light Maintenance 21.92          22.36         22.81         23.26          23.73        24.20        24.69        25.18        25.68        26.20        26.72 27.25 27.80   

15 16 Water Trt. Plant Apprentice 22.92          23.38         23.84         24.32          24.81        25.30        25.81        26.32        26.85        27.39        27.94 28.49 29.06   

16 Electrical Dispatch Secretary 22.04          22.45         22.90         23.34          23.78        24.24        24.73        25.20        25.68        26.18        26.68 27.20 27.73   

16  17 Sanitation Operator 23.99          24.47         24.96         25.46          25.97        26.49        27.01        27.56        28.11        28.67        29.24 29.83 30.42   

17 Recreation Facility Maintenance Specialist 23.99          24.47         24.96         25.46          25.97        26.49        27.01        27.56        28.11        28.67        29.24 29.83 30.42   

17  18 Marine Service Center Relief Operator 25.13          25.63         26.15         26.67          27.20        27.75        28.30        28.87        29.44        30.03        30.63 31.25 31.87   

19 Mechanic 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

19 Maint. Specialist II/Heavy Equip Operator 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

19 Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

23  19 Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

19 Diesel Electric Mechanic Assistant 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

17  19 Port & Harbor Maintenance 26.27          26.80         27.33         27.88          28.44        29.01        29.59        30.18        30.78        31.40        32.02 32.67 33.32   

19  20 Sanitation Lead 27.53          28.08         28.64         29.21          29.80        30.39        31.00        31.62        32.25        32.90        33.55 34.23 34.91   

19  20 Marine Service Center & Harbor Team Leader 27.53          28.08         28.64         29.21          29.80        30.39        31.00        31.62        32.25        32.90        33.55 34.23 34.91   

20 Power Generation Mechanic/Operator 27.53          28.08         28.64         29.21          29.80        30.39        31.00        31.62        32.25        32.90        33.55 34.23 34.91   

21 Water / Wastewater Treatment Operator - Level II 28.60          29.17         29.75         30.35          30.96        31.57        32.21        32.85        33.51        34.18        34.86 35.56 36.27   

20  22 Maint. Specialist III/Heavy Equip Operator 29.74          30.34         30.95         31.57          32.20        32.84        33.50        34.17        34.85        35.55        36.26 36.98 37.72   

23 Mechanic Lead 30.89          31.51         32.14         32.78          33.44        34.11        34.79        35.48        36.19        36.92        37.66 38.41 39.18   

23  24 Wastewater Treatment Leadman 32.18          32.83         33.48         34.15          34.84        35.53        36.25        36.97        37.71        38.46        39.23 40.02 40.82   

23  25 Public Works Foreman 33.48          34.15         34.83         35.53          36.24        36.96        37.70        38.46        39.22        40.01        40.81 41.63 42.46   

23 Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead 29.70          30.29         30.87         31.47          32.09        32.70        33.36        34.00        34.66        35.34        36.03 36.74 37.46   

25  26 Water Treatment Operator Lead 34.91          35.60         36.32         37.04          37.78        38.54        39.31        40.10        40.90        41.72        42.55 43.40 44.27   

27 Electrical Lineman 46.05          46.95         47.87         48.80          49.75        50.73        51.72        52.73        53.76        54.81        55.88 56.97 58.08   
29  28 Electrical Line Foreman 51.51          52.51         53.54         54.58          55.65        56.74        57.88        59.01        60.16        61.34        62.53 63.76 65.00   

Lineman Apprentice 50% 55% 60% 65% 75% 80% 85% 90% 100%

23.03          25.82         28.72         31.72          37.32        40.58        43.96        47.45        53.76        

7/1/2022 12/30/2022 6/30/2023 12/30/2023 7/1/2024 ######### 7/1/2025 ######### 6/30/2026

Resolution No. 04-24-1855

 

StepsCity & Borough of Wrangell IBEW W&G Table 
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Wage Scale, IBEW-represented positions, July 1, 2021 to June 30, 2024

Grade Position Title 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
13 Harbor Maintenance/Security 19.30          19.66         20.04         20.42          20.81        21.22        21.63        22.05        22.46        22.91        23.35 23.80 24.26   
14 Sanitation Worker  20.16          20.55         20.95         21.36          21.77        22.18        22.62        23.06        23.49        23.94        24.40 24.88 25.36   
14 Maint Specialist I / Heavy Equipment Operator 20.16          20.55         20.95         21.36          21.77        22.18        22.62        23.06        23.49        23.94        24.40 24.88 25.36   
15 Administrative Assistant-Harbors 21.08          21.48         21.89         22.31          22.75        23.19        23.64        24.09        24.56        25.03        25.52 26.01 26.52   
15 Water Trt. Plt. Apprentice 21.08          21.48         21.89         22.31          22.75        23.19        23.64        24.09        24.56        25.03        25.52 26.01 26.52   
15 Custodian - Light Maintenance 21.08          21.48         21.89         22.31          22.75        23.19        23.64        24.09        24.56        25.03        25.52 26.01 26.52   
15 Parks Light Maintenance 21.08          21.48         21.89         22.31          22.75        23.19        23.64        24.09        24.56        25.03        25.52 26.01 26.52   
16 Electrical Dispatch Secretary 22.04          22.45         22.90         23.34          23.78        24.24        24.73        25.20        25.68        26.18        26.68 27.20 27.73   
16 Sanitation Operator 22.04          22.45         22.90         23.34          23.78        24.24        24.73        25.20        25.68        26.18        26.68 27.20 27.73   
17 Recreation Facility Maintenance Specialist 23.07          23.50         23.95         24.42          24.90        25.38        25.86        26.38        26.89        27.41        27.95 28.49 29.04   
17 Port & Harbor Maintenance 23.07          23.50         23.95         24.42          24.90        25.38        25.86        26.38        26.89        27.41        27.95 28.49 29.04   
17 Marine Service Center Relief Operator 23.07          23.50         23.95         24.42          24.90        25.38        25.86        26.38        26.89        27.41        27.95 28.49 29.04   
19 Mechanic 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
19 Diesel Electric Mechanic Assistant 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
19 Sanitation Lead 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
19 Maint. Specialist II/Heavy Equip Operator 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
19 Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
19 Marine Service Center & Harbor Team Leader 25.26          25.75         26.26         26.76          27.27        27.79        28.34        28.88        29.43        30.02        30.60 31.20 31.80   
20 Power Generation Mechanic/Operator 26.47          26.98         27.50         28.05          28.59        29.14        29.71        30.30        30.88        31.48        32.10 32.72 33.36   
20 Maint. Specialist III/Heavy Equip Operator 26.47          26.98         27.50         28.05          28.59        29.14        29.71        30.30        30.88        31.48        32.10 32.72 33.36   
21 Water / Wastewater Treatment Operator - Level II 27.50          28.05         28.59         29.14          29.71        30.30        30.88        31.48        32.10        32.71        33.34 34.00 34.67   
23 Public Works Foreman 29.70          30.29         30.87         31.47          32.09        32.70        33.36        34.00        34.66        35.34        36.03 36.74 37.46   
23 Wastewater Treatment Leadman 29.70          30.29         30.87         31.47          32.09        32.70        33.36        34.00        34.66        35.34        36.03 36.74 37.46   
23 Mechanic Lead 29.70          30.29         30.87         31.47          32.09        32.70        33.36        34.00        34.66        35.34        36.03 36.74 37.46   
23 Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead 29.70          30.29         30.87         31.47          32.09        32.70        33.36        34.00        34.66        35.34        36.03 36.74 37.46   
25 Water Treatment Operator Lead 32.19          32.81         33.47         34.11          34.77        35.47        36.15        36.87        37.59        38.33        39.08 39.85 40.63   
27 Electrical Lineman 34.94          35.62         36.31         37.04          37.76        38.49        39.25        40.01        40.81        41.61        42.42 43.25 44.10   
29 Electrical Line Foreman 38.01          38.77         39.51         40.31          41.09        41.90        42.72        43.56        44.41        45.29        46.18 47.09 48.01   

Lineman Apprentice 50% 55% 60% 65% 75% 80% 85% 90% 100%
17.47          19.59         21.79         24.07          28.32        30.80        33.37        36.01        40.81        

7/1/2022 12/30/2022 6/30/2023 12/30/2023 7/1/2024 ######### 7/1/2025 ######### 6/30/2026

Resolution No. 08-23-1803

StepsCity & Borough of Wrangell IBEW W&G Table 
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Harbor Maintenance/Security 
 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Harbor Maintenance/Security Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Harbor Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Reports to/Evaluated by:  HarbormasterPort & Harbor Director Salary Grade:  1315 

 

Summary 
 

Performs light maintenance outlined by Harbormaster or designee. Collects daily inventory of 

all vessels utilizing harbor facilities and items stored on Port properties. Assigns transient 

moorage to vessels and performs basic office duties. Works with the public as well as other 

borough departments and state and federal agencies. Performs duties as part of the Department 

of Homeland Security Port Security Plan. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

Harbor Maintenance/Security works under the close supervision of the Harbormaster to carry 

out the day to day work to assure harbor equipment is running smoothly and safely 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Completes maintenance projects outlined by maintenance personnel.  

 Collects the daily inventory of vessels and stored items utilizing Port and Harbor facilities. 

 Performs security patrols in all Port and Harbor facilities. 

 Enforces Port and Harbor rules and regulations. 

 Monitors vessels to avoid sinking or damage to facilities and contacts vessel owners when 

needed. 

 Keeps Port and Harbor facilities (hoists, dumpsters, used oil containers, floats, parking 

lots, storage lots) clean from garbage or debris.  

 Conducts other Port and Harbors related business such as moorage assignment, billing, 

boatyard duties or other duties as assigned by Harbormaster. 

 Performs and enforces duties outlined in the Wrangell Port Security Plan.  

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires basic computer skills sufficient to run harbor management program. Ability to 

communicate effectively and politely with the public. Requires boat handling skills. 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to operate, or learn to operate, port equipment including but not limited to, boats, 

forklifts, loaders, four wheelers, snow blowers, pressure washers, drills, saws, welders and 

other mechanical equipment. Ability to communicate courteously and professionally to 

customers, coworkers, and members of the general public. 

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Ability to lift and carry 50 pounds. Ability to work in all weather conditions. Ability to 

work throughout all hours of the day. 
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Harbor Maintenance/Security 
 

 

 Education and Experience 

High school diploma or GED. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Valid Alaska Driver’s License. Valid CDL preferable or the ability to gain one within 6 

months. Basic First Aid and CPR certificate or the ability to gain certificate within 6 

months. Valid TWIC card or the ability to obtain one within 6 months.  

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed outdoors in all weather conditions and at all hours.  

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Sanitation Worker 
 8-23-20224-9-2024 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Sanitation Worker Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works and the Sanitation 

Lead  

Salary Grade:   1415 

 

Summary 
 

Primarily responsible for the operation, maintenance and repair of the City’s Waste Transfer 

Facility and for garbage collection services throughout the community. Works independently 

or cooperatively with others under the daily direction and supervision of the Public Works 

Director and Sanitation Lead. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Sanitation Worker plays an important role in the community, maintaining its general 

cleanliness, as well as in administering the key municipal asset that is the Waste Transfer 

Facility.  

 
The Sanitation Worker is the first step on a 2 stage sanitation staff career path. Promotion to Sanitation 

Operator is required within one year and is possible upon acquisition of a CDL and sufficient time and 

satisfactory performance demonstrating knowledge of how to operate sanitation trucks for collection 

and the ability to satisfy all requirements of that job description. 

 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Personally operate, repair, and maintain the City’s Waste Transfer Facility.  

 Personally operate and maintain sanitation department equipment including, but not 

limited to, excavator, forklift, tire shear, and baler  

 Personally maintain the closed municipal landfill in accordance with the landfill post-

closure plan. 

 Operates transfer of sanitation including weighting private loads, determining charges, and 

handling money and account charges.  

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of assigned city equipment. 

 Must exhibit strong interpersonal skills to courteously and effectively direct customers to 

follow local, state, and federal rules for refuse collection and disposal. 

 Must read and understand City of Wrangell Ordinances, the landfill post-closure plan, and 

the Transfer Station Operations Manual. Must operate the facility according to those 

guidelines. 

 Ensures that all waste brought to the landfill is separated by type of material and placed in 

the proper location. 

 Ensures that recyclable materials are separated and shipped to the proper recycling agents.  

 Identifies and corrects possible safety or maintenance problems. 

 Identifies possible hazardous substances and ensures that they are kept separate from other 

waste and are either properly stored or turned away from the waste handling facility.  

 Maintains logs, reports, and records of transfer station, equipment operations, and 

maintenance.  

 Recovers refrigerant from discarded appliances according to EPA regulations.  

 Is responsible for purchasing supplies as needed according to City purchasing guidelines. 

 Participates in all job-related training and required safety training; promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Assists in revising sanitation department methods and procedures to maximize safety and 

operational efficiency. 

 Ensures proper handling and disposal of burnable waste 

 Performs other related work as required.  
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Sanitation Worker 
 8-23-20224-9-2024 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Must be able to operate all equipment and use all tools required to perform the duties 

listed in this document and to use them effectively in the operating environments 

encountered in this job. 

 Must be able to read account ledger, record individual account numbers, and calculate 

charges. 

 Must be able to record truck weight and determine net weight of waste. 

 Must be able to estimate cubic yard volumes. 

 Must be able to perform sample collection, and minor lab testing on landfill leachate 

samples. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to operate transfer station equipment 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and maintenance 

instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to speak professionally and effectively with customers and other employees of 

the organization.  

 Requires basic IT skills to perform duties including but not limited to proficiency in 

Microsoft word, Excel and outlook. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Must be able to regularly lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift and/or 

move up to 100 pounds. 

 Frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools, 

or controls, climb or balance, talk or hear, sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 

 Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 

peripheral vision, and depth perception 

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

High school diploma or general education degree (GED); or one-year related experience 

and/or training; or equivalent combination of education and experience. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Will be required to obtain an EPA refrigeration license within one year to allow for the 

evacuation of refrigerant from discarded appliances. 

 

 Working Conditions 

 While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly exposed to moving 

mechanical parts and outside weather conditions.  

 The employee is occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, moderate heat, 

and extreme cold.  

 The noise level in the work environment often requires hearing protection to be used. 

 The employee has direct contact with the public, sometimes of an adversarial and 

stressful nature. 

 Typically works on a Tuesday through Saturday schedule 

 

This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 

as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 

complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 

 

             

Employee Signature       Date  
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Maint Specialist I/Heavy Equip Operator 
 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Maint Specialist I/Heavy Equip Operator Trainee Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works  Salary Grade:  1415 

 

Summary 
 

Assists with construction, maintenance, repair and alteration of streets, sidewalks, drainage, 

sewer and water utilities.  Operates various public works heavy equipment in performance of 

Public Works projects and other City department projects.  Primarily assists with street and 

utility work but will also be used to assist and fill in within all public works divisions as 

needed.  Works independently or cooperatively with others under the daily direction and 

supervision of the Public Works Foreman. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 The Maintenance Specialist I is the first step on the multi-stage Maintenance Specialist 

career path.  Promotion to Maintenance Specialist II/Heavy Equipment Operator is required 

within three years and is possible upon sufficient time and satisfactory performance 

demonstrating knowledge of how to operate heavy equipment and the ability to satisfy all 

requirements of that job description. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Assists with road construction, maintenance, and repair of City streets, sidewalks, alleys, 

and public areas including, but not limited to, grading of gravel roads, pothole repairs on 

asphalt and concrete roads, marking of crosswalks and painting curbs, sign installation 

and maintenance, cleaning of catch-basins and ditches, brush removal, sweeping, and 

removal of snow in winter. 

 Assists with sewer, water construction, maintenance, repair and alterations including 

locating utilities, using heavy equipment and hand tools to excavate utilities without 

causing additional damage to underground lines, fixtures, and structures, backfilling and 

compacting the excavation, and repairing the road surface.  Installs, maintains, and 

repairs, fire hydrant system.  Will be required to operate various utility tracing and video 

inspection equipment. 

 Keeps detailed records of all work performed and updates utility as-builts as work is 

performed. 

 Assists in locating and laying out grave plots, digging, shoring, and back filling graves, 

placing caskets and urns in plots, setting grave markers, and leaving Cemetery in 

satisfactory condition. 

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment.  

Keeps equipment properly fueled and lubricated, performs or assists with tire work, and 

assists mechanics with repairs or maintenance if needed.   

 Participates in all job related training and required safety training. Promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices.   

 Will work with various levels of independence under the supervision of the Public 

Works Foreman and will often work under the direction of other Public Works 

employees and City departments that require the assistance of Public Works. 

 May perform any of various duties required in the operation of the City rock pit, 
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Maint Specialist I/Heavy Equip Operator 
 

including moving rock with dozer, excavator, wheeled loader, or dump truck and 

operating and maintaining the rock crusher. 

 Scheduled and emergency projects occasionally require extended working hours and 

overtime, especially during winter snow removal efforts. 

 Assists with facilities maintenance when extra help or expertise is needed. 

 May assist with work within other Public Works divisions as manpower needs arise. 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Will be required to participate in other job related training and safety training as it is 

offered.  Examples are flagging training, CPR/First Aid, confined spaces training, etc. 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to read and interpret documents such as project specification and prints, safety 

rules, operating and maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals. Ability to 

communicate calmly and effectively with citizens and fellow City employees. Ability to 

add, subtract, multiply and divide. Ability to perform these operations while often 

converting between different units of measurement. Ability to apply commonsense 

understanding to carry out detailed but uninvolved written or oral instructions. Ability to 

deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in standardized situations.  Ability 

to adapt to situations that frequently are not as anticipated or planned for. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including some ability to bend, 

stoop, and walk in confined areas. Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, 

recognizing words and numbers. Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in 

person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

Must have a high school diploma or general education degree (GED); or must have 

sufficient education to clearly read, write, and speak English and have one year of 

applicable experience in addition to that listed below. Must work effectively and 

cooperatively with other employees.   

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Required to obtain an Alaska Class A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with 

tanker endorsement within six months.  

 Must satisfy all requirements necessary and advance to “Maintenance Specialist II/ 

Heavy Equipment Operator” within three(3) years of employment as “Maintenance 

Specialist I/ Heavy Equipment Operator Trainee”. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

physical labor and equipment operation. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Water/Wastewater Trt. Plt. Apprentice 
 Rev. 04-09-202406/28/2023 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Water/Wastewater Trt. Plt. Apprentice Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Lead Water and Lead Wastewater Operator 

and the Director of Public Works 

Salary Grade:  1516 

 

Summary 
 

Primarily responsible for the operation, maintenance and repair of the City’s water treatment 

plant and wastewater treatment plant, reservoirs, lagoons, lift stations, and pump stations.  

 

Reports to Wastewater Leadman and Water Leadman on both water and wastewater 

treatment plant repair and maintenance. Occasionally works with Public Works department 

on sewer or water repair. May be required to assist Public Works crew in special projects.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 The Water/Wastewater Treatment Plant Apprentice position is the introductory position in 

the City and Borough of Wrangell’s water and wastewater treatment positions.  

Advancement to Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator is upon receiving both the 

Wastewater Treatment Level I and Water Treatment Level I certifications and a letter of 

competency on water and wastewater treatment plant operations from both water and 

wastewater department lead men.  An Apprentice operator will be under the Maintenance 

Specialist pay scale until promotion. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Personally operate, repair, and maintain the City’s water treatment plant, pressure 

reduction valves, tanks, and water pumps. 

 Personally operate, repair, and maintain the City’s wastewater treatment plant, lagoons, 

lift stations and pump stations. 

 Typically works a Monday through Friday schedule. 

 Occasionally assist crews in sewer, water and road maintenance, repair and minor 

alterations. 

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment. 

 Adjust the operation of the water and wastewater treatment plant to meet changing low 

conditions for peak efficiencies of operation. Ensure that water quality standards are 

being met. 

 Performs laboratory tests and chemical analyses of drinking water and wastewater as 

required. Records temperature, turbidity, color, flow rate, pH, oxygen demand, fecal 

coliform and chlorine residual.  

 Required to maintain logs, reports and records of water and wastewater treatment plant 

operations and maintenance and adjust control equipment for water plant production. 

Checks and adjusts flow of chlorine into water system. 

 Performs other related work as required.  

 Must have basic computer skills, including use of Microsoft’s Word, Excel and Outlook 

programs and the aptitude to learn the SCADA and other technical components of either 

treatment process. 

 Performs other job related duties and responsibilities that support the overall objective of 

the position, or as assigned by the Water/Wastewater Lead or the Public Works Director. 

 This position is subject to call out or call back for emergencies or staff shortages in order 

to facilitate or sustain operations. 
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 Participates in all job related training and required safety training; promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 

duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, 

skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 

individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.  

 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and 

maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals. 

 ▪ Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work 

productively and cooperatively with supervisors, other CBW employees, external 

customers, and vendors, and convey a positive image of the City.  Ability to work 

with mathematical concepts such as probability and statistical inference, and 

fundamentals of plane and solid geometry. 

 Ability to apply concepts such as fractions, percentages, ratios, and proportions to 

practical situations.  

 Ability to apply commonsense understanding to carry out detailed written or oral 

instructions.  

 Ability to deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in standardized 

situations.  

 

 Physical Abilities 

Frequently required to: 

 Stand 

 Walk 

 Use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools or controls 

 Reach with hands and arms 

 Climb or balance 

 Talk or hear 

Frequently required to sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 

Frequently lift and/or move up to 100 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move more than 

100 pounds.  

 

Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 

peripheral vision, and depth perception.  

 

 Education and Experience 

Must have high school diploma or general education degree (GED), or one year related 

experience and/or training or equivalent combination of education and experience.  

 

Must be able to obtain an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Level I 

certification in both water and wastewater treatment within 1-1/2 years.  

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license.  

 

 Working Conditions 
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Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

physical labor and equipment operation. May regularly work in outside weather 

conditions and is regularly exposed to extreme cold. Frequently works near moving 

mechanical parts and is frequently exposed to wet and/or humid conditions. Occasionally 

exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, extreme heat, and risk 

of electrical shock. Noise level in the work environment is usually moderate. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.  It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 

Position:   Sanitation Operator Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works and the Sanitation 

Lead 

Salary Grade:  1617 

 

Summary 

 
Primarily responsible for the operation, maintenance, and repair of the City’s Waste Transfer Facility 

and for garbage collection services throughout the community. Works independently or cooperatively 

with others under the daily direction and supervision of the Public Works Director  and Sanitation Lead. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 

 
The Sanitation Worker plays an important role in the community, maintaining its general cleanliness, 

as well as in administering the key municipal asset that is the Waste Transfer Facility.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

 

 Personally operate, repair, and maintain the City’s Waste Transfer Facility.  

 Personally operate and maintain all sanitation department equipment including, but not 

limited to, garbage trucks, excavator, tire shear, forklift, bulldozer, and baler. 

 Personally maintain the closed municipal landfill in accordance with the landfill post-

closure plan. 

 Performs scheduled sanitation collection for the community, in all weather and road 

conditions. 

 Operates transfer of sanitation including weighting private loads, determining charges, and 

handling money and account charges.  

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment. 

 Must exhibit strong interpersonal skills to courteously and effectively direct customers to 

follow local, state, and federal rules for refuse collection and disposal. 

 Must read and understand City of Wrangell Ordinances, the landfill post-closure plan, and 

the Transfer Station Operations Manual. Must operate the facility according to those 

guidelines. 

 Ensures that all waste brought to the landfill is separated by type of material and placed in 

the proper location. 

 Ensures that recyclable materials are separated and shipped to the proper recycling agents.  

 Identifies and corrects possible safety or maintenance problems. 

 Performs laboratory sample collection of Leachate as required by our permits according 

to the prescribed sample schedule. Ensures that required sampling materials are kept on 

hand. Keeps records of test results and ensures that copies are sent to the proper agencies.  

 Identifies possible hazardous substances and ensures that they are kept separate from other 

waste and are either properly stored or turned away from the waste handling facility.  

 Maintains logs, reports, and records of transfer station, equipment operations, and 

maintenance.  

 Recovers refrigerant from discarded appliances according to EPA regulations.  

 Is responsible for purchasing supplies as needed according to City purchasing guidelines. 

 Participates in all job-related training and required safety training; promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Assists in revising sanitation department methods and procedures to maximize safety and 

operational efficiency. 

 Ensures proper handling and disposal of burnable waste 

 Performs other related work as required.  

 

Qualifications 
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 Knowledge and Skills 

 Must be able to operate all equipment and use all tools required to perform the duties 

listed in this document and to use them effectively in the operating environments 

encountered in this job. 

 Must be able to read account ledger, record individual account numbers, and calculate 

charges. 

 Must be able to record truck weight and determine net weight of waste. 

 Must be able to estimate cubic yard volumes. 

 Must be able to perform sample collection, and minor lab testing on landfill leachate 

samples. 

 Requires basic IT skills to perform duties including but not limited to proficiency in 

Microsoft word, Excel and outlook. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to drive the sanitation truck under severe weather conditions on a defined 

schedule safely and efficiently.  

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and maintenance 

instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to speak professionally and effectively with customers and other employees of 

the organization.  

 Ability to operate transfer station equipment. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Must be able to regularly lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift and/or 

move up to 100 pounds. 

 Frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools, 

or controls, climb or balance, talk or hear, sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 

 Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 

peripheral vision, and depth perception 

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

High school diploma or general education degree (GED); or one-year related experience 

and/or training; or equivalent combination of education and experience. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Must have a valid Alaska Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). This position operates 

under a DOT mandated random drug testing program. 

 Will be required to obtain an EPA refrigeration license within one year to allow for the 

evacuation of refrigerant from discarded appliances. 

 

 Working Conditions 

 While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly exposed to moving 

mechanical parts and outside weather conditions.  

 The employee is occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, moderate heat, 

and extreme cold.  

 The noise level in the work environment often requires hearing protection to be used. 

 The employee has direct contact with the public, sometimes of an adversarial and 

stressful nature. 

 Typically works a Monday through Friday schedule 

 
This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties as well 

as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a complete list of all 

responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 

 

             

Employee Signature       Date  
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Marine Service Center Relief Operator Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Harbor Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Reports to/Evaluated by:  HarbormasterPort & Harbor Director Salary Grade:  1718 

 

Summary 
 

The Marine Service Center Relief Operator daily routine includes but is not limited to, safely 

operating multiple types of heavy equipment to move vessels and materials to designated 

work and storage areas. Schedules vessel haul-outs, operates the yard equipment and dictates 

traffic flow and yard usage with all users. Performs preventative maintenance on all Marine 

Service Center equipment and buildings. Keeps daily OSHA logs for equipment compliance. 

Performs duties as part of the Department of Homeland Security Port Security Plan. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Marine Service Center Relief Operator is responsible for making sure all equipment and 

blocking is kept in safe working order. Must be able to operate a 150 & 300-ton Mobile 

vessel crane and 40-ton hydraulic trailer.  Must possess a high regard for safety in the 

workplace. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 

 Operates and maintains boat handling equipment. 

 Check equipment daily for proper fluid levels and general operation including hydraulic 

lines and fittings, forks and straps condition and report and maintenance/repair issues to 

Port and Harbor Director and Marine Service Center Leadman. 

 Organizes and schedules the hauling, launching and movement of vessels.  

 Serves as on-site coordinator of boat yard/port yard. 

 Coordinates traffic flow and yard usage with all customers.  

 Enforces Yard Rules and promotes “Best Management Practices”.  

 Translates all relevant billable information to Harbor Office. 

 Organizes all yard equipment including blocking and boat stands. 

 Properly secure vessels on hydraulic trailer 

 Places keel blocks, boat stands and support blocks under vessels in accordance with size 

of vessel.  

 Position hull support blocks and frames against boat bottom for vertical support. 

 Works in other sub-departments of port and harbor when Marine Service Center is not 

running. 

 Performs and enforces duties outlined in the Wrangell Port Security Plan.  

 Serves as acting Port and Harbor Director and Relief Marine Service Center Coordinator 

when assigned. 

 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires a working knowledge of the principals of vessel handling. Requires a working 
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knowledge of hull types and the differences associated with hauling them. Requires 

working knowledge of the safety issues associated with boat yards. Requires working 

knowledge of boatyard Best Management Practices. Requires working knowledge of 

vessel blocking procedures. Requires working knowledge of container companies’ 

practices and procedures.   

 

 Abilities 

Ability to operate, or learn to operate, port equipment including but not limited to, boats, 

forklifts, loaders, hydraulic trailers, pressure washers, Travelift and other mechanical 

equipment. Ability to coordinate safe traffic flow within yard with all users. Ability to 

coordinate and schedule haul-outs, launches and any other boat yard activities. Ability to 

communicate courteously and professionally to customers, coworkers, and members of 

the general public.  

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Ability to lift and carry 50 pounds. Ability to work in all weather conditions. Ability to 

work throughout all hours of the day.  

 

 Education and Experience 

 High School Diploma or GED. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Valid Alaska Driver’s License. Valid CDL. Basic First Aid and CPR certificate or the 

ability to gain certificate within 6 months. Forklift Certificate 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed outdoors in all weather conditions and at all hours.  

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell      Position Description 
Position:   Facility Maintenance Specialist Position Number:  

Department/Site:  Capital Facilities Department Parks & Recreation Director FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Lead Facility Maintenance Specialist or Capital 
Facilities Director 

Salary Grade:  19 

Summary 

The Facility Maintenance Specialist is responsible for the day to day maintenance and repairs 
of all City & Borough of Wrangell (Borough) buildings and grounds.  Occasionally works 
with other Borough departments, assisting with special projects.  Works independently or 
cooperatively with others under the daily direction and supervision of the Facility 
Maintenance Specialist Lead. 

Distinguishing Career Features 

Performs a wide range of maintenance services throughout all Borough-owned facilities.  
Performs comprehensive mid-level technical maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair of 
Borough building systems and equipment.  May be required to work extended hours, as 
determined by management or facility need. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

This list is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY and is not a comprehensive listing of all functions and 
tasks performed by incumbents of this class. 

 The Facility Maintenance Specialist performs a wide range of skilled work in the
repair and maintenance of facility structures, their building systems and equipment for
all Borough-owned facilities; resolves emergency situations; ensures that assignments
are completed in a safe, proper, and timely manner, while using standardized practices
and/or methods.

 Assists the Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead in identifying future facility
improvement needs.

 Inspects facilities, systems, equipment, and supplies, on a regular basis, for the
purpose of identifying and accomplishing priorities for maintenance and repair.

 Complies with all safety requirements and practices.
 Performs maintenance and repair of all building structures and their systems, including

but not limited to, electrical, heating, cooling, ventilation, boilers, plumbing systems,
carpentry work for construction, and other maintenance and repair tasks; performs mid-
level technical maintenance and repair tasks as appropriate.

 Receives work requests through work orders and/or direct contact.  Keeps work order
data entry current and maintains computerized maintenance records.

 Investigates and troubleshoots problems with facilities and equipment, and coordinates
problem resolution as appropriate; responds to emergency breakdowns, and repair
delinquent equipment on a timely basis.

 Implements and schedules preventative maintenance for all Borough facilities,
equipment, and systems, including elevators, heating and air conditioning systems,
ventilation systems, digital and pneumatic controls, electrical systems, security and fire
alarm systems, fire extinguishers, and office equipment.

_________________

______
_______________ Parks & Recreation Director
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 Troubleshoots and resolves or oversees resolution of routine maintenance problems, 
such as structural problems, cabinet repair, or basic mechanical or other equipment 
malfunctions. 

 Monitors, operates, and troubleshoots the digital HVAC control systems present in in 
some Borough facilities.     

 Participates in all job-related training and required safety training; promotes continuous 
improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 As appropriate, contacts and coordinates external contractors and service agencies to 
schedule certain maintenance or repair work and ensures timely and effective work 
completion.  Prepares requisitions for such materials according to established 
procedures. 

 Maintains adequate inventory of necessary spare parts and serviceability of necessary 
maintenance supplies and equipment: purchases materials, supplies, and/or equipment 
as appropriate. 

 Prepares and maintains records on all maintenance activities and keeps all facility 
Operations & Maintenance manuals up to date. 

 Responsible for the proper care and safe use and maintenance of all assigned Borough 
materials and equipment.  

 Assures that required inspections, such as sprinkler, fire alarm, and elevators, take place 
in a timely manner and that deficiencies identified during inspections are addressed in 
a timely manner.  

 Assures Borough facilities stay in compliance with OSHA, EPA, Building and Fire 
Code, and other regulatory requirements.  

 This position requires the employee to wear a variety of respirators as part of the job 
duties. Therefore, the employee must be able to pass a medical evaluation and a 
quantitative fit test on an annual basis.   

 This position may require the employee to enter confined spaces as part of the job 
duties. Employees that participate or have duties in the Confined Space Program will 
receive training to ensure that each individual has the understanding, knowledge and 
skills necessary to safely perform all permit-required confined space operations.  

 Occasionally assists other department crews as manpower needs arise. 
 May be required to work extended hours, as determined by management or facility 

needs.  
 This position is subject to call-out or call-back at any time due to staff shortages or 

emergencies, to facilitate and sustain department operations.  Must be willing to work 
odd hours as required by the work environment.   

 Keeps track of budget and spending for maintenance accounts. 
 Performs other job-related duties and responsibilities that support the overall objectives 

of the position, or as assigned. 
 
Qualifications 
 
 Knowledge and Skills 
 To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 

duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, 
skill, and /or ability required for this position. Reasonable accommodations may be 
made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

 Experience applying the principles of building maintenance and repair and knowledge 
of materials associated with the construction and maintenance of buildings. 

 Building automated control systems and components. 
 Methods, tools, materials, and equipment used in all phases of facilities maintenance 

and repair.  
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 Basic mathematics, including calculations using fractions, percent, and ratios, to 
record and compute precise measurements.   

 Interpret technical manuals, engineered drawings and specifications, safety rules, 
operating and maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Personal computer experience in Windows-based applications for data processing and 
spreadsheet development and other software as utilized by the department such as 
work order generation and inventory tracking software, or the ability to learn such 
software applications. 

 Experience in maintenance hazards and safety practices related to building trades, 
including applicable OSHA standards and safe operation of tools, equipment, and 
vehicles. 

 
 
 Abilities 
 Skills are required to perform the duties of the position, with the potential to upgrade 

skills in order to meet changing job conditions. 
 Ability to perform a wide range of physical and manual tasks in both indoor and 

outdoor environments. 
 Broad range of mechanical, electrical, plumbing and carpentry skills. 
 Requires sufficient computer and writing skills to prepare reports.  
 Ability to perform record keeping functions.  
 Ability to communicate professionally and effectively with customers, contractors, 

design professionals, outside agencies and other employees of the organization. 
 Add, subtract, multiply and divide. Ability to perform these operations while often 

converting between different units of measurement.   
 Apply commonsense understanding to carry out detailed written or oral instructions.  
 Deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in standardized situations.   
 Adapt to situations that are frequently not anticipated or planned for.   
 Work independently with minimal direct supervision. 
 

 
 Physical Abilities 
 Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including the ability to bend, 

stoop, crawl, climb, and walk in confined areas.  Must be able to work from and perform 
complicated and physically demanding tasks from ladders, scaffolds, powered man-
lifts, and other elevated areas.  

 Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, recognizing words and numbers and 
to drive, read and write, and perform repair work.  

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 
 Must be able to regularly lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift and/or 

move up to 100 pounds, often reaching from awkward positions using hand-eye 
coordination to insert parts. 

 
 Education and Experience 
 Any combination of education, training, and experience which demonstrates an ability 

to perform the duties and responsibilities as described, including progressively 
responsible journey-level experience in building maintenance and repair and/or 
building trades.  A typical qualifying entrance background would be four years’ 
experience in the skilled trades.  

 A variety of maintenance, equipment operation and construction experience.   
 Requires a high school diploma or general education degree (GED), and possess the 

ability to clearly read, write, and speak English.  One year of college or technical level 
classes related to building maintenance technologies is preferred. 
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 Licenses and Certificates 
 Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License. 
 Class 1 Boiler Certificate and EPA 608 Certification preferred.   
 

 
 Working Conditions 
 Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

physical labor and equipment operation.  Will frequently work in outside weather 
conditions and will regularly be exposed to extreme cold.  

 Will frequently work near moving mechanical parts and is frequently exposed to wet 
and/or humid conditions.  

 Occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, 
hazardous and obnoxious working conditions, extreme heat, and risk of electrical shock.  

 The noise level in the work environment is usually moderated. 
 
This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 
as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 
complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Port & Harbor Maintenance Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Harbor Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Reports to/Evaluated by:  HarbormasterPort & Harbor Director Salary Grade:  1719 

 

Summary 
 

Provides daily maintenance of all Port and Harbor Facilities. Maintains a preventative 

maintenance program for all Port and Harbor Facilities. The work is performed under the 

supervision of the Harbormaster Port & Harbor Director but considerable leeway is granted 

for the exercise of independent judgment and initiative. The nature of the work requires that 

an employee maintain effective working relationships with other city departments and 

employees, State and Federal officials, business and community organizations and the public. 

Performs duties as part of the Department of Homeland Security Port Security Plan.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

Port and Harbor Maintenance has considerable responsibility for operations at Port and 

Harbor Facilities.  The post comes with autonomy, but also the duty to coordinate and 

cooperate with those outside the Harbor Department. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Performs float repair including but not limited to: replacing decking, bull rails, 

cleats, waterlines, flotation and repairing concrete.  

 Performs repair on docks and piers. 

 Repairs hydraulic hoists. 

 Maintains all Port and harbor equipment in working order, including de-watering 

pumps, fire extinguishers, outboard motors, four wheelers, snow blowers, chainsaws, 

pressure washers and any other Port and harbor tools. 

 Repairs Port barge ramp facility and other Port related facilities.  

 Provides security to all Port and harbor facilities.  

 Assigns smaller repair projects to other Port and Harbor personnel when needed. 

 Conducts other Port and Harbor related business such as moorage assignment, 

billing, boatyard duties or other duties assigned by Harbormaster. 

 Enforces all Port and harbor ordinances.  

 Performs and enforces duties outlined in the Port Security Plan. 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires knowledge of marine construction and maintenance operations.  Requires basic 

carpenter skills. Requires boat handling skills. Requires basic computer skills. Requires 

the ability to weld steel and aluminum, or ability to learn those skills. Requires basic 

plumbing skills. 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to operate, or learn to operate port equipment including but not limited to, boats, 
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forklifts, loaders, four wheelers, snow blowers, pressure washers, drills, saws, welders and 

other mechanical equipment. Ability to communicate courteously and professionally to 

customers, coworkers and members of the general public.  

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Ability to lift and carry 50 pounds. Ability to work in all weather conditions. Ability to 

work throughout all hours of the day.  

 

 Education and Experience 

 High school diploma or GED. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License. Valid CDL. Basic First Aid and CPR certificate 

or ability to gain certificate within 6 months.  

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed outdoors in all weather conditions and at all hours.  

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Sanitation Lead Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works  Salary Grade:  1920 

 

Summary 
 

Primarily responsible for the operation, maintenance, and repair of the City’s Waste Transfer 

Facility, for garbage collection services throughout the community, and for the supervision of 

staff in the sanitation department. Works independently or cooperatively with others under the 

daily direction and supervision of the Public Works Director. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Sanitation Lead plays an important role in the community, maintaining its general 

cleanliness, as well as in administering the key municipal asset that is the Waste Transfer 

Facility.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Personally operate, repair, and maintain the City’s Waste Transfer Facility.  

 Personally operate and maintain all sanitation department equipment including, but not 

limited to, garbage trucks, excavator, tire shear, forklift, bulldozer, and baler. 

 Personally maintain the closed municipal landfill in accordance with the landfill post-

closure plan. 

 Performs scheduled sanitation collection for the community, in all weather and road 

conditions. 

 Operates transfer of sanitation including weighting private loads, determining charges, and 

handling money and account charges.  

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment. 

 Must exhibit strong interpersonal skills to courteously and effectively direct customers to 

follow local, state, and federal rules for refuse collection and disposal. 

 Must read and understand City of Wrangell Ordinances, the landfill post-closure plan, and 

the Transfer Station Operations Manual. Must operate the facility according to those 

guidelines. 

 Ensures that all waste brought to the landfill is separated by type of material and placed in 

the proper location. 

 Ensures that recyclable materials are separated and shipped to the proper recycling agents.  

 Identifies and corrects possible safety or maintenance problems. 

 Performs laboratory sample collection of Leachate as required by our permits according 

to the prescribed sample schedule. Ensures that required sampling materials are kept on 

hand. Keeps records of test results and ensures that copies are sent to the proper agencies.  

 Identifies possible hazardous substances and ensures that they are kept separate from other 

waste and are either properly stored or turned away from the waste handling facility.  

 Maintains logs, reports, and records of transfer station, equipment operations, and 

maintenance.  

 Recovers refrigerant from discarded appliances according to EPA regulations.  

 Is responsible for purchasing supplies as needed according to City purchasing guidelines. 

 Participates in all job-related training and required safety training; promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Assists in revising sanitation department methods and procedures to maximize safety and 

operational efficiency. 

 Ensures proper handling and disposal of burnable waste 

 Performs other related work as required.  
 Coordinates with contractors, outside agencies and other departments 
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 Supervises sanitation related operations 

 Supervises sanitation department staff  

 Schedules sanitation staff to ensure coverage of operations 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Must be able to operate all equipment and use all tools required to perform the duties 

listed in this document and to use them effectively in the operating environments 

encountered in this job. 

 Must be able to read account ledger, record individual account numbers, and calculate 

charges. 

 Must be able to record truck weight and determine net weight of waste. 

 Must be able to estimate cubic yard volumes. 

 Must be able to perform sample collection, and minor lab testing on landfill leachate 

samples. 

 Requires basic IT skills to perform duties including but not limited to proficiency in 

Microsoft word, Excel and outlook. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to drive the sanitation truck under severe weather conditions on a defined 

schedule safely and efficiently.  

 Ability to operate transfer station equipment. 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and maintenance 

instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to speak professionally and effectively with customers and other employees of 

the organization.  

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Must be able to regularly lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift and/or 

move up to 100 pounds. 

 Frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools, 

or controls, climb or balance, talk or hear, sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 

 Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 

peripheral vision, and depth perception 

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

High school diploma or general education degree (GED); or one-year related experience 

and/or training; or equivalent combination of education and experience. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Must have a valid Alaska Commercial Driver’s License (CDL). This position operates 

under a DOT mandated random drug testing program. 

 Will be required to obtain an EPA refrigeration license within one year to allow for the 

evacuation of refrigerant from discarded appliances. 

 

 Working Conditions 

 While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly exposed to moving 

mechanical parts and outside weather conditions.  

 The employee is occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, moderate heat, 

and extreme cold.  

 The noise level in the work environment often requires hearing protection to be used. 

 The employee has direct contact with the public, sometimes of an adversarial and 

stressful nature. 

 Typically works on a Monday through Friday schedule  
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This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 

as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 

complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 

 

             

Employee Signature       Date  
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Marine Service Center and Harbor Team Leader Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Harbor Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Reports to/Evaluated by:  HarbormasterPort & Harbor Director Salary Grade:  1920 

 

Summary 
 

Performs daily management of the Marine Service Center and Port Yard. Schedules vessel 

haul-outs, operates the yard equipment and dictates traffic flow and yard usage with all users. 

Performs “lead” duties in regards to Port and Harbor Staff. Performs duties as part of the 

Department of Homeland Security Port Security Plan. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Marine Service Center and Harbor Team Leader is responsible for directing many of the 

staff in the Harbor Department.  The position requires a certain degree of knowledge, 

experience, self directedness, and comfort delegating. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 

 Operates and maintains boat hauling equipment. 

 Organizes and schedules the hauling, launching and movement of vessels.  

 Serves as on-site coordinator of boat yard/port yard. 

 Coordinates traffic flow and yard usage with all customers.  

 Enforces Yard Rules and promotes “Best Management Practices”.  

 Translates all relevant billable information to Harbor Office. 

 Serves as the “Lead” position for all port and harbor staff. Creates project lists and gives 

job assignments as required.  

 Works in other sub-departments of port and harbor when Marine Service Center is not 

running. 

 Performs and enforces duties outlined in the Wrangell Port Security Plan.  

 Serves as acting Harbormaster when assigned. 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires a working knowledge of the principals of vessel handling. Requires a working 

knowledge of hull types and the differences associated with hauling them. Requires 

working knowledge of the safety issues associated with boat yards. Requires working 

knowledge of boatyard Best Management Practices. Requires working knowledge of 

vessel blocking procedures. Requires working knowledge of container companies 

practices and procedures.   

 

 Abilities 

Ability to operate, or learn to operate port equipment including but not limited to, boats, 

forklifts, loaders, hydraulic trailers, pressure washers, Travelift and other mechanical 

equipment. Ability to coordinate safe traffic flow within yard with all users. Ability to 

coordinate and schedule haul-outs, launches and any other boat yard activities. Ability to 
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communicate courteously and professionally to customers, coworkers and members of the 

general public.  

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Ability to lift and carry 50 pounds. Ability to work in all weather conditions. Ability to 

work throughout all hours of the day.  

 

 Education and Experience 

 High School Diploma or GED. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Valid Alaska Driver’s License. Valid CDL. Basic First Aid and CPR certificate or the 

ability to gain certificate within 6 months.  

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed outdoors in all weather conditions and at all hours.  

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Maintenance Specialist II/Heavy Equip Operator 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Skilled Maintenance Specialist III/Heavy Equip 

Operator 

Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works & Capital Projects Salary Grade:  2022 

 

Summary 
 

Performs construction, maintenance, repair and alteration of streets, sidewalks, drainage, 

sewer and water utilities.  Operates all public works heavy equipment in performance of 

public works projects and other City department projects.  Works independently or 

cooperatively with others under the daily direction and supervision of the Public Works 

Foreman. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 The Maintenance Specialist III is the top tier on the multi-stage Maintenance Specialist 

career path.  It requires a high level of knowledge of utilities and heavy construction 

equipment. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Performs road construction, maintenance, and repair of City streets, sidewalks, alleys, 

and public areas including, but not limited to, grading of gravel roads, pothole repairs on 

asphalt and concrete roads, marking of crosswalks and painting curbs, sign installation 

and maintenance, cleaning of catch-basins and ditches, brush removal, sweeping, and 

removal of snow in winter. 

 Performs sewer, water construction, maintenance, repair and alterations including 

locating utilities, using heavy equipment and hand tools to excavate utilities without 

causing additional damage to underground lines, selecting and installing the proper tools 

and materials to perform the job at hand, backfilling and compacting the excavation, and 

repairing the road surface.  Must have a working knowledge and be qualified in the use 

of all specialized tools required for performance of the job, including but not limited to 

hot-tapping tools, HDPE fusion, tracing, and video inspection equipment.   

 Installs, maintains, and repairs fire hydrant systems.   

 Keeps detailed records of all work performed and updates utility as-builts as work is 

performed. 

 Identifies problems with streets, utilities, and equipment and reports them to the proper 

supervisor.  Assists with finding the best solution to various tasks.   

 Performs the locating and lying out of grave plots, digging, shoring, and back filling 

graves, placing caskets and urns in plots, setting grave markers, and leaving Cemetery in 

satisfactory condition. 

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned City equipment.  

Keeps equipment properly fueled and lubricated, performs or assists with tire work, and 

assists mechanics with repairs or maintenance if needed.   

 Participates in all job related training and required safety training.  Promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Will work with various levels of independence under the supervision of the Public 

Works Foreman and will occasionally work under the direction of other City departments 

that require the assistance of Public Works.  Will also occasionally be responsible to 
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Maintenance Specialist II/Heavy Equip Operator 

direct the work of others working on Public Works projects.  Assists in the training of 

Maintenance Specialist I and II personnel. 

 Will perform any of various duties required in the operation of the City rock pit, 

including moving rock with dozer, excavator, wheeled loader, or dump truck and 

operating and maintaining the rock crusher. 

 Scheduled and emergency projects occasionally require extended working hours and 

overtime, especially during the winter for snow removal. 

 Assists with facilities maintenance when extra help or expertise is needed. 

 May assist with work within other Public Works divisions as manpower needs arise. 
 Must work effectively and cooperatively with and often direct other employees. 

 Uses survey equipment to layout projects and check grades. 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as project specification and prints, safety 

rules, operating and maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to communicate calmly and effectively with citizens and fellow City 

employees. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to add, subtract, multiply and divide. Ability to perform these operations while 

often converting between different units of measurement.  Ability to apply 

commonsense understanding to carry out detailed but uninvolved written or oral 

instructions.  Ability to deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in 

standardized situations.   

 Ability to adapt to situations that frequently are not anticipated or planned for.   

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including some ability to bend, 

stoop, and walk in confined areas.  Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, 

recognizing words and numbers.  Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in 

person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

 Must have a High school diploma or general education degree (GED). 
 Must have a minimum of five years experience in operating heavy motorized 

construction equipment such as: track excavator, front end loader, motor grader, etc. 

and be highly proficient in operation of all Public Works equipment.  Proficiency will 

be determined by the Public Works Director and Public Works Foreman.  

 Must have at least four years of experience installing and repairing sewer and water 

utilities. 

 Must have sufficient skills necessary to operate heavy equipment effectively, safely, 

and responsibly in emergency situations, in inclement weather conditions, and in tight 

quarters on City streets in close proximity with pedestrians, vehicles, and structures. 

 Must have knowledge in surveying and proper operation of surveying equipment, 

such as: properly setting up and reading transit level and grade rod for proper layout 

of projects. 

 Will be required to participate in other job related training and safety training as it is 

offered.  Examples are flagging training, CPR/First Aid, confined spaces training, etc. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 
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Maintenance Specialist II/Heavy Equip Operator 

 Must have a valid Alaska Class A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with a tanker 

endorsement. 
 Must have and maintain State of Alaska DEC level one licenses in water distribution and 

wastewater collection. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

physical labor and equipment operation. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Wastewater Treatment Operator Lead Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-Exempt 

Evaluated by:   Director of Public Works & Capital Projects Salary Grade:  2324 

 

Summary 
 

The Wastewater Treatment Operator Lead is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the 

City’s wastewater treatment plant, lagoons, lift stations, pump stations and related equipment 

for wastewater treatment process and storm water management, either personally or through 

subordinate staff.   

 

Works daily with Water Treatment Operator Lead and Operator on both wastewater and 

water repair and maintenance of the water treatment plant systems, the water supply 

reservoirs and related equipment as needed.   

 

Occasionally works with Public Works Department on sewer or water repair. May be 

required to assist Public Works crew in special projects and winter road maintenance.  Works 

independently and cooperatively with others.  Works closely with and under the supervision 

of the Public Works Director.   

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 

 

The Wastewater Treatment Operator Lead is the top step on the multi-stage 

Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator career path.  The Wastewater Treatment Operator 

Lead is usually more experienced than the Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator and the 

Water/Wastewater Treatment Apprentice and provides leadership, mentorship and training to 

other operational staff, and serves in a lead capacity for operations.   

 

The Wastewater Department Lead works directly on projects and closely supervises 

employees, primarily in the wastewater department, but occasionally in the water department 

as needed.  Responsibilities include planning and implementing work, appraising 

performance, addressing complaints and resolving problems. 

. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Operates, repairs and maintains the City’s Wastewater Treatment Plant, lagoons, lift 

stations, and pump stations.  Perform daily checks of the wastewater treatment process 

and periodic checks of pump stations.   

 Ensures that required wastewater permits are kept current.  

 Works cooperatively with various government agencies involved in the regulation of 

wastewater permits and operations. 

 Coordinates and assists in work needed to be done to ensure efficient operations of 

wastewater infrastructure including wastewater treatment plant and sewer lift and pump 

stations. Occasionally assists crews in sewer, water and road maintenance, repair and 

minor alterations.   

 Follows established guidelines in operation of sewer grinder pumps, lift stations, 

compressors, and wastewater treatment plant.  
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 Monitors wastewater treatment plant operations for compliance with codes, 

specifications, workmanship, maintenance and safe work practices.  

 Participates in all job related training and required safety training and ensures that all 

staff are performing work in a safe manner; promotes continuous improvement of 

workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Coordinates work and personally assists subordinates to ensure proper operation of the 

wastewater plant to maintain compliance with all pertinent federal, state, and local 

regulations. 

 Inspects work in progress and for completion for compliance with codes, specifications, 

workmanship and safe work practices. 

 Assists Public Works with operation, maintenance, testing and reporting of municipal 

water distribution and wastewater collection systems. 

 Assesses equipment and supply needs for water and wastewater department operation 

and projects. 

 Obtains pricing and recommends purchases of supplies to the Director of Public Works. 

 Responsible for and directs the training of wastewater/water apprentices and operators. 

 Oversees the training, continuing education, and maintenance of required licensing and 

certifications of supervised employees. 

 Required to assist water personnel in the maintenance and repair of the water treatment 

plant and related equipment and the water supply reservoirs relevant to the operation of 

the water collection system.   

 Assists the Public Works Director in setting adequate budget levels for the Sewer 

Department. 

 Responsible for the daily operation, maintenance, testing, and reporting of the 

wastewater treatment facilities and as needed. 

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment.  

 Adjusts the control equipment and operations of the wastewater treatment plant to meet 

changing flow conditions for peak efficiencies of operation. Ensures that water quality 

standards are being met to the highest extent possible considering possible limitations of 

the treatment plant.  

 Required to prepare and maintain records of wastewater treatment plant operations and 

maintenance, including inspection sheets, logs, and flow charts; prepares daily reports of 

analysis and test results for laboratory and regulatory agencies; enters data to computer. 

 Tends influent pumps, blowers, feed pumps, dry and wet chemical feeders, aerators, 

diffusers, wet wells, and other equipment used to decontaminate wastewater; reads and 

records effluent flow and temperatures. 

 Inspects, maintains and cleans aeration and sedimentation basins, filters, weirs, vaults, 

and mechanical screens. 

 Collects samples of influent and treated water and completes chemical laboratory tests 

and analysis in the process of treatment of water/wastewater.  

 Determines and performs sludge wasting from aeration basin. 

 Responsible for the operation of the water treatment plant when the Water Treatment 

Operator Lead is not available, or as needed for water systems training purposes.  

 May discuss with customers problems with wastewater systems and pump stations. 

 Evaluates and revises wastewater department methods and procedures to maximize 

safety and operational efficiency. 

 Supervises and trains lower-level employees. 

 Works aggressively and proactively to prevent exposure of employees and the public to 

wastewater and its pollutants 

 This position is subject to call-out or call-back at any time due to staff shortages or 

emergencies in order to facilitate and sustain plant operations.  Must be willing to work 

odd hours as required by the work environment.  

 This position requires the employee to enter confined spaces as part of the job duties. 
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Employees that participate or have duties in the Confined Space Program will receive 

training to ensure that each individual has the understanding, knowledge and skills 

necessary to safely perform all permit-required confined space operations. 

 This position requires the employee to wear a variety of respirators as part of the job 

duties.  Therefore, the employee must be able to pass a medical evaluation and a 

quantitative fit test on an annual basis. 

 Performs other job-related duties and responsibilities as required and assigned by the 

Public Works Director.  

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential 

duty satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, 

skill, and/or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable 

individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.  

 Must have knowledge and operating experience of all aspects of the wastewater 

treatment plant, characteristics of wastewater, and proper maintenance procedure to 

be in compliance with local, state and federal laws regulating wastewater treatment 

plant operations. 

 Must have knowledge and operating experience of basic lab equipment.  Must have 

knowledge and be able to monitor Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

(SCADA) systems in order to ensure proper plant operation.  

 Must have basic computer skills, including use of Microsoft’s Word, Excel and 

Outlook programs. 

 Must have knowledge of all pertinent state and federal rules governing the treatment 

of wastewater, including Alaska Clean Water Act and National Pollution Discharge 

Elimination System. 

 OHSA regulations as they apply to water treatment personnel and OSHA guidelines 

related to large water treatment facilities. 

 Must have good reasoning abilities and skills relating to problem solving. 

 Will be required to participate in other job related training and safety training as it is 

offered.  Examples are flagging training, CPR/First Aid, confined spaces training, etc. 

 Must have sufficient knowledge of water treatment plant operations and maintenance 

to operate the water treatment plant when the Water Treatment Lead is not available. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as project specifications and drawings, 

safety rules, operating and maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to speak effectively with customers, contractors, design professionals, outside 

agencies, and other employees of the organization.  

 Ability to perform math and to apply concepts such as fractions, percentages, ratios, 

and proportions to practical situations.  

 Ability to apply commonsense understanding to carry out detailed but uninvolved 

written or oral instructions. Ability to deal with problems involving concrete variables 

in standardized situations.  

 Ability to use common hand tools to operate equipment and perform maintenance 

tasks. 

 Ability to adapt to situations that frequently are not anticipated or planned for.   

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools, 

or controls, climb or balance, talk or hear, sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 
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 Must frequently lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift or move more 

than 100 pounds of equipment, drums, and chemicals for distances of 20 feet or more 

with the assistance of a hand cart or power equipment.   

 Requires near and far visual acuity to drive, read and write, read detailed drawings 

and perform repair work. 

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

 Any combination of training, education and experience which demonstrates an ability 

to perform the duties of the position.  The typical qualifying entrance background are 

courses in wastewater treatment and sewer works practice and a minimum of four 

years of increasingly responsible experience in the operations and maintenance of a 

Class I wastewater treatment facility.  

 Must have an understanding of the workings of wastewater collection systems and 

their components, to include pump station installation and operation and all facets of 

wastewater sampling for ADEC and EPA requirements.  

 Must have an understanding of water distribution systems to include meters and 

PRVs maintenance and repairs and basic trouble shooting of said systems. 

 Must have sufficient skills necessary to operate related equipment effectively, safely, 

and responsibly.   

 Requires a minimum high school diploma or general education degree (GED), and 

possess the ability to clearly read, write, and speak English.  One year of college or 

technical level classes related to wastewater technology is preferred. 

 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Must have an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Level I 

certification in wastewater treatment and must maintain a Level I through 

employment. 

  Must have an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Level II 

certification in water treatment within one year of employment and must maintain 

through employment. 

 Must have and maintain State of Alaska DEC level I certification for water 

distribution and wastewater collection and must maintain through employment. 

 Must be responsible for acquiring ADEC-required Continuing Education Units 

(CEUs) to maintain certifications.   

 The cost for required certification renewals and their associated CEUs shall be paid 

by the Employer. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

observing physical labor and equipment operation. Will frequently work in outside 

weather conditions and will regularly be exposed to extreme cold. Will frequently work 

near moving mechanical parts and is frequently exposed to wet and/or humid conditions. 

Occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, extreme 

heat, and risk of electrical shock. The noise level in the work environment is usually 

moderated.  

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Signatures inserted on this job description confirm that it has been reviewed by the employee and 

his/her direct supervisor and that a clear understanding of the expectations of this position exists. 

 

______________________________         

Employee Signature      Date     

 

             

Supervisor or Department Head     Date 
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Public Works Foreman 
 

City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Public Works Foreman Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works  Salary Grade:  2325 

 

Summary 
 

Responsible for the construction, maintenance, repair and alteration of streets, sidewalks, 

drainage, and sewer, water, and sanitation utilities. Directs and coordinates activities of City 

departments of public works and utilities by performing the following duties personally or 

through subordinate staff.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 The Public Works Foreman works directly on projects and closely supervises employees in 

the various divisions of Public works and others as directed.  Responsibilities include planning, 

assigning, and directing work, appraising performance, addressing complaints, and resolving 

problems.  The Public Works Foreman is thus usually more experienced than the rest of the 

crew on a project, and so serves as a source of leadership, knowledge, and direction.  Works 

closely with the Director of Public Works. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Coordinates work and personally assists crews to ensure prompt and efficient 

removal of snow from the City’s streets, sidewalks, alleys, and public areas. 

 Coordinates work and personally assists crews in sewer, water, road 

construction, maintenance, and repair. 

 Operates various public works heavy equipment in performance of Public 

Works projects and other City department projects. 

 Inspects work in progress and for completion for compliance with codes, 

specifications, workmanship, and safe work practices. 

 Oversees the operation, maintenance, testing and reporting of municipal water 

distribution, wastewater collection, and storm water collection systems. 

 Assists operations of the sanitation department as needed. 

 Oversees and assists in the maintenance of the Municipality owned buildings. 

 Assesses equipment and supply needs for streets, Sewer, Water, and sanitation 

department operation and projects.   

 Obtains pricing and recommends purchases of supplies to the Director of Public 

Works.  

 Performs construction, maintenance, and repair of City streets, sidewalks, alleys, 

and public areas including, but not limited to, grading of gravel roads, pothole 

repairs on asphalt and concrete roads, marking of crosswalks and painting curbs, 

sign installation and maintenance, cleaning of catch-basins and ditches, and 

removal of snow in winter. 

 Performs sewer, water construction, maintenance, repair and alterations 

including locating utilities, using heavy equipment and hand tools to excavate 

utilities without causing additional damage to underground lines, selecting and 

installing the proper tools and materials to perform the job at hand, backfilling 

and compacting the excavation, and repairing the road surface.   
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 Will be required to operate various utility tracing and video inspection 

equipment.  Installs, maintains, and repairs fire hydrant system.   

 Keeps detailed records of all work performed and updates utility as-builts as 

work is performed. 

 Identifies problems with streets, utilities, and equipment and determines the best 

course of action to correct these problems.   

 Performs the locating and lying out of grave plots, digging, shoring, and back 

filling graves, placing caskets and urns in plots, setting grave markers, and 

leaving Cemetery in satisfactory condition. 

 Responsible for the proper and safe use and maintenance of all assigned city 

equipment.  Keeps equipment properly fueled and lubricated, performs, or 

assists with tire work, and assists mechanics with repairs or maintenance if 

needed.   

 Participates in all job-related training and required safety training and ensures that 

all staff are performing work in a safe manner.; promotes continuous 

improvement of workplace safety and environmental practices. 

 Responsible for, performs, and/or directs the training of Maintenance Specialist 

I/ Heavy Equipment Operator Trainee. 

 Oversees the training, continuing education, and maintenance of required 

licensing and certifications of supervised employees. 

 Will perform any of various duties required in the operation of the City rock pit, 

including moving rock with dozer, excavator, wheeled loader, or dump truck 

and operating and maintaining the rock crusher. 

 Scheduled and emergency projects occasionally require extended working hours 

and overtime, especially during winter snow removal efforts. 

 May assist with work within other Public Works divisions as manpower needs 

arise. 

 Uses survey equipment to layout projects and check grades. 

 Develops cost estimates for work to be performed by Public Works and prepares 

accurate invoices for work charged to other departments or the public. 

 Assists the Public Works Director in setting adequate budget levels for the 

departments of Public Works. 

 Performs other job-related duties and responsibilities as assigned by the Public 

Works Superintendent. 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as safety rules, operating and 

maintenance instructions, and procedure manuals.  

 Ability to speak effectively before customers, contractors, employees of others 

City departments, or other agencies. 

 Ability to perform math up to basic geometry.  

 Ability to read and interpret engineered drawings and project specifications. 

 Ability to perform these operations using units of American money and weight 

measurement, volume, and distance. 

 

 Abilities 

 Must have knowledge and operating experience of backhoes, wheeled loaders, 

motor graders, cranes, track excavators, dozers, dump trucks, rollers, pumps, and 

other small equipment. 
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 Will be required to participate in other job-related training and safety training as it 

is offered.  Examples are flagging training, CPR/First Aid, confined spaces 

training, etc. 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including some ability to bend, 

stoop, and walk in confined areas. Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, 

recognizing words and numbers. Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in 

person and over the phone. 

 

 Education and Experience 

 Must have a high school diploma or general education degree (GED) or must 

have sufficient education to clearly read, write, and speak English and have two 

years of applicable experience in addition to that listed below.  

 Must have a minimum of five years’ experience in operating heavy motorized 

construction equipment such as: track excavator, front end loader, motor grader, 

etc. and be highly proficient in operation of all Public Works equipment. 

 Must have at least four years of experience installing and repairing sewer and 

water utilities. 

 Must have sufficient skills necessary to operate heavy equipment effectively, 

safely, and responsibly in emergency situations, in inclement weather conditions, 

and in tight quarters on City streets in close proximity with pedestrians, vehicles, 

and structures. 

 Must have knowledge in surveying and proper operation of surveying equipment, 

such as: properly setting up and reading transit level and grade rod for proper 

layout of projects. 

 Must effectively and cooperatively work with and direct the work of other 

employees. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Must have an Alaska Class-A Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) with a tanker 

endorsement. 

 Must have and maintain State of Alaska DEC level two licenses in water 

distribution and wastewater collection. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

physical labor and equipment operation. 

 

This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 

as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 

complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Water Treatment Operator Lead Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:   Director of Public Works  Salary Grade:    2526 

 

Summary 
 

The Water Treatment Operator Lead is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the City’s 

surface water treatment plant, the water supply reservoirs and related equipment, either 

personally or through subordinate staff. 

 

Responsibilities include performing process control sample collection, sample analysis, and 

modifying chemical and physical parameters in order to adjust the treatment process.  A Water 

Treatment Operator Lead collects samples of influent and effluent at various stages of 

processing to ensure high quality drinking water. 

 

Works daily with Wastewater Treatment Operator Lead/ and Operators on both water and 

wastewater repair and maintenance of collection system pump stations, pumps and related 

equipment as needed. 

 

Occasionally works with Public Works Department on sewer or water repair. May be required 

to assist Public Works crew in special projects and winter road maintenance.  Works 

independently and cooperatively with others.  Works closely with and under the supervision 

of the Public Works Director . 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Water Treatment Operator Lead is the  final step on the multi-stage Water/Wastewater 

Treatment Operator career path.  The Water Treatment Operator Lead is supervises the 

Water/Wastewater Treatment Operator and the Water/Wastewater Treatment Apprentice and 

provides leadership, mentorship and training to other operational staff and serves in a lead 

capacity for operations.   

 

The Water Treatment Operator Lead works directly on projects and closely supervises 

employees, primarily in the water department, but occasionally in the wastewater department 

as needed.  Responsibilities include planning and implementing work, appraising performance, 

addressing complaints and resolving problems. 

 

 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Operates and maintains the City’s Water Treatment Plant, reservoirs and storage tanks. 

 Ensures that required water treatment permits are kept current. 

 Typically works a Monday through Friday schedule. 

 Coordinates work and personally assists subordinates to ensure proper operation of the 

water plant to maintain compliance with all pertinent federal, state, and local regulations. 

 Works cooperatively with various government agencies involved in the regulation of 

drinking water permits and operations.  Inspects work in progress through completion for 

compliance with codes, specifications, workmanship and safe work practices. 
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 Assists Public Works with operation, maintenance, testing and reporting of municipal 

water distribution and wastewater collection systems. 

 Assesses equipment and supply needs for water and wastewater department operation 

and projects. 

 Obtains pricing and recommends purchases of supplies to the Director of Public Works. 

 Responsible for and directs the training of water/wastewater apprentices and operators. 

 Oversees the training, continuing education, and maintenance of required licensing and 

certifications of supervised employees. 

 Assists wastewater personnel in the maintenance and repair of lift stations and pumps 

relevant to the operation of the wastewater collection system. 

 Occasionally assists crews in sewer, water and road maintenance, repair and minor 

alterations. 

 Assists the Public Works Director in setting adequate budget levels for the Water 

Department. Coordinates and assists in work needed to be done to ensure efficient 

operation of water infrastructure including water treatment plant operation, water storage 

tank maintenance, and reservoir and dam maintenance. 

 Follows established guidelines in operation of high pressure pumps, chemical generation 

and injection systems, slow sand filters, and roughing filters. Inspects city reservoirs and 

water tanks. 

 Monitors water treatment plant operation for compliance with codes, specifications, 

workmanship maintenance and safe work practices. 

 Participates in all job related training, required safety training and ensures that all staff are 

performing work in a safe manner; promotes continuous improvement of workplace safety 

and environmental practices. Responsible for the daily operation, maintenance, testing and 

reporting of the water treatment facilities.  

 Responsible for the proper, safe use and maintenance of all assigned city equipment.  

 Adjusts the operation of the water treatment plant to meet changing flow conditions for 

peak efficiencies of operation. Ensures that water quality standards are being met to the 

highest extent possible, considering possible limitations of the treatment plant. 

 Performs laboratory tests and chemical analysis of influent and treated water as required. 

Records temperature, turbidity, color, flow rate, pH, chlorine residual, and other data as 

required by regulations and/or to verify the proper operation of the water treatment plant.  

 Required to maintain logs, reports, and records of water treatment plant operations and 

maintenance. 

 Maintains and adjusts control equipment for water plant production. Checks and adjusts 

flow of chlorine into water system. 

 Responsible for the operation of the wastewater treatment plant when the Wastewater 

Treatment Operator Lead is not available, or as needed for wastewater systems training 

purposes. 

 May be required to communicate problems with customers related to water quality, 

excessive consumption or special problems with treated water. 

 Evaluates and revises water department methods and procedures to maximize safety and 

operational efficiency. 

 Supervises and trains lower-level employees. 

 This position is subject to call-out or call-back at any time due to staff shortages or 

emergencies in order to facilitate and sustain plant operations.  Must be willing to work 

odd hours as required by the work environment. 

 This position requires the employee to enter confined spaces as part of the job duties. 

Employees that participate or have duties in the Confined Space Program will receive 

training to ensure that each individual has the understanding, knowledge and skills 

necessary to safely perform all permit-required confined space operations. 

 This position requires the employee to wear a variety of respirators as part of the job duties.  

Therefore, the employee must be able to pass a medical evaluation and a quantitative fit 
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test on an annual basis. Performs other job-related duties and responsibilities as required 

and assigned by the Public Works Director. 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each 

essential duty satisfactorily.  The requirements listed below are representative of 

the knowledge, skill, and /or ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be 

made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.   

 Must have knowledge and operating experience in plant operations, chemistry 

related to plant operation, water production and water/wastewater treatment 

processes. 

 Must have knowledge and operating experience of basic lab equipment such as 

turbidimeters, p/h meters, colorimeters, pumps, and other small equipment. 

 Must have knowledge and operating experience of all aspects of the water treatment 

plant, characteristics of water, proper maintenance procedure in accordance with 

local, state and federal laws regulating water treatment plant operations, including 

Safe Drinking Water Act, Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule and 

Disinfectant/Disinfection By-Products Rule. 

 The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill, and /or 

ability required. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals 

with disabilities to perform the essential functions. 

 Must have knowledge of and meet OHSA regulations as they apply to water 

treatment personnel and OSHA guidelines related to large water treatment 

facilities. 

 Must have knowledge and be able to monitor Supervisory Control And Data 

Acquisition (SCADA) systems in order to ensure proper plant operation. 

 Must have basic computer skills, including use of Microsoft’s Word, Excel and 

Outlook programs. 

 Must have knowledge of all pertinent state and federal rules governing the 

treatment of water. 

 Will be required to participate in other job related training and safety training as it 

is offered.  Examples are flagging training, CPR/First Aid, confined spaces training, 

etc. 

 Must have sufficient knowledge of wastewater treatment plant operations and 

maintenance to operate the wastewater treatment plant when the Wastewater 

Treatment Operator Lead is not available. 

 

 Abilities 

 Ability to read and interpret documents such as project specifications and 

drawings, safety rules, operating and maintenance instructions, and procedure 

manuals.  

 Ability to speak effectively with customers, contractors, design professionals, 

outside agencies and other employees of the organization.  

 Ability to perform basic math up to basic geometry and algebra.    Ability to apply 

concepts such as fractions, percentages, ratios, and proportions to practical 

situations.  

 Ability to apply commonsense understanding to carry out detailed \written or oral 

instructions. Ability to deal with problems involving a few concrete variables in 

standardized situations. 
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 Ability to use common hand tools to operate equipment and perform maintenance 

tasks. 

 Ability to adapt to situations that frequently are not anticipated or planned for.   

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Frequently required to stand, walk, use hands to finger, handle, or fell objects, tools, or 

controls, climb or balance, talk or hear, sit, stoop, kneel, crouch or crawl. 

 Must frequently lift and/or move up to 50 pounds and occasionally lift and/or move 

more than 100 pounds of equipment, drums, and chemicals for distances of 20 feet or 

more with the assistance of a hand cart or power equipment.   

 Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 Requires near and far visual acuity to drive, read and write, read detailed drawings and 

perform repair work. 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

 Any combination of training, education and experience which demonstrates an ability 

to perform the duties of the position.  The typical qualifying entrance background are 

courses in water treatment and water works practice and four years of progressively 

responsible experience in the operations and maintenance of a Class III water 

treatment facility. 

• Must have an understanding of the workings of water distribution systems and their 

components, to include meter installation and operation and all facets of water 

sampling for ADEC and EPA requirements.  

• Must have an understanding of wastewater collections systems to include pump 

maintenance and repairs and basic trouble shooting of said systems. 

• Must have sufficient skills necessary to operate related equipment effectively, safely, 

and responsibly. 

• Requires a minimum high school diploma or general education degree (GED), and 

possess the ability to clearly read, write, and speak English.  One year of college or 

technical level classes related to water technology is preferred. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 Must have an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Level III certification 

in water treatment and must maintain a Level   III through employment. 

 Must have an Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation Level II certification 

in wastewater treatment within two years of employment and must maintain through 

employment. 

 Must have or be able to obtain within a reasonable timeframe, a State of Alaska DEC 

level I certification for water distribution and for wastewater collection and must be able 

to maintain both through employment. 

 Must be responsible for acquiring ADEC-required Continuing Education Units (CEUs) 

to maintain certifications. 

 The cost for required certification renewals and their associated CEUs shall be paid by 

the Employer.  

 

 

 Working Conditions 
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Work is performed indoors and outdoors where some safety considerations exist from 

observing physical labor and equipment operation. Will frequently work in outside weather 

conditions and will regularly be exposed to extreme cold. Will frequently work near moving 

mechanical parts and is frequently exposed to wet and/or humid conditions. Occasionally 

exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or caustic chemicals, extreme heat, and risk of 

electrical shock. The noise level in the work environment is usually moderated. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties 

as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a 

complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 

 

Signatures inserted on this job description confirm that it has been reviewed by the employee and 

his/her direct supervisor and that a clear understanding of the expectations of this position exists. 

 

______________________________       

Employee Signature      Date     

 

 

             

Supervisor or Department Head     Date 
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Electrical Line Foreman  Revised: 04-09-2024 7-25-17 

City & Borough of Wrangell    Position Description 
Position:   Electrical Line Foreman Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Light Department FLSA:  non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Electrical Superintendent Electrical Utility Salary Grade: 2928 

 

Summary 
 

To maintain Borough primary and secondary electrical distribution and supervise Line Crew. 

Operate stand by diesel generators when required 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Electrical Line Foreman is a supervisory position for work on electrical projects in 

Wrangell.  The Electrical Line Foreman is more senior and experienced than the electrical 

linemen and apprentices.  The Electrical Line Foreman bears responsibility for keeping 

electrical equipment in good shape and making sure projects run effectively. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Performs regular maintenance duties such as primary and secondary line repair. 

Supervise and directs brush cutting. May perform periodic meter reading as 

necessary. 

 Performs repairs and replacement of power distribution components, substations, and 

the power plant facility. Replaces or repairs street lights, sets power poles, and 

constructs new electrical structures. Ensures that all duties are performed in a safe 

and efficient manner. 

 Oversees, directs, and assists electrical workers on projects. Purchases materials and 

tools as appropriate and approved by Electrical Superintendent. Maintains a 

complete inventory of line repair and project supplies. May assist in the design of 

new projects as assigned. 

 Performs other related duties as required or assigned. Works cooperatively with 

other employees, external agencies, and the public.  

 Operates diesel generators when required. 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Requires extensive line maintenance experience and a thorough knowledge of 

tool and equipment handling.  

 Requires thorough knowledge of primary and secondary line repair, maintenance 

and construction. Requires verbal interpersonal skills to work effectively with 

telephone and cable companies that share utility poles. Requires some 

construction experience and knowledge of lighting and structural repair and pole 

setting.  

 Requires supervisory skills to delegate tasks and ensure safe and proper 

completion of duties. 

 Requires some experience with designing new electrical structures. 

 Requires willingness to perform various job-related duties as situations arise.  

 Requires the ability to work toward designing new electrical structures.  

 Requires a strong sense of teamwork, and ability to work cooperatively with 
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others.  

 Knowledge of diesel generator operation preferred. 

 

 Abilities 

Requires ability to work irregular hours under sometimes severe weather and working 

conditions. Requires the ability to recognize safety hazards and correct them as needed. 

Requires an attention to detail and ability to keep complete inventory records.  

 

 Physical Abilities 

Ability to be physically active, demanding duties such as climbing power poles and lifting 

heavy materials, and working with heavy equipment during irregular hours and in severe 

weather 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

Requires four (4) years of electrical lineworker apprenticeship and preferably five (5) 

years of journey lineworker experience.   

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires class (A) CDL and medical certificate. Requires State of Alaska Linemen’s 

Certificate of Fitness, or the necessary documentation to obtain an Alaska Certificate of 

Fitness. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work takes place during irregular hours under sometimes severe weather equipment and 

bodies of water, with significant safety concerns 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

13 

 

RESOLUTION No. 04-24-1856 OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, 
ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR SEVERAL AMENDEMENTS TO NON-UNION JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND 
AMENDING THE NON-UNION WAGE AND GRADE TABLE AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE 
DATE 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

       
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

     $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

Attachments: 1. Res no. 04-24-1856     2. Exhibit A – Job Descriptions (amended)   3. Exhibit B – 
Non-Union Wage and Grade Table. 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve Resolution No. 04-24-1856. 
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 SUMMARY STATEMENT:  
With the approval of the IBEW Collective Bargaining Agreement, there were several job 
descriptions that required adjustments to provide parity for similar roles across the Borough. 
Since the assembly’s desire is to address non-union and union collectively, in reviewing the non-
union wage & grade table, it was apparent that several job descriptions need to be adjusted. The 
following are the recommended adjustments: 
 

Position Current 
Grade 

New Grade 

Recreation Coordinator   12 13 

Public Works Administrative Assistant 15 14 

Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 13 15 

Accounting Clerk Accounts Payable Clerk 13 15 

Utility Clerk 13 15 
Accounting Generalist    Senior Staff Accountant 18 18 
Controller 30 33 
Marketing and Community Development Coordinator 15 18 
Police Probationary Officer 21 19 
Police Officer 23 20 
Police Seargent  25 21 
Police Lieutenant 26 22 

Parks & Recreation Director 24 30 

Economic Development – Planning Director 28 33 

Finance Director (adding back to W&G Table) Contracted 37 

Capital Facilities Director 30 35 

Fire Chief 24 28 

Police Chief 35 39 

Library Director 19 26 

Nolan Center Director 24 28 

Public Works Director 30 35 

 
The Non-Union Wage & Grade Table will reflect these amendments along with the wage 
adjustments for all Non-Union positions. The following are the primary changes in the Non-Union 
Wage & Grade Table: 
 

 Hourly Employees: 
o All employees received a 6 percent increase. Several grade adjustments were made 

to positions. These grade adjustments are on-top of the six percent increase. 
o COLA’s will be made to the Wage & Grade table annually; however, the Borough will 

wait to do this in the spring of each fiscal year. 
o Each employee will retain their current step regardless of a grade change. 

 Salaried Employees: 
o All salaried employees will increase 4 percent on top of grade increases. 
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o The borough manager reserves the right to readjust the steps of directors that 
received a grade increase so that the overall increase in their pay is consistent to the 
4 percent. This allows for consistency and amends any disproportionate increases. 

o COLA’s will be made to the Wage & Grade table annually; however, the Borough will 
wait to do this in the spring of each fiscal year. 
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CITY AND BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 

 

RESOLUTION No.  04-24-1856 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, PROVIDING FOR 

SEVERAL AMENDMENTS TO NON-UNION JOB 

DESCRIPTIONS AND AMENDING THE NON-UNION WAGE 

AND GRADE TABLE AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE 

DATE 

 

 WHEREAS, the proposed Non-Union Wage and Grade Table (Exhibit A), reflects 

several rate-of-pay adjustments; and 

 WHEREAS, the proposed Job Descriptions (Exhibit B), reflects several changes in 

Grade and Job Titles; and 

 WHEREAS, the increases will be effective on July 1, 2024; and  

 WHEREAS, these changes affect the rate of pay that all Non-Union employees are paid; and 

WHEREAS, the following job descriptions have been amended, as follows: 

Position Current Grade New Grade 

Recreation Coordinator   12 13 

Public Works Administrative Assistant 15 14 

Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 13 15 

Accounting Clerk Accounts Payable Clerk 13 15 

Utility Clerk 13 15 

Accounting Generalist    Senior Staff Accountant 18 18 

Controller 30 33 

Marketing and Community Development Coordinator 15 18 

Police Probationary Officer 21 19 

Police Officer 23 20 

Police Seargent  25 21 

Police Lieutenant 26 22 
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Parks & Recreation Director 24 30 

Economic Development – Planning Director 28 33 

Finance Director (adding back to W&G Table) Contracted 37 

Capital Facilities Director 30 35 

Fire Chief 24 28 

Police Chief 35 39 

Library Director 19 26 

Nolan Center Director 24 28 

Public Works Director 30 35 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY AND 

BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA, that: 

Section 1: Effective Date. The Non-Union Wage and Grade Table (Exhibit A) reflecting these 

changes are effective July 1, 2024. 

Section 2: Job Descriptions. The attached Exhibit “B” are the revised job descriptions which states 

the new wage grade for the following positions:  

 Recreation Coordinator   from Grade 12 to Grade 13 on the table. 

 Public Works Administrative Assistant from Grade 15 to Grade 14 on the table. 

 Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk from Grade 13 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Accounting Clerk Accounts Payable Clerk from Grade 13 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Utility Clerk from Grade 13 to Grade 15 on the table. 

 Accounting Generalist Senior Staff Accountant remains Grade 18 on the table. 

 Controller from Grade 30 to Grade 33 on the table. 

 Marketing and Community Development Coordinator from Grade 15 to Grade 18 on the table. 

 Police Probationary Officer from Grade 21 to Grade 19 on the table. 

 Police Officer from Grade 23 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Police Seargent from Grade 25 to Grade 20 on the table. 

 Police Lieutenant from Grade 26 to Grade 22 on the table. 

 Parks & Recreation Director from Grade 24 to Grade 30 on the table. 

 Economic Development – Planning Director from Grade 28 to Grade 33 on the table. 

 Finance Director (adding back to W&G Table) from “Contracted” to Grade 37 on the table. 

 Capital Facilities Director from Grade 30 to Grade 35 on the table. 

 Fire Chief from Grade 24 to Grade 28 on the table. 

 Police Chief from Grade 35 to Grade 37 on the table. 

 Library Director from Grade 19 to Grade 26 on the table. 

 Nolan Center Director from Grade 24 to Grade 28 on the table.  
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 Public Works Director from Grade 30 to Grade 35 on the table. 

 

Section 3: Wage & Grade Table. The attachment Exhibit “A” is the Non-Union Wage and Grade 

Table, which repeals all previous Pay Plans for Union employees. 

 

PASSED AND APPROVED BY THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CITY & BOROUGH OF 

WRANGELL, ALASKA THIS 9th DAY April, 2024.       

 

       CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL 

 

 

 

       _______________________________ 

       Patricia Gilbert, Vice-Mayor 

 

 

 

ATTEST:  __________________________________ 

      Kim Lane, MMC, Borough Clerk 
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Permanent Non-exempt Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Hourly Compensation

old step

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8 15.56 15.88 16.18 16.48 16.79 17.10 17.44 17.78 18.11 18.46 18.81 19.17 19.54

9 16.25 16.55 16.86 17.19 17.53 17.86 18.20 18.54 18.89 19.27 19.64 20.02 20.40

10 16.98 17.32 17.67 18.02 18.38 18.75 19.12 19.51 19.89 20.29 20.69 21.11 21.54

11 17.72 18.07 18.45 18.81 19.18 19.57 19.97 20.36 20.77 21.18 21.61 22.05 22.48

12 18.45 18.80 19.16 19.54 19.91 20.29 20.67 21.09 21.49 21.90 22.33 22.75 23.19

13 19.30 19.66 20.04 20.42 20.81 21.22 21.63 22.05 22.46 22.91 23.36 23.80 24.26

14 20.16 20.55 20.95 21.36 21.77 22.18 22.62 23.06 23.49 23.94 24.41 24.88 25.35

15 21.10 21.53 21.95 22.39 22.84 23.29 23.76 24.24 24.72 25.22 25.72 26.24 26.76

16 22.04 22.45 22.90 23.34 23.78 24.24 24.73 25.20 25.68 26.18 26.69 27.21 27.74

17 23.07 23.50 23.95 24.42 24.90 25.38 25.86 26.38 26.89 27.41 27.95 28.49 29.04

18 24.13 24.61 25.07 25.55 26.04 26.56 27.07 27.59 28.14 28.68 29.25 29.82 30.40

21 27.50 28.05 28.59 29.14 29.71 30.30 30.88 31.48 32.10 32.71 33.34 34.00 34.67

23 29.70 30.29 30.87 31.47 32.09 32.70 33.36 34.00 34.66 35.34 36.03 36.74 37.45

25 32.19 32.81 33.47 34.11 34.77 35.47 36.15 36.87 37.59 38.33 39.08 39.85 40.63

26 33.52 34.17 34.83 35.52 36.21 36.92 37.64 38.38 39.13 39.89 40.67 41.47 42.28

8 Custodian 14 Dispatch/Corrections Officer 18 Administrative Assistant - Police

Corrections Sergeant

9 Library Assistant I 15 Public Works Administrative Assistant Firemedic/Trainer

MARKETING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR Accounting Generalist/Technician

12 DMV Assistant 17 Police Officer Recruit

Recreation Coordinator Accounting Clerk II 21 Police Officer Probationary

Library Assistant II

Nolan Center Attendant - Museum Collection 23 Police Officer

Nolan Center Coordinator

13 Accounting Clerk 25 Police Sergeant

Utility Accounts Clerk

Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 26 Police Lieutenant

Permanent, Salaried (Exempt) Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Monthly Compensation

old step 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

19 4,379.04    4,463.32    4,551.75    4,638.10    4,726.54    4,817.05    4,912.77    5,006.40    5,102.12    5,203.04    5,303.96    5,406.96     5,511.00     

22 4,950.22    5,048.02    5,146.86    5,247.78    5,348.70    5,453.78    5,559.90    5,666.02    5,779.42    5,891.79    6,007.27    6,123.79     6,246.27     

24 5,358.06    5,464.18    5,569.26    5,677.46    5,790.87    5,902.19    6,015.59    6,135.24    6,253.84    6,378.69    6,502.50    6,630.47     6,760.52     

25 5,579.67    5,687.87    5,801.27    5,913.63    6,027.04    6,147.72    6,266.33    6,391.18    6,516.03    6,643.99    6,773.00    6,907.22     7,042.47     

27 6,056.17    6,174.77    6,293.38    6,420.31    6,544.12    6,672.09    6,804.22    6,935.31    7,074.72    7,212.05    7,352.51    7,496.08     7,644.86     

28 6,458.64    6,587.16    6,714.66    6,849.30    6,981.90    7,119.60    7,259.34    7,402.14    7,548.00    7,695.90    7,847.88    8,001.90     8,158.98     

30 6,873.92    7,011.26    7,146.51    7,289.04    7,429.50    7,576.19    7,726.01    7,876.87    8,031.89    8,191.07    8,351.29    8,515.67     8,683.18     

31 7,148.59    7,292.16    7,432.62    7,580.35    7,727.05    7,878.95    8,035.01    8,192.11    8,353.37    8,518.80    8,685.26    8,855.88     9,030.67     

32 7,434.70    7,583.48    7,730.17    7,893.51    8,036.05    8,194.19    8,356.49    8,519.84    8,687.34    8,859.01    9,032.75    9,210.66     9,391.69     

33 7,732.25    7,886.23    8,039.17    8,199.39    8,357.53    8,521.92    8,690.46    8,860.05    9,034.83    9,213.78    9,393.77    9,578.96     9,767.28     

34 8,041.25    8,202.51    8,360.65    8,527.12    8,691.50    8,863.17    9,037.95    9,214.82    9,395.85    9,582.08    9,769.36    9,961.83     10,158.47   

35 8,362.74    8,530.24    8,694.62    8,868.37    9,039.00    9,217.94    9,400.01    9,583.12    9,772.48    9,965.99    10,160.55  10,360.30   10,564.22   

19 Civic Center Manager 28 30 Electrical Superintendent

Library Director Director of Public Works & Capital Projects

Port & Harbor Director

22  Borough Controller

24 Parks & Recreation Director 35 Police Chief

Fire Chief Deputy Borough Manager

Nolan Center Director

Construction and Facility Manager

Temporary/Part-time/Seasonal Employees

Hourly Compensation

Actual Temp Rates, Calendar Year 2024

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 12.00 12.33 12.66 12.99 13.32 13.65 13.98 14.31 14.64 14.97 15.30 15.63 16.00

8 15.00 15.50 16.00 16.50 17.00 17.50 18.00 18.50 19.00 19.50 20.00 20.50 21.00

9 18.00 18.33 18.66 18.99 19.32 19.65 19.98 20.31 20.64 20.97 21.30 21.63 22.00

10

7 Nolan Center Theater Temporary Worker

8 Aquatics & Recreation Temporary Worker

Election Worker

Library Technician

9 Election Chair and Co-Chair Person

Parks Maintenance Temporary Worker

Port & Harbor Maintenance Temporary Worker

Maintenance/Custodian Temporary Worker

10 Intern Postion

Resolution No . 04-24-1856

Economic Development 

Director

Fixed hourly rate of $20.00 per hour

Senior Project Manager
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Permanent Non-exempt Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Hourly Compensation

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8 17.00 17.34 17.69 18.04 18.40 18.77 19.14 19.53 19.92 20.32 20.72 21.14 21.56

9 17.50 17.85 18.21 18.57 18.94 19.32 19.71 20.10 20.50 20.91 21.33 21.76 22.19

10 18.50 18.87 19.25 19.63 20.02 20.43 20.83 21.25 21.68 22.11 22.55 23.00 23.46

11 19.00 19.38 19.77 20.16 20.57 20.98 21.40 21.83 22.26 22.71 23.16 23.62 24.10

12 20.00 20.40 20.81 21.22 21.65 22.08 22.52 22.97 23.43 23.90 24.38 24.87 25.36

13 21.00 21.42 21.85 22.29 22.73 23.19 23.65 24.12 24.60 25.10 25.60 26.11 26.63

14 22.00 22.44 22.89 23.35 23.81 24.29 24.78 25.27 25.78 26.29 26.82 27.35 27.90

15 23.00 23.46 23.93 24.41 24.90 25.39 25.90 26.42 26.95 27.49 28.04 28.60 29.17

16 24.00 24.48 24.97 25.47 25.98 26.50 27.03 27.57 28.12 28.68 29.26 29.84 30.44

17 25.00 25.50 26.01 26.53 27.06 27.60 28.15 28.72 29.29 29.88 30.47 31.08 31.71

18 26.00 26.52 27.05 27.59 28.14 28.71 29.28 29.87 30.46 31.07 31.69 32.33 32.97

19 28.00 28.56 29.13 29.71 30.31 30.91 31.53 32.16 32.81 33.46 34.13 34.81 35.51

20 31.00 31.62 32.25 32.90 33.56 34.23 34.91 35.61 36.32 37.05 37.79 38.54 39.32

21 34.00 34.68 35.37 36.08 36.80 37.54 38.29 39.06 39.84 40.63 41.45 42.27 43.12

22 35.00 35.70 36.41 37.14 37.89 38.64 39.42 40.20 41.01 41.83 42.66 43.52 44.39

8 Custodian 14 Dispatch/Corrections Officer 18 Administrative Assistant - Police

Public Works Administrative Assistant Corrections Sergeant

9 Library Assistant I Firemedic/Trainer

15 Accounting Clerk Senior Staff Accountant

12 Library Assistant II Utility Accounts Clerk Marketing and Community Development Coordinator

Nolan Center Attendant Property & Sales Tax Clerk

Nolan Center Coordinator 19 Police Officer Probationary

17 Police Officer Recruit

13 Recreation Coordinator 20 Police Officer

21 Police Sergeant

22 Police Lieutenant

Permanent, Salaried (Exempt) Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Monthly Compensation

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

23 4,554.21    4,645.29    4,738.20      4,832.96  4,929.62    5,028.21    5,128.77    5,231.35    5,335.98    5,442.70    5,551.55    5,662.58     5,775.83     

24 4,702.71    4,796.77    4,892.70      4,990.56  5,090.37    5,192.17    5,296.02    5,401.94    5,509.98    5,620.18    5,732.58    5,847.23     5,964.18     

25 4,999.73    5,099.72    5,201.71      5,305.75  5,411.86    5,520.10    5,630.50    5,743.11    5,857.98    5,975.13    6,094.64    6,216.53     6,340.86     

26 5,148.23    5,251.20    5,356.22      5,463.35  5,572.61    5,684.06    5,797.75    5,913.70    6,031.97    6,152.61    6,275.67    6,401.18     6,529.20     

27 5,360.31    5,467.51    5,576.86      5,688.40  5,802.17    5,918.21    6,036.58    6,157.31    6,280.45    6,406.06    6,534.18    6,664.87     6,798.17     

28 5,572.38    5,683.83    5,797.51      5,913.46  6,031.73    6,152.36    6,275.41    6,400.92    6,528.93    6,659.51    6,792.70    6,928.56     7,067.13     

29 5,802.85    5,918.91    6,037.29      6,158.03  6,281.19    6,406.82    6,534.95    6,665.65    6,798.97    6,934.95    7,073.64    7,215.12     7,359.42     

30 6,050.63    6,171.65    6,295.08      6,420.98  6,549.40    6,680.39    6,814.00    6,950.28    7,089.28    7,231.07    7,375.69    7,523.20     7,673.67     

31 6,298.42    6,424.38    6,552.87      6,683.93  6,817.61    6,953.96    7,093.04    7,234.90    7,379.60    7,527.19    7,677.73    7,831.29     7,987.91     

32 6,716.99    6,851.33    6,988.35      7,128.12  7,270.68    7,416.09    7,564.42    7,715.71    7,870.02    8,027.42    8,187.97    8,351.73     8,518.76     

33 6,932.93    7,071.59    7,213.02      7,357.28  7,504.43    7,654.52    7,807.61    7,963.76    8,123.04    8,285.50    8,451.21    8,620.23     8,792.63     

34 7,148.88    7,291.86    7,437.69      7,586.45  7,738.18    7,892.94    8,050.80    8,211.82    8,376.05    8,543.57    8,714.44    8,888.73     9,066.51     

35 7,434.53    7,583.22    7,734.89      7,889.58  8,047.38    8,208.32    8,372.49    8,539.94    8,710.74    8,884.95    9,062.65    9,243.91     9,428.78     

36 7,732.09    7,886.73    8,044.46      8,205.35  8,369.46    8,536.85    8,707.59    8,881.74    9,059.37    9,240.56    9,425.37    9,613.88     9,806.16     

37 8,041.54    8,202.37    8,366.42      8,533.75  8,704.42    8,878.51    9,056.08    9,237.21    9,421.95    9,610.39    9,802.60    9,998.65     10,198.62   

38 8,362.90    8,530.16    8,700.76      8,874.78  9,052.27    9,233.32    9,417.99    9,606.35    9,798.47    9,994.44    10,194.33  10,398.22   10,606.18   

39 8,697.24    8,871.19    9,048.61      9,229.59  9,414.18    9,602.46    9,794.51    9,990.40    10,190.21  10,394.01  10,601.89  10,813.93   11,030.21   

40 8,840.00    9,016.80    9,197.14      9,381.08  9,568.70    9,760.07    9,955.28    10,154.38  10,357.47  10,564.62  10,775.91  10,991.43   11,211.26   

26 Library Director 32 Senior Project Manager 35 Capital Projects Director

Public Works Director

28 Fire Chief 33

Nolan Center Director 37 Finance Director

Construction and Facility Manager Borough Controller

39 Police Chief

30 34 Electrical Superintendent

Port & Harbor Director

Temporary/Part-time/Seasonal Employees

Hourly Compensation

Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 14.00 14.28 14.57 14.86 15.15 15.46 15.77 16.08 16.40 16.73 17.07 17.41 17.76

8 16.00 16.32 16.65 16.98 17.32 17.67 18.02 18.38 18.75 19.12 19.50 19.89 20.29

9 19.00 19.38 19.77 20.16 20.57 20.98 21.40 21.83 22.26 22.71 23.16 23.62 24.10

10

7 Nolan Center Theater Temporary Worker 9 Election Chair and Co-Chair Person 10 Intern Postion

Parks Maintenance Temporary Worker

8 Aquatics & Recreation Temporary Worker Port & Harbor Maintenance Temporary Worker

Election Worker Maintenance/Custodian Temporary Worker

Library Technician

Resolution No . 04-24-1856

Fixed hourly rate of $20.00 per hour

Parks & Recreation/  

Maintenance Director

Economic Development 

Director
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Permanent Non-exempt Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Hourly Compensation

OLD NEW

Grade Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

8 8 17.00 17.34 17.69 18.04 18.40 18.77 19.14 19.53 19.92 20.32 20.72 21.14 21.56

9 9 17.50 17.85 18.21 18.57 18.94 19.32 19.71 20.10 20.50 20.91 21.33 21.76 22.19

10 10 18.50 18.87 19.25 19.63 20.02 20.43 20.83 21.25 21.68 22.11 22.55 23.00 23.46

11 11 19.00 19.38 19.77 20.16 20.57 20.98 21.40 21.83 22.26 22.71 23.16 23.62 24.10

12 12 20.00 20.40 20.81 21.22 21.65 22.08 22.52 22.97 23.43 23.90 24.38 24.87 25.36

13 13 21.00 21.42 21.85 22.29 22.73 23.19 23.65 24.12 24.60 25.10 25.60 26.11 26.63

14 14 22.00 22.44 22.89 23.35 23.81 24.29 24.78 25.27 25.78 26.29 26.82 27.35 27.90

15 15 23.00 23.46 23.93 24.41 24.90 25.39 25.90 26.42 26.95 27.49 28.04 28.60 29.17

16 16 24.00 24.48 24.97 25.47 25.98 26.50 27.03 27.57 28.12 28.68 29.26 29.84 30.44

17 17 25.00 25.50 26.01 26.53 27.06 27.60 28.15 28.72 29.29 29.88 30.47 31.08 31.71

18 18 26.00 26.52 27.05 27.59 28.14 28.71 29.28 29.87 30.46 31.07 31.69 32.33 32.97

21 19 28.00 28.56 29.13 29.71 30.31 30.91 31.53 32.16 32.81 33.46 34.13 34.81 35.51

23 20 31.00 31.62 32.25 32.90 33.56 34.23 34.91 35.61 36.32 37.05 37.79 38.54 39.32

25 21 34.00 34.68 35.37 36.08 36.80 37.54 38.29 39.06 39.84 40.63 41.45 42.27 43.12

26 22 35.00 35.70 36.41 37.14 37.89 38.64 39.42 40.20 41.01 41.83 42.66 43.52 44.39

8 Custodian 14 Dispatch/Corrections Officer 18 Administrative Assistant - Police

Public Works Administrative Assistant Corrections Sergeant

9 Library Assistant I Firemedic/Trainer

15 Public Works Administrative Assistant Senior Staff Accountant

MARKETING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR MARKETING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR

Accounting Clerk

Utility Accounts Clerk

Property & Sales Tax Clerk

12 DMV Assistant 17 Police Officer Recruit

Recreation Coordinator Accounting Clerk II 21 19 Police Officer Probationary

Library Assistant II

Nolan Center Attendant - Museum Collection 23 20 Police Officer

Nolan Center Coordinator

13 Accounting Clerk 25 21 Police Sergeant

Utility Accounts Clerk

Property & Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 26 22 Police Lieutenant

Recreation Coordinator

Permanent, Salaried (Exempt) Employee Pay Plan, City and Borough of Wrangell, Monthly Compensation

OLD NEW

Grade Grade Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

19 23 4,554.21     4,645.29     4,738.20     4,832.96     4,929.62     5,028.21     5,128.77     5,231.35     5,335.98     5,442.70     5,551.55     5,662.58     5,775.83     

X 24 4,702.71     4,796.77     4,892.70     4,990.56     5,090.37     5,192.17     5,296.02     5,401.94     5,509.98     5,620.18     5,732.58     5,847.23     5,964.18     

X 25 4,999.73     5,099.72     5,201.71     5,305.75     5,411.86     5,520.10     5,630.50     5,743.11     5,857.98     5,975.13     6,094.64     6,216.53     6,340.86     

22 26 5,148.23     5,251.20     5,356.22     5,463.35     5,572.61     5,684.06     5,797.75     5,913.70     6,031.97     6,152.61     6,275.67     6,401.18     6,529.20     

X 27 5,360.31     5,467.51     5,576.86     5,688.40     5,802.17     5,918.21     6,036.58     6,157.31     6,280.45     6,406.06     6,534.18     6,664.87     6,798.17     

24 28 5,572.38     5,683.83     5,797.51     5,913.46     6,031.73     6,152.36     6,275.41     6,400.92     6,528.93     6,659.51     6,792.70     6,928.56     7,067.13     

25 29 5,802.85     5,918.91     6,037.29     6,158.03     6,281.19     6,406.82     6,534.95     6,665.65     6,798.97     6,934.95     7,073.64     7,215.12     7,359.42     

X 30 6,050.63     6,171.65     6,295.08     6,420.98     6,549.40     6,680.39     6,814.00     6,950.28     7,089.28     7,231.07     7,375.69     7,523.20     7,673.67     

27 31 6,298.42     6,424.38     6,552.87     6,683.93     6,817.61     6,953.96     7,093.04     7,234.90     7,379.60     7,527.19     7,677.73     7,831.29     7,987.91     

28 32 6,716.99     6,851.33     6,988.35     7,128.12     7,270.68     7,416.09     7,564.42     7,715.71     7,870.02     8,027.42     8,187.97     8,351.73     8,518.76     

X 33 6,932.93     7,071.59     7,213.02     7,357.28     7,504.43     7,654.52     7,807.61     7,963.76     8,123.04     8,285.50     8,451.21     8,620.23     8,792.63     

30 34 7,148.88     7,291.86     7,437.69     7,586.45     7,738.18     7,892.94     8,050.80     8,211.82     8,376.05     8,543.57     8,714.44     8,888.73     9,066.51     

31 35 7,434.53     7,583.22     7,734.89     7,889.58     8,047.38     8,208.32     8,372.49     8,539.94     8,710.74     8,884.95     9,062.65     9,243.91     9,428.78     

32 36 7,732.09     7,886.73     8,044.46     8,205.35     8,369.46     8,536.85     8,707.59     8,881.74     9,059.37     9,240.56     9,425.37     9,613.88     9,806.16     

33 37 8,041.54     8,202.37     8,366.42     8,533.75     8,704.42     8,878.51     9,056.08     9,237.21     9,421.95     9,610.39     9,802.60     9,998.65     10,198.62   

34 38 8,362.90     8,530.16     8,700.76     8,874.78     9,052.27     9,233.32     9,417.99     9,606.35     9,798.47     9,994.44     10,194.33  10,398.22   10,606.18   

35 39 8,697.24     8,871.19     9,048.61     9,229.59     9,414.18     9,602.46     9,794.51     9,990.40     10,190.21  10,394.01  10,601.89  10,813.93   11,030.21   

X 40 8,840.00     9,016.80     9,197.14     9,381.08     9,568.70     9,760.07     9,955.28     10,154.38  10,357.47  10,564.62  10,775.91  10,991.43   11,211.26   

19 23 Civic Center Manager 26 30 30 34 Electrical Superintendent

Library Director Director of Public Works & Capital Projects

Port & Harbor Director

22 26 Library Director Borough Controller

28 32

24 28 Parks & Recreation Director 31 35 Capital Projects Director

Fire Chief Senior Project Manager Public Works Director

Nolan Center Director

Construction and Facility Manager X 33 33 37 Finance Director

Borough Controller 35 39 Police Chief

Deputy Borough Manager

Temporary/Part-time/Seasonal Employees

Hourly Compensation

Actual Temp Rates, Calendar Year 2024

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

7 14.00 14.28 14.57 14.86 15.15 15.46 15.77 16.08 16.40 16.73 17.07 17.41 17.76

8 16.00 16.32 16.65 16.98 17.32 17.67 18.02 18.38 18.75 19.12 19.50 19.89 20.29

9 19.00 19.38 19.77 20.16 20.57 20.98 21.40 21.83 22.26 22.71 23.16 23.62 24.10

10

7 Nolan Center Theater Temporary Worker 9 Election Chair and Co-Chair Person

Parks Maintenance Temporary Worker

8 Aquatics & Recreation Temporary Worker Port & Harbor Maintenance Temporary Worker

Election Worker Maintenance/Custodian Temporary Worker

Library Technician

10 Intern Postion

Resolution No . 04-24-1856

Fixed hourly rate of $20.00 per hour

Economic Development 

Director

Parks & 

Recreation/Maintenance 

Director

Economic Development 

Director
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Recreation & Aquatics Coordinator Revised: 4-9-2024 

City & Borough of Wrangell      Position Description 
Position:   Recreation Coordinator Position Number:  

Department/Site:  Parks and Recreation Facilities FLSA:  Non-exempt hourly 

Evaluated by:  Parks and Recreation Director Salary Grade:  12 

Summary 

The Recreation and Aquatics Coordinator performs a wide variety of programming duties including 

planning, coordinating, and facilitating recreation and aquatics programs, activities, events and classes 

within the swimming pool, community center, parks, and trails of the Parks & Recreation Department.  

Distinguishing Career Features 

The Recreation Coordinator’s task is to supervise and support in instructing various recreation and 

aquatics programs and classes, and to help the community through developing and promoting the same.  

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

▪ Assists the Parks & Recreation Director in developing annual goals and work plans to include

recreation and aquatics programming for all ages within the community.

▪ Facilitates and instructs various recreation and aquatics programs.

▪ Recommends and develops activities for children in grades K-12 as well as young children, adults

and seniors.

▪ Assists with scheduling staff for swimming pool and community center operations.

▪ Prepares purchase recommendations for aquatics and recreation equipment and supplies to the Parks

& Recreation Director.

▪ Recommends program expenses for the budget each fiscal year.

▪ Promotes and publicizes recreation and aquatics programs through fliers, radio broadcasts, newspaper

articles and/or interviews and any other media programs utilized by the department.

▪ Performs head lifeguard duties including deck surveillance, water chemistry tests and act as a shift

supervisor in the absence of the Director.

▪ Develops and oversees team of instructors within the learn-to-swim program and instructs lessons in

support the overall mission of the program.

▪ Develops training plans and conduct weekly in-service safety meetings for lifeguard and recreation

staff in accordance with American Red Cross standards. Tracks and documents all in-service

meetings.

▪ Supports Director in recruiting, on-boarding, and training new staff.

▪ Performs administrative tasks and front desk duties including fee collection, attendance tracking,

daily and weekly deposits, data entry, program registration, membership sales, and reservation

management.

▪ Assists the Parks & Recreation Director with development and review of new and existing policies

specific to recreation and aquatics programs and operations.

▪ Assists with sponsorship programs to increase revenues and program opportunities.

▪ Promotes and maintains positive community relations and acts as a role model for customer service.

▪ Performs other duties as assigned in support of the overall function of the department.

Qualifications 

Knowledge and Skills 

▪ Requires knowledge of recreation and aquatics programs and program development for all age

groups.

13----
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Recreation & Aquatics Coordinator Revised: 4-9-2024 

▪ Requires general knowledge of national lifeguard standards and best practices. As well as basic

knowledge of daily responsibilities in aquatics centers.

▪ Requires general knowledge of swimming strokes and learn to swim standards.

Professional Abilities 

▪ Requires ability to work flexible and extended hours based on program, staffing and facility needs.

Must be able to work the various hours that the facilities are open (hours may vary from 5:30am-

10pm, Sunday through Saturday).

▪ Requires the ability to identify, mitigate and respond to risks associated with aquatics and recreation

programs to reduce potentially harmful outcomes to participants and the Borough.

▪ Requires the ability to plan, implement and evaluate recreation programs and make sound

recommendations for improvement.

▪ Requires the ability to conduct program needs assessments to identify potential recreation programs.

▪ Requires the ability to build rapport with patrons of a broad age range and recreational interest.

▪ Requires the ability to work independently and collaboratively with volunteers, staff and the

Director

▪ Requires the ability to adapt well to change, remain flexible and solution oriented.

▪ Requires the ability to learn computer programs including but not limited to Excel, Word,

PowerPoint and Outlook.

▪ Ability to instruct Lifeguard, CPR and First Aid classes for employees and the public.

Physical Abilities 

▪ Incumbent must be able to function effectively indoors and outdoors in a classroom, sports court,

park, trail or similar environment while engaged in physical activity.

▪ Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to stand, walk and demonstrate activities for intermittent

periods of time.

▪ Requires sufficient arm, hand, and finger dexterity to demonstrate physical activities and use a

computer keyboard and other office equipment.

▪ Must be physically able to swim and perform other lifeguard duties such as in water rescues and

CPR/AED.

Education and Experience 

▪ Requires high school diploma.

▪ Two years of recreation and/or aquatics experience is preferred.

Licenses and Certificates 

▪ Requires American Red Cross Lifeguard/First Aid Certificate and a CPR/AED Certificate.

▪ Requires Lifeguard Instructor certification or ability to gain one upon hire.

▪ Requires Swim Instructor Trainer certification or ability to gain one upon hire.

▪ Requires the ability to instruct Learn to Swim lessons or ability to gain certification

to do so upon hire. Must possess a valid Alaska driver’s license or ability to gain one upon hire.

▪ Certified Pool Operator Certificate or Aquatics Facility Operator Certificate preferred.

Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors at the swimming pool and community center where relative risks occur. 

Exposure to pool treatment chemicals may occur. Physical exertion may be required when assisting with 

pool rescues. Seasonal recreation programs may require additional hours spent outside the swimming 

pool and community center.  

This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties as 

well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a complete 

list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Administrative Assistant 
 

Rev: 4-9-2024  

City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Administrative Assistant Type: Permanent, Part-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Director of Public Works Salary Grade:  15    14 

 

Summary 
 

Performs computer software processing and data entry, record keeping, bookkeeping, office 

management, administrative support, organizational and clerical tasks in the Public Works 

Department. Works under the supervision of the Director of Public Works. This is a part-

time position (approximately 20 hours per work week). 

 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Perform a variety of clerical, office support, report generation and record keeping 

assignments. 

 Provide proper invoice coding for bill payment and invoice generation.  

 Respond to requests for information from residents as well as Borough employees 

and make proper referrals. 

 Establish, prepare, revise and monitor department files, records, maps and reports.  

 Provide email correspondence and meeting setup as required.  

 Manage, operate and maintain office equipment.  

 Establish, organize and manage filing system – both hard copy and electronic files. 

 Type, edit and proofread documents.  

 Order departmental supplies and manage office supplies inventory. 

 Answer telephone and email contacts and relay messages to employees in a timely 

manner.  

 Provide data input and word processing as needed. 

 Assist in the preparation of any required reporting documents.  

 Prepare letters, correspondence, minutes, memos and reports for mailing and 

distribution.  

 Create and track work orders and purchase orders.  

 Assist in managing contracts and billings.   

 Obtain data or information in the field as assigned.  

 Ability to make minor decisions that are in compliance with department and 

Borough policies and apply them to work matters. 

 Assist Public Works Department employees as well as all other Borough 

departments as needed.  

 Perform additional projects or administrative support duties as assigned.  

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Minimum of a high school degree with secondary business education or training 

being highly desirable. 

 Must be familiar with computer word processing and data processing software 

including the Microsoft Office suite of applications and have excellent typing 

skills.  
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 Experience with operation and care of office equipment (multi-function copiers, 

fax machine, computer, phone system).  

 Possess excellent written and verbal communication skills. 

 Possess a valid Alaska motor vehicle operator's license.  

 Past successful experience in the administrative support and clerical field. 

 

 Professional Abilities 

 Ability to juggle multiple projects with accuracy.  

 Possess strong administrative and organizational skills.  

 Possess exceptional customer service skills with customers, outside agencies and 

Borough employees, both over the phone and in person. 

 Ability to effectively deal with upset customers.  

 Ability to maintain confidentiality.  

 Possess strong sense of urgency and problem solving skills.  

 Maintain knowledge and skills in bookkeeping and accounting, use of computer 

system and software, telephone system, office equipment, records management, 

data compilation and report generation. 

 Have positive work attitude. 

 Willingness to become proficient in basic GIS software use.  

 Possess thorough knowledge of business English, spelling and vocabulary. 

 Willingness to learn department rules, regulations, policies, procedures and 

functions.  

 Ability to understand and carry out complex oral and written instructions.  

 Ability to perform quality work under pressure.  

 Ability to work a regularly scheduled work week approximately 20 hours of 

scheduled/assigned work.  

 Willingness to work overtime or extra hours as assigned and to modify work 

hours.  

 Ability to maintain regular punctual attendance. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 Frequent sitting; sometimes walking, stooping, bending, kneeling, standing, and 

squatting.  

 Frequently reaching in front of body and occasionally overhead.  

 Continuous handling of objects and equipment using hand, wrist, arms, and 

fingers simultaneously; frequent finger manipulations; use of keyboard, use of 

calculator, writing.  

 Talking and hearing ordinary conversation, primarily in a moderately quiet 

environment; use of telephone and computer on an ongoing basis.  

 Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision, distance vision, 

color vision, and depth perception. 

 Lifting to hip height and frequently carrying items 30 pounds or less. 

 

 Minimum Qualifications and Experience 

 Must be at least 18 years old and hold a valid Alaska Driver’s License. 

 Applicants must be able to work a minimum of twenty hours a week, as set by the 

job requirements.   

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed primarily indoors. 
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This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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Property and Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 
Rev.04-09-2024  

City & Borough of Wrangell            Position Description 
Position:  Property and Sales Tax Accounting Clerk Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Finance FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Finance Director Salary Grade: 13  15 

 

Summary 

 

Processes and performs procedures related to all tax filings.  The Property and Sales Tax 

Accounting Clerk will primarily be responsible for the collection and processing of property 

tax, sales tax, excise tax and transient tax. They will additionally be tasked with facilitating 

work performed by external parties such as sales tax audits, property tax assessments, and 

foreclosure processing. A main function of the role will be to perform additional oversight 

procedures to ensure tax revenue streams are maximized. The goal of the Property and Sales 

Tax Accounting Clerk will be to efficiently and effectively distribute payment notifications, 

collect taxes, administer penalties and interest and help streamline payment options for 

taxpayers. 

 

Assist and support all functions of the Finance Department. In addition to the roles and 

responsibilities highlighted above, the Property and Sales Tax Accounting Clerk will be 

responsible for learning the functions performed by the Utilities and AP Clerks so that 

operations continue to resume effectively in the absence of a Finance Department professional. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 

 

 

The Property and Sales Tax Accounting Clerk is equal to the Accounting Clerk I in referring 

to the first in a two-level career ladder for clerical and technical accounting.  The Property and 

Sales Tax Accounting Clerk is the first level and focuses on assembly and processing of utility 

accounts and handling of certain customer service transactions.  Advancement to Accounting 

Technician is possible with demonstrated knowledge of the computer-aided accounting system 

and codes as well as the ability to process a full range of financial transactions for a complete 

account such as payroll, cash receipts and accounts receivable. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

 
 

Property Tax Services 

 Responsible for working with assessor in completing annual property tax process.  This 

includes entering names and address changes on property during the year and filing the 

new deeds.  

 

 Responsible for sending out annual property tax exemption forms and advertising the 

exemptions in the newspaper. 

 

 Responsible for working with the assessor and entering new assessment information into 

tax records and sending out annual assessment notices. 

 

 Responsible for advertising the assessment and appeal process and working with 

taxpayers filing appeals. 
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Property and Sales Tax Accounting Clerk 
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 Responsible for working with the assessor on property tax appeals and preparing 

exemption reports and appeal information for the assessor and Board of Equalization. 

 

 Responsible for preparation of final tax rolls and preparation and sending out of property 

tax bills. 

 

 Responsible for maintaining and reconciliation of property tax receivables.  

 

 Responsible for collections on property taxes including the foreclosure process. 

 

 Maintain ArcGIS mapping information, including new plats, easements and property 

owner information. 

 

Sales Tax Services: 

 Responsible for the collection of all sales tax through local businesses and abroad (i.e., 

Alaska Remote Sellers Sales Tax Commission and those businesses exceeding the 

Commission’s threshold to independently remit sales tax). 

 

 Responsible for processing sales tax collections on a quarterly basis and keeping a 

comprehensive filings summary to effectively manage delinquent filers. 

 

 Responsible for executing penalty and interest calculations based on estimates for 

nonpayers. 

 

 Responsible for supporting and facilitating sales tax audits with the Borough’s external 

auditors. 

 

 Responsible for notifying customers of payment deadlines through a variety of channels. 

 

 Support the Finance Director in constructing payment plans for businesses who are 

delinquent and need assistance from the Borough. 

 

General Ledger Accounting 

 Assists the Finance Director with reconciling property tax receivable and determining 

performance of all tax revenue streams on a quarterly basis. 

 

 Assists with entry of budgets. 

 

 Provides assistance to other accounting staff on an as-needed basis to balance fluctuations 

in workflow. 

 

Other Duties and Responsibilities 

 Work cooperatively with public, other external agencies and other Borough employees. 

 

 Perform administrative and secretarial duties as needed as well as assist the accounting 

generalist with human resources. 

 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 
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The position requires considerable knowledge of the principles and procedures of accounting, 

auditing, and finance. Requires in-depth knowledge of generally accepted financial processes 

and regulations and controls applying to assigned financial operations. Requires a working 

knowledge of audit documentation requirements.  Requires in-depth knowledge of automated 

accounting systems and relational databases used for storing and linking accounting data. 

Requires well-developed math skills to perform complex accounting computations.  Requires 

sufficient language skills to prepare reports suitable for external publishing.  Requires well-

developed human relation skills to explain detailed information in small group settings and work 

with staff in an advisory capacity.   

 

 Abilities 

 

Requires the ability to perform the functions of the position.  Requires the ability to apply 

accounting controls, rules, and procedures, and to perform accounting tests.  Requires the 

ability to research, compile, analyze, and interpret accounting data.  Requires the ability to 

maintain accurate and retrievable files, records, audit trails and trace transactions to original 

entries.  Requires the ability to perform accounting and general math computations quickly 

and accurately.  Requires the ability to organize and prioritize work to meet deadlines and 

timetables. Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work productively, 

patiently, and cooperatively with other teams, vendors, and external customers, and convey a 

positive image of the City and Borough and its services. Requires intermediate to advanced 

proficiency in the use of computers, Microsoft Excel, Outlook, Access, Word, and Adobe 

Acrobat, and the ability to learn these and other software programs quickly. 

 

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 

Incumbent must be able to work in an office setting engaged in work of a primarily sedentary 

nature.  Requires sufficient hand-eye-arm coordination to use a keyboard and 10-key, arm/hand 

movements to retrieve work materials from storage files, and operate a variety of general office 

equipment.  Requires visual acuity to read computer screens, printed material, and detailed 

accounting information.  Requires auditory ability to carry on conversations over the phone 

and in person. 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

Requires equivalent to high school diploma.  Three years of relevant work experience in a 

professional business, office or administrative setting is required.  Education or experience in 

accounting, budgeting, or position closely aligned with the duties, responsibilities and skills of 

the position is strongly preferred. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Require a valid driver’s license. 

 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed in an office environment with minimal safety considerations. 
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This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell            Position Description 
Position:  Accounting Clerk I Accounts Payable Clerk Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Finance FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Finance Director Salary Grade: 13    15 

 

Summary 
 

Performs various accounting, recordkeeping, and receptionist duties in conjunction with the 

finance department.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Accounting Clerk is equal to the Utility Clerk in referring to the first in a two-level career 

ladder for clerical and technical accounting.  The Accounting Clerk is the first level and focuses 

on assembly and processing of various accounts and handling of certain records.  Advancement 

to Accounting Generalist is possible with demonstrated knowledge of the computer-aided 

accounting system and codes as well as the ability to process a full range of financial 

transactions for a complete account such as payroll, cash receipts and accounts receivable. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

Communications 

 Answers and screens telephone calls. Assists visitors and resolves problems as they arise, 

and refers callers and visitors to appropriate personnel. 

 

Accounting 

 Processes accounts for payment.  

 Performs daily cashier duties.  

 Processes invoices, accounts, lease billings, and tax accounts.   

 Maintains vendor and customer files.  
 

Deputy Clerk 
 

 Serves as Deputy Clerk, providing assistance to the Borough Clerk in the execution of 

municipal clerk duties under Alaska Statutes 29.20.380  
 

Records 

 Maintains various records and accounts and enters data into a computer. Processes forms 

regarding accounts, billings, and taxes. Maintains inventory control for office supplies.  

 

Teamwork & Cooperation 

 Performs other related duties as required or assigned. Works cooperatively with other 

employees, external agencies, and the public.  

 May be required to serve as recording clerk for an advisory board such as the Parks & 

Recreation Board.  

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 
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 Requires interpersonal skills to effectively communicate with the public, staff, and 

other persons. Requires courteous telephone skills. 

 

 Requires general knowledge of accounting procedures, or ability to learn quickly. 

Requires ability to maintain accounts, perform banking and other transactions. Requires 

attention to detail and strong numerical ability. 

 

 Requires proficiency with Microsoft Outlook (e-mail), Excel, and Word and Adobe 

Acrobat. Requires ability to keep records, process forms, and enter data into a computer. 

Requires excellent writing, grammar, spelling, and typing skills. 

 

 Requires knowledge of all aspects of agenda management , including, but not limited 

to, the current agenda management platform.  

 

 Requires willingness to perform various job-related duties as situations arise, strong 

sense of teamwork, and the ability to work cooperatively with others.  

 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to keep records, process forms, and enter data into the computer.  

 

Requires strong aptitude for learning new computer software functions and processes 

quickly. 

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Incumbent must be able to work in an office setting engaged in work of a primarily 

sedentary nature.  Requires sufficient hand-eye-arm coordination to use a keyboard and 10-

key, arm/hand movements to retrieve work materials from storage files, and operate a 

variety of general office equipment.  Requires visual acuity to read computer screens, 

printed material, and detailed accounting information.  Requires auditory ability to carry on 

conversations over the phone and in person. 

 

 Education and Experience 

Requires equivalent to high school diploma.  Three years of relevant work experience in a 

professional business, office or administrative setting is required.  Education or experience 

in accounting, budgeting, or position closely aligned with the duties, responsibilities and 

skills of the position is strongly preferred. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed in an office environment with minimal safety considerations. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell    Position Description 
Position:   Utility Accounts Clerk Type: Permanent, Full-Time   

Department/Site:  Finance/City Hall FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Finance Director Salary Grade: 13    15 

 

Summary 
 

To review, prepare billings, and maintain City utility accounts. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Utility Clerk is equal to the Accounting Clerk in referring to the first in a two-level 

career ladder for clerical and technical accounting.  The Utility Clerk is the first level and 

focuses on assembly and processing of utility accounts and handling of certain customer 

service transactions.  Advancement to Accounting Technician is possible with demonstrated 

knowledge of the computer-aided accounting system and codes as well as the ability to 

process a full range of financial transactions for a complete account such as payroll, cash 

receipts and accounts receivable.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 

 Accounting:  Processes accounts for payment. Reviews, adjusts, corrects, and prints 

accounts as necessary. Balances daily business with cash income and prepares daily bank 

deposits. Maintains Utility and Meters accounts.  Performs various utility billing duties. 

 Secretarial support:  Performs a variety of secretarial duties as needed, such as answering 

phones and disseminating information.  Assists customers at counter and accepts 

payments for utility and other City bills.  Enters data into computer and posts journal 

entries. Organizes and maintains filing systems.   

 Researches, analyzes, resolves, and assists others with accounting transactions and 

adjustments such as credit memoranda, undocumented purchases and invoices, goods 

and services not received or returned, and refunded checks.   

 Communications:  Prepares reports used for mailing notices to customers with delinquent 

balances.  Makes contacts and resolves problems as instructed.  Trouble-shoots and 

corrects account discrepancies or errors. 

 Teamwork & Cooperation:  Performs other related duties as required or assigned.  Works 

cooperatively with other employees, external agencies, and the public. 

 Planning & Zoning meetings:  Prepares agenda, minutes, publications, and all related 

filing.  Attends meetings and acts as recording secretary. 

 Reviews and processes miscellaneous items related to accounts payable and accounts 

receivable such as credit cards. 

 Assists with preparing journal entries to general ledger following established instructions 

and procedures. 

 Provides administrative support to projects and special assignments that require getting 

information and cooperation from other departments and vendors. 

 May prepare correspondence relating to assigned responsibilities. 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position 

including those performed by accounting technicians and clerical staff. 
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Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires equivalent to high school diploma and at least one year of clerical or accounting 

experience. Requires some experience with bookkeeping and accounting principles.   

Requires a working knowledge of computer-aided accounting systems to setup accounts, 

enter accounting transactions, and extract detail and summary information.  Requires a 

working knowledge of office clerical procedures and computer-aided office productivity 

software such as Word, Excel and other computer applications.  Requires sufficient 

writing skills to prepare basic business correspondence, accounting instructions, and 

account footnotes.  Requires sufficient math skills to compute totals, extensions, portions, 

ratios, quotients, and percentages. Requires sufficient human relations skill to convey 

policies and procedures and to deal cooperatively with others on accounting transactions, 

and the ability to maintain professional confidentiality. Requires a strong numerical and 

mathematical aptitude and proficiency with computers, 10-key calculators, and other 

office equipment. Requires problem-solving skills to locate and resolve account billing 

inaccuracies.  Requires knowledge of delinquent account notification and collection 

procedures.   

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to perform the functions of the position.  Requires the ability to learn 

and apply accounting rules and procedures, sales and use tax requirements and schedules, 

and procedures for electronic transfer of accounting information.  Requires the ability to 

learn various vendor accounting requirements and cycles.  Requires the ability to research, 

compile, analyze, and interpret accounting data.  Requires the ability to maintain accurate 

and retrievable files, records, audit trails and trace transactions to original entries.  

Requires the ability to perform accounting and general math computations quickly and 

accurately.   Requires the ability to organize and prioritize work to meet deadlines and 

timetables. Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work 

productively, patiently, and cooperatively with other teams, vendors, and external 

customers, and convey a positive image of the City and its services.   Requires the ability 

to access and use a computer, common office productivity software, and specialized 

accounting software to access databases. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Incumbent must be able to work in an office setting engaged in work of a primarily 

sedentary nature.  Requires sufficient hand-eye-arm coordination to use a keyboard and 

10-key, arm/hand movements to retrieve work materials from storage files and operate a 

variety of general office equipment.  Requires visual acuity to read computer screens, 

printed material, and detailed accounting information.  Requires auditory ability to carry 

on conversations over the phone and in person. 

 

 Education and Experience 

The position typically requires completion of high school and at least one year of clerical 

or accounting experience. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell            Position Description 
Position:  Accounting Generalist   Senior Staff Accountant Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Finance FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Finance Director Salary Grade: 18    

 

Summary 

 

 

Assists and supports all functions of the Finance Department. The Accounting Generalist 

can perform accounting work general ledger, special fund accounting, and payroll services.  

The primary focus of the Accounting Generalist will be payroll, human resources, employee 

benefit administration, cash management, sales tax collection, and property tax, however the 

position will provide assistance in other areas as well. Acts as Recording Secretary for the 

Planning & Zoning Commission, and as Deputy Borough Clerk in the Borough Clerk’s 

absence. 

 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 

 

 

The Accounting Generalist is the senior level in a two-level career ladder for clerical and 

technical accounting.  The Accounting Generalist has a working knowledge of the computer 

accounting system and codes as well as the ability to process a range of financial transactions 

for complete accounts such as accounts payable and receivable.  Advancement to Accounting 

Generalist is possible with knowledge of and competency in preparing journal entries to 

general ledger, electronic funds transfers, payroll, and special accounting performance reports.  

Advancement to a professional accounting position is based on need and compliance with the 

requirements of the position. 

 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

 
 

Payroll Services 

 Sets up and maintains employee payroll records.  Ensures records are up-to-date and 

include the necessary job and biographical information for accurate group benefit and 

retirement plan coverage and deductions. 

 

 Prepares regular payrolls for personnel, prepares retirement reports. Computes payroll 

deductions including those for retirement, union dues, tax sheltered annuities, withholding 

taxes and insurance. 

 

 Verifies accuracy of individual employee benefit rates, calculating unused portion of 

allowable benefit cap.  Sets up and maintains payroll vendor files for various benefits and 

miscellaneous deductions. 

 

 Calculates pay data and benefits arrangements for employees leaving service, retirees, and 

special circumstances.  Processes appropriate coverage and payments under COBRA 

and/or other agreements.  Reconciles voluntary employee deductions and payments for 

payment to third party insurers. 
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 Assures payroll timelines are met, maintains payroll controls, and assures proper 

procedures, policies, rules and regulations are applied to payroll activities.  Checks payrolls 

for compliance with rules, regulations and policies. 

 

 Interprets and explains payroll policies, procedures, and technical issues to employees, 

referring only the most difficult and sensitive matters to higher authorities.  

 

 Audits and updates regular and supplemental payrolls adding payroll information for new 

employees and calculating proper deductions on an 'as-needed' basis. 

 

 Assists accounting staff with the reconciliation of payroll system details to general ledger.  

Prepares document trails to support audit requirements. 

 

 Prepares reporting of federal, state, and special payroll taxes and statutory fund 

contributions to external agencies.  Prepares retirement and withdrawal forms and reports 

for pay systems for the Finance Director approval and submission to agencies 

 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

Human Resources Duties 

 

 Assists with the recruiting and on-boarding processes during the recruitment of new 

employees. 

 

 Assists department managers with compliance with all personnel regulations, collective 

bargaining agreements, and state and federal regulations, including EEOC guidelines.  

 

 Assists management with development and revisions of job descriptions. .  

 

 Manages employee training programs, safety programs, background checks, and drug 

testing programs, including pre-employment, random, and as-needed testing. 

 

 Maintains all official and confidential employee files.   

 

 

Property Tax Services 

 Responsible for working with assessor in completing annual property tax process.  This 

includes entering names and address changes on property during the year and filing the 

new deeds.  

 

 Responsible for sending out annual property tax exemption forms and advertising the 

exemptions in the newspaper. 

 

 Responsible for working with the assessor and entering new assessment information into 

tax records and sending out annual assessment notices. 

 

 Responsible for advertising the assessment and appeal process and working with 

taxpayers filing appeals. 

 

 Responsible for working with the assessor on property tax appeals and preparing 

exemption reports and appeal information for the assessor and Board of Equalization. 
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 Responsible for preparation of final tax rolls and preparation and sending out of property 

tax bills. 

 

 Responsible for maintaining and reconciliation of property tax receivables.  

 

 Responsible for collections on property taxes including the foreclosure process. 

 

 Maintain ArcGIS mapping information, including new plats, easements and property 

owner information. 

 

General Ledger Accounting 

 Assists the Finance Director with reconciling balance sheet asset and payroll liability 

accounts.   

 

 Assists with entry of budgets. 

 

 Provides assistance to other accounting staff on an as-needed basis to balance fluctuations 

in workflow. 

 

Planning & Zoning Commission  Services 

 Act as Recording Secretary for the Planning & Zoning Commission meetings. 

 

 Responsible for preparation of public notices, preparation of agendas and recording of 

minutes for Planning & Zoning Commission meetings. 

 

Borough Assembly Services 

 Act as Deputy Borough Clerk during the absence of the Borough Clerk; perform all 

duties of the Borough Clerk, including public notices, preparation of agendas and 

recording minutes of Borough Assembly meetings. 

 

 Assist Borough Clerk with election activities as required. 

 

Other Duties and Responsibilities 

 Provide assistance with other accounting staff as needed. 

 

 Work cooperatively with public, other external agencies and other Borough employees. 

 

 Perform administrative and secretarial duties as needed. 

 

 

 May require development of working knowledge of GIS Mapping programs. 

 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 
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The position requires considerable knowledge of the principles and procedures of accounting, 

auditing, and finance. Requires in-depth knowledge of generally accepted financial processes 

and regulations and controls applying to assigned financial operations. Requires a working 

knowledge of audit documentation requirements.  Requires in-depth knowledge of automated 

accounting systems and relational databases used for storing and linking accounting data. 

Requires well-developed math skills to perform complex accounting computations.  Requires 

sufficient language skills to prepare reports suitable for external publishing.  Requires well-

developed human relation skills to explain detailed information in small group settings and work 

with staff in an advisory capacity.   

 

 Abilities 

 

Requires the ability to perform the functions of the position.  Requires the ability to apply 

accounting controls, rules, and procedures, and to perform accounting tests.  Requires the 

ability to research, compile, analyze, and interpret accounting data.  Requires the ability to 

maintain accurate and retrievable files, records, audit trails and trace transactions to original 

entries.  Requires the ability to perform accounting and general math computations quickly 

and accurately.  Requires the ability to organize and prioritize work to meet deadlines and 

timetables. Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work productively, 

patiently, and cooperatively with other teams, vendors, and external customers, and convey a 

positive image of the City and Borough and its services. Requires intermediate to advanced 

proficiency in the use of computers, Microsoft Excel, Outlook, Access, Word, and Adobe 

Acrobat, and the ability to learn these and other software programs quickly. 

 

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

 

Incumbent must be able to work in an office setting engaged in work of a primarily sedentary 

nature.  Requires sufficient hand-eye-arm coordination to use a keyboard and 10-key, arm/hand 

movements to retrieve work materials from storage files, and operate a variety of general office 

equipment.  Requires visual acuity to read computer screens, printed material, and detailed 

accounting information.  Requires auditory ability to carry on conversations over the phone 

and in person. 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

 

Bachelor’s or Associate’s degree in accounting, finance, or related field is desirable. Requires 

four years of relevant and progressively responsible experience, preferably in governmental 

accounting, budgeting, or closely related field.  Additional education may substitute for some 

experience. 

 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

 

May require a valid driver’s license. 

 

 

 Working Conditions 
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Work is performed in an office environment with minimal safety considerations. 

 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Borough Controller Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Finance FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Finance Director Salary Grade: 30    35 

Summary 

Assists the Director of Finance in planning, organizing, directing, and coordinating 

centralized financial management and planning for all City functions and selected outside 

organizations.  At the Direction of the Finance Director, manages financial services 

including, budgeting, treasury, public financing, liability and debt management, accounting 

operations, utilities and customer accounting, performance reporting, financial database 

management, accounting controls, and audit support.  Directs and coordinates centralized 

contract review and administration, personnel, purchasing, and information systems.   

Distinguishing Career Features 

The Controller is a senior management position responsible for exercises direction and 

control over Borough accounting and financial reporting function, including establishing and 

monitoring internal control over financial reporting and grants accounting and reporting 

compliance, and works with the finance director to disseminate accurate and timely 

accounting and financial information. Performs a full range of complex management, 

accounting, technical, administrative, supervisory and financial duties and provides overall 

planning, coordination and accountability for large complex projects. Assisting the Director 

of Finance with integrating accounting operations, audit, systems, and controls governing 

business transactions such as purchasing, contracts, and insurance.  Advancement to this 

position is through promotion and compliance with the qualifications of the position. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

Financial Services 

 Assists Finance Director with budgeting, contracts and negotiations, investment,

insurance, cash flow, internal control and other duties as required. Serves as the Acting

Finance Director as required.

 Coordinate with other departments, divisions, sections as appropriate to perform the

duties and responsibilities of the accounting and financial reporting activities of the

Borough.

 Maintain and troubleshoot the Borough’s financial systems. Plan, test, and implement

new or updated financial systems software, including data conversions if needed.

Supervise and/or train Borough staff in the financial systems. Monitor application-level

security.

 Executes cash disbursements for payment of expenditures of accounts payable, debt, and

payroll in accordance with disbursement and accounting policies.

---
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 Oversees the fiscal year-end accounting and closing tasks, audit preparation, the annual

financial and single audits, other periodic audits within the division, and preparation of

the financial statement and reports. Coordinate with the Assembly Audit Committee.

 Maintains up-to-date knowledge of laws and regulations governing public agency and

capital financing strategies. Keeps current with developments and authoritative changes

affecting the borough’s accounting, financial reporting, grants compliance, and other

financial activities. Research, interpret, apply and implement authoritative directives to

which the Borough is subject.

 Monitor economic trends and new governmental accounting and financial concepts and

techniques that affect the Borough. Provide expert accounting, financial and management

advice to the Finance Director, and to the Administration and Assembly as needed.

 Prepares all grant reports as required by granting agencies and assures that all grant

agency requirements are met in the administration of grant funds. Maintains grant folders

in a manner that allows auditors easy access to grant documents.

Human Resources, and Other Administrative Duties 

 Assists Finance Director in performing various HR related duties including oversight of

payroll, PERS, SBS, annual step increases, grievances, union negotiations, employee

performance standards, disciplinary procedures, employee recognition, employee

recruitment and retention, employee continuity planning, and employee development.

 Assists in managing Borough wide-training and certification requirements

 Organizes and directs activities connected with employment, recruitment, and candidate

selection processes.  Assures compliance with recruitment policies and procedures.

 Serves as advisor to management and staff on matters such as performance management,

skill development, general morale, and other employee relations matters.  Evaluates

human relations and work-related problems, recommending the most effective solutions.

 Communicates salary and benefit programs to employees.  Ensures that employees get

timely service on benefits matters.

 Assist in complex and sensitive administrative, operational and management analyses,

studies, and researches projects including those involving City-wide issues, programs,

policies and procedures; selects, adapts, and applies appropriate research and statistical

techniques; gathers and analyzes data and information from various internal and external

sources on a variety of assigned and specialized projects and topics. Studies problems

and processes and makes recommendations to the Borough Manager including suggested

changes in organization/management of City government and in types of service

provided to City residents as requested.

 Aids Department Directors in matters assigned by the Finance Director.

 Attends and assists or represents the Finance Director and Borough at meetings when

requested.

 Performs other duties as assigned by the Finance Director that support the overall
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objective of the position and organization. 

Qualifications 

 Knowledge and Skills

Requires advanced-specialized professional knowledge of the theory, principles, and 

procedures of accounting, auditing and financial management for governmental agencies.  

Requires in-depth knowledge of the principles and procedures used in budget preparation, 

accounting administration, and development of internal control.    Requires in-depth 

knowledge of the external audit process including applying GAAP and federal grant laws 

and regulations and knowledge of generally accepted auditing standards..  Requires 

considerable knowledge of the laws and regulations governing financial transactions.  

Requires a working knowledge of insurance and insurability including risk-and-return 

analysis.  Requires a working knowledge of centralized purchasing and material 

management functions.  Requires advanced math skills to perform an array of business 

and statistical calculations. Requires well-developed skill with personal computer 

software sufficient to design and use spreadsheet and database models.  Requires well-

developed language skills to prepare business plans and complex reports seen by the 

public.  Requires well-developed human relations skills sufficient to carry out 

negotiations, make formal presentations, conduct performance reviews, and communicate 

technical concepts to diverse audiences. Requires recent verifiable experience with 

operation of, and conducting research using, an enterprise-wide integrated financial 

management system and experience in maintaining an automated general ledger system. 

 Abilities

Requires the ability to carry out all aspects of the position.  Requires the ability to conduct 

complex analyses of accounting systems, financial reports, business opportunities such as 

grants and capital projects, investments, and on-going operations.  Must be able to convert 

financial information and outcomes into reports of findings and conditions.  Must be able 

to gather and analyze data and develop conclusions and recommendations.  Must be able 

to develop projections using historical data and inferential methods.  Must be able to think 

critically and creatively.  Requires the ability to supervise, train, evaluate and motivate 

staff in a way that optimizes service.  Requires the ability to plan, organize and prioritize 

complex and technical work processes in order to meet schedules and timelines. Requires 

the ability to work cooperatively with senior citizens. Requires the ability to work as 

contributing member of a team, work productively and cooperatively with other teams and 

external customers, and convey a positive image of the City and its services. 

 Physical Abilities

Requires the ability to function primarily indoors in an office environment engaged in 

work of primarily a sedentary nature.  Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to move 

about to office and remote locations.  Requires auditory ability to carry on large audience, 

ordinary, and telephonic conversations.  Requires near visual acuity to read printed 

material, computer screens, and observe physical settings.  Requires manual and finger 

dexterity to write and to operate microcomputers and other office equipment.  Requires 

the ability to alternatively sit and stand for sustained periods of time to deliver 

presentations and perform work. 

 Education and Experience
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The position typically requires a bachelor’s degree in accounting, finance, business 

administration or a closely related field and eight years of experience in accounting 

systems and operations, treasury, financial reporting, or audits, including three years in a 

leadership capacity. Experience in governmental accounting is preferred. An active CPA 

or CMA certificate and/or a master’s degree in business administration may substitute for 

some experience. 

 Licenses and Certificates

CPA certificate desired.  May require a valid driver’s license. 

 Working Conditions

Work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties as 

well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a complete 

list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell  Position Description 
Position: Marketing and Community Development 
Coordinator 

Type: Full time 

Department/Site:  City Hall/Nolan Center with remote 
possibilities 

FLSA: 

Evaluated by:  Economic Development Director Salary Grade: 

Summary 

Assists the Economic Development Director in implementing the Wrangell Convention and 
Visitor Bureau’s marketing plan, other community promotional activities and assists with 
other community development activities.  

Distinguishing Career Features 

This is a community development position with an emphasis on tourism and marketing. 
Develops, organizes, and implements a tourism plan, social media presence, Tourism Best 
Management Practices program, and provides outreach to travel writers and influencers. The 
position will cultivate relationships with local, state and regional organizations, attend 
tradeshows, conferences and meetings representing Wrangell and the Visitor Industry. This 
position, under the Economic Development Department will also work on other community 
development projects assigned and will work cooperatively with other departments to market 
all economic aspects, assets, and strengths of the community.  

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

 Must be knowledgeable about Wrangell, personable, and willing to visit and
communicate with businesses.

 Assists with implementation of community development projects.
 Assists with the development and implementation of a tourism plan, marketing program

and Tourism Best Management Program.
 Advises, manages, and provides staff support to the Wrangell Convention and Visitor

Bureau.
 Implements the tourism marketing efforts of the city for business development and

visitor services, working cooperatively with the Convention and Visitor Bureau, all
departments, including Nolan Center, and visitor industry businesses and organizations.

 Build a social media presence, including but not limited to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
and Google directed at Visitor needs and interests

 Develop a database of visitor inquiries
 Develop surveys and analytical tools to track and monitor visitors, activities, inquiries and

Key Performance Indicators
 Assists with the development and design of marketing materials, including brochures,

signs, travel planners, fliers, display advertising, and banners/popups.
 Direct the ad sales for new travel planners and other cooperative advertising efforts.
 Enhance the travelwrangell.com website.
 Provide office assistance with data input, financial reporting, and customer service.
 Represent Wrangell and the Visitor Industry at tradeshows, travel shows, conferences and

other industry meetings and events.
 Generate a photo, video and informational library using User Generated Content,

professional services, personal/local photos and videos.

15----     18
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 Directs and participates in developing budgets for the Tourism program. Monitors and
evaluates performance against established budgets. Identifies projects, programs, and
priorities.

 Network and establish connections and partnerships with other community liaisons, local,
state and regional organizations, and Destination Marketing Organizations.

 This position must be versatile and ready to assist with many different tasks and
community development projects within the Economic Development Department.

Qualifications 

 Knowledge and Skills
 Should be knowledgeable about Wrangell.
 Requires well-developed human relation skills to deliver persuasive talks and

presentations to large and diverse audiences.
 Requires ability to plan and outline steps for project development and implement

the requirements
 Requires knowledge of marketing and promotional methods to enhance local

business and program efforts.
 Should have experience with Key Performance Indicators
 Knowledge of and skills in social media platforms including Facebook, Instagram,

Twitter, and Google My Business and Analytics with a focus on strategic business
promotion. Also requires understanding of professional social media etiquette.

 Should have experience with graphic design programs.
 Requires knowledge of how to gather content and ideas for postings, schedule

postings, and create a calendar for planned events.
 Must be able and willing to take local photos and videos for posting.
 Should have copy writing, editing and publishing skills.
 Should be knowledgeable in Microsoft Office – specifically Word, Excel and

Publisher.
 Requires knowledge of and sensitivity of the social, legal and political issues

influencing tourism programs including online marketing, asset management, and
UGC.

 Requires knowledge of research and analytics.
 Experience with identifying program funding needs and funding availability from

various local, state or federal sources and applying as appropriate.

 Abilities
 Requires the ability to work independently and be self-motivated.
 Requires excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to communicate effectively

with persons of diverse backgrounds.
 Requires the ability to write effectively.
 Requires the ability to use sound judgement when making decisions.
 Requires the ability to work productively and cooperatively and convey a positive

image of Wrangell and its services.
 Requires computer skills.

 Physical Abilities
 Requires the ability to function primarily indoors in an office environment engaged

in work of primarily a sedentary nature.
 Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to move about to remote locations and attend

conferences and tradeshows.
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 Requires auditory ability to carry on audience, ordinary, and telephonic
conversation.

 Requires near and far visual acuity to read detailed maps, other printed material,
computer screens, and observe physical layouts.

 Requires manual and finger dexterity to write and to operate microcomputers and
other office equipment.

 
 Education and Experience 

The position requires a high school degree; Associates degree or higher preferred; 
Knowledge and/or experience of visitor marketing and destination branding, and 
community development project implementation.   

 Licenses and Certificates
Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License and reliable transportation. 

 Working Conditions
Work is performed mostly indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 
duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 
to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Police Officer Probationary Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Safety Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Police Chief Salary Grade:  21     19 

 

Summary 
 

Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, performs individually or as a member of a 

team. Participates in the following activities: enforcing federal, state and local laws and 

regulations, apprehending suspects, investigating crimes, emergency response and crime 

prevention, patrolling the community to protect people and property while encouraging 

voluntary compliance with local, state and federal laws.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

This classification is for an individual that has successfully completed a basic police 

academy but must still successfully complete the required probationary period with the 

agency and successfully complete field training and successfully complete an Alaska 

Academy class as needed to qualify for an Alaska Basic Police Certificate. Normally an 

individual will not remain in this classification more than one year. An individual must 

possess a State of Alaska Basic Police Officer Certificate prior to promotion to Police 

Officer.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Exercise discretion when responding to emergencies. 

 Protect the lives, property and constitutional rights of the general public. 

 Prepare clear and concise reports.  

 Present evidence and testimony in court. 

 Maintain current knowledge of the law and modern enforcement techniques.  

 Respond to crime and emergency scenes and take immediate and appropriate action.  

 Apply emergency first aid methods skillfully. 

 Maintain proficiency with all equipment assigned to an officer by the Wrangell Police 

Department.  

 Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action. 

 Perform routine foot and motor patrols of the community.  

 React quickly and calmly in emergency conditions.  

 Establish sufficient probable cause to arrest or charge alleged offenders.  

 Maintain self-control under emotionally demanding circumstances. 

 Participate in specialized programs and assignments to support police related activities 

and community relations.  

 Communicate effectively both verbally and in writing.  

 Obtain and maintain eligibility for a basic or higher certification as a Police Officer by 

the State of Alaska Police Standards Council.  

 Carry out supervisor’s instruction and departmental procedures.  

 Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with other 

employees, external agencies, and the public.  

 Obtain and serve necessary letters, warrants, subpoenas, and summons as may be 

required.  

 Assist in the booking, searching and fingerprinting of prisoners. 
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 Follow all procedures when obtaining and submitting evidence for storage and court 

testimony.  

 Observe legal and defensive driving practices.  

 Deal courteously with the general public and convey a positive, professional image of 

the department and the City of Wrangell. 

 Physical ability to perform the essential work activities of a police officer.  

 Work confidentially with discretion.  

 Perform other duties as assigned.  

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Oral and written communications skills. 

 Interpersonal skills using tact, patience, and courtesy. 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to pass an extensive background investigation.  

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to maintain cardiovascular fitness to function well in stressful 

situations requiring extreme physical effort. Requires the ability to use speech and hearing 

to project voice in a noisy environment and for ordinary conversation and to hear sound 

prompts from equipment.   Must have near visual acuity to write and to read printed 

materials and computer screens and to observe moving objects at a distance such as is 

necessary to observe persons, operate a police vehicle, and use firearms.  Must be able to 

utilize manual and/or finger dexterity to type/keyboard and/or utilize mouse to operate a 

microcomputer and other office equipment; use a firearm, and operate stationary and 

mobile equipment.  Requires sufficient physical strength to lift, drag, carry or restrain an 

adult.   Requires full body coordination to perform personal defense, restrain an adult, 

jump over and climb obstacles, and walk and stand for a full shift.  Requires basic 

physical proficiency with police equipment such as but not limited to radar gun, radio, 

handgun, police vehicle, ASP baton, handcuffs, breath analyzer, and first-aid equipment.  

Requires the ability to sit for extended periods of time.  Requires the ability to render first 

aid. 

 

 Education and Experience 

The position requires a high school diploma or equivalent, a minimum age of 21 years, 

successful completion of a public safety, standards and training academy within the 

probationary period of employment, supplemented with a complete background check.  

U.S. Citizenship prior to employment.  

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license.  Completion of Alaska Certified Basic Law Enforcement 

Academy prior to or within 12 months of employment. ARC First Aid Card. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where continuous safety considerations exist 

from physical labor and risk of harm, moving equipment and objects, dangerous 

situations, and temperature and noise extremes. 
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This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Police Officer  Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Safety Dept. FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Police Sergeant Salary Grade:  23     20 

 

Summary 
 

Performs law enforcement and crime prevention work that includes patrol, investigation, 

service of warrants, issuance of citations for violation of city ordinances and state statutes, 

and general enforcement of federal, state, and local laws. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Police Officer is the first position in a law enforcement career ladder that provides 

opportunities for advancement based on competency and professional development. The 

Police Officer requires basic certification from the Alaska Police Standards and Training 

Council or equivalent.  Advancement potential exists by obtaining higher level certifications 

from the same certifying body. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Patrols a designated work shift that will vary from time-to-time.  Maintains continuous 

availability by radio and/or telephone while working a shift.  Conducts automobile and 

foot patrol, traffic control, investigation, and first-aid duties at incidents or accidents.    

 

 Patrols city streets, parks, commercial and residential areas to deter crime, preserve 

peace, and enforce the law, control vehicular traffic, prevent or detect and investigate 

misconduct and law violations. 

 

 Responds to calls and reports of possible crime and takes initial action as situations 

require for securing the scene.   Responds to emergency calls for a variety of incidents 

such as, but not limited to, accidents, civil disturbances, domestic disturbances, missing 

children, prowlers, etc.   Ensures that calls for ambulance and other assistance are made. 

 

 Interviews and interrogates available victims, witnesses, and suspects. Completes 

incident and arrest reports.  Gathers and preserves evidence. Describes and documents 

the scene of the incident to include measurements, photographs, and descriptions.  

Analyzes and evaluates evidence and arrests or issues citations to offenders.   

 

 Participates in follow-up investigations of incidents and crimes during the assigned work 

shift. Locates and interviews victims, witnesses, and suspects.  Develops leads.  Searches 

the scene of the incident for additional evidence.  Documents and prepares cases for 

arrest and legal proceedings. 

 

 Participates in the investigation of criminal law violations.  Gathers crime scene evidence 

and compiles information to support investigations.  Prepares cases for filing of charges, 

court testifying, and related uses. 

 

 Prepares a variety of records and reports such as, but not limited to, investigations, field 

interrogations, vehicle impound, traffic hazards, alcohol-breath analyzer readings, bad 
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checks, and routine shift activity. 

 

 May provide corrections services such as but not limited to, direct supervision of 

inmates, booking procedures, and inspections of jail cells and areas.  

 

 Maintains contact with other officers and city departments, as needed for the dispatch of 

duties.   Exchanges information with other law enforcement agencies.  Seeks advice from 

the Police Sergeant to support work activity and direction. 

 

 Participates in community-based Police activity and programs.  Provides general 

information about department activities and special programs.   

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

The position requires a working knowledge of all phases of police work including 

principles and practices of modern crime prevention, investigation, criminal identification, 

apprehension, rules of evidence, traffic control and safety, care and custody of prisoners, 

and record keeping.  Requires a working knowledge of constitutional and statutory laws 

governing law enforcement, the geography of the community and the location of private 

and public commercial activity.  Requires sufficient physical skill to apprehend and detain 

suspects, use a firearm and other weapons, and operate a vehicle at high speed.  Requires 

a working knowledge of criminal behavior that contributes to crimes.  Requires well-

developed human relations skill to resolve conflict, conduct interviews and interrogations, 

work with disturbed, angry, or emotional individuals and groups, and cooperate with a 

work team.  Requires sufficient language and writing skill to prepare reports.  Requires 

sufficient math skills to record measurements, sums, and readings. 

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to carry out all aspects of the position and analyze situations quickly 

and objectively to recognize actual and potential dangers and determine proper courses of 

action.  Requires the ability to read and understand laws, ordinances, rules and 

regulations.  Requires the ability to read and write in English and prepare reports. 

Requires the ability to cope with stressful situations firmly, tactfully, and with respect for 

individual citizens’ rights.  Requires the ability to communicate clearly, verbally and in 

writing.  Requires the ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships 

with fellow employees and with citizens from varied racial, ethnic, and economic 

backgrounds.  Requires the ability to organize and use investigative techniques and 

procedures.  Requires the ability to observe and remember detail.  Requires the ability to 

work varying shifts and work locations.   

 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to maintain cardiovascular fitness to function well in stressful 

situations requiring extreme physical effort.  Requires the ability to use speech and 

hearing to project voice in a noisy environment and for ordinary conversation and to hear 

sound prompts from equipment.   Must have near visual acuity to write and to read printed 

materials and computer screens and to observe moving objects at a distance such as is 

necessary to observe persons, operate a police vehicle, and use firearms.  Must be able to 

utilize manual and/or finger dexterity to type/keyboard and/or utilize mouse to operate a 
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computer and other office equipment; use a firearm, and operate stationary and mobile 

equipment.  Requires sufficient physical strength to lift, drag, carry or restrain an adult.   

Requires full body coordination to perform personal defense, restrain an adult, jump over 

and climb obstacles, and walk and stand for a full shift.  Requires basic physical 

proficiency with police equipment such as but not limited to radar gun, radio, handgun, 

police vehicle, ASP baton, handcuffs, breath analyzer, and first-aid equipment.  Requires 

the ability to sit for extended periods of time.  Requires the ability to render first aid. 

 

 Education and Experience 

The position requires a high school diploma or equivalent, a minimum age of 21 years, 

successful completion of a public safety, standards and training academy within the 

probationary period of employment, supplemented with a complete background check.   

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license.  Basic Certificate from the Alaska Police Standards 

Council.  CPR and First Aid Card. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where continuous safety considerations exist 

from physical labor and risk of harm, moving equipment and objects, dangerous 

situations, and temperature and noise extremes. 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Police Sergeant Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Safety Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Police Chief Salary Grade:  25     21 

 

Summary 
 

Supervises and participates in a complete range of law enforcement and administrative duties to 

support the Chief of Police.  Serves as a supervisor for all Police Officers, Probationary Officers 

and Recruits. Provides assistance and supervision to assigned uniformed personnel on matters 

concerning enforcement of state criminal laws, traffic laws, administrative rules, and 

city/borough ordinances. Supervises the deterrence, detection, and investigation of crimes and 

apprehension of criminal suspects. 
 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Police Sergeant represents a working, leadership position within a law enforcement 

career ladder.  To advance to Sergeant, incumbents must possess the education, experience 

and certificates required by the position.  Advancement potential exists to Lieutenant based 

on need and compliance with the stated qualifications. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Supervises and participates in work with assigned employees and makes recommendations 

on personnel actions such as hiring, terminations, discipline, and performance evaluations.  

 

 Plans, supervises, and personally deploys to assure adequate personnel and equipment 

assigned for the enforcement, prevention, and investigation of crime within and outside the 

city. 

 

 Supervises the daily activities and checks reports submitted by Officers for accuracy and 

content. 

 

 Monitors, inspects, and is accountable for the appearance, morale, public image, and 

performance of Officers. 

 

 Maintains compete records of assigned shift activities, communicating information to the 

Police Lieutenant or designee. 

 

 Provides Officers with technical and/or professional assistance as needed. 

 

 Observes, supervises, and instructs officers in the enforcement of state laws, administrative 

rules, and borough ordinances; the prevention of crime and the protection of life and 

property. 

 

 Patrols various areas of the city.  Observes activity in violation of laws, statutes and codes.  

Stops offenders, runs background checks, issues citations, warrants, and arrests as 

appropriate. 

 

 Responds to calls for assistance. 
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 Supervises and participates in the investigation of complaints to determine whether a crime 

has been committed. 

 

 Secures evidence for the arrest and prosecution of suspects and provides instructions 

concerning the sufficiency of the evidence for the holding of a suspect or his arrest. 

 

 Monitors and participates in the activities of Officers who are engaged in the enforcement 

of state criminal laws, state traffic laws, criminal investigations, traffic accident 

investigations, and traffic control. 

 

 Monitors the adherence to department policies and procedures and takes necessary action 

to ensure that standards of the department are maintained.  

 

 Reviews and investigates all citizen complaints against departmental employees. Refers 

major complaints to the Lieutenant/Chief of Police. Prepares recommendations for 

disciplinary matters if necessary. 

 

 Researches and commits to written form special projects assigned by the city 

administration. 

 

 Supervises and approves overtime, compensatory and vacation time requests from officers. 

 

 Maintains computer system, phone recording system and evidence locker. 

 

 Prepares reports to be submitted via Discovery Request or other official channels. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

The position requires in-depth knowledge of and expertise in all phases of police work 

including principles and practices of modern crime prevention, investigation, criminal 

identification, apprehension, rules of evidence, traffic control and safety, care and custody 

of prisoners, record keeping, and law enforcement administration.  Requires considerable 

knowledge of constitutional and statutory laws governing law enforcement, the geography 

of the borough and the location of private and public commerce activity.  Requires a 

thorough knowledge of criminal behavior that contributes to crimes.  Requires well-

developed human relations skills sufficient to train others in an in-service environment, 

present information to community groups and the media, resolve conflict, conduct 

interviews, work with disturbed, angry, or emotional individuals and groups, and 

accomplish harmony and productivity in a diverse work team.  Requires sufficient writing 

skill to prepare complex reports, policies, procedures, and correspondence. 

 

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to carry out the full scope of the position.  Requires the ability to plan 

and carry out the administrative and technical programs, projects, and work assignments.  

Ability to train and make formal presentations.  Ability to analyze complex law 

enforcement problems, including statistical analysis of trends and crime-related 
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information.  Ability to exercise sound judgement when acting in emergency situations.  

Ability to operate firearms, cameras, automotive and radio equipment; to obtain 

information through interrogations and observation; and to prepare information suitable 

for court cases. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to maintain cardiovascular fitness to function well in stressful 

situations and to physically restrain individuals while making arrests.  Requires the ability 

to use speech and hearing for ordinary conversation, project voice into crowds, and to 

hear sound prompts from equipment.   Must have near visual acuity to write and to read 

printed materials and computer screens and to observe moving objects at a distance such 

as is necessary to observe persons, operate a vehicle, and use firearms.  Must be able to 

utilize manual and/or finger dexterity to type/keyboard and/or utilize mouse to operate a 

computer and other office equipment; use a firearm and operate stationary and mobile 

equipment.  Requires sufficient physical strength to restrain an adult suspect.   

 

 Education and Experience 

The position requires a high school diploma, be a minimum age of 21, have received the 

basic and intermediate certificate from Alaska Police Standards Council, and have three 

years of experience as a Police Officer. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license.  Intermediate certificate.  First Aid Card. U.S. 

Citizenship. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where continuous safety considerations exist 

from physical labor and risk of harm, moving equipment and objects, dangerous 

situations, and temperature and noise extremes. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Police Lieutenant Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Safety Department FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Police Chief Salary Grade:  26    22 

 

Summary 
 

Plans, supervises, and participates in a complete range of law enforcement and administrative 

duties to support the Chief of Police.  Serves as a supervisor for both corrections and police. 

Provides assistance and supervision to assigned uniformed personnel on matters concerning 

enforcement of state criminal laws, traffic laws, administrative rules, and city/borough 

ordinances. Supervises the deterrence, detection, and investigation of crimes and apprehension 

of criminal suspects. 
 

Distinguishing Characteristics 
 

The Police Lieutenant represents a working, leadership position within a law enforcement 

career ladder.  To advance to this position, incumbents must possess the education, 

experience and certificates required by the position and demonstrate the ability to conduct 

investigations.  Potential advancement to Lieutenant exists based on department need and 

compliance with the stated qualifications. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Participates in supervising the department and participates in work assigned to employees. 

Makes recommendations on personnel actions such as hiring, terminations, discipline, and 

performance evaluations.  

 

 Prepares information to support arrest warrants and court proceedings.  Testifies in 

court as required. 

 

 Responds to reports of possible crimes and takes initial action as situations require to 

secure the scene. Interviews available victims and witnesses.  Gathers evidence.  

Completes incident and arrest reports.   
 

 Along with Sergeants, monitors, inspects, and is accountable for the appearance, morale, 

public image, and performance of Officers and Correctional Officers. 
 

 Monitors the adherence to department policies and procedures and takes necessary action 

to ensure that standards of the department are maintained. 
 

 Monitors records of shift activities, communicating information to the Chief of Police or 

designee. 

 

 Provides Sergeants/Officers with technical and/or professional assistance as needed. 

Requests specialized assistance as needed. 

 

 Patrols various areas of the city.  Observes activity in violation of laws, statutes and codes.  

Stops offenders, runs background checks, issues citations, warrants, and arrests as 

appropriate. 
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 Responds to calls for assistance. 

 

 Monitors and participates in the activities of Sergeants/Officers who are engaged in the 

enforcement of state criminal laws, state traffic laws, criminal investigations, traffic 

accident investigations, and traffic control. 

 

 Reviews and investigates all citizen complaints against departmental employees. Refers 

major complaints to the Chief of Police. Prepares recommendations for disciplinary 

matters if necessary. 

 

 Researches and commits to written form special projects assigned by the city and borough 

administration. 

 

 In conjunction with IT Support, responsible for overseeing the maintenance and security of 

department  

 

 Responsible for the maintenance and security of the department evidence locker. 

 

 Performs duties as described within the duties of Police Sergeant and Police Office as 

needed. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

The position requires in-depth knowledge of and expertise in all phases of police 

work including principles and practices of modern crime prevention, investigation, 

criminal identification, apprehension, rules of evidence, traffic control and safety, 

care and custody of prisoners, record keeping, and law enforcement 

administration.  Requires considerable knowledge of constitutional and statutory 

laws governing law enforcement, the geography of the borough and the location of 

private and public commerce activity.  Requires a thorough knowledge of criminal 

behavior that contributes to crimes.  Requires advanced training and/or knowledge 

in criminal investigations.  Requires well-developed human relations skills 

sufficient to train others in an in-service environment, present information to 

community groups and the media, resolve conflict, conduct interviews, work with 

disturbed, angry or emotional individuals and groups, and accomplish harmony 

and productivity in a diverse work team.  Requires sufficient writing skill to 

prepare complex reports, policies and procedures, and correspondence. 
 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to carry out the full scope of the position.  Requires the ability to plan 

and carry out the administrative and technical programs, projects, and work assignments.  

Ability to train and make formal presentations.  Ability to analyze complex law 

enforcement problems, including statistical analysis of trends and crime-related 

information.  Ability to exercise sound judgement when acting in emergency situations.  

Ability to operate firearms, cameras, automotive and radio equipment; to obtain 

information through interrogations and observation; and to prepare information suitable 

for court cases. 
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 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to maintain cardiovascular fitness to function well in stressful 

situations and to physically restrain individuals while making arrests.  Requires the ability 

to use speech and hearing for ordinary conversation, project voice into crowds, and to 

hear sound prompts from equipment.   Must have near visual acuity to write and to read 

printed materials and computer screens and to observe moving objects at a distance such 

as is necessary to observe persons, operate a vehicle, and use firearms.  Must be able to 

utilize manual and/or finger dexterity to type/keyboard and/or utilize mouse to operate a 

microcomputer and other office equipment; use a firearm and operate stationary and 

mobile equipment.  Requires sufficient physical strength to restrain an adult suspect.   

 

 Education and Experience 

The position requires a high school diploma and at least 21 years of age, has received the 

basic and intermediate certificate from the Alaska Police Standards Council or similar 

with reciprocal privileges and have three years of experience as a Police Officer. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license.  Intermediate certificate.  First Aid and   Card. U.S. 

Citizenship. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where continuous safety considerations exist 

from physical labor and risk of harm by individuals, moving equipment and objects, 

dangerous situations, and temperature and noise extremes. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell Position Description 
Position: Parks and Recreation Director Position Number: 

Department/Site: Parks and Recreation Facilities FLSA: Exempt 

Evaluated by: Borough Manager Salary Grade: 24      30 

Summary 
 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Responsible for all services and activities of the Parks and Recreation Department. 

 Responsible for Facility Maintenance Specialist Lead and Facility Maintenance Specialist. 

 Responsible for Maintenance Custodian.  

 Responsible for all park facilities routine maintenance. 

 Responsible for the annual development and administration of the overall budgets for all Parks and 

Recreation departments, departmental functions and special projects.  

 Responsible for evaluation of annual facility maintenance and major maintenance/capital project 

needs related to Parks and Recreation infrastructure. 

 Oversees preventative and corrective maintenance workplans related to all borough facilities. 

 Identifies the department’s programmatic and operational scope of work, funding needs and funding 

sources from various local, State, Federal and other sources. 

 Plans and participates in the development of the park and recreation master plans that include services, 

major maintenance, and capital improvement projects. 

 Recruits, selects, trains, motivates, schedules, supervises and evaluates full time, part time, seasonal 

and volunteer staff; provide staff training; work with employees to correct deficiencies; implement 

discipline and termination procedures. 

 Plans, organizes, integrates, oversees and participates in developing aquatics, recreation, sports, and 

leisure programs. Develops, implements, and monitors work plans to achieve recreation service goals 

and performance measures. 

 Continuously monitors and evaluates the efficiency and effectiveness of Department methods, 

procedures and programs; assesses and monitors workload; identifies and implements opportunities 

for improvement; reviews with Borough Manager where appropriate. 

 Provides staff support to the Borough’s Parks and Recreation Advisory Board. 

 

 Provides administrative assistance to the Borough Manager and the Assembly as requested by the 

Under the general supervision of the Borough Manager or designee; plans, directs, organizes, manages, 

coordinates, and participates in providing programs, events and activities of recreation, sports, and leisure 

activities for the community. Manages and evaluates programs, facilities, and staff who provide a wide 

variety of janitorial, maintenance and program services including the Facilities Maintenance Lead, Facility 

Maintenance Specialist, and the Maintenance Custodian. 

The Parks and Recreation Director is a supervisory position that integrates recreation services such as but 

not limited to a swimming facility, athletic programs, interest-based recreation programs, special events 

and classes. The Director oversees all elements of operation including the year-round maintenance of all 

borough facilities, management of full and part-time staff; development and oversight of the department 

budget, coordination and support of various boards and committees, facilitation of facility uses and interest 

groups. Advancement to Director requires compliance with the qualifications of the position and the 

ability to establish goals for the section based on community needs assessment, review of the 

accomplishments of teams and performance of individuals. 
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Borough Manager.  

 Facilitates, oversees, implements, and evaluates results of recreation needs assessments.  

 Identified, develops, recommends and implements curriculum and activities to meet those needs.  

 Researches new and innovative programs and trends and adapts and introduces programs to meet 

community needs. 

 Determines program facility, equipment and supply needs, optimizing the use of available space 

and resources. Oversees and monitors the purchase, distribution, care, use and maintenance of 

equipment and supplies. Maintains current supply and equipment inventories. 

 Develops and implements Department policies, procedures, and fee schedules; evaluates equity 

and adequacy of policy and fee schedules on an on-going basis; make recommendations for 

revisions as needed. 

 Develops, communicates, and implements program schedules. Evaluates preliminary program 

schedules for registration and cost breakeven. Develops, oversees, and monitors registration and 

fee collection processes. 

 Maintains close contact with school officials, community groups, non-profits and agency 

leaders regarding program offerings and coordination of services. 

 Responds to and resolves sensitive and difficult public inquiries and complaints. 

 Plans, designs, schedules, and implements events, classes, activities, shows, and tours for a 

diverse population of community members. Coordinates special programs such as, but not limited 

to, conferences, speakers, presenters, and exhibits. 

 Researches, identifies and develops marketing and publicity plans and strategies for the 

Borough’s aquatics and recreation services. Develops, promotes and publicizes media releases, 

pamphlets, flyers, newsletters and other publicity materials for site activities, events and 

programs. 

 Works with instructors, event leaders, presenters, volunteers or personally implements programs. 

Assures that adequate supplies, props, fixtures, and other materials are available to support 

programs. 

 Maintains and updates financial, statistical, and program-specific data, reports, and records. 

 Develops and maintains website, rec-management software and databases of program 

information, including demographic information of participants and the community in 

general. 

 Prepares a variety of complex analytical and statistical written reports and correspondence, 

along with other administrative communications. 

 Coordinates use and scheduling of facilities and fields with schools, community organizations, 

and sports groups. 

 Assures safe and efficient operation of facilities such as swimming pools and community use 

centers. Identifies, directs, and resolves facility management/maintenance issues. 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

Qualifications 
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Knowledge of 

 
 

Abilities 

 

 Theories, principles, practices, techniques, and procedures governing recreation program origination, 

selection, design, and delivery. 

 Current trends in the field of recreation, sport, and leisure activity programs. 

 Research design and data collection methods for identifying program demand and trends. 

 Principles of human resource management, supervision, training and performance evaluation. 

 Principles of facility supervision, facilitation, and preventative maintenance. 

 Recreational, social and cultural needs of the community. 

 Rules, principles and safety standard requirements applicable to leading individuals in aquatics, 

recreation, sports and outdoor activity. 

 Computer skills to operate Office 365 and various other programs and software. 

 Requires the ability to plan, organize, manage and integrate the activities of a large recreation program 

to meet City and Borough business and public service objectives. 

 Requires the ability to plan, implement, and evaluate recreation programs and make sound 

recommendations for improvement. Organizes work, sets priorities and exercises sound independent 

judgment within areas of responsibility. 
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Physical Abilities 

 
 

Education and Experience 

 
 

Licenses and Certificates 

 
 

Working Conditions 

 
 

 

This job/class description describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties as well 

as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance. It is not intended to be a complete list of 

all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 

 Define issues, analyze problems, evaluate alternatives and develop sound, independent conclusions 

and recommendations. 

 Requires the ability to negotiate effectively on behalf of the Borough. 

 Requires the ability to conduct program needs assessment to identify potential recreation programs. 
 Requires the ability to develop and apply the rules, regulations, policies and procedures used by the 

department in connection with recreational activity. 

 Requires the ability to identify, mitigate and respond to risks associated with aquatics and recreation 

programs to reduce potentially harmful outcomes to participants and the Borough. 

 Requires the ability to facilitate activities with small and large groups in a variety of programs. 
 Requires the ability to coordinate and participate and partner with other community organizations to 

design and implement programs. 

 Requires the ability to work cooperatively with senior citizens. 

 Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work productively and cooperatively 

with other teams and external customers, and convey a positive image of the Borough. 

Incumbent must be able to function effectively indoors and outdoors in a classroom, swimming pool, 

sports court, park, trail or similar environment engaged in work of a moderately active nature. Requires 

sufficient ambulatory ability to stand, walk and demonstrate activities for intermittent periods of time lift 

and move medium weight materials up to 50 pounds, and move to various work locations. Requires 

sufficient arm, hand, finger dexterity to demonstrate physical activities and use a computer keyboard and 

other office equipment. Requires normal hearing and speaking skills to communicate with staff and 

customers in one-on-one and small group settings. Requires visual acuity to read printed materials and 

labels and to observe customers who are performing physical activity. 

The position typically requires a bachelor’s degree in in physical education, human services, recreation, 

or a related field and three years of progressively responsible experience in the administration of 

recreational programs and social and cultural programs and services, including management and 

supervisory experience. Experience in parks and recreation facilities planning, as well as developing, 

planning, and implementing, and facilitating sports programs is required. An equivalent combination of 

relevant education and experience may be considered. 

 Must possess a valid Alaska driver’s license or ability to gain one upon hire. 

 Requires a Certified Pool Operator license or ability to gain one upon hire. 

 Lifeguard Instructor certification is preferred. 

 Swim Program Coordinator or Instructor is preferred. 

Work is performed indoors at the swimming pool and community center where relative risks occur. 

Exposure to pool treatment chemicals may occur. Physical exertion may be required when assisting with 

pool rescues. Seasonal recreation programs may require additional hours spent outside the swimming pool 

and community center. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Economic Development/ Planning Director Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  City Hall FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  28 

Summary 

Plans, organizes, and performs Community Development and Planning activities that include 
the strategic planning process, development and implementation of the comprehensive plan, 
economic and environmental planning, zoning administration for all current planning, code 
compliance, housing, and land use issues, and business development assistance. Includes 
project planning, grant writing, basic geographical information system map preparation, and 
the coordination and implementation of tourism marketing activities. 

Distinguishing Career Features 

The Community and Economic Development Planner is responsible for managing, 
performing and integrating current and advanced planning programs and services that 
enhance community image and environment.  Advancement to this position requires the 
ability to accomplish all short and long range community development objectives. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

 Plans, organizes, controls, integrates and evaluates the work of the department.
Develops, implements, monitors, and reviews accomplishments against annual
performance plans.

 Formulates and recommends policies on development, growth, land use, transportation,
environment, and housing.  Directs and conducts communications programs to enhance
public awareness of growth and planning challenges.

 Consults and sets direction for major projects to ensure compliance with City goals,
needs, and applicable planning laws.  Ensures that project deadlines are reasonable and
attainable, and professional quality work is maintained.

 Advises, manages, and provides staff support to the Planning and Zoning Commission,
the Economic Development Committee and the Wrangell Convention and Visitor
Bureau.

 Advises City staff, Board, and Committee members on goals, priorities, programs, and
regulations for land use, conservation, municipal infrastructure and quality and livability
of the City.  Discusses, recommends, and seeks direction for complex projects and
programs.

 Directs the conduct of surveys, public hearings, and other communication techniques in
order to identify community and customer goals, objectives and needs.

 Monitors project planning efforts, overseeing contractor selection for planning projects
and adherence to applicable policies. Prioritizes and resolves conflicts to ensure goals are
met in a timely and fiscally responsible manner.

 Establishes performance requirements with department subordinate staff, when
applicable.  Provides coaching and conducts reviews of accomplishments.

 Directs and participates in developing budgets for the department.  Monitors and
evaluates performance against established budgets.  Identifies projects, programs, and
priorities.  Estimates costs for services, including those proposed for outside contractors
and consultants.

----  33
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 Directs, advises, and participates in preparing analysis and recommendations on
legislation, policy issues, and long-range plans.  Interprets Planning and City
Commission instructions and requests.  Interprets city ordinances, policies, laws and
regulations. Coordinates tourism and visitor marketing program.

 Serves as a City representative to conferences and meetings with other governmental
agencies and industries.  Participates in meetings, conferences, conventions and other
professional forums to stay current with planning trends and emerging strategies for
metropolitan communities, and visitor related services and marketing tools.

 Coordinates and implements the tourism marketing efforts of the city for business
development and visitor services, working cooperatively with the Convention and Visitor
Bureau,  all departments, including Nolan Center, and visitor industry businesses and
organizations.

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position.

Qualifications 

 Knowledge and Skills
 The position requires knowledge in the theory, principles, practices, and

techniques of current and long range urban planning and design, land use, zoning
administration, annexation, and urban renewal.

 Requires knowledge of planning department organization design, public
administration, public financing, and financial management.

 Requires  knowledge of the laws, regulations, codes, and ordinances applicable to
the City’s planning functions.

 Requires knowledge of, and sensitivity to the social, political and environmental
issues influencing planning programs and project development.

 Requires knowledge of research and analysis methods.
 Requires sufficient math skills to perform statistical analysis and interpret

complex plans and maps.
 Requires sufficient knowledge of personal computer operations to build relational

databases that support departmental operations, and to access and apply common
office productivity software.

 Requires knowledge of the methods and techniques used in citizen involvement
and external communications.

 Requires advanced knowledge and skill in the English language to prepare and
deliver professional and influential written correspondence and reports.

 Requires knowledge of project planning and development, and organizational
skills to prepare grant or other funding requests and reports.

 Requires well-developed human relation skills to deliver persuasive talks to large
and diverse audiences on matters that can be sensitive, present ideas clearly,
resolve conflict, manage and review performance, and conduct advanced
negotiations.

 Requires knowledge of marketing and promotional methods to enhance local
business and program efforts.

 Requires a basic understanding of the principles and practice of geographic
information systems.

 Abilities
 Requires the ability to plan, direct, and integrate the sub-functions within the

department, including, but not limited to comprehensive urban planning activities,
geographic information systems, permitting, and development engineering.

 Requires the ability to develop and administer business plans and budgets.
 Requires the ability to direct and perform difficult research and analysis.
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 Requires the ability to understand, interpret, explain and apply all policies, laws,
regulations, codes, and ordinances applicable to community development in the
City.

 Requires the ability to analyze, interpret and explain proposed legislation and
programs and the implications and impact on City planning.

 Requires the ability to present proposals and recommendations clearly, logically,
and persuasively in public meetings.

 Requires the ability to represent the City’s interests in negotiations and other
dealings on a variety of difficult, complex, sensitive and confidential issues.

 Requires the ability to use sound judgement when making decisions,
interpretations, and in communications with others.

 Requires the ability to visit remote sites and to work extended hours for the
purpose of conducting meetings and public processes.

 Requires the ability to conduct performance reviews of department subordinates
in line with the accomplishments of the department.

 Requires the ability to work cooperatively with diverse groups and individuals.
 Requires the ability to work as contributing member of a team, work productively

and cooperatively with other teams and external customers, and convey a positive
image of the City and its services.

 Physical Abilities
 Requires the ability to function primarily indoors in an office environment

engaged in work of primarily a sedentary nature.
 Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to move about to office and remote

locations.
 Requires auditory ability to carry on audience, ordinary, and telephonic

conversation.
 Requires near and far visual acuity to read detailed maps, drawings, other printed

material, computer screens, and observe physical layouts.
 Requires manual and finger dexterity to write and to operate microcomputers and

other office equipment.
 Requires the ability to alternatively sit and stand for sustained periods of time to

deliver presentations, meet with customers and implement job activities.

 Education and Experience
The position requires knowledge of urban and environmental planning, business and 
economic development or similar discipline, general working knowledge of geographic 
information systems, and progressive experiences in planning activities.  

 Licenses and Certificates
 Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License.
 Encouraged to obtain certification from the American Institute of Certified

Planners
 Encouraged to obtain certification from the International Economic Development

Council

 Working Conditions
Work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 
duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 
to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Finance Director Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Finance FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  Contracted  37 

Summary 

Plans, organizes, directs, and coordinates centralized financial management and planning for 
all City functions and selected outside organizations.  Manages financial services including, 
budgeting, treasury, public financing, liability and debt management, accounting operations, 
utilities and customer accounting, performance reporting, financial database management, 
accounting controls, and audit support.  Directs and coordinates centralized contract review 
and administration, personnel, purchasing, and information systems.   

Distinguishing Career Features 

The Director of Financial Services is a senior management position responsible for 
integrating accounting operations, audit, systems, and controls governing business 
transactions such as purchasing, contracts, and insurance.  Advancement to this position is 
through promotion and compliance with the qualifications of the position. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 

Financial Services 
 Establishes annual departmental goals, objectives, and priorities.  Directs, trains, and

supervises the performance of subordinate work sections, ensuring adequate levels of
service to other departments.

 Assures protection of assets by developing and directing administration of internal
accounting policies, controls, and procedures for accounting operations that include but
are not limited to, revenues and reimbursements, expense budgets, accounts receivable,
contracts and accounts payable, payroll, investments, grants, and special funds.

 Directs and prepares periodic reports that compare performance with plans, budgets, and
standards.  Interprets financial and statistical results. Provides sites and departments with
periodic financial management information reports, highlighting variances from plan.

 Forecasts short-range cash requirements and obligations, as a basis for maintaining
adequate funds.

 Prepares the annual budget development calendar and instructions.   Projects revenues
and expenditures.   Prepares preliminary and final budget summaries for general and
special funds. Develops systems for, and implements financial controls for budgets.

 Executes cash disbursements for payment of expenditures of accounts payable, debt, and
payroll in accordance with disbursement and accounting policies.

 Directs fixed asset accounting.  Maintains up-to-date accounting of fixed asset account
balances.  Oversees determination of depreciation rates.  Monitors inventory levels,
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receives verification after physical inventories are completed, compares book versus 
actual inventory, and advises others on variances.   

 
 Directs and participates in the closing of financial records to prepare trial balance 

financial summary statements.  Oversees preparation of accounting entries to close 
accounts, allocation of accounting adjustments, and consolidation to summaries.   
Prepares final financial statements and performance reports for City and assigned 
external agencies and special funds. 

 
 Continually reviews accounting systems for appropriate information, accuracy, and 

controls.  Assures that accounting systems comply with appropriate regulations and data 
transfer requirements. 

 
 Directs and performs the City’s public financing, investment and cash management 

programs.  Proposes capital financing and investment guidelines and alternatives.  
Ensures compliance of financing and investment activities with policy requirements.  

 
 Monitors capital markets and works with bond agencies, investment banking firms, bond 

insurers, and others connected with issue of revenue bonds or debt borrowings.  Monitors 
the interest rate market to remain alert for refunding opportunities.   

 
 Maintains up-to-date knowledge of laws and regulations governing public agency and 

capital financing strategies. 
 

 Prepares all grant reports as required by granting agencies and assures that all grant 
agency requirements are met in the administration of grant funds. Maintains grant folders 
in a manner that allows auditors easy access to grant documents.  

 
Purchasing, Contracts, Human Resources, and Other Administrative Duties 
 Directs a program for centralized review and analysis of insurance, purchases and 

contracts-for-service, and leases for adequacy and to reduce the financial risk of on-
going operations, reduce costs, and minimize loss exposure.  

 
 Researches, develops, and implements citywide policies, language, provisions, and 

procedural controls governing contracts for goods and services.  Develops internal 
procedures for monitoring contractual performance. 

 
 Coordinates and administers the City’s insurance coverage for liability, loss recovery, 

property and asset damage, health and welfare, and other forms of loss prevention.   
 
 Analyzes risk-and-return for decisions on the amount of coverage and self-funded versus 

third party insurance.  Establishes special funds for self-insured claims.  Purchases 
insurance coverage. Negotiates terms and cost of coverage.   

 
 Serves as the City point-of-contact for all insurance and claim matters.  Directs, 

coordinates and/or investigates claims.  Works with external adjusters, investigators, and 
internal safety professionals to adjudicate claims. 

 
 Performs all aspects as the Human Resources Manager including grievances, union 

negotiations, employee performance standards, disciplinary procedures, employee 
recognition, employee recruitment and retention, employee continuity planning, and 
employee development.  

 Maintains/updates the personnel regulations 
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 Manages Borough wide-training and certification requirements 
 
 Organizes and directs activities connected with employment, recruitment, and candidate 

selection processes.  Assures compliance with recruitment policies and procedures.  
 
 Serves as advisor to management and staff on matters such as performance management, 

skill development, general morale, and other employee relations matters.  Evaluates 
human relations and work related problems, recommending the most effective solutions. 

 
 Communicates salary and benefit programs to employees.  Ensures that employees get 

timely service on benefits matters. 
 

 Conducts complex and sensitive administrative, operational and management 
analyses, studies, and researches projects including those involving City-wide issues, 
programs, policies and procedures; selects, adapts, and applies appropriate research 
and statistical techniques; gathers and analyzes data and information from various 
internal and external sources on a variety of assigned and specialized projects and 
topics. Studies problems and processes and makes recommendations to the Borough 
Manager including suggested changes in organization/management of City 
government and in types of service provided to City residents as needed. 

 
 Aids Department Directors in matters assigned by the Borough Manager  

 
 Attends and assists or represents the Borough Manager and Borough at meetings 

when requested.  
 

 Performs other duties as assigned by the Borough Manager that support the overall 
objective of the position and organization.  

 
 
 
Qualifications 
 
 Knowledge and Skills 

Requires advanced-specialized professional knowledge of the theory, principles, and 
procedures of accounting, auditing and financial management for governmental agencies.  
Requires in-depth knowledge of the principles and procedures used in budget preparation, 
accounting administration, and development of internal control.  Requires professional 
knowledge of the principles and techniques used in public financing, investing, financial 
analysis, and research. Requires in-depth knowledge of the company’s accounting data 
entry and storage systems.  Requires in-depth knowledge of the external audit process.  
Requires considerable knowledge of the laws and regulations governing financial 
transactions.  Requires a working knowledge of insurance and insurability including risk-
and-return analysis.  Requires a working knowledge of centralized purchasing and 
material management functions.  Requires advanced math skills to perform an array of 
business and statistical calculations.  Requires well-developed skill with personal 
computer software sufficient to design and use spreadsheet and database models.  
Requires well-developed language skills to prepare business plans and complex reports 
seen by the public.  Requires well-developed human relations skills sufficient to carry out 
negotiations, make formal presentations, conduct performance reviews, and communicate 
technical concepts to diverse audiences. 
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 Abilities 

Requires the ability to carry out all aspects of the position.  Requires the ability to conduct 
complex analyses of accounting systems, financial reports, business opportunities such as 
grants and capital projects, investments, and on-going operations.  Must be able to convert 
financial information and outcomes into reports of findings and conditions.  Must be able 
to gather and analyze data and develop conclusions and recommendations.  Must be able 
to develop projections using historical data and inferential methods.  Must be able to think 
critically and creatively.  Requires the ability to supervise, train, evaluate and motivate 
staff in a way that optimizes service.  Requires the ability to plan, organize and prioritize 
complex and technical work processes in order to meet schedules and timelines. Requires 
the ability to work cooperatively with senior citizens. Requires the ability to work as 
contributing member of a team, work productively and cooperatively with other teams and 
external customers, and convey a positive image of the City and its services. 

 
 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to function primarily indoors in an office environment engaged in 
work of primarily a sedentary nature.  Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to move 
about to office and remote locations.  Requires auditory ability to carry on large audience, 
ordinary, and telephonic conversations.  Requires near visual acuity to read printed 
material, computer screens, and observe physical settings.  Requires manual and finger 
dexterity to write and to operate microcomputers and other office equipment.  Requires 
the ability to alternatively sit and stand for sustained periods of time to deliver 
presentations and perform work. 

 
 Education and Experience 

The position typically requires a bachelor’s degree in accounting, finance, business 
administration or a closely related field and eight years of experience in accounting 
systems and operations, treasury, financial reporting, or audits, including three years in a 
leadership capacity. Experience in governmental accounting is preferred. An active CPA 
or CMA certificate and/or a master’s degree in business administration may substitute for 
some experience. 

 
 Licenses and Certificates 

CPA certificate desired.  May require a valid driver’s license. 
 
 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 
 
 
This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative duties as 
well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended to be a complete 
list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Director of Capital Facilities  Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Capital Facilities FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  30    35 

 

Summary 
 

Plans, directs and coordinates the activities of the department of Capital Facilities. 

Responsible for the planning, management and supervision of capital improvement projects, 

major maintenance, annual and preventative Borough facility maintenance, and the 

Borough’s Building Inspection program.   

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Capital Facilities Director is a management position responsible for the functions and 

staff of the Capital Facilities Department and ensures that department activities meet 

maintenance and capital improvement goals of the Borough.    

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

This list is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY and is not a comprehensive listing of all functions and 

tasks performed by incumbents of this class. 

  

 Oversees all Capital Facilities Department employees and operations.   

 Develops Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and Major Maintenance (MM) projects 

and recommends priorities; develops and evaluates CIP/MM scope of work; assures that 

the development plans meets Borough, State and Federal compliance standards. 

 Evaluates CIP/MM issues, and implements solutions; identifies and communicates 

strategies, goals and objectives; assures effective communications of project plans and 

status. 

 Consults with design professionals, attorneys, builders, land owners, other Borough 

departments and outside agencies regarding project scope; analyzes and recommends 

alternatives; analyzes and reviews construction project plans for acceptability to achieve 

compliance; responsible for RFP’s, contracts, schedules and project budgets. 

 Serves as the Borough’s CIP/MM program manager for both in-house staff and hired 

consultant teams performing preliminary engineering, environmental permitting, Right-

of-Way acquisition and delivery of final engineering designs as well as construction 

management of Borough capital projects.  

 Reviews contracts and proposals for accuracy, completeness, and compliance with 

project design/scope of work, Federal, State, and local policies and practices; optimizes 

funds spent on facilities and infrastructure. 

 Responsibilities include quality control, risk management, tracking monthly progress 

schedules and budget invoices (relative to work completed), professional services 

contract negotiations and delivery to include the following: advertising, public bidding 

and award as well as assuring contract compliance within project scopes of services.  

 Evaluates project proposals from Borough departments, and updates five-year CIP/MM 

strategic plan; presents plans to Borough Manager and Assembly for approval of project 

priorities and funding. 

 Prepares reports and other documents as well as completes presentations, as necessary, 
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concerning assigned projects for the Assembly, Borough Manager, staff, funding, and 

regulatory agencies  

 Coordinates ongoing annual and preventative maintenance of all Borough facilities; 

establishes maintenance priorities; develops resources & plans to execute priority 

projects; serves as technical adviser to departments on project and maintenance issues. 

 Directs the daily activities of the Department staff, meets regularly with staff to evaluate 

performance, and resolve workload and technical issues. 

 Maintains cooperative working relations with the Borough departments, outside 

contractors and agencies; serves as liaison between various organizations and agencies; 

serves on committees, task forces and other groups to coordinate CIP/MM programs. 

 Assists department heads with the preparation, design, review and execution of bid 

documents as needed. Performs site evaluations and project planning for the design and 

construction of Borough facilities. Assists department heads as needed in the 

interpretation, implementation and enforcement of regulatory requirements.  

 Works cooperatively with other Borough departments to effectively solicit and 

administer grants funds from various State, Federal, and other sources.  This includes 

identifying funding needs and sources, formulating effective grant application language, 

formulating project scopes and budget estimates, direct communication with funding 

agencies, ensuring compliance with grant requirements throughout all phases of the 

projects, and ensuring satisfactory documentation and closeout. 

 Prepares annual budget for all the Capital Facilities Department, analyzing previous 

budgets and confers with employees responsible for building maintenance. Maintains 

accurate and detailed records of all purchases for the department.  

 Formulates and directs proper training, work practices and safety programs.  

 Acts as Building Official as outlined in Wrangell Municipal Code and building codes, as 

adopted by the Borough including, plan review, issuing building permits and inspections.  

 Evaluates Capital Facilities’ policies and procedures and the Borough’s construction 

standard specifications and policies for regulatory compliance and conformance with 

current industry best practices. 

 Maintains and updates as-built records of all Borough facilities.  

 Performs other related duties as assigned by the Borough Manager. 

 

Qualifications 

 

Knowledge and Skills 

 Department and Borough organization, operations, policies and procedures. 

 Federal, state and local government laws, statutes and ordinances related to construction 

and maintenance of a variety of facilities owned by the Borough.  

 Basic engineering and architectural principles and practices, proper methods and 

techniques of infrastructure maintenance and construction.  

 Principles of public sector budgets, accounting and contract management. 

 Principles, practices and methods of project and program management. 

 Personal computer applications, including the Microsoft Office suite of applications, data 

processing software and other software as utilized by the department, such as work order 

and inventory tracking software, or the ability to learn such software applications. 

 State and Federal grant and loan programs and administrative requirements. 

 Principles and practices of construction and maintenance.  

 

Skills and Abilities 

 Reading, interpreting, understanding and applying Federal and State rules and 

regulations, as well as Borough policies and procedures.  

 Assessing and prioritizing multiple tasks and projects. 
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 Planning, organizing, directing and coordinating the work of supervisory, professional, 

and trades personnel.  

 Delegating authority and responsibility and preparing and administering large and 

complex budgets.   

 Sequence and execute a high volume of work projects.   

 Exceptional verbal and written communication and interpersonal skills. 

 Preparing clear and concise reports.   

 Ability to read, understand, and interpret plans, blueprints, and technical specifications 

for building and grounds projects.  

 Preparing cost estimates, writing contract specifications, and preparing bids.  

 Ability to represent the Borough in a highly professional manner and appropriately 

respond to inquiries from management, citizens and regulatory agencies. 

 Demonstrated ability of creative problem solving and the ability to work as part of a 

team. 

 Establishing and maintaining effective working relations with other Borough employees 

and representatives from other local, state and Federal agencies. 

 Troubleshooting building systems. 

 

Physical Abilities 

Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect premises, including some ability to bend, 

stoop, crawl, and walk in confined areas and to work from ladders, scaffolds, and other 

elevated areas. Sufficient visual acuity to read detailed drawings, recognizing words and 

numbers. Sufficient auditory ability to carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

Education and Experience 

 A bachelor’s degree or equivalent with major course work in civil engineering, 

construction management, business administration.  

 Five years with experience and increasing responsibility in maintenance and construction 

management with demonstrated capital project management experience, including 

budgeting and fiscal control, contract administration, personnel management. 

 A minimum of three years of staff supervisory, budget and management responsibilities.  

 An equivalent combination of education and experience. 

 

Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License or the ability to obtain one. 

 

Working Conditions 

Work is performed in an office environment and at construction sites where safety 

considerations exist from observing physical labor and equipment operation.  May be 

exposed to slippery surfaces, heavy equipment and machinery and inclement weather when 

conducting review of construction or project sites. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:  Fire Chief Type: Permanent, Part-Time 

Department/Site:  Fire Department FLSA:  Exempt 

Reports to/Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  24    28 

 

Summary 
 

Plans, organizes and manages the activities and personnel engaged in fire suppression, 

rescue, and emergency medical services.  Researches and proposes budgets and capital 

purchases and manages the financial affairs of the department.  Directs and participates in 

fire suppression, prevention, and natural disaster preparedness for the purpose of minimizing 

losses of property and lives.  Coordinates fire department activity with other agencies. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Fire Chief is responsible for planning, managing, and integrating programs directed at 

protecting lives and property from losses due to fire and natural disaster.  The department’s 

focus includes, and is not limited to fire suppression and prevention, emergency medical 

services, hazardous materials, marine/harbor facilities, and disaster planning.  Advancement 

to this position is by appointment and requires a demonstrated ability to administer the 

policies set forth by the Assembly.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Plans, organizes, and implements effective fire suppression, fire protection, and 

emergency medical services for the City and Borough.  Plans, organizes, and implements 

policies and services provided by the department.   

 

 Supervises employees. Establishes standards of service and performance for the 

department.  Develops and maintains systems and records that provide for proper 

evaluation, control and documentation of Department services. Conducts performance 

evaluations, and initiates and implements disciplinary actions as warranted. 

 

 Responds to fires and other emergencies and takes command of incident operations. 

Ensures readiness of department personnel and equipment. Analyzes and recommends 

improvements to existing operating systems of the department.  

 

 Administers and enforces Fire and Life Safety building codes including plans review, 

building inspection, fire investigation, fire cause determination, hazardous materials 

locations, and public education efforts.  

 

 Works closely with the other fire protection, rescue, marine, and emergency preparedness 

agencies, such as but not limited to, USFS and the State of Alaska, to provide and 

coordinate regional services related to emergency services and fire suppression. 

 

 Ensures adequate training and skill maintenance of staff utilizing modern technology and 

fire suppression/education techniques to ensure efficient, responsive fire suppression, and 

emergency medical services. 

 

 Oversees and provides for community-based training in first aid, CPR, disaster 
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preparedness, and volunteer fire services. 

 

 

 Directs and develops short and long range plans, goals and objectives for the Department. 

 

 Researches, prepares, and administers the department’s operating and equipment budgets. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

The position requires professional specialization principles, practices, standards, and 

philosophy of fire science for structures, land, and marine, and emergency medical service 

administration.  Requires in-depth knowledge of long range planning for fire services, 

modern technology related to the delivery of fire protection and suppression, and 

emergency medical response services.  Requires knowledge of current and proposed 

legislation and laws of the local, state, and federal governments that affect fire protection 

services.  Requires in-depth knowledge of the equipment – vehicles, machines, apparatus, 

and tools used for fire and emergency medical services.  Requires sufficient computer 

skills to locate, research, and retrieve information from internal and external sources.  

Requires well-developed math skills to prepare financial and statistical reports.  Requires 

advanced written English language skills to prepare professional correspondence, training 

and promotional materials, and for required reports.  Requires well-developed human 

relations skills to prepare and deliver formal presentations, conduct training and public 

information, negotiate contracts, and convey a positive image of the department and City 

to the general public.  

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to carry out and accomplish the objectives and duties of the position.  

Ability to plan and direct large-scale fire suppression, prevention, rescue and emergency 

medical services programs and personnel.  Ability to analyze and make recommendations 

on complex management/service delivery issues. Thorough ability to analyze situations 

quickly and objectively, to recognize actual and potential danger, and determine the 

proper courses of action.  Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships 

with employees and the public.  Ability to anticipate and resolve issues.  Requires the 

ability to learn, understand, interpret, explain and apply relevant city, state and federal 

laws, and the needs of the community.  Ability to establish and maintain cooperative 

relationships with elected officials, all levels of City employees, representatives of other 

governmental agencies, community and business organizations, the media, employees and 

the public.  Requires the ability to prepare clear, concise and comprehensive reports, 

studies and other written materials.  Requires the ability to perform Firefighter and Fire 

Medic duties as needed. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

The incumbent performs work of an active nature.  Requires the ability to perform 

arduous physical labor on an intermittent basis, stand for extended periods of time, walk 

up to 400 yards, carrying and manipulating (lift, move) medium to heavy weights of up to 

75 pounds on a regular basis without assistance. Requires the ability to push, pull, and 

guide materials over 75 pounds.   Requires the ability to climb (e.g. ladders), stoop, kneel, 

and crouch on a regular basis and on unstable surfaces.  Requires sufficient hand-eye 

coordination, hand and finger dexterity including ability to grasp, and visual acuity to 
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operate specialized equipment and read technical and safety information.   Requires 

auditory ability to hear voices, machinery sounds, and alarms.  Requires near and far 

visual acuity to read printed materials, moving objects, and observe work-in-progress.  

Requires speaking ability to carry on ordinary conversations and extend voice in noisy 

environs.  Requires the ability to work in extreme temperatures, dangerous conditions, in 

and among toxic fumes, and on unstable surfaces. 

 

 Education and Experience 

This position typically requires a bachelor’s degree from an accredited university in fire 

science, public administration, or equivalent and over 8 years of progressively responsible 

fire management experience; or an equivalent combination of training and experience.  

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a driver’s license.  First Aid and CPR card. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors in dangerous situations requiring extreme care 

and attention to safe work habits and donning of safety gear. 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell           Position Description 
Position:   Police Chief Position Number:   

Department/Site:  Public Safety Department FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  35   39 

 

Summary 
 

Plans, organizes, directs, and integrates all activities of the Police Department to protect life and 

property through law enforcement and crime prevention work. Continuously analyzes and 

evaluates operations and trends for assuring efficiency and adequacy of service. Maintains 

professional discipline in the Department. Assures that all employees are properly trained.  

 

Distinguishing Characteristics 
 

The Police Chief is a management position, responsible for the full scope of Police 

Department operations including patrol, investigations, corrections, public relations and 

community education. The position serves under the general direction of the City Manager 

and is accountable for accomplishing departmental goals and objectives. Advancement to 

this position is through promotion and compliance with the qualifications of the job. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Develops, revises, and implements police department policies and procedures.  Develops 

and implements goals and objectives for the department. 

 

 Plans, organizes, assigns, and directs operations with respect to personnel and 

equipment.   Assures that officers receive adequate training. 

 

 Recruits, selects, supervises, and discharges employees of the department, subject to 

final administrative approval.  Establishes performance criteria for assigned staff; 

monitors and reviews performance of job duties.  Administers approved disciplinary 

actions. 

 

 Enforces, through subordinate officers, federal laws, Oregon state statutes, and city 

ordinances within the city.  Coordinates the efforts of the department with other 

agencies, and community groups and resources in assuring awareness of crime 

prevention throughout the city. 

 

 Hears and resolves citizen complaints.  Responds to inquiries from the public. 

 

 Maintains cooperative efforts among departments, agencies, and other groups.  

Cooperates with law enforcement and corrections agencies in adjacent areas and 

throughout the State to ensure integrated, state-of-the-art services to the community. 

 

 Exercises budgetary control.  Researches, proposes, justifies, and develops budget 

proposals, and justifications to accomplish goals and priorities.  Administers budgets 

upon approval.  

 

 Seeks and develops proposals for grants enhancing the department’s capacity to serve the 

public.  Oversees administration of grants. 
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 Evaluates and arranges for the purchase of equipment and supplies. 

 

 Prepares and reviews reports and assures that all records are maintained according to law 

enforcement requirements. 

 

 Attends law enforcement conferences and conventions and other educational meetings to 

keep up-to-date with modern law enforcement methods and administration. 

 

 Reports to the scene of crimes to assume command and coordinate police activities.   

 

 Supervises investigations, coordinating crime site protection, evidence gathering, 

interrogations and statements, and the assistance of other agencies as necessary. 

 

 Confers with the City Attorney on legal matters within the area of responsibility. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position, 

including those of a Police Officer. 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 
 

The position requires extensive knowledge and experience in all phases of police work 

including principles and practices of modern crime prevention, investigation, criminal 

identification, apprehension, rules of evidence, traffic control and safety, care and custody 

of prisoners, record keeping, and all other aspects of law enforcement and administration. 

Requires considerable knowledge of modern developments in the field of law 

enforcement and crime prevention.  Requires advanced knowledge of management and 

administrative practices and procedures required. Requires extensive knowledge of city 

policies, the geography of the community, of public and private facilities, and the location 

of important buildings. Requires thorough knowledge of the behavior of criminals and the 

causes underlying criminality and of the organization and function of local, state, and 

federal agencies concerned with enforcing regulations, licensing, safety, and related 

investigative activities.  The position requires well-developed language, reading, and 

writing skills to understand professional journals.  Requires sufficient math skills to 

perform a variety of business calculations.  Requires well-developed human relation skill 

to conduct negotiations, persuade others to a course of action, and to build an effective 

team through leadership and training. 

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to plan, develop, and implement annual business plans to meet the 

objectives of the City.   Requires the ability to supervise and train departmental employees, 

including professionals, in a manner which is conducive to proficient performance, high 

morale, and departmental effectiveness.  Requires the ability to prepare or coordinate the 

preparation of comprehensive reports, presentations, legal briefs, budgets, and 

correspondence. Requires the ability to communicate effectively when cooperation may be 

difficult to achieve, both orally and in writing, to conduct interviews with criminals, suspects, 

and family members, and to work with disturbed and/or angry individuals. Requires the 

ability to analyze complex law enforcement problems, to think and act quickly, calmly and 

effectively in emergency and other stressful situations, required. Requires the ability to 

operate firearms, cameras, and automotive and radio equipment; to obtain information 
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through interrogations and observation.  Requires the ability to prepare cases for court or 

other hearings.  Requires the ability to establish and maintain positive working relationships 

with city officials, judges, attorneys, the District Attorney's office, other law enforcement 

agencies, social agencies, and the community. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to maintain cardiovascular fitness to function well in stressful 

situations and to physically restrain individuals while making arrests.  Requires the ability 

to use speech and hearing for ordinary conversation and to hear sound prompts from 

equipment.   Must have near visual acuity to write and to read printed materials and 

computer screens and to observe moving objects at a distance such as observe persons, 

operate a vehicle, and use firearms.  Must be able to utilize manual and/or finger dexterity 

to type/keyboard and/or utilize mouse to operate a microcomputer and other office 

equipment; use a firearm, and operate stationary and mobile equipment.  

 

 Education and Experience 

The position typically requires an Associates degree in Justice or equivalent discipline and 

8 years of progressively responsible law enforcement experience that includes 

investigations, training and leadership.  Additional higher education in Justice may 

substitute for some experience. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid Alaska State driver's license, a management certification from the Alaska 

Police Standards and Training Council, or equivalent.   

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors and outdoors where significant safety considerations exist 

from physical labor, moving equipment, and temperature and noise extremes. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell            Position Description 
Position:   Library Director Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Library FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade: 19    26 

 

Summary 
 

Ensures the efficient and effective delivery of comprehensive library services and systems by 

planning, directing, and integrating the operations of a central, full service library that serves 

the community as well as outlying areas.   Organizes, develops, and directs a Library staff 

engaged in customer service activities such as circulation, reference, interlibrary loan, and 

various technology activities. 

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Library Services Director is a working management position responsible for integrating 

library services for the community.  Advancement to this position is appointment and 

compliance with the stated qualifications. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

 Plans, organizes, supervises, and evaluates the operations and administration of the 

City’s library.  Ensures that operations and administrative support are organized and 

delivered to optimize customer service.  

 

 Participates with the development and implementation of strategic plans for the library, 

including long-range planning, research and development of future services.   

 

 Develops goals and objectives, formulates services and programs to accomplish goals, 

allocates resources, establishes priorities, and develops and implements procedures, 

processes, standards, and systems to deliver service. 

 

 Directs, monitors, and reviews the work of library employees.  Establishes standards for 

performance and service, hours of operation that optimize the use of approved staffing, 

and facility resources.  Reviews performance of assigned staff. 

 

 Assumes a leadership role in working with and using community-based advisory boards. 

 

 Oversees and participates in the development of the library collections.  Establishes long 

range goals, prepares action plans, and assigns responsibility for specific elements of the 

collection to the appropriate library staff.   

 

 Oversees and participates in library circulation and reference, performing advanced 

services in each area. 

 

 Directs and participates in community promotional and education programs designed to 

increase patron usage of library services.  

 

 Participates in, and facilitates budget preparation and administration; prepares cost 

estimates for budget recommendations.  Researches and submits budget proposals.  
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Monitors and controls expenditures. 

 

 Proposes new services and new service approaches in a Library-wide context, develops 

and implements strategies for integrating same into established policies and procedures. 

 

 Develops and implements special programs and projects, contracts, and grant proposals. 

Participates in preparing applications and proposals for grants. Administers approved 

grants. 

 

 Performs other duties as assigned that support the overall objective of the position. 

 

Qualifications 

 

 Knowledge and Skills 

The position requires specialized professional knowledge of the concepts, principles, 

techniques, and laws of public library administration.  Requires specialized knowledge of 

the practices and techniques for information retrieval, and library material classification 

and cataloging. Requires sufficient math skills to perform statistical and financial analysis.  

Requires sufficient knowledge of personal computer operations to direct to access and 

apply common desktop productivity software, administrative databases, and special 

programs for library automation, and system modules including online acquisitions, 

serials, and reports. System technology support is required. Requires knowledge of 

community demographic trends that influence programs and strategic direction. Requires 

advanced knowledge and skill in the English language to prepare professional 

correspondence and reports.  Requires well-developed human relation skill to deliver talks 

to small groups, present ideas clearly, resolve conflict, manage and review staff 

performance. Experience with the TLC (The Library Corporation) automated systems is 

preferred.  

 

 Abilities 

Requires the ability to plan, coordinate, and integrate the sub-functions within the library, 

including, but not limited to collection development, acquisitions, reference, circulation, 

and special programs.  Requires the ability to develop and administer business plans and 

budgets.  Requires the ability to direct and perform difficult research and analysis.  

Requires the ability to understand, interpret, explain and apply all policies, laws, 

regulations, codes, and ordinances applicable to assigned area within the City.  Requires 

the ability to use sound judgement when making decisions, interpretations, and in 

communications with others. Requires the ability to conduct performance reviews of 

subordinates in line with the accomplishments of the department.  Requires the ability to 

work cooperatively with senior citizens. Requires the ability to work as contributing 

member of a team, work productively and cooperatively with other teams and external 

customers, and convey a positive image of the City and its services.  May be required to 

work evenings and weekends. 

 

 Physical Abilities 

Requires the ability to function primarily indoors in an office which can be sedentary. 

However, the ability to move furniture, boxes of books, and other lighter physical abilities 

are necessary. Requires the ability to continually and alternately move from sitting to 

standing to assist the public. Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to move about to 

office and remote locations.  Requires auditory ability to carry on audience, ordinary, and 

telephonic conversation.  Requires near and far visual acuity to read detailed maps, 

drawings, other printed material, computer screens, and observe physical layouts.  

Requires manual and finger dexterity to write and to operate microcomputers and other 
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office equipment.  Requires the ability to alternatively sit and stand for sustained periods 

of time to deliver presentations and perform counter work. Will occasionally 

ascend/descend stairs and move equipment weighing up to 40 pounds. 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

The position requires a master’s degree in library science from an American Library 

Association accredited university or college and two years of progressively responsible 

library experience.  Extensive experience may substitute for some higher education. 

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid driver’s license. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. 

 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell    Position Description 
Position:   Nolan Center Director Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Nolan Center FLSA:  Exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade: 24    28 

 

Summary 
 

Under the supervision of the Borough Manager, oversees all Nolan Center facility 

operations, administration and staff management of Civic Center, Museum, Collections, Gift 

Shop, Theater and Visitor Center.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Nolan Center Director is responsible for maintaining a record of Wrangell’s past for its 

residents and visitors.  The Director must educate the public, prioritize collections, and set 

goals for the safekeeping and care of Wrangell’s historical record. The Director is 

responsible for performing the managerial and administrative tasks required to support and 

enhance the day-to-day business operations of the facility.  This involves work with agency 

personnel, meeting planners, members of private industry, event planners, historical scholars 

and researchers and the general public, both locally and outside of Wrangell. The Director is 

responsible for overseeing the general condition of the building and making sure that all 

necessary maintenance is performed.  

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

The following list is intended to be a general list of duties and responsibilities, but is 

certainly not limited to the following: 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

 Responsible for all phases of administration. Prepares and submits annual budget to 

the Borough Manager. Monitors expenditures and coordinates with the Borough 

Manager and the Finance Director for cost control. Responsible for acquisition and 

expenditures of Nolan Center Department within approved budget. Provides monthly 

reports to the Borough Manager on operations. Keeps Borough manager informed of 

critical Nolan Center needs.  Coordinates maintenance and capital development of 

facilities as required. Makes timely deposits from sales. Keeps accurate records of 

museum visitors and inquiries for statistical purposes. Invoices and collects 

payments for the rentals of the Civic Center, schedules, plans and supervises 

functions and events.  

MUSEUM & COLLECTIONS 

 Oversees all Museum administrative operations. Provides professional care and 

administration of Museum Collection. Provides Museum services to the general 

public. Inventories the Collection according to best management practices. 

 Evaluates existing and proposed exhibits, schedules and initiates actions necessary to 

implement changes in interpretive themes. Plans, prepares and installs permanent 

and temporary exhibits in accordance with generally accepted security, safety, 

conservation and education standards and ethics.  

 Researches local history and makes findings available to the public using appropriate 

vehicles for transmission. Researches history of each piece of the collection as per 

professional curatorial practices. 

 Provide educational opportunities for the public at large, the Wrangell school system 
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through special activities, guided museum tours, and other public outreach activities.  

 Develops long and short-range program goals consistent with Museum mission and 

By-Laws. Ensures implementation, planning and evaluation of department programs, 

activities and facilities.  

 Interacts with other museum, history, and anthropology professionals as needed. 

Attends professional seminars and training as needed within budgetary constraints to 

keep informed as to current museum trends and issues. 

 Keeps accurate records of artifacts on loan or donated from the community through 

standard museum registration techniques. Evaluates proposed donations and loans 

for appropriateness for inclusion in the Museum collection. Evaluates acquisitions 

for condition and stability and provides or seeks appropriate conservation measures 

as needed. Monitors humidity and temperature for stability or for statistical 

compilation of data. Prepares annual loan renewals.  

THEATER                

 Manages all phases of the theater operations. 

 Work with Committee to determine moving showings. 

 Maintains relationship with booking agent. Responsible for booking movies and 

reporting requirements. 

 Develops and maintains working knowledge of all theater equipment and operations 

to provide necessary training to employees and volunteers. 

 Manages concessions ordering, supplies and sales. 

 Works with statewide arts associations to book cultural activities for the theater, 

taking advantage of groups touring Alaska. 

CIVIC CENTER 

 Oversees the Civic Center as a whole including, but not limited to, events, booking, 

billing, and setup. Develop and maintain standard operating procedures for conventions 

and meetings. Maintain booking calendar. Issue contracts for center leasing and 

necessary follow-ups and contract closeout. Meet client needs. Create and maintain 

database of inquirers, associations and potential users to include (all data is the property 

of the City).  

 Perform meeting/convention sales activities including  

a. Client sales calls 

b. Preparation of bid proposal packets 

c. Site tours for prospective clients 

d. Client follow-ups 

e. Press releases 

       Provides direct marketing through strategically placed advertising designed to attract 

visitors to the museum and Civic center. Attends sales marketing events to attract 

conferences and meetings in the Civic Center. 

 VISITOR CENTER 

 Operates Visitor Center with Forest Service. Responsible for maintaining the inventory 

of city property belonging to the Civic Center (i.e. responding to visitor inquiries, 

organizing familiarization tours, press releases and calendar of events).  

GIFT SHOP 

 Manages all aspects of inventory acquisitions (ordering), inventory, tracking, display 

and sales. 

SUPERVISION 

 Supervises employees and volunteers in the implementation of department goals and 

programs through visitor contact, and gift shop administration. Maintains accurate 

employee records. Oversees staff development. Provides staff evaluations as needed. 

Ensures staff adheres to the varied procedures of the different facility operations. 

 Provide staff and volunteer training in gift shop management, basic accounting and 

bookkeeping skills, general maintenance, inventory, historical research, public 
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relations, and appropriate artifact handling procedures. Train staff and volunteers to 

provide public tours. Provide Wrangell travel information for visitors. Train staff to 

set-up meetings and conferences, learn audio and video equipment.  

TEAMWORK AND COOPERATION 

 Works cooperatively with employees, other city departments, external agencies and 

the general public. Fosters an atmosphere of cooperation and trust between the 

department and various organizations within the city.  

 FUNDRAISING 

 Prepares and writes grants for supplementary funding for programs or other projects 

not provided for in the annual budget. 

FACILTY MAINTENANCE 

 Oversees and schedules building maintenance. Relies on staff from Public Works, 

Parks and Rec and independent contractors for general maintenance. 

 

 

Qualifications 
 

 Knowledge and Skills 

 Must have or be able to learn modern museum management principles. Keep 

current on museum standards and practices.  

 Requires demonstrated leadership ability to coordinate, motivate, develop and 

evaluate staff resources.  

 Requires experience working with word-processing and database software. 

Requires general accounting experience, inter-personal skills and proficiency with 

computers, business administration/operating and/or sales.  

 Must be friendly and empathetic to facilitate working effectively with people 

while coordinating activities to accomplish the goals of the James and Elsie Nolan 

Center.  

 Work experience in facility management, convention sales or meeting planning is 

desirable and may be considered in lieu of other required experiences.  

 Requires working knowledge of the facility. 

 Requires promotional experience.  

 Requires knowledge with kitchen and food processing equipment. 

 Requires the skill to organize and set up for functions 

 

 Abilities 

Ability to work independently. Ability to perform a variety of administrative duties 

including supervision, delegation, personnel administration, and ability to deal with the 

public. Ability to perform historical research on regional history and be a reliable source 

of information. Ability to provide responsible, professional care to the community’s 

collection of artifacts which are housed at the Museum. 

 

Requires the ability to communicate effectively both orally and in written form. Ability to 

represent the City Department in a professional manner to the Borough Assembly, 

meeting planners, the general public, scholarly researchers, civic groups and other 

agencies. 

 

Requires the ability to adapt to changing needs and priorities. Willingness to perform 

various job related duties as situations require with a strong sense of teamwork. Ability to 

give direction and make quick decisions.  

 

 

 Physical Abilities 
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Ability to lift and/or carry 50 pounds. Ability to assist in the set-up and break-down of 

event venues for all manner of facility functions. Ability to work in an office setting, 

including sitting for long periods of time.  Fine motor abilities to operate office equipment 

and file and retrieve documents required.  Visual acuity to read computer screens, printed 

information, and accounting documents required.  Must be able to carry out conversations 

over the phone and in person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Education and Experience 

Requires at least two (2) year’s office management/administrative experience with 

emphasis on customer service and supervisory experience. Familiarity in civic facility 

operations preferred.  Knowledge in history, museum studies, or anthropology desired.  

Skill in event management a plus. Experience in meeting/convention marketing and/or 

planning also desired. Proficiency in grant writing and grant administration, budget 

formulation and administration.  

 

 Licenses and Certificates 

Requires valid Alaska Driver’s License and ability to obtain ADEC Food Worker Card 

within 60 days. 

 

 Working Conditions 

Most work is performed indoors where minimal safety considerations exist. May work 

long hours (up to 16 hours a day) indoors, with minimal safety concerns, may work 

outside in garden area.  

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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City & Borough of Wrangell         Position Description 
Position:   Public Works Director  Type: Permanent, Full-Time 

Department/Site:  Public Works FLSA:  Non-exempt 

Evaluated by:  Borough Manager Salary Grade:  30    35 

 

Summary 
 

Plans, directs and coordinates the activities of the departments of Public Works, including 

Cemetery, Garage, Sanitation, Streets and the Sewer and Water utilities, by performing the 

following duties or through subordinate supervision.  

 

Distinguishing Career Features 
 

The Public Works Director is a management position responsible for integrating different, 

yet related functions supporting overall Public Works goals.  Exercises decision making, 

supervision and problem-solving skills on a daily basis for efficient delivery of public 

services, infrastructure maintenance and customer service.  

 

The Public Works Director requires competency in construction management and the ability 

to integrate a complete system of streets, sanitation, water distribution, wastewater treatment, 

and fleet management.   

 

Advancement to this level is through promotion and compliance with the qualifications of the 

position.   

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities 
 

This list is ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY and is not a comprehensive listing of all functions and 

tasks performed by incumbents of this class. 

 

 Oversees all Public Works, Sewer, Water, Garage and Sanitation employees and 

operations.  Ensures compliance with State and Federal health and safety, water quality 

and wastewater regulations. Responsible for training to insure proper certification of 

Public Works employees.  

 Coordinates with and directs supervisors responsible for Public Works, Water, Sewer, 

and Garage functions.  Meets regularly with staff to evaluate performance and discuss 

and resolve workload and technical issues. 

 Hires, fires, evaluates, confers and directs departmental staff, with the assistance from 

departmental supervisors, responsible for street, water, sewer, sanitation and fleet 

management. Coordinates the use of human resources and equipment and materials to 

consolidate purchasing requests. 

 Develops and reviews technical reports, budget estimates and bid packages and 

regulatory standards.  Negotiates and manages services and departmental contracts, 

terms, and warranties.  

 Responsible for the annual development and administration of the overall budgets for all 

Public Works departments, departmental functions and special projects.  Assists Capital 

Facilities Director in evaluation of annual maintenance and capital project needs related 

to Public Works facilities and operations. 

 Evaluates Public Works program requirements, Federal and State mandates, and resource 

utilization; coordinates program planning and municipal services evaluation; identifies 
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resources and coordinates integration of services with other programs, departments, and 

agencies. 

 Reviews new laws and proposed legislation and determines impact to programs or 

projects; remains current on Public Works issues and presents recommendations for City 

policies; prioritizes projects and programs to optimize funds spent on facilities and 

infrastructure.  

 Acts as a Borough liaison between various State agencies and represents the interests of 

the Borough Manager and Borough Assembly, as directed.  

 Maintains cooperative working relations with the other Borough departments, and 

outside agencies; serves as liaison between various organizations and agencies; serves on 

committees, task forces and other groups as tasked. 

 Represents the Borough when dealing with Federal, State and local agencies and the 

media regarding Public Works operations and issues.   

 Develops, analyzes and maintains disaster response plans, strategies and policies. 

 Develops and interprets policy and provides staff direction on implementation of those 

policies and procedures.   

 Formulates and directs proper training, work practices and safety programs.  

 Performs site evaluations and assists with project planning for the design and 

construction of city facilities and infrastructure.  Provides preliminary cost estimates as 

requested for special projects.  

 Reviews and assesses equipment and supply needs for various Public Works departments 

operation and projects.  Procures equipment, supplies and services according to Borough 

policies and ordinances. Proposes, assists, and reviews specifications for new equipment.  

Maintains accurate and detailed records of all purchases for the department. Manages 

and directs the Garage Department with fleet management, including vehicle and 

equipment procurement, evaluation, allocation, replacement scheduling, and repair and 

operational issues requiring administrative oversight and approval.   

 Responsible for the as-built record plans for storm sewer, sanitary sewer, water, and 

street systems. 

 Responsible for the construction, maintenance and repair of water and sewer mains and 

services.   

 Assists crews with emergency and routine sewer, water, street repair and snow removal, 

as needed.  Responsible for the proper use and maintenance of Borough equipment.  

 Responsible for operation of the Borough’s cemeteries and locating grave plots as 

assigned by the Borough Clerk. Coordinates work and personally maintains as-built 

record drawings of cemetery.  

 Manages the Borough’s rock quarry and waste soils sites in accordance with State and 

Federal laws and permitting requirements.   

 Acts as back-up Building Official as outlined in Wrangell Municipal Code and building 

codes as adopted by the Borough including plan review, issuing building permits and 

inspections. Participates in the review of plans for private development projects for 

compliance with codes, regulations and standards, adequacy of permit applications and 

compliance with approved plans, as they relate to Public Works infrastructure.   

 Performs other duties as assigned by the Borough Manager. 

 

 

QUALIFICATIONS 

 

         Knowledge and Skills 

 Department and Borough organization, operations, policies and procedures. 

 Federal, State and local government laws, statutes and ordinances related to Public 

Works divisional operations.  

 Personal computers, word and data processing software, including the Microsoft Office 
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suite of applications, and other software as utilized by the department, such as ArcGIS, 

work order and inventory tracking software, or the ability to learn such software 

applications.  

 Generally accepted government accounting practices in relation to general funds and 

enterprise funds. Principles of public sector budgets, accounting and contract 

management. 

 Principles and practices of street, water and sewer infrastructure construction and 

maintenance.  

 Principles and practices of water and sewer utility operations and infrastructure, storm 

water management, solid waste collection and disposal, fleet acquisition and 

maintenance.  

 Knowledge of quarry operations and safety standards, including storm water pollution 

prevention and erosion control practices.   

 Must be familiar with highway equipment and repair, facilities maintenance, supervisory 

techniques, proper and safe operating procedures, cost analysis, and seasonal equipment 

needs. 

 Must have knowledge of and comfort with mathematical concepts including probability, 

statistical inference, and plane and solid geometry. 

 Must be able to apply fractions, percentages, ratios, and proportions to practical 

situations. 

 Effective customer service principles. 

 

         Abilities 

 Ability to plan, organize, direct and coordinate the work of supervisory, professional, and 

trades personnel.  

 Ability to supervise, coordinate employee efforts and administer policies. 

 Ability to delegate authority and responsibility and prepare and administer large and 

complex budgets.   

 Ability to allocate limited resources in a cost-effective manner and have the ability to 

sequence and execute a high volume of work projects.   

 Ability to assess and prioritize multiple tasks and projects, and delegate tasks and 

authority.   

 Ability to effectively respond to, and resolve inquiries from management, citizens and 

regulatory agencies. 

 Ability to prepare clear and concise reports with proper sentence structure, punctuation 

and grammar. 

 Ability to read, understand, and interpret plans, blueprints, and specifications for 

infrastructure projects, as well as the ability to prepare cost estimates, write construction 

or equipment specifications, and prepare requests for quotes. 

 

          Physical Abilities 

Requires sufficient ambulatory ability to inspect facility and utility infrastructure, 

including some ability to bend, stoop, and walk in confined areas. Sufficient visual acuity 

to read detailed drawings, recognizing words and numbers. Sufficient auditory ability to 

carry on conversations in person and over the phone. 

 

          Education and Experience 

 Any combination of training, education and experience which demonstrates an ability to 

perform the duties of the position. The typical qualifying entrance background requires a 

bachelor’s degree or equivalent with major course work in civil engineering, construction 

management, business administration, public administration, or a related field, and five 

years of responsible experience in planning, organizing and directing a public works or 

related operation, including three years in an administrative or supervisory capacity.  
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Other combinations of education and experience may be substitutes that demonstrate 

competency in the desired knowledge, skills and abilities for this position.  

 Must have sufficient skills necessary to operate related equipment effectively, safely, and 

responsibly.  

 Requires the ability to clearly read, write, and speak English.   

 

         Licenses and Certificates 

Requires a valid Alaska Driver’s License or the ability to obtain one upon hire. 

 

         Working Conditions 

Incumbent performs over 90% of duties in an office environment. Work is also 

performed outdoors where some safety considerations exist from observing physical 

labor and equipment operation. 

 

This job/class description, describes the general nature of the work performed, representative 

duties as well as the typical qualifications needed for acceptable performance.   It is not intended 

to be a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, work steps, and skills required of the job. 
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

15 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION: Discussion on the Proposed Borough Manager’s Contract 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 
 

 FY 20: $ FY 21:  FY22:  
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY22 $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

ATTACHMENTS:  
 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
I move, pursuant to 44.62.320 (c) (2), that we recess into executive session to discuss 
matters that may tend to prejudice the reputation and character of any person, specifically 
to discuss the Borough Manager’s Proposed Contract.  
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SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
 

On March 19, 2024, the Borough Assembly (in Executive Session) interviewed candidates for the 
Borough Manager’s position.  
 
The Assembly came out of Executive Session and approved moving forward with offering the 
Borough Manager’s position to Mason Villarma and appointed the Mayor and Vice-Mayor to 
negotiate a contract with Mr. Villarma.  
 
The Assembly will discuss the proposed Borough Manager’s Contract in Executive Session and 
then they will come out and may take action to approve the contract.  
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

15 (after ES) 

 

Approval to hire Mason Villarma as the new Borough Manager and to approve the Borough 
Manager’s Contract, as presented   (may or may not be considered) 

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Kim Lane, Borough Clerk 
 

 FY 20: $ FY 21:  FY22:  
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

   FY22 $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

ATTACHMENTS:  
 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Move to approve hiring Mason Villarma as the new Borough Manager and to approve the 
Borough Manager’s Contract, as presented.  
 
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT: 
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On March 19, 2024, the Borough Assembly (in Executive Session) interviewed candidates for the 
Borough Manager’s position.  
 
The Assembly came out of Executive Session and approved moving forward with offering the 
Borough Manager’s position to Mason Villarma and appointed the Mayor and Vice-Mayor to 
negotiate a contract with Mr. Villarma.  
 
The Assembly will discuss the proposed Borough Manager’s Contract in Executive Session and 
then they will come out and may take action to approve the contract.  
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CITY & BOROUGH OF WRANGELL, ALASKA 
BOROUGH ASSEMBLY AGENDA STATEMENT 

 

AGENDA ITEM TITLE: 
DATE: April 9, 2024 

Agenda 
Section 

15 

 

(Possible) Executive Session: Discussion on the Proposed IBEW Collective Bargaining Agreement  

   

SUBMITTED BY: 
 

FISCAL NOTE: 
 
 Expenditure Required:  

Mason Villarma, Interim Borough Manager 
 

       
  
 Amount Budgeted:  

     $0 

Reviews/Approvals/Recommendations 
 Account Number(s):  

   
    Account Name(s):  

Name(s)     

Name(s)   Unencumbered Balance(s) (prior to 
expenditure): See Agenda Statement  Attorney  

 Insurance    
  

 

 

RECOMMENDATION MOTION: 
Pursuant to AS 44.62.310 (c)(3), I move to approve that we go into Executive Session, and invite the 
Borough Collective Bargaining Team, Borough Manager, to discuss the proposed Collective 
Bargaining Negotiations, a matter “which by law, municipal charter, or ordinance” is required to be 
confidential. 
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